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Publisher's Preface 

Having known the author for the bet
ter part of the thirty years of his life, 
I'd like to say a few words about his 
work, and, while I'm at it, about him. 
I have ·met him on a variety of occa
sions, as composer, writer, speculator, 
dramatist, colleague, presence, etc. But 
there seems always to have been a com
mon ground of research underlying his 
investigations in any field. He seems to 
approach things without the assumption 
of mastery over them, more with curi
osity about them. As a result the distinc
tions among these. fields apparently seem 
to him to be manifestations of man's 
fondness for "understanding" by putting 
labels on things, rather than by confront
ing them and seeing their similarities as 
well as their disparities. He is fond of 

saying that there are many similar mush
rooms which are unaware that they are 
unrelated even though botanists have put 
them into separate phyla. This is why 
the book is structured as it is, into four 
separate columns, running simultane
ously. To read everything in the book in 
sequence, the reader would have to read, 
say, all the left-hand columns, then all 
the next-to-left-hand columns, and so on. 
He would have to read through the 
book four times. And he would have 
missed the point-of confrontation at 
every turn with other elements of the 
same overall picture or situation. Hope
fully the reader will get the point and 
read the four columns more or less to
gether, keeping clear in his mind the 
correlations as well as the divergences 
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Publisher's Preface 

which hazard has established. Maybe 
some of the longer poems-which have 
fairly involved structures-are some sort 
of partial exception to this, but the 
author has done no more than raise this 
as a possibility, so we shall presumably 
have to make up our own minds on the 
matter. 

One thing the author didn't explain 
was why the book is bound like a reli
gious book. Most certainly he is not reli
gious. His politics wouldn't allow for 
that, any more than his mind or his style 
would. Neither is art his religion. At all. 
He never went yowling down the streets 
screaming that all artists should be exter
minated as lackeys of the exploiting 
classes, the way so many have at one 
time or another. But neither does he 
seem to take art as anything other than 
a body of communications possibilities, 
within which certain useful and human 
insights are possible. Perhaps he had in 
mind some sort of parody or reductio 
ad absurd um, though even that seems 
unlikely since he seems unwilling to take 
the present work anything else than seri
ously. Again, why the strange title? It 
sounds like a horse's whinny, a fragment 
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of a sound poem maybe. We know the 
letters are supposed to stand for "Freaked 
Out Electronic Wizards & Other Mar
velous Bartenders Who Have No Wings," 
which he tells us is a title that came to 
him, amused him for a moment, and 
then was scrapped, as being a ridiculous 
cluster of words, hopelessly hippie and 
typed in the r96o's mold. But why did 
he save the shell of the title? It seems 
to be the same kind of thing as the style 
of binding-saving the shell of some
thing, wondering what will grow up 
next to replace it. We'll have a long 
wait, I suppose, before he tells us. 

Anyway, here's the book, complete 
with its bad math essays (they lead to 
other things of interest in the book), its 
very serious little articles (the book starts 
with lntermedia, which gave a word to 
the language), all its plays, performed 
and unperformed, its jokes and abstract 
speculations. Let's hope that the aggre
gate-which is of a course a different 
entity from its parts-helps change the 
cultural scene from the hysteria and 
frigidity of the 5o's and 6o's into what 
might be the serene 7o's. 

New York 
February 1969 
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a little stroll 

my bones aren't 
a prison for my mind 

that flies 

now about those invoices 
r/4/68 

lntermedia 

Much of the best work being pro
duced today seems to fall between 
media. This is no accident. The con
cept of the separation between media 
:irose in the Renaissance. The idea 
that a painting is made of paint on 
canvas or that a sculpture should not 
be painted seems characteristic of the 
kind of social thought-categorizing 
and dividing society into nobility with 
its various subdivisions, untitled gen
try, artisans, serfs and landless work
ers-which we call the feuda l concep
tion of the Great Chain of Being. This 
essentially mechanistic approach con
tinued to be relevant throughout the 
first two industrial revolutions, just 
concluded, and into the present era 
of automation, which constitutes, in 
fact, a third industrial revolution. 

However, the social problems that 
characterize our time, as opposed to 
the political ones, no longer allow a 
compartmentalized approach. We are 
approaching the dawn of a classless 
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lntermedia 

society, to which separation into rigid 
categories is absolutely irrelevant. This 
shift does not relate more to East than 
West or vice versa. Castro works in 
the cane fields . New York's Mayor 
Lindsay walks to work during the 
subway strike. The millionaires eat 
their lunches at Horn and Hardart's. 
This sort of populism is a growing 
tendency rather than a shrinking one. 

We sense this in viewing art which 
seems to belong unnecessarily rigidly 
to one or another form. We view 
paintings. What are they, after all? 
Expensive, handmade objects, in
tended to ornament the walls of the 
rich or, through their (or their gov
ernment's) munificence, to be shared 
with the large numbers of people and 
give them a sense of grandeur. But 
they do not allow of any sense of 
dialogue. 

Pop art? How could it play a part 
in the art of the future? It is bland. 
It is pure. It uses elements of com
mon life without comment, and so, 
by accepting the misery of this life 
and its aridity so mutely, it condones 
them. Pop and Op are both dead, 
however, because they confine them
selves, through the media which they 
employ, to the older functions of art, 
of decorating and suggesting gran
deur, whatever their detailed content 
or their artists' intentions. None of the 
ingenious theories of the Mr. Ivan 
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The Danger of Lecturing at Concerts 

Danger Music Number One 
Spontaneously catch hold of a hoist 

hook and be raised up at least three 
stories. (April r96r) 

Danger Music Number Two 
Hat. Rags. Paper. Heave. Shave. (May 

r96r) 

Danger Music Number Three 
Divide a large pack of incense among 

those present in a moderately large room. 
Ask each person to burn his incense, 
without flame, all together. Darkness 
throughout. (July 1961) 

Danger Music Number Four 
28+23=5r. (October 20th, 196r) 

Danger Music Number Five 
Danger Music Number Five is by 

Nam June Paik. (February 1962) 

Danger Music Number Six 
There is nothing here. (February 

1962) 
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lntermedia 

Geldoway combine can prevent them 
from being colossally boring and ir
relevant. Milord runs his Mad Avenue 
gallery, in which he displays his pretty 
wares. He is protected by a handful 
of rude footmen who seem to feel 
that this is the way Life will always 
be. At his beck and call is Sir Fretful 
Callous, a moderately well-informed 
high priest, who apparently despises 
the Flame he is supposed to tend and 
therefore prefers anything which titil
lates him. However, Milord needs his 
services, since he, poor thing, hasn't 
the time or the energy to contribute 
more than his name and perhaps his 
dollars; getting information and find
ing out what's going on are simply 
toooooo exhausting. So, well protected 
and advised, he goes blissfully through 
the streets in proper Louis XIV style. 

This scene is not just characteristic 
of the painting world as an institution, 
however. It is absolutely natural to 
(and inevitable in) the concept of the 
pure medium, the painting or precious 
object of any kind. That is the way 
such objects are marketed since that 
is the world to which they belong and 
to which they relate. The sense of "I 
am the state," however, will shortly 
be replaced by "After me the deluge," 
and, in fact, if the High Art world 
were better informed, it would realize 
that the deluge has already begun. 

Who knows when it began? There 
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The Danger of Lecturing ... 

Danger Music Number Seven 
(for lsou) 

Mifthk Kopwnu vyecr nusjyekosj hue. 
(February 1962) 

Danger Music Number Eight 
Play it safe. (February 1962) 

Danger Music Number Nine 
(for NJP) 

Volunteer to have your spine removed. 
(February 1962) 

Danger Music Number Ten (for PK) 
Smallish cowbirds. 
Do they get along with goldfinches? 

(February 1962) 

Danger Music Number Eleven 
(for George) 

Change your mind repeatedly in a 
lyrical manner about Roman Catholicism. 
(February 1962) 

Danger Music Number Twelve 
Write a thousand symphonies. (March 

1962) 

Danger Music Number Thirteen 
Choose. (April 13th, 1962) 

Danger Music Number Fourteen 
From a magnetic tape with anything 

on it, remove a predetermined length of 
tape. Splice the ends of this length to
gether to form a loop, then insert one 
side of the loop into a tape recorder, and 
hook the other side over an insulated 
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a satyr for donovan 
or 

an event in the life of peregrine dare 

peregrine dare 
had a smile that was square 

which a mummy had learned from an 
eagle 

the shoes that he wore 
displayed eskimo lore 

and were made from the hide of a beagle 
"shiver my whiskers!" 

peregrine said 
"a fabulous fancy's come 

into my head! 
instead of not talking i'll 

make noodles instead! 
and double my bubble in 

gentian!" 

the farther he went though 
the more he felt spent though 

his nostrils drooped slowly but surely 
the noodles alone 
made a desert of bone 

and his elbows and flowers said demurely: 
"we shivered your whiskers 

six light years, moreover 
we helped you with chalk 

from the white cliffs at 
dover 

and now you're alone and 
your chance is over 

you can't double your bubble 
in gentian!" 

Barton, Vt. 
July or August 1968 

lntermedia 

is no reason for us to go into history 
in any detail. Part of the reason that 
Duchamp's objects are fascinating 
while Picasso's voice is fading is that 
the Duchamp pieces are truly be
tween media, between sculpture and 
something else, while a Picasso is 
readily classifiable as a painted orna
ment. Similarly, by invading the land 
between collage and photography, 
the German John Heartfield pro
duced what are probably the great
est graphics of our century, surely 
the most powerful political art that 
has been done to date. 

The ready-made or found object, 
in a sense an intermedium since it 
was not intended to conform to the 
pure medium, usually suggests this, 
and therefore suggests a location in 
the field between the general area of 
art media and those of life media. 
However, at this time, the locations 
of this sort are relatively unexplored, 
as compared with media between the 
arts. I cannot, for example, name 
work which has consciously been 
placed in the intermedium between 
painting and shoes. The closest thing 
would seem to be the scu lpture of 
C laes Oldenburg, which falls between 
sculpture and hamburgers or Eskimo 
Pies, yet it is not the sources of these 
images themselves. An Oldenburg 
Eskimo Pie may look something like 
an Eskimo Pie, yet it is neither ed ible 
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The Danger of Lecturing . .. 

nail, hook, pencil or other similar ob
ject, to hold the tape and to provide the 
minimum of slack needed for playing 
of the loop. Play the loop as long as 
useful. (May 1962) 

Danger Music Number Fifteen 
(for the dance) 

Work with butter and eggs for a time. 
(May 1962) 

Danger Music Number Sixteen 
Honesty, if you persist in it, especially 

if you persist in it for no particular 
reason, might almost become second 
nature. Similarly, by vigorous movement 
of the elbow, one can find oneself to be 
na"ive. Is this why na"ivete is the most 
useful of the virtues? (May r 962) 

Danger Music Number Seventeen 
Scream! Scream! Scream! Scream! 

Scream! Scream! (May 1962) 

Danger Music Number Eighteen 
(The Passionate Expanse of the Law) 

At least seven non-perform for l 1'32" 
in a sack. (April 1962?) 

Danger Music Number Nineteen 
(Alice Denham in 48 Seconds) 

? Meeting. (April 
1962?) 

Danger Music Number Twenty 
(Music of Changes) 

Do not do anything quite exhaustively. 
(April 1962?) 
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boris blastoff's you-play-it 
crapshooting song 

a soft touch 
a slow night 
a butterfly day 
a soft touch 
a slow dance 
a wild day 
a soft loving 
a wild loving 
a rough dance 
a slow night 
a butterfly caress 
a butterfly dance 
a butterfly touch 
a slow day 
a wild loving 
a rough touch 
a slow day 
a wild loving 
a rough touch 
a butterfly night 
a wild night 
a slow caress 
a butterfly dance 
a wild day 
a soft night 
a wild caress 
a slow day 
a rough day 
a rough night 
a rough caress 
a butterfly caress 
a wild night 
a soft caress 
a simple loving 

newyork 
winter 1962 



boris blastoff finally dreams 

i want to-
ring like a bear 
dance like a lion 
roar like a kangaroo 
box you 
love like a bell 

ring like a lion 
dance like a kangaroo 
roar you 
box like a bell 
love like a bear 

ring like a kangaroo 
dance you 
roar like a bell 
box like a bear 
love like a lion 

nng you 
dance like a bell 
roar like a bear 
box like a lion 
love like a kangaroo 

ring Ii ke a bell 
dance like a bear 
roar like a lion 
box like a kangaroo 
love you 

about life 

new york 
winter 1962 

lntermedia 

nor cold. There is still a great deal 
to be done in this direction in the 
way of opening up aesthetically re
warding possibilities. 

In the middle 1950's many painters 
began to realize the fundamental ir
relevance of Abstract Expressionism, 
which was the dominant mode at the 
time. Such painters as Allan Kaprow 
and Robert Rauschenberg in the 
United States and Wolf V ostell in 
Germany turned to collage or, in 
the latter's case, de-collage in the sense 
of making work by adding or re
moving, replacing and substituting or 
altering components of a visual work. 
They began to include increasingly 
incongruous objects in their work. 
Rauschenberg called his constructions 
"combines" and went so far as to place 
a stuffed goat-spattered with paint 
and with a rubber tire around its neck 
-onto one. Kaprow, more philosophi
cal and restless, meditated on the rela
tionship of the spectator and the work. 
He put mirrors into his things so the 
spectator could feel included in them. 
That wasn't physical enough, so he 
made enveloping collages which sur
rounded the spectator. These he called 
"environments." Finally, in the Spring 
of 1958, he began to include live 
people as part of the collage, and this 
he called a "happening." 

The proscenium theater is the out
growth of Seventeenth Century ideals 
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The Danger of Lecturing .. . 

Danger Music Number Twenty-One 
(Comb Music) 

Colored. (Spring l9fo) 

Danger Music Number Twenty-Two 
(The Marrying Maiden) 

Two baritones facing. No? Yes! No? 
Yes! No? Yes! No? Yes! ... (death) 
(Spring 1962) 

Danger Music 
Number Twenty-Three 

(18 Happenings in Six Parts) 
Sand witch. Seven men can't lift it. 

Very solid. (Spring l9fo) 

Danger Music Number Twenty· Four 
Find it. Attack it. (Paris, December 

l9fo) 

Danger Music Number Twenty-Five 
Decide what you want to do and do 

it. (Paris, December l9fo) 

Danger Music Number Twenty-Six 
Give it up. Abandon it for good. (Ehl

halten, December 1962) 

Danger Music 
Number Twenty-Seven 

Hit back. (Di.isseldorf, February 1963) 

Danger Music 
Number Twenty-Eight 

Not-smile for some days. (Koln, Feb
ruary 1963) 
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i find man amazing (and 

this 
this 
clomping 
clomping 
animal 
animal 

sometimes quite wonderful) 

this 
clomping 
animal 

this clomping 
this animal 
clomping this 
clomping animal 
animal this 
animal clomping 
clomping animal 
animal clomping 
this animal 
animal this 
this clomping 
clomping this 

chelsea 
dancetime, junetime 1967 



among many seas 

ram nps 
ryokan royal 

II 

gently gently girl 
kosygin's coming and 
there 's letters to write 

Ill 

i'd like to dance with you 
and i shall (will you be surprised?) 
gal 

IV 

nuts 
n 

buts 

v 
you've got lots to show 
but why won't my grass grow? 

VI 

why miss her when you want her 
if you kiss her when you don't want her ? 
rain is contagious and often outrageous 

VII 

an awful lot of things 
are written in lichens on stones 
is the trick to know what to read instead 

of how ? 

new york 
june's saddest and rainiest, '67 

lntermedia 

of social order. Yet there is remark
ably little structural difference be
tween the dramas of D'Avenant and 
those of Edward Albee, certainly 
nothing comparable to the difference 
in pump construction or means of 
mass transportation. It would seem 
that the technological and social im
plications of the first two industrial 
revolutio ns have been evaded com
pletely. The drama is still mechanis
tically divided: there are performers, 
production people, a separate audi
ence and a n explicit script. Once 
started, like Frankenstein's monster, 
the course of affairs is unalterable, 
perhaps damned by its inability to 
reflect its surroundings. With our 
populistic mentality today, it is diffi
cult to attach importance-other than 
what we have been taught to attach 
-to this traditional theater. N or do 
minor innovations do m ore than pro
vide dinner conversation: this theater 
is round instead of square, in that 
one the stage revolves, here the play 
is relatively senseless and whimsical 
(Pinter is, after all, our modern J. M. 
Barrie-unless the honor belongs more 
properly to Beckett). Every year fewer 
attend the professional Broadway 
theaters. The shows get sillier and 
sillier, showing the producers' estimate 
of our mentality (or is it their own 
that is revealed?). Even the best of 
the traditional theater is no longer 
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The Danger of Lecturing ... 

Danger Music Number Twenty-Nine 
Get a job for its own sake. (North 

Brookfield, March 1963) 

Danger Music Number Thirty 
This one is officially inexpressible . 

(North Brookfield, March 1963) 

Danger Music Number Thirty-One 
Liberty and committee work! (North 

Brookfield, March Ig63) 

Danger Music Number Thirty-Two 
(for George Maciunas) 

Do not abide by your decision. (New 
York, April I, 1963) 

Danger Music Number Thirty-Three 
(for Henning Christiansen) 

Have a ball show. (May 1963) 

Danger Music Number Thirty-Four 
(for Big Dan) 

Make a list of any values, tendencies 
and qualities present in your work. By 
means of dice select a couple of these. 
Exaggerate them and ignore all others. 
Execute the result meticulously. Get a 
sympathetic postman to give you a 
theory defending what you have done. 
Always hope for the best. (May 1963) 
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lntermedial Object # 1 

Construct what matches the following 
description: 
fi I. SIZE 

Horse= l, Elephant= IO. Object is 
at 6. 

1f 2. SHAPE 

Shoe= I, Mushroom= io. Object is 
at 7. 

~3· FUNCTION 

Food= l, Chair= IO. Object Is at 
6. 

fi4· CRAFTSMANSHIP 

Neat= I, Profundity= ro. Object is 
at 3. 

fis. TAsTE 

Lemon= l, H ardware= IO. Object 
is at 5. 

fi6. DECORATION 

Color = I, Electricity= ro. Object 
is at 6. 

fi 7. BRIGHTNESS 

Sky= r, Mahogany = IO. Object is 
aq. 

fi8. PERMANENCE 

Cake = I, Joy = IO. Object is at 2. 

fig. IMPACT 

Political= l, Aesthetic= IO, Hu
morous = X IO. Object is at 8 and 
is X7 up. 

Photographs and movies of result
ing objects may be sent to Something 
Else Press, Inc., 238 West 22nd St., New 
York, N.Y. IOOII . 

New York City 
June IO, r 966 



moments in the lives of 
great women 

a six-star special 

As kingfishers catch fire, dragonflies draw flame. 
- -Gerard Manley Hopkins 

stephen ii 

it doesn't have all to be 
so grand and huge and successful 

and public some of it can be 
quite small and private 

lntermedia 

found on Broadway but at the Judson 
Memorial Church, some miles away. 
Yet our theater schools grind out 
thousands on thousands of perform
ing and production personnel, for 
whom jobs will simply not exist in 
twenty years. Can we blame the 
unions? Or rents and real estate taxes? 
Of course not. The subsidized pro
ductions, sponsored at such museums 
as New York's Lincoln Center, are 
not building up a new audience so 
much as recultivating an old one, since 
the medium of such drama seems 
weird and artificial in our new social 
milieu. We need more portabi lity and 
flexibility, and this the traditional 
theater cannot provide. It was made 
for Versailles and for the sedentary 
Mi lords, not for motorized life-demon s 
who travel six hundred miles a week. 
Versailles no longer speaks very loud-
1 y to us, since we think at eighty-five 
miles an hour. 

In the other direction, starting from 
the idea of theater itself, others such 
as myself declared war on the script 
as a set of sequential events. Impro
visation was no help; performers 
merely acted in imitation of a script. 
So I began to work as if time and 
sequence could be utterly suspended, 
not by ignoring them (which would 
simply be illogical) but by systemati
cally replacing them as structural ele
ments with change. Lack of change 
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The Danger of L ecturing .. . 

Danger Music Number Thirty-Five 
(for Wolf the friendly dragon) 

Do something gigantic. 
Do not sign your name-turn your 

back and never look over your shoulder. 
(June 1963) 

Danger Music Number Thirty-Six 
Shrouds without crowds. CJ une 1963) 

Danger Music Number Thirty-Seven 
More shrouds without crowds. (June 

1963) 

Danger Music Number Thirty-Eight 
(June 1963) 

Danger Music Number Thirty-Nine 
Times are changing, my friend. Things 

will not always be like this. (July 1963) 

Danger Music Number Forty 
(for Big Dan) 

Disappear into your work. Or into 
some member of the opposite sex who 
reflects it. (July 1963) 

Danger Music Number Forty-One 
T ake off your old coat and roll up 

your sleeves. (July I 963) 

Danger Music Number Forty-Two 
Nobody is superfluous, especially if 

he wants to give a hand. (July 1963) 

Danger Music Number Forty-Three 
To try to isolate more things that 

would be dangerous to oneself, to one's 
work, or to one's capabilities, to the 
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stephen ii 

care, honey 
he's a good man 

and ready to work now 
and a man only has his work 
and gets tired of living among the 

lotus eaters 
where you met him and began to 

love him 

take care, honey 
he loved you when you worked and 

only partly liked it 
and you may destroy him if you try 

to become his seeming 
and something in yourself 
which he loves 

just take care, honey 
he does not want you to be him 

eleanor roosevelt 

you go to the bottom of the cold mine 
there's eleanor 

you look under the bed 
there 's eleanor 

you look into hooverville 
there's eleanor 

my day reads like gertrude stein 
gertrude stein reads like my day 

but with more style 

there's eleanor 

lntermedia 

would cause my pieces to stop. In 1958 
I wrote a piece, Stacked Deck, in 
which any event can take place at 
any time, as long as its cue appears. 
The cues are produced by colored 
lights. Since the colored lights could 
be used wherever they were put and 
audience reactions were also cuing 
situations, the performance-audience 
separation was removed and a hap
pening situation was established, 
thoug h less visually-oriented in its use 
of its environment and imagery. At 
the same time, Al Hansen moved into 
the area from graphic notation ex
periments, and Nam June Paik and 
Benjamin Patterson (both in Germany 
at the time) moved in from varieties 
of music in which specifically musical 
events were frequently replaced by 
non-musical actions. 

Thus the Happening developed as 
an intermedium, an uncharted land 
that lies between collage, music and 
the theater. It is not governed by 
rules; each work determines its own 
medium and form according to its 
needs. The concept itself is better un
derstood by what it is not, rather than 
what it is. Approaching it, we are 
pioneers again, and shall continue to 
be so as long as there's plenty of 
elbow room and no neighbors around 
for a few miles. Of course, a con
cept like this is very disturbing to 
those whose mentality is compart-
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The Danger of Lecturing ... 

status quo, to the war of the Defensive 
against the Defenseless, or to the Gentle, 
Sweet, Kindly-disposed , entrenched Lib
eral against the Brothers and the Sisters 
(on the ground of expedience), to iso
late more of these things would be to 
overemphasize the problem and to mini
mize the fact that a solution is possible 
and necessa ry. (July 1963) 

Lecture Number One 
The lecturer distributes to the audi

ence sheets of directions for games, as
sembly instructions, sample rental leases, 
tax forms, etc. He requests the audience 
to read these back to him, each reader 
so loud that he drowns out all others to 
his own hearing. (Ca. May 1957) 

Lecture Number Two 
The lecturer reads : "The day begins. 

After a time the day ends. The day be
gins. After a time the day ends. The 
day begins. After a time the day ends. 
The day begins. After a time the day 
ends. The day begins. After a time the 
day ends. The day begins. After a time 
the day ends. The day begins. After a 
time the day ends .... " 

This is repeated the number of times 
that a day begins in a common span of 
time, such as a week, fortnight, month, 
year, decade, century, millenium, etc. 
(Autumn 1959) 

Lecture Number Three 
(The Lives of Great Men) 

The lives of great men are described 
by the lecturer in terms of their personi
fications as great or common monuments 
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moments in the lives ... 

foreword §1 

i really don't know what the universal 
is in our exFerience or what there is 
about it that is universal. but on the 
other hand i cannot imagine that, once 
we have removed the dust curtains, we 
are not pretty much the same. we all 
have sex, we all have our things to do. 
most of us like to be with other people 
and to work with them and for our
selves. 

the point isn't who you go down with, 
but how it fits into the poem. a certain 
lady will wear a tiny hat with a long 
feather in it. it may seem ridiculous. but 
it comes to be part of her. i remember in 
worcester, mass., where i am from, there 
was a certain mrs. kow, of whom i was 
very fond, though i don't remember 
why. and once there was a party some
where, and the long pheasant feather 
in her hat broke, and hung over her 
face . on anyone else it would have been 
very funny, but on her it was just, well, 
an unfortunate accident which no six
year-old, as i was, would want to call 
to her attention. these funny things that 
turn out not to be funny and vice versa. 
an<l she liked that hat very much, and 
it had been hurt. that is where we begin 
to choose sides. we lose our humor and 
replace it with irony. and it is hard to 
keep the hot, bitter taste out of the back 
of your mouth. 

how it fits into the poem. che guevara 
is dead. his death wou ld not mean very 

Inter media 

mentalized. Time, Life and the High 
Priests have been announcing the 
death of Happenings regularly since 
the movement gained momentum in 
the late fifties, but this says more 
about the accuracy of their informa
tion than about the liveliness of the 
movement. 

We have noted the intermedia in 
the theater and in the visual arts, 
the Happening and certain varieties 
of physical constructions. For reasons 
of space we cannot take up here the 
intermedia between other areas. How
ever, I would like to suggest that the 
use of intermedia is more or less uni
versal throughout the fine arts, since 
continuity rather than categorization 
is the hallmark of our new mentality. 
There are parallels to the Happening 
in music, for example, in the work 
of such composers as Philip Corner 
and John Cage, who explore the inter
media between music and philosophy, 
or Joe Jones, whose self-playing musi
cal instruments fall into the inter
medium between music and sculpture. 
The constructed poems of Emmett 
Williams and Robert Filliou certainly 
constitute an intermedium between 
poetry and sculpture. Is it possible to 
speak of the use of intermedia as a 

huge and inclusive movement of 
which Dada, Futurism and Surrealism 
are early phases preceding the huge 
ground-swell that is taking place now? 
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or objects in the sight of the lecturer. 
(January 1960) 

Lecture Number Four 
The lecturer meticulously prepares a 

text, the words of which are then care
fully formed before his hearers without 
being at all audible. (On hearing Henry 
Flynt, Winter 1961) 

Lecture Number Five 
The lecturer announces: "For this lec

ture will the audience please turn around 
exactly 180° in their seats." When they 
have done this, he says "Thank you," 
and goes away. (Same day as Lecture 
Number Four, Winter 196!) 

Lecture Number Six 
(On the Dance) 

This lecture is a collection of callis
thenics recordings with old time music, 
avail able on request from this lecturer. 
(April 20th, 1963) 

Lecture Number Seven 
(On Employment) 

What do you have to say? Tell me 
about yourself. (May 23rd, 1963) 

Lecture Number Eight 
(On Muscatel) 

As early in the morning as possible, 
on as inconvenient a day as possible, at 
as uncomfortable a season as possible, 
and having notified as many people as 
possible of the forthcoming lecture, the 
lecturer sets out before sunrise, equipped 
with a flashlight and accompanied by 
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much if it hadn't been him it happened 
to-sad, maybe. but close, no cigar. yet, 
it being him, it happened to more than 
him. if it is your noggin it happens to, 
and if many people are thinking about 
your noggin, then when it happens the 
generality is drawn. 

i can't imagine any thing about any
body without there being only a very 
minimum of things about it which is 
not universal. 

stephen i 

the nose? 
no it's not the nose 

the eyes? 
no it's not the eyes 

the thinness? 
no it's not the thinness 

the small of the back? 
no it's not the small of the back 

it's the beautiful 
nothing 

m particular 

lntermedia 

Or is it more reasonable to regard the 
use of intermedia an irreversible his
torical innovation, more comparable 
for example, to the development of 
instrumental music than, for example, 
to the development of Romanticism? 

New York 
December 1965 
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the attenders of the lecture, to whom, 
however, he says not a single word 
throughout. They are led through his 
favorite and unfavorite places, and he 
points with the flashlight at his favorite 
and unfavorite places--or where they 
were or might be. It is observed that 
the sun rises. (December 1964) 

Concert Number One 
This concert lasts fifty-five days. 

(March 1963) 

Concert Number Two 
This concert lasts until something hap

pens. (March 1963) 

Concert Number Three 
This concert is highly disorganized. 

(March 1963) 

Concert Number Four 
This concert is profoundly disorgan

ized. (March 1963) 

Concert Number Five 
This concert exhibits great spiri tual 

virtuosity. (March 1963) 

Concert Number Six 
This concert is usually performed by 

very fat men. (March 1963) 

Concert Number Seven 
This concert calls for seven dancers, 

stilts and Florence Tarlow. (March 1963) 
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moments in the lives ... 

sophia 

don't disturb me 
i'm doing my job 

i'm charming 
yes charming 
charming yes 

yes 

Games of Art 

Starting with nothing is a good way 
to get somewhere. As anyone who 
has studied Set Theory knows, the 
whole Real Number system is based 
on the empty set. Nothing worked for 
Descartes and Sartre, and perhaps it 
works in art too. 

On the other hand, there are those 
for whom the beauty of Nothing is 
simply an inherent thing, for whom 
it needs no function, like the old man 
in the famous cartoon, smiling over 
his desk while two younger men in 
the foreground say, gesturing to him, 
"He started at the bottom, liked it 
and stayed there." The apparent un
assumingness of emptiness is what 
gives it its charm. Yet this charm is 
very fragile . Put something in an 
empty room and it is no longer empty. 

Perhaps we can conceive then of an 
assumed nothingness, rather than of 
some absolute. Of a table just waiting 
for something to be on it, of a mind 
just waiting to think about supper. 
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Concert Number Eight 
This concert exhibits ou r lack of imag

ination. (March 1963) 

Concert Number Nine 
This concert is attended exclusively 

by people named Robert. (March 1963) 

Concert Number Ten 
This concert calls for books, cowbells, 

cymbals, drums, incense, whistles, smoke 
bombs, toys, dogs, tractors, flowers, bees, 
sun light, hay, logs, drums, motors, saws 
and hundred-yea r-old hand tools. (March 
1963) 

Concert Number Eleven 
This concert calls for twelve banjo 

players, two tennis players, an oboe 
d'amore player, and a bassoon vi rtuoso. 
(March 1963) 

Concert Number Twelve 
This concert happens in rainy weather. 

(March 1963) 

Concert Number Thirteen 
This concert gets rained out. (March 

1963) 

Concert Number Fourteen 
This concert is very good for the di

gestion. (March 1963) 

Concert Number Fifteen 
Some of us are hungry. (March 1g63) 
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stephen i 

when they took my picture in the plant 
i found i had become a very old old 
fellow with a very very old old 
way of being old and hard and 
though i was not yet thirty 
had become older and 
was really older than old 
men who walk in hand 
with kids to the park 
where there are 
dux and krazy o 
krazy katz on an 
old memorial 
day and a 
futs sings 

and then i went in the stock room and 
asked for something and she went sud
denly up the shelves barefoot (for 

(she had 
(taken her 
(shoes off 

-it was 
hot) 

and i felt every push of each cold shelf 
on my own foot 

Games of Art 

We might call this somethingness. 
Or anythingness (a very dangerous 
thought). Or maybe invitingness. The 
last term is the one I will use. It is 
clumsy but clear. 

Some things having a quality of in
vitingness seem to invite almost any
thing. The mind is an example of this 
in its relation to ideas. Almost any idea 
available to a person may pop into his 
head at one time or another. Other 
things seem to be more specifica ll y di
rected toward something. For example, 
one does not normally expect to pick 
up a coffee pot and discover that it is 
a table lamp, that it would be danger
ous to make coffee in it. Not that one 
cannot be delighted and surprised, like 
the child Ray Johnson once wrote 
about, who opened a wardrobe in an 
unused room of her house and found 
not clothes but hundreds of mush
rooms growing inside. 

Taking these two sorts of inviting
ness as points of reference, we may 
conceive of a whole arc of degrees be
tween them. In art, every time an artist 
makes a choice, this choice is implicitly 
projected onto this arc in various ways. 
But normally this is automatic. What 
the artist does is unambiguous, at least 
in its physical manifestations, whether 
we are speaking of a painter, a pianist, 
a composer, etc. 

But suppose we conceive next of an 
lntermedium between this arc and the 
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Concert Number Sixteen 
This concert cools you on a hot day. 

(March 1963) 

Concert Number Seventeen 
This concert has too many people. 

(March 1963) 

Concert Number Eighteen 
This concert is for the birds. (March 

1963) 

Concert Number Nineteen 
This concert has nothing in it. (March 

1963) 

Concert Number Twenty 
This concert invites our consideration. 

(March 1963) 

Concert Number Twenty-One 
This concert is all alone. (March 1963) 

Concert Number Twenty-Two 
This concert doesn't happen. (March 

1963) 
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foreword §2 

seasons change, like the rest of things, 
natch. stephen one becomes stephen two 
becomes stephen three and then, passing 
from the first tried, becomes even stevie. 
or coming from another route, stevie 
came from chickery who proceeds from 
sophia. for sophia begat chickery, who 
begat stevie, some sort of yeni pazarl. an<l 
coasting back in the other direction, we 
see only how many people there are in 
the world. and the world is among us. 
each of us is many people to many people 
at many times. 

i really can't "see how anybody can find 
it in him or her to refuse someone some
thing it is within her or his modus to 
offer. but then there 's probably a lot of 
things i can't see-at least until i've sug
gested them. 

but we can even will these cycles, i 
think. that is what i mean by polycen
trism. we have not single identities but 
centers of potential within ourselves, and 
to either of them we may be attracted 
:it any time: but they may be mutually 
incompatible in oh so many ways. schizo
phrenics are megalomaniacs about one 
or another of these centers, an<l so are 
most men and women for whom the 
problem is not one of doing but of 
being, not of what can i do an<l there
fore become, but of what do i, in fact, 
do, and what, therefore, am i? 

i am going to be unabashed. 1 am 
going to use a word i stole. from a po-

Games of Art 

arts, which consists in the artist being 
extremely conscious about the projec
tion of his artistic choices onto this arc 
ot invitingness, perhaps even to the 
point where this concern becomes 
primary. We then reach a point where 
the rules become paramount. If we 
are clear where we are, there is no 
problem. If we are not, there is. The 
Eighteenth Century composer Fux 

was primarily concerned with the 
rules of his fugues, but insisted on 
embedding them in musical composi
tions which, since they were not his 
prime concern, suffered from neglect 
and were perfectly awful. The same 
observation can be applied, with dev
astating effect, to the work of such 
composers as Karlheinz Stockhausen 
and Milton Babbitt. Why not simply 
give the rules if, for the moment, 
that's the point? Then let the indi
vidual performer work out his own 
performance, since he, more than the 
composer, knows his strong and weak 
points. 

This is, of course, precisely what 
athletes do . And because of the paral
lels to any card game or sport, we 
could call such works Art-Games. But 
in order to keep the emphasis on Art, 
let's call them Games of Art. The 
artist, then, might be likened to a car
penter who puts together a table. If 
he does a bad job, coffee cups will 
upset on it. If it is a beautiful and 
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A Symphonic Play 

Curtain opens. Discovered: the New 
York Public Library! Mr. and Mrs. T er
williger, and Mi·. and Mrs. Brown. 

MRs. TERWILLIGER! 
My long-lost cousin! (Falls into Mr. 

Brown's arms.) 

MRs. BRowN! 
My long-lost Daddy! (Falls into Mr. 

T erwilliger' s arms.) 

CURTAIN 
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litical concept, in international marxism, 
coined by togliatti: polycentrism. it 
means maybe more than he meant it to. 
but then revolutionaries so often do. 

stephen iii 

a star-
so many times hotter than the sun 
so far away 

we may be little people 
but we're here and we're warm 

chickery-
so many times hotter than the sun 
so fa r away 

we may be little people 
but we're here and we're warm 

but when stars fall in love don't 
they have to make believe 

they're something else 
and almost disap-

pear into each 
other to survive 

( & doesn't that 
hurt them both 

by destroying what 
each reall y loves? ) 

Games of Art 

polished one, it will invite the possi
bility of many fine meals being en
joyed on it. Thus, there is a connec
tion between the not-cookery of 
making a table and the cookery of 
preparing a fine m eal. In the same 
way, in preparing the rules of his 
game, an a rtist invites one, another, 
or a range of possibilities. H e m ay 
make this range very large, in which 
case the performance of the game, 
like commedia dell'arte, will have a n 
essentiall y improvisational character. 
Or there may be a limited scope of 
possibilities, controlled and limited by 
the physical demands on the perform
ers, or by the narrow scope of speci
fied subject matter which, for ex
ample, may be limited to love or to 
politics (this last in my own Th e 
Quill Game). The game may even 
be unperfo rmable (for example, my 
Fleischenlieder) , at which point we 
might suggest it establishes an Inter
medium between Games and Poetry. 

But few gam es are played because 
of the charm of the rul es. Most are 
played for the joy that is involved in 
them, or for the catharsis (in the 
case of roug h games). 

Even so, there are a few observa
tions we can make about the nature 
of these rules. One, they do have so
cial implications. Normally, in a con
cert situation we are not too shocked 
by the dictatorial relationship between 
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Vampirism 
or 

What Christmas Brought the 
Old Time Songsmith 

Himself: I am himself. I am acting 
in a play, a play with a story. You will 
shortly see another actor, who plays her
self. We are interchangeable. Himself 
is young, but he looks old. Or he is 
made up for it to be that way. Herself 
finds sufficient fresh blood to retain all 
the trappings of youth and graciousness. 
Himself has a strange wheeze that ruins 
his speech from time to time, just when 
he has something to say. Herself doesn't 
notice. 

Her self (offstage): I am so warm. 
Himself: The setting is a set. Here 

there are plenty of corners, platforms, 
old furniture, debris, family photos, cook
ing utensils and ruined equipment. Every 
Saturday I make bread, and listen to old 
Jan is Joplin records. And I wonder what 
I can add to the list of reasons I don't 
jump out the window. The list: it would 
cost too much, it would embarrass the 
children and it would end the poem on 
a toneless note . Then I make the list of 
why I don't just go away. The list: it 
would cost too much, it would embarrass 
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stephen ii 

i cannot share what i feel 
with what i think i feel 

now 
if i could just.discover 
and measure the difference 

letter from stephen i to chickery 
(after she had left for tlze land of lotus eaters) 

dear chickery 
dear chickery 

you needn't think of me now that 
you're away 

there isn't very much for us to say 
i just loved you 
like so many others 

dear chickery 
dear chickery 
dear chickery 

(unsigned) 

Games of Art 

the conductor and the perfo rmers. 
However, when a work belongs both 
to the Game of Art and Happenings 
Intermedia, we are extremely con
scious of all detai ls of this sort. There
fore the artist has to be extremely 
careful, in working with things like 
this, that the social situation he estab
lishes is something that he really 
means. Such a piece as Tomas Schmit's 
Zyklus is unfortunately arrogant in its 
use of time. In this piece the per
former is surrou nded by bottles or 
buckets, one of which contains water 
or some other liquid. He pours the 
water from one to the next unti l it 
has all evaporated. The point of the 
piece is its concentration and the 
transformation of a meaningless act 
into an interesting one through repe
tition. But the unfortunate, extreme 
length of the piece-which is inherent 
in it-seems to be saying : look how 
much richer in time I am than you, 
look how much more patient, how I 
can afford to do this endlessly. The 
moment a spectator becomes restless, 
this problem appears with such fo rce 
that is it d ifficult to put it away. We 
would like to note, however, that this 
piece is u nique among the otherwise 
fascinating works of this composer. 

Two, these rules establish a com
munity of participants who are more 
conscious of behaving in similar ways 
than they would be if they were act-
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Vampirism 

the children and it would end the poem 
on a toneless note. 

H erself: I am so warm. (She enters.) 
Himself: What are you? Or don't you 

care? 
Herself: I am so warm. (She goes out.) 
Himself: What's the matter? 
Herself: Don't be idealistic about these 

things. 

CURTAIN 

Barton, Vt. 
August 1968 

Five Moments, Five Days, 
Two People 

I. At a surprise moment, stripping to
gether. Not making love, but touch
ing the neck, the hair, the thighs, the 
eyelids, the ears .. . 

2 . Eating the same fish at the same time, 
in different places .. . 

3. Destroying something that is loved by 
both ... 

4. Sitting together, watching ice melt on 
the earth .. . 

5. Arguing about nothing in particular ... 
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stevie 

yeah 
we all meet on the mouth 
we all meet in the mouth 

yeah 

i shouldn't have married that french guy 

stephen iii 

i've never been born before 
and i doubt i ever will be 

but i wish i had been 
sometimes 

saint catherine 

it seems to me it must have been saint 
catherine 

who wasn't supposed to take food to 
some prisoners 

and when the king asked what she had 
in her basket 

she said it was roses but when they 
opened the basket 

it was roses 
it was roses 

well if that wasn't saint catherine 
maybe it might have been 

Games of Art 

ing in a drama. This community 
aspect has its dangers and its blessings. 
In being conscious of the other par
ticipants, an individual may become 
self-conscious and decide to reject 
them, grandstanding and damaging 
the spirit of the piece in a much more 
uncontrolled way than if he had not 
been given the responsibility of mak
ing his own use of the rules. The artist 
has to make certain decisions then 
about how best to promote a team 
spirit. On the other hand, in Games 
of Art the team spirit and coopera
tion among the participants can be 
much more beautiful than in other 
media. For example, the community 
of madness which develops in Al 
Hansen's comic Game of Art, Car 
Bibbe, a Happening involving seven 
automobiles and a great many partici
pants in each, is as interesting as what 
the participants actually do. 

Three, an element of fascination, 
about just which rule will be followed 
when, can be very useful. In looking 
at a fountain, we know that the water 
will come from a point and go to a 
point, but the details of how this 
happens constantly shift. People play
ing bridge hope to be surprised by 
the hands they are dealt, and too 
much good luck is as dull as too 
much bad luck. Therefore the artist 
can, if he chooses, build variety and 
surprises into his game. In many sorts 
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stephen iii 

twinkle twinkle 
bush and winkle 
better thinkle 
how we stinkle 

if i was worth fighting about 
i would have been 

but it's not bad laughing 
even when it's not much fun 

twinkle twinkle 
lots of times more 

stephen iii 

when i go away 
i want to leave no broken hearts behind 

me 
but only the brothers and the sisters 

happy with their memories 
and with love 

still intact 
not on ice 

but ready to dance 
again and again and a 

dance is not a bad thing 

Games of Art 

of Games of Art-particularly such 
rough and cathartic ones as those of 
Wolf Vostell, such concentrated ritual
image ones as those of Allan Kaprow, 
and such even-textured ones as most 
of my own-surprises are best con
fined to the detail, like the playing of 
a fountain, rather than allowed to be 
major structural exceptions. Kaprow, 
in such pieces as his Calling, has even 
gone out of his way to insure that no 
participant or spectator will be sur
prised by 1, eliminating the spectators 
altogether, and 2, giving each partici
pant a detailed script describing pre
cisely what will happen and in what 
order. 

A critical remark might be made at 
this point, that perhaps Games of Art 
depend too much on the creative abili
ties of the participants to fill in the 
blanks. One answer to this could be 
that other kinds of art depend too 
much on the omniscience of their 
creators. Another, to return to the 
analogy of sports, is that few people 
are interested in knowing who in
vented ice hockey and why, when 
the game is being played and there's 
plenty of action to watch. 

To summarize then, Games of Art 
are a medium which can be used to 
produce a great variety of art works. 
Most media imply their game as soon 
as the artist makes a choice what to 
do. For example, the composers and 
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Fleischenlieder 

Anger Song # 1 
fo r Cardinal Spel lman 

Taking· a priest, preferably a cardinal. 
Banging his head against the floor till it 
bleeds. Banging his head against the floor 
until his hair comes off. Banging his 
head against the floor till our hands are 
pouring blood. Banging his head against 
the floor until the floor collapses or his 
head can no longer be found. 

Bringing about peace in the world. 

An ger Song # 2 
Realizing that wars, just and unjust, 

cost $$$$$$$$$. Realizing that the ability 
to wage these wars can be ended by de
stroying the exchange value of these 
$$$$$$$$$. 

T herefore buying as little as possible 
that is made in the home of the $$$$$$$$$ 
and as much as possible that is not. Hop
ing that our brothers abroad will do the 
same. 

Anger Song # 3 
for LeRoi Jones 

Finding a man who is filled with hate. 
Separating him from what he hates and 
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A Legend of the Snow 

One icy long ago. Sorry dad, no sun. 
The sun-eaters. Being busy, Chewing 

suns, some red and a couple of black ones. 
Some of the suns very sudden. Some very 
hot. 

Some of the sun-eaters having had jobs 
as printers. Some having been married 
to Jean Harlow, one or two having been 
burned, and one of them a soldier in the 
snow. 

A soldier in the snow, rapidly having 
left. "I coming to which way to the 
wars?" Cracked and broken suns, pasted 
to a blackened onion skin. He asking, the 
sun-eaters chilled. The sun-eaters asking, 
"Do we have any clocks?" 

A castle popping. A seer, a castle, the 
moon and the wind. The moon Ricking 
a penny off her cheek with her tail. The 
wind sick to his stomach. The seer light
ing a lantern and chuckling. 

I coming, having seen death on his 
haystack playing a banjo, I having seen 
the Indians driving up in a Buick and 
dancing around him. 

Death saying, "Help me cut my head 
off," the soldier standing and smiling. 
Crapped out. The wind. Sorry, dad. T he 
donkey, the wind, a decapitated star, and 
Meister Eckhart walking together. The 
sun-eaters standing and silent among 
trees. The largest of the suns cold and 
brown in a drift. 

New York 
January 1960 



moments in the lives ... 

stephen ii 

i liked to tell untrue stories 
and did so whenever i could 

birds flew out of my mouth 
and built crazy nests of my fabrica

tions 
but now it seems i only tell fibs 

when they are safely preposterous 

danielle casanova 

after you had come from the beauty 
parlor 

you were put In buchenwald's 

perhaps you were a bit humorless 
but you were a resistance leader 

a red resistance leader 

and when you died 

death 
camp 

somehow all the inmates found roses for 
you 

red roses 
and they sang songs that amazed even the 

hardest of the guards and 
the 

children sang songs too 

Games of Art 

performers of romantic symphonies 
are all playing one game. By shifting 
the emphasis to the game, the situa
tion is transformed and other situa
tions become possible, with other em
phases. Three of these we highlighted. 
We did not take up the questions of 
art and anti-art, since the latter de
pends on the former even to be con
ceived and is therefore merely a 
branch of the former. The question 
of classifying such open phenomena 
as the group dances of certain Ameri
can Indians, for example the Robin 
Dance of the Iroquois, strikes us as 
rather artificial, since, while they are 
certainly games as we have described 
what we mean, we have not been 
concerned with the other question of 
whether Games of Art are, them
selves, art. 

New York 
Winter r966 
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putting him with what he thinks he loves. 
Watching this love turn also to hate . 

Anger Song #4 
for President Johnson 

T aking a false-faced man. 
Taking a scalpel and forceps. 
Erasing his false face 

(Days of the "Peace-Offensive") 

Anger Song # 5 
Reminding the cold soldiers that they 

know better where they are than the ones 
who sent them there. 

Reminding them that there is neither 
justice nor worth in their freezing. 

Reminding them that to allow oneself 
to freeze when one has a gun and can 
use it and knows what to do with it is 
to be an accomplice in a war crime. 

Summer 1966 

Anger Song #6 
''Smash'' 

I. Inviting the people to come free, if 
they bring whistles and hammers. 

2. Arraying and hanging as many 
breakable images around the room as 
possible-fine bottles, decanters, Rower 
pots and vases, busts of Wagner, relig ious 
sculptures, etc. 

3. When they come, explaining the 
rules: 
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a. They surround the ringleader. 
b. He turns, ad lib. 
c. When he has his back to anyone, 

this person is as silent as possible. 



moments in the lives . .. 

stephen ii 

i dreamed 

we were standing in the grass 
and the dew reached to our knees 

i knew 

even if i loved you more, baby 
i doubt i could hate you less 

stephen iii 

i will be born 
i am gentle 

when i am wanted 
that will be quite soon enough 

i am gentle 

saint od ile 

did you keep a diary 
or 

did you keep a diary 

no matter 
you were always right 

Intending 

Back in the days of pure m edia, 
when pictures were painted in paint 
on cloth, before the best artists be
came more interested in the inter
med ia between painting and sculp
ture, between music and theater, etc., 
there was no particular value attached 
to intention. A work, finished, was 
essentiall y an entity. The painting was 
hung, noticed, and ignored. The script 
ruled the life of a few actors for 
a couple of hours, then was placed 
aside and forgotten until its next mo
m ent of dominance. It lasted, as op
posed to the reali ty of shoes. Shoes 
serve a nd wear out. From the mo
ment they are put on the feet, they 
are always cha nging, until the time 
when thei r change makes them less 
serviceable, irreversibl y so, and they 
are discarded. 

So many of the artists became un
happy about this eternal, unyielding 
quality in their art, and they began 
to wish their work were more like 
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d. When he has his side to anyone, 
this person blows his whistle re
peatedly, not too loud. 

e. When he faces anyone, this person 
blows his whistle as loudly and 
violently as possible. 

f. When he actually looks into any
one's face, this person smashes an 
image with his hammer. 

4. Continuing from the beginning until 
all the images are smashed. 
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New York 
Summer 1966 

November 1967 

problem 

what to do with yourself 
if your ordinary feelings 
keep blasting out in Hi-Fi? 
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moments in the lives ..• 

sophia 

there is nothing for which i 
have a quick answer or 
have an honest one 

and i have yet to be satisfied by 
anything anyone loves me can do or 
anything that i can do 

but i can dream can't i? 

stephanie 

0 

if only i were a musician again 
0 

. (a long line between two balls) 

"the cold lady of the wind 
sits at her desk 
ruffling her papers 
sorting her sentences 
cleaning her glasses neatly 
like her fingers were windshield 

wipers 

Intending 

shoes, more temporary, more human, 
more able to admit of the possibility 
of change. The fixed-finished work 
bega n to be supplemented by the idea 
of a work as a process, constantly be
coming something else, tentative, al
lowing more than one interpretation. 
We see it in literature in the con
trolled ambiguities of Joyce, William 
Carlos Williams, Abraham Lincoln 
Gille5pie, Kurt Schwitters. In music 
we see the tendency from Wagner, 
of whom a very small variety of 
definitive performances is possible, 
through Ives, of whom a rather enor
mous possibility of definitive perform
ances can coexist, through Cage, where 
the emphasis is on variety and the 
expanded experience rather than on 
any sort of definitiveness, to Philip 
Corner (and, perhaps, beyond?), in 
whose work the only definitive quality 
of the performance becomes the nega
tive one of not only being fascinating 
itself, but of suggesting as many as 
possible other interpretations within 
the context of the piece. 

The composition then consists less 
of providing performers with explicit 
materials to work with than of fixing 
boundaries and kinds of images with
in which the performers operate. The 
reasoning which makes this attractive 
to the composer or playwright we 
shall get to shortly. But first I would 
like to take up a few historical ob-
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The World Is Our Oyster 
a game of disguises 

r. Any number of performers may par
ticipate, as many as possible of whom, 
optimall y, have never seen each other. 

2 . They ar range by mail, telephone or 
simi lar means to converge simultaneously 
from outside onto a predetermi ned area, 
several blocks large, whe re there are 
plenty of sidewalks and at a time when 
there wi ll be a maximum amount of pe
destrian traffic. 

3. Each pe rformer disguises himself 
and alters his appearance in an appro
priate manner, using wigs, false cheeks, 
nose putty, make-up, sta rtling or ord inary 
costumes, etc., as necessa ry. 

4. At the determined time, each enters 
the area, preferably by a different route 
from the other performers. He walks at 
random through the area accosting any 
person or persons who strike him as ap
propriate with the question, "Are you in 
the game?" If the answer is "Yes," the 
now-recognized performers proceed along 
together, accosting and being accosted, 
until all the performers a re walking 
along together. 

5. Other responses than "Yes" are 
handled in the appropri ate manner. 
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moments in the lives . . . 

"the amber lady turned to ice 
where did they go 
those warm hands 
that singed all the tar 
and gently placed it where it went 
and burnt like a star 

"the harpsichord wind gal 
wasn't always like that 
chewing up her daughters 
alone in her rages 
drying the wineglasses lightly 
like they were vipers" 

stephen i to chickery 

suddenly one day 
something strange 
happened to happen 

you were wearing low-slung slacks as 
usual 

and as you bent over the top of your 
fanny showed 

a warm flash shot through me (natural 
enough-no guilt) and i wanted 
to touch you there or kiss you 
but for a moment the 
stephen in me broke 
through and i was 
frightened 

but only for a moment 
i was beyond all that 

no matter 

Intending 

servations and contrasts about the pe
riod in which this way of working 
originated. 

The late 195o's was typified by Ab
stract Expressionism (called "tachis
me" in Europe) in painting, and by 
the International Style (Stockhausen, 
Koenig, Boulez, Nono, Nilsson, etc.) 
in music, so called because of its 
very close parallels, aesthetically and 
technically, to the post-Bauhaus In
ternational Style in architecture. The 
International Style and Abstract Ex
pressionism both emphasized working 
with very specific materials in an ab
stract (i.e., uncrystallized-into-clearly
sema ntic-details) manner. The reasons 
for this we will not take up here. 
However, the clarity and the vivid
ness of certain of the painters' view
points, those of Pollock, Kline. and 
de Kooning, gave a certain prestige 
to painting over all the other arts, 
greater than it had previously had in 
recent times. As a result, some of the 
younger painters began to feel that 
their work should include other 
media , and began to extend toward 
them. This is specifically true of 
Rauschenberg and Kaprow, and their 
experiments resulted in environments 
and Happenings. On the other hand, 
people involved in the other arts be
gan to feel that painting was much 
more advanced, much more filled 
with exciting implications. And so 
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Isis Crisis 
a play for gentle folk 
including phi I corner 

For the performance of this piece, an 
elevated performance area with one end 
more front than back, up to five naked 
couples, and the following lighting sys
tem are needed: six elements to the lights 
-( 1) upstage a quivering blue flood, 
flickering very fast (candle-like), with a 
dim lemon side light on a simple, un
painted lathing structure; ( 2) at stage 
middle, two side lights, one ruby and one 
blue green, which split the image caught 
between; (3) full light over the whole 
stage; (4) dim reds, ambers, yellows and 
oranges which shift vertiginously over 
the stage; (5) darkness except for slides 
and/or texts (photo-offset negative assem
blages?) being projected in various colors 
over the performance, sharply or unsharp
ly, from the front; (6) a movie of a sixth 
(or up-to-sixth) naked couple, not the 
live performers, performing this piece, 
projected over the performance. Of these 
six elements of lighting, no two happen 
at once. 

The duration of the performance is 
free, but is predetermined. Roughly 8' 
per couple of performers seems appro· 
priate. A lighting score is worked out on 
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stephanie 

but i would like to be 
you are i love it that 

as in love 

(hidden things 
things hidden) 

sophia 

when stephen and i came back to cat alley 
we found nothing much had changed 
but the little warning signals 
that seemed to flash in his 
mind when he hired 
chickery to mind 
the shop while 
we went 
away 

flashed like crazy 

but he was surely beyond all that 
no matter 

Intending 

they tried to associate themselves with 
painting. This brings us to the work 
of John Cage. 

Cage was always involved in both 
formal and acoustic experimentation. 
In fact, the implications of such an 
early piece as Construction in Metal 
(r937) have never been followed up. 
However, in the early 195o's, his work 
began to parallel that of the best Ab
stract Expressionists. At the time, he 
seemed anxious to avoid the responsi
bility of trying to mean something 
semantic in his work, but now it be
gins to look more like trying to de
velop a structural principle that was 
an alternative to the typical willed 
imposition of the International Stylists, 
which began to be seen as both arbi
trary and requiring the subservience 
of the performer's own knowledge to 
the composer's will, and therefore 
implicitly fascistic and undesirable. 
Whether or not it was Cage's view, 
it is certainly my own, that serial 
music is a neo-feudal tendency, and 
quite without relevance to the rather 
different problems of our own times. 
However, a sense of this problem was 
certainly implicit in Cage's attempt to 
find more realistic structural means 
of composing music; and he developed 
the idea of working by chance opera
tion, or what is known in Europe as 
"aleatropic methodology." 

Chance meant fixing a set of possi-
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this basis, using dice to randomize the 
possibilities into slow, irregular shifts. 

Each performance is planned to work 
through the following sequence of ma
terials: 

r) In a couple, A's hands start on B's 
genitals, B's hands on A's breasts. Still
ness at first. Then slowly a caressing be
gins, moving away from the genitals, in 
circles, of harmony, touching and caress
ing, larger and larger. The sexual areas 
become increasingly bypassed. 

2) The arms begin to whirl like wind
mills. A and B play motion games with 
each other, no longer touching, very 
physical and gymnastic. Very vigorous. 

3) A does something and/or says some
thing-perhaps ridiculous. B plays "fol
low the leader" after A. Repeat ad lib. 

4) B does something and/ or says some
thing-perhaps ridiculous. A plays "fol
low the leader" after B. Repeat ad lib. 

5) A and B begin to shriek-scream
ing their whole insides out, breathing and 
sighing very violently and then less so. 
Gradually they sink into themselves and 
fold down into the floor. Exhaustion must 
be real and actual. 

6) At the end they are lying on the 
floor on their stomachs, heads raised and 
backs bent up. They look at each other, 
and their fingers-arms outstretched
touch and play games. Possible smiles. 

The above sequence is intended to be 
used for the larger run of the work, and 
to provide specific materials for the stage 
action. But the performers are, them
selves, to work out according to what 
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Diter and the Clouds, a Legend 

A man, a cloud, a legend. 
A man with a cloud on his head. 
A drinking man and a good man. 
An inventor whose droppings fall softly 

but heavily. 

Diter and a cloud. 
Diter a friend. 
A cloud. 

Diter flying over the rivers, dropping the 
T's into them. 

Diter laughing at the clouds and mailing 
letters through them. 

Letters flying all over the place. 

A man with the clouds in his knapsack. 
A man with the clouds in his eyes. 
A man with lightning in his pockets. 

Laughing. 
Laughing at Coney Island, beginning 
again with the once of Pop Art, laughing 
on the ferris wheel and speaking of fishes 
of Iceland and magical places. Speaking 
of turd and naming a turd that isn't being 
one and calling for more clams, more 
clams. Who invented clouds anyhow? 

Barton, Vt. 
July 1968 



moments in the lives .. . 

foreword §3 

i have nothing really to say about these 
dishes, which we can call them if they 
are not poetry. my thoughts are on my 
meaning. they came out like they are be
cause that was how i thought of them. 
i wanted to devote my criticism to my 
thought, not to anything else. 

i am not without either blame or 
blaming. but i am a human creature, 
and to that extent i know what has 
to be done. to the extent that i do not 
have the scent of where the air is coming 
from, the smokes and fires, something 
rotten in ~ state of poor grammar, well 
to this extent i am neither animal nor 
human. some sort of extraction perhaps. 
but i keep seeing things out of the corners 
of my eyes, noticing a box that is about 
to fall, a person who is trying to tell me 
£ when the fact of the matter is &. and 
if someone is dropping a dish, even if 
we do not like that particular dish very 
much, we usually try to dart forward and 
catch it. 

my thoughts are therefore on my mean
ing, and sometimes my meanings fly, 
and the thoughts on their back. it is hard 
for me to catch up (that's why this is not 
an essay )-it's like trying to paddle after 
mother goose who's flying on her way 
to the witches' sabbath on the back of a 
gander. the best a goose can do if he isn't 
feeling like writing nursery rhymes. 
frustration is what you do until you get 
ready to do something else, until you fly 
-at your own place and your own time. 

Intending 

bilities and allowing a system of re
lationships between dice, coins, etc., 
to determine the details of material. 
It was on the one hand a practical 
structural method of giving materials 
to performers, and on the other a 
distinct reaction against the Interna
tional Style's habit of applying arbi
trary subforms to even the most mi
nute of details. 

But of course it meant much more 
than this. It meant accepting certain 
risks. By accepting the validity of this 
randomized material, one no longer 
was willing to accept the necessity of 
a clearly-defined willful imposition 
over the details. This was implicit in 
the whole procedure. A major part 
of the responsibility for the piece now 
lay in the system of relating the chance 
operation to the materials that were 
to be used. In other words, the com
poser could talk all he wanted about 
abdicating certain of these responsi
bilities. In fact, this was not what 
he did (nor am I certain it was what 
he would want to do, since in order 
to randomize a piece completely, 
wouldn't one have to give up responsi
bility for the system? And wouldn't 
this mean giving up thinking itself? 
And who wants to do that? Any seri
ous artist? Surely not Cage.). What 
he did was to place the material at one 
remove from the composer, by allow
ing it to be determined by a system 
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they want their performance to say about 
human relationships using the given rna
terials in all details, especially concerning 
relationships among the couples and so on. 
That is, for instance, in a performance 
with four couples does the audience see 
(a) four consecutive performances; ( b) a 
long, simultaneous performance by four 
couples; (c) a long simultaneous perform
ance by four couples in which one or more 
members of one or more of the couples 
is switched, whether randomly or sys
tematically, for another ; (d) a mix of one 
couple running through the piece, then 
a second couple and a third and a fourth 
using possibilities ( b) or ( c) or ( e) or 
whatever? 

Optional: incidental music for such a 
work might be very occasional and made 
with bells. 
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That Cursed City Where 
Things Sometimes Are 

October 9th, 1968 

Cello Sonata 

for Paik and Charlotte 

This is a piece to begin a program. 
The audience enters and sees a huge 

box, labeled "Do you believe that Char
lotte Moorman is inside this box?" 
Silence. 

A barrel has been lined with rags or 
foam rubber for padding. Paik enters, 
rolling along in it, as violently as possible. 
He performs in this manner ad lib. 

He completes his performance by re
moving the box. 

Charlotte Moorman and her cello really 
were inside, silent. 

Bows and applause. 

New York 
January 16th, 1966 



moments in the lives ... 

stephanie 

there's so much drop-out thing 
so much drop-out thing 

much drop-out thing 
drop-out thing 

out thing 
thing, 

sophia 

there are children in 
the seaweed 
the oceans 
the sunken ships 
the divers suits 
the waves 
the fishponds 
the sargasso 
the wrecks 
the cave ponds 

and all of them are mine 
mme 

baby 

Intending 

he determined. And the real innova
tion lies in the emphasis on the crea
tion of a system. 

I am not going to take up, here, 
Cage's concept of indeterminacy, since 
it strikes me as an essentially defen
sive argument that leaving the system 
open to the performers' contributions 
is valid, which I not only agree with 
but assume. Neither do I intend at 
this time to describe (or attack) the 
kind of art work which was some
times done on the basis of this atti
tude, which gave materials to a per
former, which he would then inter
pret according to his own system. This 
work depended for its interest on the 
performer becoming a composer and 
developing his own system of inter
pretation. It is therefore another story, 
really, and a very interesting one. Per
haps it is a point of further develop
ment. I suspect it is not, that it is a 
reason why La Monte Young turned 
to what I have called "Balkan Jazz" 
after doing such developments of 
Cageian indeterminacy as simply pre
senting would-be performers with the 
proposition, "Little whirlpools in the 
middle of the ocean," and letting 
them take it from there. To depend 
on someone else's ingenuity, as this 
piece does, leaves any artist little scope 
to be relevant in. Since Young has 
more imagination than this scope al
lowed, it is inevitable that he should 
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moments in th e lives .. . 

stephen i 

i'm some crazy shaking maple 

and in the fall 
the midas hand touches them leaves 
they gold and drop and bare me 
alone as usual 

it wasn't like this on the inventory sheets 

stephen i 

it 's my way of course 
to keep it- cool 
so cool that the 
frost ... 

but would i rather 
give way to some fire? 

sophia 's hairbrushings 

from ideoscopism to ideosophism 
from sophiology to sophiolatry 

Intending 

have turned to something else. 
Another way to approach the idea 

of a n a rt work as the projection of a 
system is to forego the idea of g iving 
material s to the performer (or to the 
spectator). Jackson Mac L ow, myself, 
and Philip Corner (all independently) 
began to do this kind of piece about 
1960. This is the origin of the idea 
of composing (or writing, or- un
finished business-working in the 
vis ual arts) by emphasizing intentions 
and systems rather than the particu
larizations that most m ateri als pro
duce. 

Now, obviously, it is impossible to 
see anything except in its physical 
manifestations. On the other hand, 
what one sees is irreleva nt unless one 
is able to see it in the context of one's 
experience or to interpret it in some 
way. So what does this new emphasis 
have to offer ? 

The question disappea rs the mo
m ent the illusory contradiction is re
solved: by g iving blank forms, the 
most releva nt materials for a g iven 
time and menta lity can be filled in, 
thus avoiding the appalling irrelevance 
of perishable materi als that a re no 
longer current (e.g., O'Neill's em
phasis on the need fo r a more honest 
sex uality, Sartre's interpretation of the 
ali enation problem, Ionesco's inter
pretation of the same problem). 

What the idea of working with 
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moments in the lives .. . 

i daydream and 
i thinkmaybe 

stephen ii 

(what i wantlike 
just might be) 

for a thing 
that's like a bird 

that i caught 
quite by mistake 

and i want to hold hers 
with my hand 
and how her pulse beats 
fast fast faster 

but i refuse to play the man game 
and to enact the expected role 
to move without an answering voice 

sophia's dream 

by the waters of the hudson i sat down 
but couldnt weep my daughters slung 
at my side like revolvers against their 
world i just kicked up my heels and fell 
over on my back 

Intending 

blank forms really offers is the oppor

tunity of working with unperishable 
materials and (implicity) a field of 
renewable ones. 

The composer, writer, artist defines 
the scope of the work. What fal ls 

within it is the piece. 
This brings us to the point of this 

kind of emphasis on the artist's in
tention: he is no longer completely 
ruled by the specifics of his particular 
corner of history. The entire material 
of a piece can be worked completely 
in terms of local problems of the mo
ment. A production which realizes a 
particular piece during the New York 
subway strike can be followed, shortly 
afterwards, by a production that re
lates to general labor problems in 
Sweden or to the interrelations be
tween the two Germanies, the two 
Viet Nams, the two Chinas or Koreas. 
And it remains the same piece. The 
field is open to realization in terms 
of the most perishable materials, the 
political, social, or economic tend
encies that are most current at the mo
ment of production. This releases the 
artist from the kind of datedness that 
makes it almost impossible to appre

ciate an older political play, such as 
Waiting for Lefty, without a very 
conscious (and annoying) effort to 
compensate. 

Again, it eliminates the problems 
that result from the limitations of 
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stephen ii with chickery 

nothing? 
no, that isn't it 

do you want to? 
yes 
why not then? 
i dont know 

neither do i 
but how soft your back is 

queen elizabeth's cortege 

my grandmother lives among the roses 
queen elizabeth wore a wig 
essex got stuck 

trumpets 

Intending 

one's own artistic experience. For ex
ample, writing a piece by intention 
allows· a composer to use the complete 
skills of a particular instrumentalist 
without his having known what spe
cialties this performer has. Some 
trombonists, for example, are able to 
produce the effect of certain slides 
which any "well-trained" composer 
knows are impossible, and therefore 
doesn't call for. Only in this way c::111 

certain technical potentials be allowed 
to exist. 

Finally, and probably most impor
tant, in composing music and chore
ography by intention, the composer 
is able to concentrate the broad out
lines and forms of his piece into an 
integrated whole. Frequently (I have 
Stockhausen and Balanchine in mind) 
a composition will make perfectly 
good sense in its details, but the whole 
won't have any clarity or sense what
ever. By specifying clearly procedures 
and processes which have sense im
bedded into them, this problem can 
be avoided. By this, of course, I do 
not mean simply to say, "Be sensible," 
since that doesn't really mean any
thing specific. I mean that the com
poser, choreographer, playwright, 
Happenings-man, what have you, 
merely says, specifically, what he has 
in mind, not in its material, but in 
the basis for the material. This has 
very great appeal for artists, and 1s, 
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buttons bright 
buttons bright 

stephen ii 

twin buttons on your chest 
little little 
little light 
early twinkle of the night 
wish i may and wish i might 
have the wish i wish tonight 
button bright 
button bright 

i like roses 
all the roses 

chickery 

even venus roses 

i'm not wild 
and i'm not tame 
i'm just wild and tame enough 

Intending 

in a way, a greater departure from 
the boringness of a "classical art" that 
has become irrelevant in the sense of 
becoming discontinuous from our 
daily lives, than simply finding in
geniously new sorts of cut-and-dried 
materials which do not, in themselves, 
imply new processes. 

Just a moment ago we mentioned 
the key word in evaluating any work 
in this general field of possibilities: 
"specific." The specificity of the artist's 
intentions has to be passed along if 
the work is to suggest anything to 
think about, which is normally a 
requisite for comprehensibility and 
impact, whether visual or sensuous 
or emotional. If the artist is suffi
ciently specific about what he intends, 
work which is written by describing 
intentions is capable of implying a 
very high moral stature in the com
munity which it creates among per
formers and audience, and the emo
tional impact can be very great in
deed. For example, in Philip Corner's 
musical composition, published in The 
Four Suits, "4th Finale," one would 
have to be very insensitive indeed not 
to appreciate the emotional commun
ity which this game of art creates. 
The success of the piece is clearly to 

be attributed to its specificity. Every
one knows just what he is to do, and 
in the course of performing he experi
ences why as well. 
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stephen iii 

i bought a jar of fireeaters flame 
and it burned and it stank and it didnt 

burn hot 

it hurts to learn that 
some of the fires are cold fires 

stephen i to chickery /sophia 

and you're off again 
and all over the town 

and i wonder 
why 

can 't i be n:iughty likeyou 
and run out on our daughters 
and be incidentally loving 

only 

and i wonder why 
don't i just 

die 
and i know the answer 
i'm just not dead 
like you 

Intending 

Specificity can therefore be used as 
a factor to look for in evaluating the 
new music, Happenings, and other 
works which present formal innova
tions of this kind. Once noted, the 
piece, if it has anything in it, will 
open up. If not, better luck next time. 
But what kind of value is specificity? 
For one thing, it's a relative one. 
There are certainly degrees of speci
ficity, and being as specific :is possible 
is not necessarily a guarantee of the 
quality of a piece. One would have 
to be demented to attach much artistic 
value to the suggestion, "Bark loud 
like a dog." Yet it could be a very 
interesting situation if one hundred 
people would all do just that together. 
In other words, the first instance, pre
sented in isolation, is specific enough, 
but by simply being presented as an 
imperative, one is more conscious of 
the sort of person who might ask 
that this be done. A hundred people 
doing the same thing together could 
create a mood of absolute terror. The 
second possibi lity, with the hundred 
people, might therefore be said to have 
greater specificity in that it leaves 
less open: who is to do the barking 
is specified, and the image becomes 
clarified. In so doing, it becomes more 
possible to comprehend the artist's in
tentions meaningfully. In the first case, 
one is told what to do and one asks, 
Why? In the second, one gets the pic-
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stephen iii 

they said i must do this 
twinkle twinkle 

they said i must do that 
twinkle twinkle 

stephen i 

in the factory there were long shelves 
of unused stamping tools dark and 
greasy corridors among them it was a 
world of great aunts and candy for re
membering the names of long-dead 
fathers and men who had forgottenly 
(and mistakenly?) loved their wives 
and children long disappeared sabines 
(suggesting a relationship between 
new hampshire and rome) and chapins 
carters and owners-of-other-men some 
had escaped but few all were kept 
among the greasy tools on the shelves in 
case of a mysterious repeat order from a 
firm unheard of since half a century 

·before 
the old man was very proud and he 

told the boy who loved him the name 
of the swedish mechanic whose ingenuity 
had devised this tool for this half-for
gotten purpose or of that czech engineer 
who had devised a clever process for 
doing whatever it was the old man had 

Intending 

ture and joins the fun. Obviously this 
is a very simple instance, but the point 
holds true even in the more complex 
pieces of Corner and Mac Low. The 
specificity which is of value, then , is 
whatever most efficiently defines the 
artist's intentions m as many ways as 
possible. 

New York 

Spring 1966 
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a crease at the top of his nose and it 
exactly accommodated his glasses the 
boy (the grandson) liked the old mans 
love of his work 

long after the old mans death the boy 
was given a box of family photos unreal 
faces stare<l at him a cous in orlando 
whom the old man ha<l been especially 
fond of another cousin john adams who 
had been sh ipwrecked while escaping to 
the in<lian ocean had turned moslem and 
founded a ma<lresah on a small island (in 
the picture he is wearing a turban to
gether with the mufti of the simplest 
felahin laborer though it seems he could 
have affor<le<l better) aunts (identical 
twins) araminda and aramantha one of 
whom had married and whose sister had 
come along to raise the ch ildren and 
many many more uncles and cousins 
who obtained their most vivid images 
from the early automobiles they were 
poised beside these were the ghosts 
real people once but later unburied dead 

they haunted the boy in his sprouting 
days when he dr:mk a bit or felt 1 ike 
talking too maybe much (they took pos
session of his sometimes body) 

it was a very bad joke never meant to 
become that by the lovely originals of the 
ghosts 

Against Movements 

Oh, this technique business! So 
often technical innovations are con

fused with ideational ones. Only the 
kind of person who would buy a 
painting he didn't like simply because 
it was a painting would admire an 

early Picasso simply because Picasso 
was a cubist. If he were consistent, he 
would have to take Gleizes also, who 
is similar technically in certain works. 
Why admire Schwitters because he is 
a collagist? Or Rauschenberg merely 
as a combinist? Albers as a Geome

trist? Ka prow as a Happenings artist? 
Williams as a Concrete poet? Actua ll y, 
these descriptions of people do have 
an important function, in that they 
establi sh frames of reference to de

scribe techniques. But they do not 
describe the work itself. From the idea 
of Intermedia, which is a means of 
describing and classifying the tech
niques used to achieve a given result, 
we can easily conceive of a Geometric 
Collage which was neither Geome

tristic (if one might apply the term 
to Albers' brand of painting) nor 
Collage per se, nor even a mixture 
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either stephen 

o chickery 

with your thinking eyes 
and your hard strung dress 
and your king-style song 
and your blaming smile 
and your thinking ways 
and your waiting feel 

with your waiting eyes 
and your magazine dress 
and your hard strung song 
and your laughing sm ile 
and your cleveland ways 
and your cymbaled feel 

with yo ur laughing eyes 
and your sad-lit dress 
and your whirling song 
and your sad-lit smile 
and your laughing ways 
and your shining feel 

with your mercury eyes 
and your magazine dress 
and your sighing song 
and your cymbaled smile 
and your shining ways 
and your waiting feel 

Against Movements 

of both, but whose technical essence 
arose from in between and repre
sented a fusion of ideas. 

It is only an illusion that there is 
a H appenings movement or ever was. 
The same can be said, I think, of 
Concrete Poetry. Both merely repre
sen t lntermedia, which in turn reflect 
the new technical and social possibili
ties within society. In my opinion, 
such H appenings artists as Kaprow 
and Oldenburg really belong to quite 
different worlds. Kaprow represents a 
lyrical, poetic tendency, and Olden
burg a more extroverted, social one. 
Kaprow works with rituals, mass 
numbers of relatively anonymous par
ticipants, audiencelessness (a clumsy 
word, but more accurate than the 
usual term, "audience participation"). 
Oldenburg uses the separate performer 
and audience functions. K aprow's 
work pushes the definition of art. 
Oldenburg uses the creation of a work 
of art implicitl y and equally uncon
ventionall y. And similar distinctions 
can be m ade between these two arti sts, 
whom I have merely chosen as ex
amples, and others of the best people 
who have found the H appening a 
useful technique and medium-Vos
tell, Brecht, H ansen, myself, and the 
many others from many worlds. 

We could make a similar series of 
distinctions among the various people 
who use the medium of Concrete 
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with your mini-eyes 
and your cymbaled dress 
and your smoke-eyed song 
and your mini-smile 
and your belt-laced ways 
and your laughing feel 

with your belt-laced eyes 
and your belt-laced dress 
and your whirling song 
and your thinking sm ile 
and your magazine ways 
and your tunic feel 

with your tunic eyes 
and your wine danced dress 
and your waiting song 
and your thinking smile 
and your sad-lit ways 
and your blaming feel 

seen from d&r's shit world 

yes yes 
yes 

ladies an<l gentlemen 
yes 

ladies an<l gentlemen 

here you see before you 
ladies and gentlemen 

three boxes 
ladies an<l gentlemen 

found on my last expedition to the high
way 

Against Movements 

Poetry. Suffice it to say that with its 

various cognates Concrete Poetry rep
resents very generally a fusion of 
Poetry and Visual Graphic Art ideas, 
and is fully as broad an Intermedium 
as the Happenings. Both show a 
tendency to reflect the social and 

technological changes of the past few 
decades. This is not true of other 
so-ca lled movements, which simply 
reflect changes in fashion, taste and 
stylistic decor (hence their character
istic short lives as "movements"), but 

do not imply any functional change 
of the medium in which each work 
finds it self. 

Such stylistic "movements" are 
merely sets of stock motifs, and the 
appearance of each new set is without 
any far-reach ing implications at all 
so far as the media and intermedia 
are concerned. Typical of such sets 
are Op, Pop, Pure-fo rm Sculpture and 
Minim :-d Art. 

Op g ives the appeara nee of objec
tively trying to maximize optical vi
tality for aesthetic effect. What usu
all y results, however, is an offshoot 
of geometrical art, in that there are 
only shapes. The after-images are sel
dom as dazzling as they should be. 

In order to maximize brilliance, in 
the colored canvases, complementary 
colors should be used. However, they 
seldom are. In the mixing of paint 
with opaque pigments, the three 
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ladies and gentlemen 
right by the road 
and they were all inside the first 

ladies and gentlemen 

the first was pretty dirty 
labled simply "stephen" 
ladies and gentlemen 

ladies and gentlemen 
i opened it up 
and inside there was another one 
it was labeled "stephen" 

the first was just a dirty roadside box 
lad ies and gentlemen 

but the second was 
well 
i can't describe it really 
but it was ugly and commercial 
and sort of tight up in its affrontery 

i knew there was a third one inside 
ladies and gentlemen 

and a girl came by 
and since her name was stevie 
i said 

here 

yes, geoffrey (as the eagle so aptly put it) 
next thing i knew she'd painted it up 
and made a stephanie box of it 

ladies and gentlemen 
which is the garish thing you see before 

you 

Against Movements 

major pairs of complementary colors 
are red-green, orange-blue, yellow
violet. But only in the mixing of 
paint. Normally when we place a 
brilliant red by a brilliant green, we 
see a sort of vibration along the line 
of meeti ng. The same does not happen 
with ora nge and blue. This already 
suggests the inadequacy of the pig
ment complementaries. And in fact 
they are inadequate. 

But there do exist several sets of 
balanced subtractive prim ary colors. 
The most brilliant results can be 
ach ieved , though, only by using tra ns
parent colors based around yellow 
cyan (a distinctly greenish blue) a nd 
m agenta (a bluish red) . Thi s g ives us 
the color complementaries: red-cyan, 
yel low-blue and green-magenta . Blue 
is a mixture of cyan and magenta, red 
is a mixture of magenta and yellow, 
and green is a mixture of yellow and 
cyan. Try placing a yellow and a blue 
side by side: the vibration is far more 
sizzling than a yellow by a violet or a 
blue by an orange. Try a violet (which 
li es between magenta and blue) beside 
a yel low-green: the vibration is very 
wild. If the arti sts involved in this 
kind of work were actually interested 
in exploring the aesthetic potential of 
optica l effects, they would have dis
covered these things by experimenta
tion. But the optical effect instead 
becomes only a motif, since the experi-
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Summer Sketch 
a play for two chi ldren and an adult 

A single piano plays one phrase over 
and over, varying it only slightly, through
out the piece. The music begins as the 
curtain rises. The stage is brightly lit , 
favoring blue on the cyclo and lemon 
towards the proscenium. There is a huge 
tree just left of C. too close to the prosce
nium. It is visible largely in silhouette. 
Only one branch is suggested: the others 
are all too high to be visible, but the bulge 
at the top of the tree suggests that it is a 
branch. There is more blue and green in 
the light L. of the tree. The boy, about 8, 
is sitting, leaning his back on the tree, 
facing off R. He has a book on the ground 
beside him. He is staring off . Nothing 
happens for about fifteen seconds. The 
music is very quiet. Then the wind is 
heard. The lights shift a little L. of the 
tree (at extreme L.) or shadows are cast 
in front of the lights to suggest that the 
foliage is rustling. Then the movement 
stops. The boy shakes his head. He picks 
up the book. He reads a little in it. He 
cannot. He sets it on his lap. He stares off 
L. It is very hot. He is very hot. He fiicks 
a bead of sweat off his cheek, where his 
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and the third box is still buried inside 
ladies and gentlemen 

which (five gets you eight) i bet 
is labeled stephen 

yes 
ladies and gentlemen 

yes yes 
what's your guess 

is it another step hen? 
or is it some kind of gretchen 

ladies and gentlemen? 

stephanie 

baby 
i could kiss you 

but who wants to bother? 

mrs. paracelsus 

why don't we ever hear about her? 
was she some sort of hippopotamus? 
i doubt that very much-he was too 
sensible to marry some sort of type 

she must have been marvelous 
to marry him 

Against Movements 

ment is not real. Which is not to say 
at all that a work using inaccurate 
primaries would be improved by using 
balanced primaries: only its optical 
aspect would be strengthened, and 
that only in terms of vigor, which 
might not help the painting at all. 
But my point is that to try to explain 
an Op painting as an extraordinary 
phenomenon or part of a movement 
is like trying to explain Renoir as part 
of the nude movement. 

Actually Op painting has so many 
predecessors in the last forty years 
that it really is like a motif or genre 
which many from many different 
points of views have used. For exam
ple, there is the work of the extraordi
nary Polish artist Henryk Berlewi 
who forty years ago was doing black 
and white Op graphics and paintings 
that are often indistinguishable from 
certain works of Victor Vasarely and 
Bridget Riley. 

Recently a great deal of verbiage 
has been devoted to conceptualizing 
minimal art. But art is as art does. 
If I sit on a chair, it is a chair. If I 
include the chair in a sculpture, it is 
sculpture. If I sit on a sculpture, it 
is a chair. The concept of exploring 
how little one can do and still have a 
work of art does not in any way ex
plore the intermedium between art and 
life unless the particular work be
comes capable of a multiplicity of 
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beard will grow. He stares. Another 
breeze, as before. He sighs, with it. The 
breeze dies. He stares. He smiles, then 
chuckles. His face straightens again. The 
moment of amusement has passed. The 
girl's voice is heard from offstage. 

THE GmL (she is about 9) 
Billy? Billy? 

THE BoY 
Over here. By the tree. (She enters L. 

and crosses to C.) 

THE GIRL 

Thought you'd be here. (He picks up 
his book and reads in it. He will not pay 
her any attention. She cocks her head and 
looks at him. She frowns. She skips back
wards a few steps. She stands still L . up
stage. She crosses diagonally to him . Sh e 
stands beside him and looks down at th e 
book. She cannot see it well. She bends 
her knees. He closes the book. She scoffs.) 
Guns! 

THE BoY 
Some day I'm going to own every gun 

in this book. You know what I'll do then? 

THE GIRL 

What? Have your own army? 

THE BoY 
Nope. (Pause. Then proudly.) I'm go

ing to put them in a big museum. I'll 
make people who want to see them pay 
fifty cents to get in. I'll be famous. 
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Operas 

Cowboy Play #1 
Scene: The Forest! 
Squirrel 1: Nuts! 
Squirrel 2: Nuts! 
Squirrels 1 & 2: 

Delicious! 
Curtain 
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the mind's a 
pretty 
deep 
mud puddle 

stephanie 

sometime's the only thing 
when we let the shiniest things we know 
tumble in and disappear out of sight 

you know it'll always be there somewhere 
hidden and covered over 
but covered and out of sight 

stephen ii 

they say 
a woman's desire is slow to arouse 
they say 

well i'm not the grabby kind 

but do you have to be so 
goddam objective about it? 

Against Movements 

functions, and simply the fact of its 
location within that medium is no 
guarantee that the work will be of 
any particular interest, any more than 
the fact that a work is a sculpture 
guarantees that it will be interesting. 
The Flavin minimal art pieces, in 
which, for example, two fluorescent 
lights are fixed at right angles, if they 
are interesting, are not interesting just 
because one can read by sculpture
light, or because the communication 
is framed in an ultra-simplified lan
guage. Alison Knowles has a large set 
of shelves on which she keeps the 
many marvelous small art works that 
friends have given her over the years; 
among them she keeps her old sewing 
machine. It is beautiful as a work of 
art not because it is or is not art, but 
because thinking about it as art makes 
it a very effective object visually. 

George Brecht has been doing what 
is now known as minimal art for 
the last seven or eight years. If one 
were to accept the idea that minimal 
art constituted an actual movement, 
Brecht would probably have to be 
called its father. He produces both 
objects and events (by which I mean 
miniature Happenings), and the lan
guage of both is somehow the same, 
si nee each reflects his taste for the very 
simple and the very small. If his work 
has extraordinary implications to the 
possible functions of the arts, it is not 
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THE GmL (Impressed) 
Me too. 

THE BoY 
What do you mean, "me too"? 

THE GmL 
Oh, nothing I guess. 

THE BoY (Staring past her) 
It would be nice to be famous. Oh well. 

(He reads again. She wanders around 
the stage, almost dancing with her light
ness. She looks up into the branches of 
the tree from time to time. Another 
breeze.) 

THE GmL (smiling) 
A bird 's nest! 

THE BoY (not looking up) 
I know. (She wanders around.) Sure is 

hot. Isn't it. (No reaction.) Isn't it? 

THE GmL 
Yes. I'm going to take my blouse off. 

(No reaction. She takes her blouse off. 
She has nothing on under it. She throws 
her blouse on the ground beside him. He 
is staring off L. again.) I'm cooler now. 
(No reaction. She wanders around again.) 
Aren't you hot? 

THE BoY 
I said I was. 

THE GIRL 
Take your shirt off, silly. (He does, but 
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Cowboy Play #2 
Scene: The Fireplace. 
Log1ol = I'm burning! 
Log102 = I'm burning! 
Log1ol, 2 = Rather not. 

Curtain 

Cowboy Play #3 
Scene: Hugging, his 

hands in her 
slacks. 

She: Is it me you're 
kissing? Or do I 
simply mean 
something to 
you? 
Curtain 
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chickery 

i skated over him 
a little afraid 

who wants to break the ice 
and drown in what's underneath? 

preface iv 

i see nothing 
i know nothing 

but i describe everything 
and my mouth is too big 

lord, 

WI 

s h 
h a d s 

old faithful's prayer 

om e of 
theser 
enityth 
atiaffec 
t & t h a t p e o 
plecounton 
metosupply-

Against Movements 

because they are simple or small: that 
is his eye and his taste. Somewhere 
I have a copy of the Rubaiyat of 
Omar Khayyam printed in micro
scopic type, and about Yz inch by Y4 
inch in size: it has no implications 
that I can think of. So if George 
Brecht is the father of minimal art, 
then surely Yves Klein is the father 
of Bluism. 

By Pop Art what is usually meant 
is art which deliberately uses fami liar 
images, styles and frames of reference 
from mass culture. Andy Warhol's 
Brillo Boxes, Claes Oldenburg's giant 
ice cream cone and Roy Lichtenstein's 
comic strips are generally accepted ex
amples from what is considered the 
Pop Art movement. But Oldenburg 
is a fantasis t, a magician. He takes 
the idea and transforms it, by altering 
its scale so massively, in the case of 
the ice cream cone, or by converting 
it into an art image that contrasts 
with its original function, as in the 
case of the soft baseball bat or the 
incredible, drooping soft toilet. It is 
typical of him to have done a series 
of proposed monuments, very few of 
which could be expected to be built, 
such as a gigantic teddy bear to tower 
over the New York skyline at Central 
Park, or the colossal pack of ciga
rettes for Piccadilly Circus in London. 
Whatever the debt that others who 
are generally considered Pop Artists 
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with a stubborn pout on his face, as if it 
t11ere his mother making him wear rub
bers. He puts his shirt beside him and 
goes on reading.) There, isn't that better? 

THE Bov 
Yes. (Quiet. A breeze. He puts his book 

away.) "Nothing to do except spit in a 
shoe, and I can't, 'cause there's no shoe 
to spit in." 

THE GmL (laughing) 
There's two shoes. (She yanks one of 

his shoes off his feet. He ignores her. She 
takes the other shoe off. It will not come, 
so she unties it. Then she grabs both shoes 
and runs away upstage with them.) 

THE Bov 
(who has been stai·ing up into the tree) 
Hey! (He sits up.) You come back 

here. (She giggles.) You bring those shoes 
back here. (She takes off a shoelace from 
one shoe with her teeth.) 

THEGmL 
Anybody want a shoelace? 

THE Bov (jumping up) 
You give me back my shoes. (He chases 

her. She dodges around the tree. He 
chases her around the tree twice. He 
tricks her, and forces her to make for 
stage C. He chases her there, but she is 
lighter on her feet. She gets back to the 
tree by way of the apron.) You give me 
my shoes. (She takes her shoes off.) 
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Act 

Cowboy Play #4 
Legionaire: NEVER!!! 

(Pause) Well, 
maybe. 

Our Gal: Never (Pause) 
Never. 

Curtain 

Cowboy Play #5 
Empty: I want to be full. 
Full: Do you really? 
Empty: Have I any 

choice? 
Curtain 

Cowboy Play #6 
Scene: The Revolution 
One: Shall I? 
Two: Have you any 

choice? 
Curtain 
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stephen ii 

stephen i without a wig 

i decide 
to make tip my mind 
but if i find 

it hurts too much 
i better real quick change it back again 

stephen ii 

i'm bringing you an egg 
thought you might like to have it 

you needn't worry though 
it isn't a very big one 

Against Movements 

owe to Oldenburg (and it is a large 
one, since he is the most profound 
of the artists on the present scene), 
in my opinion Oldenburg belongs 
more properly to whatever movement 
Goya was a member of. 

On the other hand, there is no 
question that the post-World War II 
period is finally over, and that the 
isolation of the artists is fast being 
reduced, thanks to the various social 
and technological changes, from the 
development of television to the enor
mous explosion of the art and literary 
publics. The postwar period was a 
difficult one, and was typified by the 
personal and subjective approach of 
Abstract Expressionism. Now we are 
in a period where art is far less of a 
specialty item. The quality of our 
popular music is at a higher point 
than it has even been-at least since 
the early T92o's, and the college-age 
public has grown so huge that for 
almost any work of val ue, no matter 
how extraordinary, there is an audi
ence. As a result conditions have be
come easier. What I would therefore 
like to suggest is that not merely some 
but actually almost all the younger 
artists today are, in one sense or an
other, Pop Artists, and that to con
fine the term to a very small number 
of specialists is not to reflect the true 
situation very accurately at all. Ten 
years ago it was obvious that the 
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THE GIRL (removing her second shoe) 
Here, you can have mine. (She smiles, 

and tosses him her shoes. He sits down 
again, looking very cross.) See, you don 't 
have to be cross about it. I gave you my 
shoes. Even steven, eh? (He picks up his 
book and sulks in it. She takes off a stock
ing.) Here, you can have a stocking. (She 
tosses it to him.) 

THE BoY 
Where's the other one? (The Girl takes 

it off.) 

THE GIRL 

Here. (She throws it to him.) Oh, 
(singing) I'm barefooted, I'm barefooted, 
I'm barefooted. 

THE BoY 
So what? 

THEGIRL 

It's nice and cool. 

THE BoY 
It's not half as nice and cool as being 

all bare. 
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THE GIRL (faking prudery) 
Oooo. What you said! 

THE BoY 
I mean it. 

THEGIRL 

What? 

Act 

Cowboy Play #7 
Scene: Inferno, the ninth 

circle. 
2nd Digger: Since you 

can ask, I do not 
understand the 
question. 
Curtain 

Cowboy Play #8 
Scene: Nature, as 

perfected for 
soliloquys, 
angels flitting 
about. 

Tragedian: I suffer from 
timelessness, or 
is it witlessness? 
I suffer from 
witlessness, or is 
it ... 
Curtain 
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the importance of being a queen 

well well well 
well well well 
well well well 

hell hell hell 
hell hell hell 
hell hell hell 

shell shell shell shell 
shell shell shell shell 
shell shell shell shell 
shell shell shell shell 
shell shell shell shell 

ice IS 

vice IS 

nice IS 

twice is 

Against Movements 

majority of the most exciting paint
ings being done were abstract, but 
the term Abstract Expressionism was 
normally applied only to a rather 
small circle of painters in New York. 
Today, however, we use the phrase 
Abstract Expressionism to describe 
virtually all the non-geometric abstract 
painting being done in the United 
States, Europe, Japan, etc. It is a term 
that no longer refers to a movement 
but to a format. 

I suspect that in twenty years the 
term Pop Art will become the stand
ard format name for virtually all the 
works being produced today that in
clude objective, recognizable materials 
from daily or popular living and all 
these paintings, sculptures, Happen
ings, Concrete Poetry, collage musics, 
sound poems, object poems and so on 
will be covered by the Pop Art um
brella. The illusion of little move
ments will have disappeared into the 
reality of an overall format of the 
period, within which the differences 
of the various artists can be seen 
uniquely rather than just as types. 

If we .do not speak of movements 
then, we will need another way to 
describe similarities between work, 
and what used to be names of move
ments may, in some cases, he appli
cable as names of formats for work. 
We can then refer to Berlewi's very 
old work, not as "pre-Op" but as "Op 
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Summer Sketch 

THE BoY 
Let's get all bare. And have a bare ass 

show. 

THE GIRL 

That wouldn 't be nice. 

THE BoY 
Why not? 

THE GIRL 

Because. 

THE BoY 
It's comfy though. (He takes his stock

ings off.) I like being bare in the sum
mer. (He stands up.) 

THE GIRL 

It's not nice. 

THE BoY 
My dad thinks it 's nice. Last summer 

when he had his vacation, we all went to 
this lake, see? And we all used to go in 
swimming, all bare. 

THE GIRL 

Weren't there people around? 

THE BoY 
Nope. Nobody. 

THE GIRL 

Or anything? 

THE BoY (proudly) 
Nope. Nothing. (He drops his pants. 

He still has on underpants. She seems 
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Act 

Cowboy Play #9 
A: Blast! 
B: Glad to oblige! (Blast!) 

Curtain 

Cowboy Play #10 
She: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 . . . 
He: 1, 2, 3, 4 . .. 
She: 1, 2, 3 ... 
He: 1, 2 ... 
She: 1 ... 

Curtain 

Cowboy Play #11 
He: Gentle me, hurt me. 
She: Hurt me, gentle me. 
Another: Better start 

again. 
Curtain 



moments in the lives . .. 

panorama 

stephen walking 
walking 
walking stephen 

stephen walking 
walking 
walking stephen 

sophia walking 
walking 
walking chickery 

chickery walking 
walking 
walking stevie 

stevie walking 
walking stephen 

walking 
stephanie 

stephen i 

if you don't like me 
why 

don't let's let me be somebody else 
and try again 

i love you 
love you i think i do 

Against Movements 

format." It is a much more sophisti
cated and accurat:: approach than try
ing to conceive of movements, because 
it reflects more accurately the unique
ness of the contribution of major 
figures. 

For example, one can learn a great 
deal more about Vostell from think
ing of him as working in a H appen
nings format using the D e-coll / age 
principle,* than by either conceiving 
of him as the founder of the De-coll / 
age movement (I have actually heard 
him introduced publicly as that!) , on 
the assumption that any major artist 
must have his movement, even if 
nobody besides its founder belongs 
to it, or to describe him as one of 
the leading members of the Happen
ings movement, which neither indi
cates Vostell's uniqueness nor his 
importance. 

Every field of endeavor must have 
its research and development phase 
or become bankrupt. In the science 
of communications, I think of the 
development aspect as the more tech
nological one-developing the elec
tronic means of speaking and seeing 

•De-coll/age is the name Vostell gives to a 
common emphasis throughou t his work, which 
he uses as a principle, on exposure, erasure, trans
formation, removal, stripping off, etc. The name 
comes from the French word for an airplane 
take-off. 
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Summer Sketch 

uncomfortable. He puts his pants by the 
tree.) See. I'm cool now. (A breeze hap
pens. She shyly takes her ieans off.) 

THEGIRL 
Somebody might come. (He takes her 

ieans and puts them by the tree.) 

THE BoY 
Nobody will come. (He sits down , and 

picks up his book again.) 

THE GIRL 
You know something? If we were all 

bare, we could dance around. 

THE BoY 
Who wants to dance around? (Reads 

a moment. Then stops, thinking.) But 
why do you have to be all bare to dance 
around? 

THE GIRL 
Because. (He reads on.) Well, why 

aren't we all bare? 

THE BoY 
'Cause you don't want to be. 

THE GIRL 
Who says I don't want to be. 

THE BoY 
You do. (Pause. Then he looks up 

quietly.) Will you show me yourself if 
I show you myself? 

THE GIRL (matter of factly) 
I might. (The Boy is a little embar-
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Act 

Cowboy Play #12 
Nose: If I were God, I 

doubt I'd do 
much better than 
he did with me. 

Finger: I doubt that, 
dear. 

Curtain 

Cowboy Play #13 
Have: I can make it, but 

I can't make it. 
Have not: I can shake it, 

but I can't 
shake it. 
Curtain 

Cowboy Play #14 
He: In church we play
They:-in church we 

pray. 
Curtain 



moments in the lives .. . 

mary magdalene 

there's thunder in my chest 
and rain on my face 

sophia 

all of them are dead now 
or gone away 

that's what 
loved ones 

i guess 

.space 
pace 

ace 

are for 

chickery 

Against Movements 

over a television tube, or developing 
an organization to perform operas, 
and of the arts as the research branch 
of the communications science. The 
artist is whoever researches aesthetic 
functions in practice. Each work is an 
experiment, whose results are often 
duplicated elsewhere, either simul
taneously and unconsciously or subse
quently and deliberately. 

Owing to the nature of the experi
ments, in which the impact communi
cated in one way or another, emotion
ally or intellectually or through some 
other means, is usually in direct pro
portion to its freshness and avoidance 
of worn channels, most exciting ex
periments will, of course, originate 
from the more advanced areas of re
search . Experiments from the past 
should be occasionally duplicated, 
however, in order to acquire labora
tory technique and to demonstrate 
what no longer needs to be researched. 

When the results of the experiments 
are made known to the practitioners 
of the science of communication
which means virtually everybody
they are accepted or rejected or both, 
together or at different times, on the 
basis of their success as experiments. 
To say that a researcher belongs to 
one or another movement is not really, 
then, very enlightening, any more 
than to say that Pasteur was a silk
wormist. Furthermore, it seems to 
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Summer Sketch 

rassed. He buries himself in his book.) 
Anyway, I might, if you'd dance with me. 

THE BoY 
Why do you want me to dance with 

you? 

THE GIRL 

When I grow up I'm going to be a 
great dancer. I'm going to be a . .. a .. . 
ballerina. (He chuckles.) Miss Simpson 
at dancing school told me I could. 

THE BoY 
She did, did she? 

T HE GIRL 

Well , she said I had ballerina's legs . 

THE BoY 
That's because of all those trees you 

climb with me. You may not still have 
that kind of legs when you're grown up. 
(She takes her panties off.) Hey, what 
did you do that for? 

THE GIRL 

You wanted me to, didn't you, silly? 
Take your own off. (H e stands up.) Don't 
be a silly. I know what you look like . 
(H e stares at her.) I saw it. In Life maga
zine. So there. ( H e slides his underpants 
down his legs.) Kick them off. Don't be 
shy. (He kicks th em off, over to the 
tree. She has been holding hers. She sets 
them down by the tree.) Come on now. 
Aren't you comfy? 
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Act 

Cowboy Play #15 
She: The only good 

women 1 've ever 
known have been 
men. 
Curtain 

Cowboy Play #16 
El hombre: c,Quien Sabe? 
La chiquita: c.Quien 

Sabe? 
(c. ?) 

Curtain 

Cowboy Play #17 
In: Are you in? 
Out: I don't think so. 
In: Wait a minute, baby. 

Curtain 

Cowboy Play #18 
11Where are you?" 
11 1 don't know." 
11 1 can't find you!" 

Curtain 



moments in the lives ... 

ow looks at sophia 

you and me 
you and me 

you and me 
you and me 

you and me 
you and me 

you and me 
youandme 

you 
and 

me 
you 
and 
me 

ow 

sophia 

the sifting of flour 
the juicing of oranges 
the dancing of dancing 
the melting of butter 
the dancing of bells 
the laughing of chickens 
the melting of ice 
the dancing of snow 
the sifting of sand 
the juicing of bananas 
the sifting of flour 

the sifting of flour 

Against Movements 

cramp our understanding of the artist, 
and, if (horrors!) he comes to regard 
himself as a member of a movement, 
it is potentially quite damaging. If 
Edison had regarded himself as a 
member of the light bulb movement, 
would he have given us the phono
graph as well? 

New York 

Spring 1967 
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Summer Sketch 

THE BOY 

Yes. 

THEGIRL 

Now let's dance. (The Boy shrugs his 
shoulders.) 

THE BoY (leaping) 
I can jump higher than you can. 

THEGIRL 

can jump smoother than you can. 
(She leaps. They laugh and scramble 
around, half dancing, half running and 
jumping. Neither makes the slightest at
tempt to be graceful. The Neighbor, a 
man of about 45, wearing a dark, pin
stripe suit and tie comes in. He stands 
amazed, watching them.) 

THE NEIGHBOR 

(Shakes his fist menacingly) Oh. My. 
God. Dirty! Dirty! Dirty! 

THE GIRL (starting to cry) 
Oh ... . . I knew we shouldn't have. 

THE NEIGHBOR 

Pick up your clothes. (She picks them 
up.) 

THE GIRL ( to the Neighbor) 
He's the one who thought of it. 

THE Bov 

She's the one who did it first. (Picking 
up his clothes.) 
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Act 

Cowboy Play #19 
You: I am here, and I 

have nothing to 
say. 

I: I am here, and I have 
nothing to say. 

We: We must be in love. 
Curtain 

Cowboy Play #20 
Curtain 

Cowboy Play #21 
Scene: The barn. 
--: We swallow and 

something 
happens to us. 
Curtain 

Cowboy Play #22 
Cat: I never met a bird 

I didn't like. 
Curtain 



moments in the lives ... 

the laughing of babies 
the juicing of cheese 
the laughing of laughing 
the loving of loving 
the juicing of bananas 
the sifting of sand 
the laughing of twinklers 
the sifting of flour 

the loving of eggs 
the melting of butter 
the loving of eggs 
the melting of ice 
the sifting of sand 
the laughing of twinklers 
the laughing of barflies 
the laughing of babies 
the dancing of bells 
the sifting of flour 

the sifting of sand 
the sifting of flour 

the loving of eggs 
the dancing of snow 
the sifting of sand 
the sifting of sand 
the dancing of bells 
the juicing of bananas 
the loving of morning 
the laughing of children 
the sifting of flour 

:he loving of loving 
:he sifting of flour 

Boredom and Danger 

Boredom was, until recently, one of 
the qualities an artist tried most to 
avoid . Yet today it appears that artists 
are deliberately trying to make their 
work boring. Is this true, or is it only 
an illusion? In either case, what is the 
explanation? 

There was a time, not so very long 
ago, when music was considered a 
form of entertainment, perhaps on a 
higher level than some other forms, 
but still part of the same world as 
theater, vaudeville, circuses, etc. Simi
larly, apart from religious art and 
purely functional art, the fine arts 
were basically used for decorative pur
poses. But with the rise of the idea 
that the work of art was intended first 
and foremost as an experience, that 
its function could be spiritual, psycho
logical and educational, the situation 
began to change. Kandinsky's view of 
art as a means of deepening one's 
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Summer Sketch 

THE NEIGHBOR 

Dirty. Dirty. Dirty. (The Boy and the 
Girl put their clothes on. They do not 
look at each other. The Girl sobs. The 
Boy seems defiant. The Neighbor shep
herds them off R. as soon as they are 
dressed. The Boy struggles against him, 
but with no effect. Finally he breaks away 
from the Neighb01·, just as the Neighbor 
and the Girl are going off. The Neighbor 
grabs after him, but does not chase him.) 
I'll send your father out here after you . 
That's what I'll do. And I hope he'll really 
give you a licking, you dirty little brat. 
(He goes out. The Boy sticks his tongue 
out after him. The Boy stands by the tree. 
He notices that he has left the book there. 
He picks it up. He sits down, and reads 
it a little. Then he stands up, and he 
takes his clothes off. He jumps in the air, 
and tries to enjoy himself like he did be
fore. But it is no use. He goes to his 
clothes, picks up his underpants, and 
puts them on. He sits down and reads. A 
breeze. Curtain.) 
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Act 

Cowboy Play #23 
A: A blessed event. 
B: Bawww! 
C: It's you! 
B: 'Twixt tweedledum 

and tweedledee. 
C: Goodbye. 

Curtain 

Cowboy Play #24 
Thousands of nameless 

chicks in mod 
dresses
dancing in front 
of mirrors -with 
one melancholy 
mod man. 
Curtain 

Cowboy Play #25 
He can carry her on his 

shoulders - and 
he does. 
Curtain 



moments in the lives . . . 

stephen i 

what hamish wants 
hamish gets 

lucky hamish 

stephen ii 

smg--
i do not know with whom fair aydan 

will sleep 
but i do know that fair aydan will 

not sleep alone 
or with me 

i know we are free 
but i do not feel it 

stephen i 

i spent a moment 
arguing with myself 

which of me 
had left the room 

stephen ii 

little girl 
i never meant to awe you 
little bird 

Boredom and Danger 

spi ri tual life is a landmark along this 
way. The musical parallel to this con
ception is found in Arnold Schoen
berg's writings, in the letters and in 
Style and Idea. 

But it is still a very long way from 
musical expressionism, which merely 
denies that entertainment values are 
at all to the point, to the situation in 
which boredom and other, related feel
ings might actually play a part. In 
music the key personality in this de
velopment, as in many others, is Erik 
Satie. Satie composed a piece shortly 
before World War I, Vieux Sequins 
et Vieilles Cuirasses, a characteristi
cally programmatic piece in which he 
spoofs the military and the glories of 
nationalism. At the end of the piece 
there appears an eight-beat passage 
evocative of old marches and patriotic 
songs, but which is to be repeated 380 
times. In performance the satirical in
tent of this repetition comes through 
very clearly, but at the same time 
other very interesting results begin to 
appear. The music first becomes so 
familiar that it seems extremely offen
sive and objectionable. But after that 
the mind slowly becomes incapable 
of taking further offense, and a very 
strange, euphoric acceptance and en
joyment begin to set in. Satie appears 
to have been fascinated by this effect, 
because he also wrote Vexations (pub
lished in John Cage's article in Art 
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Printing Songs 

For Alison # 1 
Choosing some ink, some materials, and 

some silk screens. Using them. 

For Ali son #2 
Choosing some ink, some materials, and 

some silk screens. Using them wisely. 

For Al ison #3 
Ink. Emulsions. Maybe acetates. May

be gloves. 

For Al ison # 4 
Choosing eight inks. Putting them 

away and ignoring them deliberately. 

For Ali son # 5 
Choosing eight inks. Choosing eight 

silk screens. Choosing one surface. Print
ing each silk screen once with each ink 
onto the surface. 

For Alison # 6 
Printing something eight times on one 

surface in one color. 

For Al ison # 7 
Printing happily for eight minutes, 

eight hours, or eight days. 
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Act 

Cowboy Play #26 
Toddler: When I grow up 

I'm going to be 
even bigger than 
I am! 
Curtain 

Cowboy Play #27 
She: Damn! I've been 

robbed! 
He: So what else is new? 

Curtain 

Cowboy Play #28 
Scene: Among the 

hoopies. 
She: Anyone who wants 

me gets me. Now 
I'm really alone. 
Is that what I 
meant? 

(Sound of flowers 
opening) 

Curtain 



moments in the lives ... 

stephen iii 

l 

do not like 
martyrs very much 

it just sometimes ends up where it is 
because that's where it is 
and there's plenty of 
fish anyway 

stephen i 

l 

really 
don't 

expect 
me 

wanted 
of 

JOt 

'resh flesh 

:resh flesh 
10( 

know 
you 

to 
know 

what's 

me 
(know) 

(now) 

chickery 

turn up the music boys 

Boredom and Danger 

News Annual, '58), an utterly serious 

32-bar piece (although the bar lines 
are not written in) intended to be 
played very softly and very slowly 
840 times. Today it is usually done by 
a team of pianists, and lasts over a 
period of roughly 25 hours. Is it bor
ing? Only at first. After a while the 
euphoria I have mentioned begins to 
intensify. By the time the piece is 
over, the silence is absolutely numb
ing, so much of an environment has 
the piece become. 

During the 1950s many artists and 
composers felt a growing dissatisfac
tion with the conventional relation
ships between the spectator and the 
work, and it became increasingly im
portant to them to experiment with 
the possible relationships. Robert Rau
schenberg included mirrors in some 
of his early combines, with startling 
results. Allan Kaprow included audi
ence relationships in his collages on an 
increasingly intense scale, until his 
collages began to become perform
ances and he formalized the idea of 
the Happening. Not even stopping 
there, he has continued to experiment 
with audience relationships, and his 
recent Happenings have no passive 
spectators, only participants. John 
Cage also made many investigations 
into and out of music, and found that 
some of the problems he was consider
ing had been dealt with also by Satie. 
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Printing Songs 

For Alison # 8 
Eight? 

For Alison # 9 
Not printing it completely. 

For Alison # 10 
Washing up, perhaps printing with sol

vent, perhaps burning the solvent image. 

For Alison # 11 
Printing perhaps everything printable 

in sight with as many perhaps inks as 
possible and with at least as many silk 
screens as possible very perhaps rapidly. 

New York 
December 17th, 1965 

v 
Hrusalk, an opera au go go 

a) Sent out to potential performers 
in November 1964: 

How to make a very simple opera? One 
k nows what one intends, and so why not 
start there, then state how one plans to 
work it, and fi nal! y to fill in details? 

The intention is to do something in an 
entirely operatic fashion, with the work
ing context which one usually uses, in 
my case the happening. If one loves the 
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Act 

Cowboy Play #29 
Rattlesnake: I'd rather 

rattle than strike. 
Cowboy: I'd rather strike 

than fight. 
Rattlesnake: Let's switch 

a while. 
Curtain 

Cowboy Play #30 
They talk about cobalt. 
We talk about milk. 

Curtain 

Cowboy Play #31 
Scene: in a grotto. 
A wizard raises his 

eyebrows. 
Curtain 

Cowboy Play #32 
Scene: On a boat. 
Slow kettledrums. A cow 

gives birth. 
Curtain 



moments in the lives . .. 

as noted by jc 

chuang-tzii says a beautiful woman 
when she goes in swimming 

serves 
only 

to 
frighten 

the 
goldfish 

mrs. robinson 

your baked beans, mrs. robinson 
with twelve different kinds of beans 
famous throughout worcester county 

your baked beans, mrs. robinson 
you're the greatest of them all 

prologue v 

stephen i hasn't been I it yet 
sophia has an unlit fu se 

stephen ii doesn't 
chickery's on fire 

cold fire 

stephen iii has n't been born 
stevie is almost interesting 

stephanie isn't even a dream 

Boredom and Danger 

Much of the present interest in Satie 
is due to Cage's calling him to our 
attention. 

If it can be said that Satie's interest 
in boredom originated as a kind of 
gesture-there is a certain bravura 
about asking a pianist to play the same 
eight beats 380 times-a nd developed 
into a fascinating, esthetic statement, 
then I think it can be said with equal 
fairness that Cage was the first to try 
to emphasize in his work and his 
teaching a dialectic between boredom 
and intensity. I recall a class wi th him 
at the New School fo r Social Research 
in the summer of 1958, where George 
Brecht had brought in a piece which 
simply asked each performer to do 
two different things, each once. When 
each participant had done two, the 
piece was over. Cage suggested that 
we perfo rm thi s piece in darkness, 
so as to be unable to tell, visually, 
whether the piece had ended. This 
was done. The result was fascinating, 
both for its own sake and for the 
extraordinary intensity that appea red 
in waves, as we wondered whether 
the piece was over or not, what the 
next thing to happen would be, etc. 
Afterwards we were asked to g uess 
how long we had been in the dark. 
The g uesses ranged from fo ur minutes 
to 25. The actual duration was nine 
minutes. The boredom played a com
parable role, in relation to in te nsity, 
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Hrusalk 

opera, as I do, if one loves "the operatic" 
more than any particular opera, why not 
simply make a collaged impromptu out 
of inherently operatic materials that de
pend for their effectiveness on the sin
cerity, love, verve and joy and inventive
ness of the performers? Naturally one 
wants the best artists that can be found 
for such an opera, rather than merely the 
best singers, since otherwise one would 
find the performers either identifying the 
opera with those they already knew, or 
else freezing up and being unable to play 
the game, assuming, of course, that they 
did not panic and reduce the whole opera
tion to a complete burlesque. 

The manner of working should be very 
simple. First, each performer should con
ceive of himself operatically for a while, 
and should devise an operatic persona for 
himself. This really ought to include a 
costume of some kind . Second, he should 
dream up something appropriate to do 
that can constitute a solo. Oh, ideally T 

guess it should relate to his own artistic 
work, if that is not opera, but this is not 
altogether necessary. Probably a solo of 
about three minutes is ideal, but longer 
or shorter is okay too. Third, he should 
practice making operatic vocalizations for 
a while. These need not be in any par
ticular literary context, but the opera is 
bei_ng announced as being done in the 
"original Tidobufoik dialect of Serbo
Croatian, unfortunately so full of French, 
Turkish, German, Magyar, Wallachian 
and Ossetian loan-words and idioms as 
to be unintelligible to any but other 
Tidobufoik speakers." This should allow 
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A ct 

Cowboy Play #33 
Tart: You're sweet. 
Cake: You're sweet. 
Tart: Let's gobble it all 

up then. We 
must be in love. 
Curtain 

Cowboy Play #34 
He: I love to reach out at 

night and touch 
you. 

She: I'm tired. 
He: I like mornings too. 

Curtain 

Cowboy Play #35 
Uncooked: I saw a dead 

one. 
Cooked: Was she stiff? 
Uncooked: Not very. 

Curtain 



moments in the lives ... 

stephen i 

an old white russian lady used to walk 
by the ocean she used to tell sad stories 
from russia twirling her parasol black 
black black and say sad things about her 
husband who she said had saved paris 
she had a snapshot of him at a conference 
with clemenceau and she spoke of 
wanting to die and be buried among the 
rocks by the sea the boy didnt under
stand and her husband her man was long 
gone 

cleopatra 

you were the hope of a whole country 
and you blew it 

but dammit 

for some roman creep 
some tony 

i told you not to fool around with snakes 

Boredom and Danger 

that silence plays with sound, where 
each one heightens the other and 
frames it. 

The point which we have been com
ing to, then, is that in the context of 
work which attempts to involve the 
spectator, boredom often serves a use
ful function: as an opposite · to excite
ment and as a means of bringing em
phasis to what it interrupts, causing 
us to view both elements freshly. It 
is a necessary station on the way to 
other experiences, as in the case of the 
Sa tie. 

The arts in which boredom has been 
a structural factor have been predomi
nantly the performing arts (as em
phasized in Cage's class), and the kind 
of performances in which boredom 
has been most structurally implicit 
and useful are the events (miniature 
Happenings) associated with the 
Fluxus movement. Fluxus was an at
tempt to provide a coordinating ros
trum for a large body of Happenings 
and events activities which were not 
oriented towards the visual arts, and 
were therefore unable to effect con
tinuity of information through the art 
galleries, as the visual Happenings did. 
Just to indicate the variety of back
grounds of the participants, among 
the original Fluxus members were 
George Brecht, the maker of small art 
objects and early minimal art; Jackson 
Mac Low, the poet; La Monte Young, 
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Hruialk 

enough leeway to provide a common 
style without cramping. Fourth, one 
should fill in the enclosed postcard about 
(r) who one will be, (2) what one will 
do, (3) how much time one wants to 
use, and (4) any questions or problems 
one can think of. 

This should be written on the enclosed 
postcard and mailed to Dick Higgins, 
director of the Broadway Opera Com
pany, of which, by mailing his card, each 
performer will become a charter member. 
The director, on receiving these cards, 
will take the material offered, think about 
it a few days, and then dream up the most 
excitingly operatic sequence he can, based 
on the material as closely as possible. All 
necessary arrangements (if any) will then 
be made, and the collage story will be 
sent out. 

Performers should show up at about 
r30, after supper, at the Cafe au Go Go, 
152 Bleecker Street, New York, on De
cember 7th. They will have seen the col
lage story, and will then have a chance 
to point out any troubles with it. This 
director feels that a few choruses belong 
in any opera, so he has invented a 
troubled chorus at the beginning, a heroic 
chorus for the middle, and a sad chorus 
for the end. Each needs about ten minutes 
(tops) rehearsal. Also, at that time the 
performers can decide what is to be done 
with the income from the performance. 
In keeping with a long-standing policy, 
the director will only suggest that it be 
deposited at some bar for the use of the 
performers (not including the director). 

Plenty of make-up will be made avail-
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Cowboy Play #36 
Scene: The Prairie. 
He: I love you. 
She: Why? 
He: Damned if I know. 

(Goes away.) 
Curtain 

Cowboy Play #37 
You: Go to Hell! 
Me: Why not? 

Curtain 

Cowboy Play #38 
Glassy 1: Is one enough? 
Glassy 2: Are two or 

three? 
Glassy 1: Guess it 

depends how 
much you can 
see in one? 
Curtain 



moments in the lives ... 

stephen ii 

yesterday a child 
came up with the sun and the lob
ster men mr hinkle was off chasing 
his lobster pots and dancing pretty 
wildly for a man his age in the 
sunbeams 
they had to be collected so the new 
lobsters could come and eat the new 
bait that would be put carefully in 
even though it was very early it 
was already hot and maybe the 
water was cool but with all that 
sun on them he couldnt go in 

mr hinkle is maybe dead by now along 
with his lobsters today we have other 
lovely lobsters too though 

final progress report 

stephen's dead . disappeared last fall. 
sophia's still in love with his memory 
enough to suit her elegance though 

anyway. 

we're not sure but we think there's some 
connection between stephen and some 
stephanie that sometimes runs 
amock in some gay bars and 
is banned from most 

chickery is still the mad lass of cat alley 
for anyone who doesn't love her too much 

but we look at the world. it doesn 't mind. 
it's far beyond all that. 
no matter. 

Boredom and Danger 

the composer; myself, a composer and 
poet; and ten or twenty others of 
similarly disparate original concerns. 
(A detailed history of Fluxus can be 
found in my own 1964 essay, Postface.) 

The Fluxus performance arose from 
a feeling that the best of the perform
ing arts should not be entertaining 
nor should they inherently even be 
educational. It was felt they should 
serve as stimuli which made one's life 
and work and experience more mean
ingful and flexible. The use, in Fluxus 
format works, of boredom became not 
so much a structural factor as an im
plicit factor, as, for example, when 

Jackson Mac Low proposed a project, 
a film which, for financial reasons, 
was not executed (but which was 
widely published). The film was to be 
made of a tree on which the camera 
would be trained from the start of 

light to the end of light in the course 
of one day. This film would clearly 
have been more environmental than 
entertaining, cinematic or educational. 
One would relate to it in direct pro
portion to the ability to look with 
concentration at it. Boring? Of course; 
if one were to ignore the more intense 
activity involved, which we might call 
"super boring," and which took one 
beyond the initial level of simple bore
dom. This has very much to do with 
the Satie idea. 

In the same vein, La Monte Young 
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able by the director, but each performer 
should really devise his own costume. 

At the performance what will happen 
is this : the director will first describe the 
life and times of Leroij Dzhond,1 who 
is the most operatic composer the director 
can devise. The overture will follow, then 
the troubled chorus. Each character will 
then be introduced, with the director 
functioning as an M. C. (as, for example, 
the Bard in Bart6k's Bluebeard's Castle). 
He will also join in, since he is a visiting 
bishop. Before the intermission there will 
be the heroic chorus. At the end, at the 
death of whoever turns out to be the 
heroine, there will be the tragic chorus. 

Oh mensch, it's a-gonna be just great! 

1 What happened actually was that Leroij 
Dzhond got a little forgotten, an overture was 
inserted, the characters were only occasional ly 
introduced (this during the action), and the 
director was transformed from a bishop into the 
Father-of- the-Bride. 

b) Col lage story sent out to perform
ers when their cards came in: 

!--OVERTURE 

Philip Corner, solo 

II-JN TH E GROTTO 

Lette Eisenhauer, Al Hansen, Carol Berge 
First, Brunhilde (Lette Eisenhauer) is 

discovered on a magic d ivan. The Pol
ish Siegfried (Al Hansen) enters and 
awakens her. She does her solo. They 
have a short love scene and go away. 
The Psychoanalyst (Carol Berge) appears 
and analyzes the situation in Tidobufoik. 
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Cowboy Play #39 
Scene: In a spaghetti 

factory. 
One: No! 
Two: I agree! 
(Possibly-an-omelette 

emerges from 
the nearest 
spaghetti 

machine.) 
Curtain 

Cowboy Play #40 
1: I don't want it. 
2: I do. 
1: So do I. 

Curtain 

Cowboy Play #41 
Scene: Springtime. 
With-the-wine-glass: 

When I'm naked 
I have more to 
take off than 

I have now. 
Curtain 



moments in the lives .. . 

stephen iii 

ring of fire and eye of fire 
firebird among the fireflies 

sparks 
on the empty snow 

shadows of uncompleted stories 

from holy consumption 
to very cordial! y yours 

dick higgins 

0 

October 1967 
to April 1968 

Boredom and Danger 

composed a musical piece which con
sisted of a B and F sharp, to be played 
simultaneously on as many instru
ments as available with as little varia
tion as possible. But the performed 
result established a drone over which, 
while it was intended to have the most 
neutral, blank character possible and 
was therefore made of plain, open 
fifths, one would begin to imagine all 
kinds of goings-on. In fact, most of 
La Monte Young's most recent per
formances have consisted of the play
ing of just such fantastic patterns over 
a similar drone. 

In a parallel spirit, I tried to achieve 
a similar effect in a series of pieces by 
using "blank structures," in which I 
simply established a rule matrix for 
the performance, and gave neither ex
plicit clues to my intentions nor any 
working materials, apart from the 
matrix, to the performers. What they 
or the audience contributed became 
both subject matter and perceptible 
form. At a Fluxus performance in 
Copenhagen in 1962 the extremes of 
this kind of work were tested-with 
the excitement inseparable, again, 
from the boredom. During my second 
Contribution, each performer chooses 
something in the environment of the 
performance to cue him to perform an 
action, which he has also determined. 
The poet Emmett Williams and the 
composer Eric Andersen each chose 
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She illustrates how Siegfried and Brun
hilde are burning the candle at both ends, 
and how all this is bound to end badly. 
She finishes with her most massive and 
heroic lament for the Tidobufoik people. 

Ill-IN TH E CRYPT 

Something really quite wonderful is 
going to happen in this scene, and there 
is no reason for anyone to know in ad
vance what it is .2 

IV-IN THE FIELDS BY KOSSOVO 

Florence Tarlow, orma Marder, Lisa 
Null, Jackson Mac Low, Al Hansen 

The Caucasian Princess (Florence 
Tarlow) is wandering distracted in this 
field of death where, in 1388, Murad de
feated the Balkan armies. She sings her 
great lament for the loss of everybody. 
Nearby, the Original Carmen (Norma 
Marder) is discovered, reading the cards, 
which tell about death. The Caucasian 
Princess listens, and on completion of the 
aria she joins in and sings some more 
about death, in which she is perhaps 
joined by the Original Carmen. Night 
descends. 

The Goose Girl (Lisa Null) appears, 
searching for her beloved white goose, 
which has gotten away. She finds the 
goose and admires it affectionately. The 
Goose Girl hears someone approaching, 
a·nd conceals herself behind the stage. 
Siegfried and Mr. General-san (Jackson 
Mac Low) appear for a secret meeting at 
which they plot to split the world be
tween them. After much mysterious sing
ing in Tidobufoik, they sneak away. The 
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Cowboy Play #42 
Egg One: I'm an egg. 
Egg Two: So am I. 

Curtain 

Cowboy Play #43 
Scene: At a nudists' 

convention. 
Bartender: I have no 

wings. 
lngenue: So I see. 

Curtain 

Cowboy Play #44 
Scene: In a delicatessen. 
Sphinx 1: This lox is 

better than that. 
Sphinx 2: I'll take that. 
(Sound of many small 

birds) 
Curtain 
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For George and Robert to 
Sing to Marcelle 

A wondrous tale I'll tell to you, 
A tale of long ago! 

A funny little mouse 
Came out of his house 

And that's what happened long ago, 
And you can say I told you so. 

Another good tale I'll tell to you, 
A tale of long ago! 

The funny little mouse 
Went back in his house 

And that's what happened long ago, 
And you can say I told you so. 

April 1, 1967 
New York City 

Boredom and Danger 

to do his action when he became the 
last person on stage. The resulting 
hours of waiting to see which would 
break became very exciting. Each 
stood motionless. The audience be
came bored, impatient and upset. But 
the word began to circulate, through 
those who knew the piece, as to what 
had happened. And then the audience 
quieted down and became fascinated. 
Very few left. The end of the per
formance came by accident-one of 
the performers, offered a drink by 
someone, misunderstood and thought 
he was being ordered off stage. It was 
a very fortunate misunderstanding, 
since both Williams and Andersen are 
sufficient! y tough-minded to be there 
still today, six years later, if necessary. 

This, then, was the way boredom 
was used in the event pieces associated 
with Fluxus. The environment would 
become part of the fabric of the piece 
and vice versa. This environmentalism 
was implicit in most of the work. 
Fluxus today, of course, is mainly the 
name of a very interesting publisher 
of editions of art objects, run by one 
of the founders, but at that time 
Fluxus was actually a movement, not 
so much exploring the frontiers of art 
as implying them. Most of the early 
Fluxus pieces could, conceivably, have 
been executed as absolutely conven
tional music or theater, simply by ig
noring the more extreme possibilities 
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Goose Girl reappears and is apparently 
most upset. 

V- IN THE IBM-BIRD FACTORY 

Chieko Shiomi, solo 
T he Bird (Chieko Shiomi) is born out 

of a decoder, and passes out usefu l ma
terial. 

VI-THE WEDDING AT VLADYSKYSLA 

Dick Higgins, Yvonne Rainer, Nam June 
Paik, Anna Marie Wilson, Norma 
Marder, Alison Knowles, Lette 
Eisenhauer, Al Hansen 

Don Jose (Nam June Paik) and the 
Carmen from Budapest (Anna Marie 
Wilson) are getting married. T he Father 
of the Bride (Dick Higgins) sings a 
Tidobufoik Wedding Song, while the 
various in attendance dance. Then the 
Low Element (Yvonne Rainer) dances. 
Next Don Jose and the Carmen from 
Budapest do something together, hope
fully, on a big table. The Original Car
men is ve ry jealous and confronts Don 
Jose. But he mistakes her for Michaela, 
from another opera. Now the Carmen 
from Budapest be.comes very jealous, and 
she throws herself at Siegfried, who has 
wandered in with Brunhilde. The Be
witched Revolutionary (Alison Knowles) 
tries to distract everybody by dancing. 
Siegfried appraises Brunhilde, visually, 
and the Carmen from Budapest decides 
in favor of the latter, and absconds with 
her. Don Jose is prevented from pursuing 
them by the Original Carmen swooning 
in his arms. He is still convinced that she 
is Michaela. Brunhilde climbs up on the 
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Cowboy Play #45 
Senior She: Well, I never! 
Senior He: I believe you. 

Curtain 

Cowboy Play #46 
One: Oh, give me a 

Home ... 
Two: It's yours. 
One: No it isn't. 

Curtain 

Cowboy Play #47 
One: If I wanted to, 

would I? 
Two: Of course not. 
One: Why not? 
Two: You have no wings. 

Curtain 



privacy and a few flowers somewhere 

when love 
where love 
why love 
who love 

this love 
that love 
some love 
our love 

turd love 
joke love 
ignore love 
love love 

i love 
i love 
i love 
i love 
i love 
ilove 
i love 
ilove 
i love 

when me 
where me 
why me 
whom me 

this me 
that me 
some me 
our me 

turd me 
joke me 
ignore me 
love me 

when you 
where you 
why you 
whom you 

this you 
that you 
some you 
our you 

turd you 
joke you 
ignore you 
love you 

new york 
9/26/67 

Boredom and Danger 

of the structure and by filling in very 
conventional materials. This last, inci
dentally, one of the former Fluxus 
artists, Nam June Paik, the composer, 
has been doing in recent years, with 
very interesting results. 

But many later pieces were built to 
avoid this possibiltiy. They became 
very specific about what object was to 
be used, and how. This is true of 
many of the Japanese F lux people 
(Takehisa Kosugi, Chieko Shiomi), 
and of many others, including Tomas 
Schmit and the early work of Eric 
Andersen, who, however, has more re
cently been using blank structures. 
Both are originally composers, and 
their work pushes this kind of piece 
about as far as it can be taken. 

Tomas Schmit's pieces tend to be 
extremely private, basically incapable 
of public perf~rmance. For example, 
there is a piece called Zyklus. To per
form this piece a circle of Coca-Cola 
bottles and one performer ideally are 
used. One of the Coca-Cola bottles is 
filled with water. The water is poured 
into the next bottle as carefully and 
with as little loss as possible, then 
into the next, and so on, around the 
circle, moving always in one direction, 
clockwise or counterclockwise. When 
alI the water has been spilt (as slowly 
as possible, of course) the perform
ance is over, unless, as one can only 
imagine, all the water should evapo-
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table and immolates herself with much 
to-do. Everybody is most upset and sings 
so as volubly as possible. The Father of 
the Bride blames it on the good wine. 3 

INTERMISSION 

VII-IN THE WOODS BY THE ULUG RAVINE 

Alison Knowles, Lisa Null, Carol Berge, 
Chieko Shiomi, Valerie Heruvis, 
Florence Tarlow and Allan Kaprow 

The Singing Waters of Life (Allan 
Ka prow) pass down the rav ine and off. 
The Enchanted Revolutionary says the 
moon is coming up, and it does. She does 
something about this and goes away. 

Nearby the Bird and the Faithful Rein
deer (Valerie Heruvis) are discovered. 
The Reindeer swears to be forever faith
ful to the bird . 

Not far away, the Goose Girl is sing
ing of her love for the goose, and the 
Psychoanalyst is singing of her love for 
the Goose Girl. The Bird and the Faith
ful Reindeer enter. They join in a great, 
howling quartet. The Reindeer loves the 
Bird, and, it seems, the Bird loves the 
Goose Girl. The Psychoanalyst loves the 
Goose Girl too, but she loves the goose. 
The Psychoanalyst becomes jealous and 
kills the Goose. The Goose Girl dies of 
a broken heart. The Bird dies of grief. 
The Faithful Reindeer attacks the Psy
choanalyst and is killed. The Psychoana-
1 yst has a heart attack. 

The Caucasian Princess appears, at
tracted by all this death. She apparently 
feels that the Psychoanalyst is her long
lost cousin, and that she now must go 
off to Tashkent, which she does. The 
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Act 

Cowboy Play #48 
He: I want you. 

I want you bad. 
She: Well, since you 

ask, no. 
Curtain 

Cowboy Play #49 
Dur No. 1: Merdre! 
Dur No. 2: Ou? 

Rideau 

Cowboy Play #50 
Scene: a dice game. 
Death: Crapped out! 
Wind: Sorry, dad! 

Curtain 

Cowboy Play #51 
One: One. 
Two: Two. 

Curtain 



Boredom and Danger 

rate first. A performance of this piece 
can last for two hours, five hours, 
maybe even twenty-four. The longest 
performance that I know of is one 
which Schmit did himself in New 
York in 1964, which lasted six hours. 

Eric Andersen's pieces, on the other 
hand, are so involved with the simple 
concept that it is sometimes impossible 
to discover if a piece is taking place 
at all. He not only takes blank struc
tures to their logical extreme, but 
minimal art as well, which results in 
his establishing interesting new orders 
of boredom. For example, there is the 
following piece: 

Opus 48: which turns anonymous 
when the instruction is followed out 

It comes through the mail with a 
piece of cardboard, that reads: 

place the chosen tautology 

So one chooses a tautology and hides 
it and has a secret. Only the sender 
and those he tells know what became 
of it, so it really does become both 
anonymous and private, making the 
title observation true. The public per
formance of a piece like this is un
necessary, however, by its nature. Still, 
the act is somehow boring and, 
through this, interesting. But we have 
now reached the point where perform
ance art merges into non-performance 
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Bewitched Revolutionary appears and 
wishes her bon voyage, and she (the 
Princess) sets out. 

VIII-ELSEWHERE IN THE WOODS · 

Al Hansen, Florence Tarlow, Anna Marie 
Wilson, Norma Marder 

Siegfried and the Carmen from Buda
pest meet up with the Caucasian Princess 
on her way to Tashkent. The Caucasian 
Princess recognizes Siegfried as her son, 
while he recognizes her as his long-lost 
first wife. The Original Carmen enters. 
She finds the two making whoopee, and 
she kills the Princess. Then she sings the 
Habafiera from Bizet's Carmen , at the 
climax of which Siegfried seems more 
interested in her than in the Carmen from 
Budapest. So the Carmen from Budapest 
stabs the Original Carmen and she dies. 
Then Siegfried and the Carmen from · 
Budapest proceed to the hunting lodge. 

IX-THE HUNTING LODGE AT BLODBUGBUDBO 

Anna Marie Wilson, Al Hansen, 
Sari Dienes 

Siegfried and the Carmen from Buda
pest have a magnificent love scene, in the 
course of which they suffer almost to 
death. Then one of the main hunting 
trophies on the wall climbs down. It is 
the Done-Wrong Girl (Sari Dienes). She 
sings how she has been knocked up, re
jected, despised. She is going quite mad. 
In fact she does go completely mad, and 
dies in the Grand Style. Siegfried and 
the Carmen from Budapest are startled, 
and they decide they 'd best get out before 
the police come. So they do. 
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Cowboy Play #52 
Scene: Two men, two 

cafe tables. 
1: I'm meeting him at 

three o'clock. 
2: I'm meeting him at 

three o'clock. 
(clock strikes 
3:00) 

1 & 2: Well hi! Been 
waiting long? 
Good to see you! 
Curtain 

Joker 
Play act. 

Extra Joker 
Play poker. 



song for marilyn 

i sent her an apple 
she sent me a peony 
i sent her a jonquil 
she sent me a clover 
i sent her an acanthus 
she sent me a thornapple 
i sent her a lilac 
she sent me a myrtle 
i sent her a geranium 
she sent me a daisy 
i sent her a gentian 
she sent me a rose 
i sent her a forget-me-not 
she sent me an aster 
i sent her a primrose 
she sent me a dandelion 
i sent her a nettle 
she sent me a poppy 

newyork 
september 8, r967 

Boredom and Danger 

art, which brings us to the visual arts, 
among other things. 

In our society the visual arts have 
a problem: they are essentially being 
produced for sale. In order for a work 
to be attractive enough for someone 
to buy it, it must be appealing and 
therefore the artist must take into con
sideration the audience factor, even if 
only unconsciously. He may think that 
what he is doing is done as a free 
agent, but this is seldom the case. 
More often, he is doing it, I think, 
because it seems "important" or be
cause it seems to him something he 
can do well. He tends always to be 
preparing for an exhibition of some 
kind ultimately. Therefore, the visual 
artist is not as free as the performance 
artist to produce private pieces. The 
only time I know of such work being 
done is in the early sculptures of 
Walter D e Maria, described in his 
short essay Useless Art* in which, for 
example, he describes a small gold ball 
being placed in a concealed spot on 
one of his objects. No one but he 
knows it's there. But here we have the 
visual art equivalent of boredom and 
its projection, private art. Again, pre
sumably anyone who buys a large 
Robert Morris construction, one which 
can be rearranged in many ways, is 

• In An Anthology, La Monte Young and 
Jackson Mac Low, New York 1962. 
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X-IN THE WHEATFIELDS NEAR KOSSOVO 

Bill Meyer, Alison Knowles, Bob Watts, 
Lisa Null 

The Shepherd (Bill Meyer) is lament
ing the loss of his lamb, who is really the 
Goose Girl; her ghost crosses the stage, 
wearing a monocle, as all Tidobufoik 
ghosts do. He is most upset. The Be
witched Revolutionary enters and tries to 
point out that the Goose Girl was a vic
tim of the Class Struggle and the Ex
ploitation of Women, but the Shepherd 
suspects the Bewitched Revolutionary of 
eating his lamb up, and he becomes most 
agitated and intractable. At this point 
The Magnificently Napoleonic (Bob 
Watts) passes by, and, seeing a Shepherd 
in argument with what is apparently a 
bear, shoots the Bewitched Revolutionary. 
Dying, she crawls out of her enchanted 
bear form and, after warning the Magnifi
cently Napoleonic not to allow Craft 
Guild policies for the Sexual Union, she 
expires. The Shepherd turns out to be 
Christ, a transcendent moment takes 
place, and the Magnificently Napoleonic 
pledges his sword to do his bit. 

XI-IN THE NUPTIAL CHAMBER AT 

THE GRAND HOTEL 

Al Hansen, Anna Marie Wilson, Nam 
June Paik, Bob Watts 

Siegfried and the Carmen from Buda
pest have now been married. They are 
climaxing their passions. This must be 
the greatest love scene in the whole of 
opera. 

Don Jose enters, interrupting the great 
duet. He wants to kill the Carmen from 
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Tender Tinderslide 

Tender Tinderslide, a long way from 
Tintagel. The prince and the princess of 
the lumber camp, eating snow. The prince 
in the shadows, Narcissus. The princess 
watching the prince watching a narcissus. 
The prince looking at his reflection. The 
princess whooping it up. The prince 
cutting down silhouetted trees in the 
shadows. Black Onyx. 

The Oneida Community and the Put
ney Community. 

Prince Tenderloin the neighbor. Enter
ing, soft and fat and oozy-roly-poly. Walk
ing on soft gelatine legs like penises. 

Princess, every girl's a princess. A devil 
disguised as a passing reindeer. 

Will the princess rescue the prince? 
Nuts to you, dear, the princess is going 

off with Prince T enderloin. 
Up comes Prince Onyx, hamming and 

gramming and cramming-popping his 
sleeves with muscles. Oh wow, such spin
ach . Prince Onyx, the prince of Tender 
Tenderloin and the Lakes of Serandaga 
and the West. Falling leaves of golden 
maple. The prince and the grey wolf. 
Riding. A maiden sleeps in a ring of ser-



Twelve Lectures About 

the Same Thing 

or 
Bartenders Who Have No Wings 

for Alison 

AcTONE 
A cat and the moon. After a time it is 

discovered that neither of them has 
moved. 

AcTTwo 
A derelict by a stump, in very unfor

tunate condition. After a time he says, 
" I am not a stump." 

AcT THREE 
A cigar store. An Apollo emerges from 

behind the counter. He says, "I am not 
really an Apollo." 

AcTFouR 
A little fish, dancing in the sunlight. 

After a time it is discovered that he is not 
a big fish . 

AcT F1vE 
The windswept wind. 

AcT Six 
A very pretty naked girl. After a time 

she notices that she is naked and is some
what embarrassed. 

Boredom and Danger 

going to do so, and nobody except 
Morris will know which was the first 
intended way of arranging this work. 

There is still another aspect of what 
lies behind boredom and private art, 
which I have suggested are interre
lated, and that is danger. In order to 
build intellectual excitement into work 
there must always be the sense that it 
was a near miss-a near fai lu re. I 
think this has always been true. The 
opening few measures of the last 
movement of Beethoven's 9th Sym
phony are as close as one could come, 
within the harmonic concepts of the 
day, to simple hysteria, and they work 
because they take the risk of degen
erating. The same could be said of 
many of Mahler's most ambitious 
works. In the past, then, a great deal 
of work was exciting because it was 
so colossal and attempted so much 
that it was in danger of becoming 
utterly banal or preposterous. T oday 
there is little point in trying to work 
as large as possible, so the challenge 
tends to be toward the other direction. 
And, a sense of risk is indispensable, 
because any simple piece fails when it 
becomes facile. This makes for all the 
more challenge in risking facility, yet 
still remaining very simple, very con
crete, very meaningful. 

Also, the composer is perfectly well 
aware of the psychological difficulties 
which his composition may produce 
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Budapest. He attacks her, they struggle, 
and she kills him. 

The Magnificently Napoleonic now 
appears. He has discovered proof of 
Siegfried and Mr. General-san's plot. 
He tries to kill Siegfried, but instead kills 
the Carmen from Budapest. Siegfried 
avenges her by killing the Magnificently 
Napoleonic. 

XII-IN THE VILLAGE SQUARE 

AT BLODBUGBUDBO 

Al Hansen, Jackson Mac Low, Benjamin 
Patterson, Dick Higgins and Yvonne 
Rainer 

Siegfried meets with Mr. General-san, 
apparently in an effort to explain the 
theory of Revanchism and why so many 
people have been dying. The Wizard 
(Benjamin Patterson) enters, just plain 
angry, and, wanting to make trouble, he 
gives Siegfried and Mr. General-san the 
ability to read each other's minds. Each 
realizes that the other is trying to "use" 
him. So they fight. Mr. General-san wins. 
He sings about war and his country's 
politics. The Father-of-the-Bride becomes 
outraged. He tramples Siegfried's body 
into the dust, and kills Mr. General-san. 
Then he sings about death and the Low 
Element appears, doing a dance about 
Death. At the end of this scene, both die 
mysteriously. 

XIII-NEAR THE TOP OF MOUNT ERJJEN 

All the characters reappear as ghosts 
wearing monocles to indicate this, except 
the Wizard who has somehow survived. 
They sing a Truly Balkan Lament for 
the Tidobufoik people. 
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Tender Tinderslide 

pents, hissing, hissing, who is hissing, 
within a wall of flame. Prince Onyx res
cues her with a great clatter with his axe. 
They went thataway. After saving the 
king of the ants, who tells Prince Onyx 
that the good princess is being kept in an 
egg in a hen coop at the bottom of an 
endless lake, Prince Onyx going on with 
the grey wolf's head on his shoulder and 
a silver quail feather in his pocket that 
Gitchy Manito gave him. Heroic Prince 
Onyx whirring across the Lower East 
Side. Prince Onyx and Miles Standish. 
Prince Onyx emptying an oven at its re
quest, in spite of the pursuit of Prince 
Tenderloin. Prince Onyx a stream and 
the Princess of the Cracked Egg a bridge, 
thanks to the kind of weather and the 
king of the ants. The prince and the 
princess safe in the shadows again. Prince 
Tenderloin limply dangling on a cliff in 
Hell, slowly becoming enlightened. The 
prince and the princess eating popcorn 
with their snow. 

New York 
Sometime 1960 



Twelve Lectures ... 

AcT SEVEN 
A man with a Belgian flag, a woman 

with a Greek flag, and a man with a 
Guyanese flag. The man with the Bel
gian flag says, "This is not a Cuban flag." 
The woman with the Greek flag says, 
"This is not a Guyanese flag." The man 
with the Guyanese flag says, "I am not 
French." 

AcTEIGHT 
A golden calf. After a time it is dis

covered that the golden calf is not bronze. 

AcTNINE 
A clock, discovering that it cannot walk. 

AcTTEN 
A chorus line comes along. They turn, 

and it is discovered that they have no 
wmgs. 

AcTELEVEN 
A small bar beside a large, artificial 

palm tree. After a time, they fly away. It 
is discovered that they weren't real any
way. 

AcTTwELVE 
Everybody singing on a golden whale, 

riding into the Grand Canal. After a 
time it is discovered that they still have 
no wings. 

New York 
May 31, 1966 

Boredom and Danger 

for some, if not all, of the audience. 
He therefore finds excitement in in
sisting on this, to the point of endang
ering himself physically or even spir
itually in his piece. To point up this 
effect, I wrote a series of compositions 
called Danger Musics, each of which 
emphasized one spiritual, psychologi
cal or physical danger that seemed 
appropriate to the general esthetic 
means I was using. Again, Robert 
Whitman, in doing a Happening 
about 1962 at Bennington College, is 
said to have turned in a performance 
so violent that the performance area 
was covered with blood-his blood. 
In the course of one of AI Hansen's 
improvised Happenings in 1962 a 
young lady fell through a glass roof 
and was very badly hurt. But her 
involvement in the piece caused her 
to do this, almost consciously, and 
it became incorporated in the in
tensity of the piece. Most spectators 
thought it had been planned. In a 
world in which there isn't so much 
overt physical challenge as formerly, 
it is very tempting sometimes to see 
not how much one can get away with, 
but how much one can use the chal
lenges that are there. Therefore it 
becomes extremely attractive to the 
artist to use danger, hazard. This is 
not the same as chance, of course, 
which is quite a different sort of idea, 
and which ultimately becomes either 
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2 Some indication of what happened may be 
surmised by the picture of the Caucasian Princess 
made during this scene. Photo: Peter Moore. 

3 The Spear-Bearer (Roy Lichtenstein , who 
devised a magnificent suit of armor for the per
formance) was at liberty to appea r whenever it 
seemed desirable to evoke the knight. His most 
striking presence was in this scene. While the 
circumstances of his demise are not explained 
during the performance of HruJalk, he was also 
present as a ghos t in the final chorus. 
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many boxes 
many rooms 
many sounds 

many boxes 
many sounds 

many rooms 
many sounds 

many boxes 
many rooms 

empty streets 

Boredom and Danger 

a technical means of realizing a set 
of values and textures, or, if one is 
using it spiritually (that is, for the 
philosophy of the piece), of creating 
a chaos that suits one's sense of an
archy and of embodying one's views. 

In the visual arts there has not been 
very much work that uses danger in a 
pure way. One of the few examples 
I can think of are some works by the 
Japanese sculptor Ay-0. Ay-0 has 
constructed many small boxes into 
which one places one's finger or one's 
hand . In each of these boxes is an 
object or substance to be touched. Most 
are relatively soft and safe. For ex
ample, some may contain flour, water, 
tacky glue, perhaps some marbles or 
some cotton. But others contain razor 
blades, knives, broken glass. The 
freshness with which one approaches 
the boxes (and not all of them are 
presented as boxes-some are presented 
as feeling holes in the bodies of cut
outs), not knowing if one will be de
lighted or hurt, develops the intensity 
and g raciousness of experiencing them. 
This, I would say, is another expres
sion of the same motivation which 
attracts composers, performers and, to 
some extent, the visual artists. 

To sum up, it has become almost 
a hallmark of our mentality to accept 
the possibility of boredom and danger; 
a work which is without these possi
bilities only decorates life and so 1s 
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nonperformance poem for oew 

writing all the possible combinations 
of from o to 26 letters 

how many? 

new york 
february 2, 1967 

Two Long Performances 
by Flux Higgins 

Losing fifty pounds 

11 

Gaining fifty pounds back again 

New York 
February 1967 

Solo for Composer 

Decide whom you love best. 
Announce, "(-name-), all my pieces, 

even if they're dedicated to others, are 
really written for you." 
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New York 
3h6/67 

Three Begins 

I-EQUATIONS 

A fish is green falling downstairs. Add 
raising to a MIG and you cast. Nay, yid
dish humor cuts. 

II- p ARAGRAPHJNG 

It is very difficult to pop a house. Eyes, 
balloons, fathers, what an enormous num
ber of things can be popped, but how 
do you pop a house. 

Of course, there are many things you 
can do with a house. You can live in it. 
You can shape a cookie like a house and 
eat it. But maybe that is not popping a 
house. One of the hardest things you can 
do to a house is you can paint it. 

The only trouble with painting a house 
isn't what you might think it is. It is not 
the paint at all. Paint comes in many 
colors, more than five . Paint smells and, 
even worse, it takes time. 

III- CLUSTE RS, SOM E NOT M ENTION ED 

If you try to plant a member of the 
stamp famil y, will little stamps grow? 

Do the same with corn, and then go to 
your bunk and try to go to sleep. If you 
slip out, go back to bed. You may pitch 
and roll. 

Of course, your stamp may whizz if it 
gets loose. If it whizzes around, catch it 
and stop it. 

In the morning, you will have milk. 

October 1959 
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March 1966 

Boredom and Danger 

merely a commodity; the most intense 
art is necessarily involved with these 
things, boredom and danger, not as 
a new mode, but because they are im
plicit in the new mentality of our 
time. This mentality is one in which 
total success is impossible, total victory 
inconceivable and relativism axiomatic. 
Ours is a mass of society, and, while 
we do attempt to do what we do 
with maximum quality, quality has 
for us become one among other indi
cations of integrity. Today we do not 
equate quality alone with the value of 
a work. Most of the interesting works 
of our time are works which shed 
light on our mentality without neces
sarily trying for the same standards of 
success as works, say, of twenty years 
ago. It is simply not our intention, 
though we are perfectly capable of 
achieving the old standards. 

The intention is more to enrich the 
experientia l world of our spectators, 
our co-conspirators, by enlarging the 
repertoire of their over-a ll experience. 
These values cannot be achieved by 
emotional impact alone, and such im
pact has become, for the new artist, 
merel.Y a language tool, a way of com
municating which we can draw on 
when necessary. I said earlier that we 
do not want to overwhelm. This is 
not quite true. We only want to over
whelm when to do so seems a positive 
factor. There was nothing more over-
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Stacked Deck 

Sixty seconds after the beginning of the 
music the curtains open to reveal an ab
stract set consisting of objects or complex 
visual areas or no set at all. In either 
case, the set must give the illusion .of hav
ing its own reality enough to extend be
yond the line of sight in all directions, 
up, down, and to each side. 

The play proceeds according to the in
dividual parts. Here are the rules of the 
game: 

The performer is never to miss an en
trance or an exit cue. All other cues are 
to be followed up to seventy per cent of 
the time, being missed according to the 
whim or taste of the performer. Lighting 
cues given by combinations of such colors 
as blue and green are to be interpreted 
as giving both sets of cues. The performer 
chooses which to follow. But combina
tions such as amber and blue or red and 
blue which themselves form cuing colors 
are to be interpreted solely according to 
those colors. In the case of a reddish pur
ple or bluish green or similar shading 
there is, however, the element of choice, 
as in the first case. Some of the musical 
cues will result in situations where the 
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Boredom and Danger 

whelming than Hitler's speeches as 
staged by Goebbels. There has been 
a great deal of that in our world and 
one way to avoid it is to use more 
sophisticated values in our own work, 
and the acceptance of boredom and 
danger as valuable is indispensable to 
this end. 

New York 
Summer 1966 
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Stacked Deck 

music drowns out the voice or vice versa. 
This is fine. In the case of the conflict of 
cues, the performer chooses here too. He 
is not to follow a lighting and a musical 
cue simultaneously unless the one calls 
for a vocal event and the other for an 
action one. He must choose. Criteria of 
loudness, pitch, color, etc., which entail 
a subjective choice on the part of the per
former, are ultimately determined by the 
director. Cues should be followed from 
any time when a cue is received till any 
t ime about four seconds later. A cue 
should be considered missed after this, 
and should not be followed. 

Action cues should not be elaborated 
on. All movements must be thoroughly 
understood and reduced to simplicity and 
grace. The duration of each action or the 
possible speed at which it is accomplished 
is a matter for the director to determine, 
but there should be alternatives. All per
formers are to maintain a distance be
tween them of less than two or more than 
eight feet. Movements across the stage are 
to be inserted ad lib in order to main
tain these distance relations. Blocking 
must necessarily be flexible. The phrasing 
and timing of lines is up to the perform
ers, but there must be variety without 
repetition. As a rule of thumb, each per
former should be prepared to perform 
each line in any of twelve different ways, 
and each action in five. In case an en
trance and an exit cue conflict for the 
performer, he should stand in the wing, 
motionless, until he gets either a clear en
trance or exit cue, or the movement of 
another character forces h im on or off 
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The Russell Contradiction as I 
Understand It 

I. % is the set which includes all sets 
which do not have themselves as mem
bers, such sets being called here non
self-inclusive. There is no non-self-in
clusive set which is not a member of 
%, and all members of % are non-self
inclusive. 

II. Theorem No. 1-% ts non-self
inclusive. 

Proof: suppose that % is self-inclusive. 
Then, of course, it includes itself. 

But, by definition, all members of % 
are non-self-inclusive. Therefore, % as 
a member of % is non-self-inclusive. 

Therefore, the supposition that % is 
self-inclusive leads to the conclusion that 
% is non-self-inclusive, which is a con
tradiction. If this is true, we must con
clude that our supposition is fa lse, and 
that therefore % is non-self-inclusive. 
Q.E.D. 

III. Theorem No. 2-% is self-inclu
sive. 

Proof: suppose that % is non-self-in
clusive. 

Then, since all non-self-inclusive sets 
are included in %, % is a member 
of % . 
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Structural Researches 

Our astrologer friends tell us the 
world is now moving into the Aquar
ian age, and that the central image 
of Aquarius is of a carrier of water 
emptying his pitcher 
that this symbolizes 

into 
the 

a stream, 
return of 

energy to its source. Of course we 
needn't be interested in astrology to 
recognize this as a possible meta
phor for our time, when many of the 
distinctions that characterized our 
compartmentalized, word-oriented ap
proach to the world seem to be break
ing down. Semanticists and physicists, 
artists and psychiatrists, anthropolo
gists and sociologists all seem to be 
telling us that these distinctions have 
more reality inside our minds than in 
the external world. 

In fact we seem to be drawing 
closer to the acceptance of all things 
as being constantly in a state of flux, 
and we begin to see the relationship 
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Stacked Deck 

stage. Different performers' lines will 
conflict. This will make the piece more 
interesting by emphasizing depth and 
dimensions to the audience. The density 
of events must not be altered. There are 
long periods when nothing happens, long 
or short ones where lots goes on. But it 
cannot be overemphasized that each per
former must be so very sure of his be
havior that he can successfully interpret 
any cuing situation, no matter how com
plex. Each performer must be prepared 
to make split second choices. 

Stacked Deck lasts twenty two and a 
half minutes from the opening of the 
curtain, a total of twenty three and a half 
minutes . The parts follow: 

I-THE ANONYMOUS MAN 

He is to be played by a mime. The 
costume blends with the set. 

1. He enters slowly whenever the stage 
has been empty for ten seconds. His en
trance takes him downstage L, no matter 
from which side he has come. When he 
arrives there he is very hot. He shakes 
his head sadly, dries his forehead on his 
sleeve, and sits down. 

2. He exits on the nearest side when
ever he has upstaged directly a stationary 
figure. 

3. If anyone hits him, he is afraid and 
melts back into the set for about a minute. 
Then he comes forward again. 

4. On the blue lights he dries his left 
cheek gently with the fingers of his left 
hand. 
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The Russell Contradiction ... 

But, if this is true, then % is self
inclusive and also non-self-inclusive, 
which is a contradiction. If our supposi
tion leads to a contradiction, it must be 
false, in which case % is self-inclusive. 
Q.E. D. 

IV. If the proof of both theorems is 
correct, then a most unsatisfactory state 
of affairs has been reached, which dem
onstrates to us that % is self-inclusive, 
and that % is non-self-inclusive. This 
seems to be a contradiction. 

V. Then let us try to invalidate the 
contradiction. Let us suppose that it is 
posible that % is both self-inclusive and 
non-self-inclusive, self-inclusive in that it 
includes all non-self-inclusive sets, and 
therefore includes itself, and non-self-in
clusive in that it does not include its 
total identity as a set, even though it 
does include its members as a proper 
subset. This makes an interesting dis
tinction between the identity of the set 
as a whole and its members collected 
and grouped individually. It seems that 
we may have invalidated the contradic
tion, but-

VL If it is posisble that % is both 
self-inclusive and non-self-inclusive, then 
the proofs we gave in Sections II and 
III are invalid, since we based our con
clusions on the assumption that the 
above contradiction was valid. It would 
seem that we have negated all basis for 
any conclusions whatsoever, since neither 
theorem can be proved. 



Structural Researches 

of anything to its function as the 
prime determinant of its nature. We 
have come to see that if we find a 
way to use an object that was built 
as a butcher's block as a table, it be
comes essentially a table. Or we notice 
that if a man who was formerly a 
highly skilled photoengraver finds he 
must take a job as a truckman, he 
becomes for all practical purposes a 
truckman. Sometimes this frightens 
us. For example, the miners in the 
German Ruhr refuse to be retrained 
now that the coal mines are closing 
down there as a sort of (at least tem
porary) progress. They are used to 
thinking of themselves as miners, and 
they find it difficult to accept new 
functions and roles for themselves 
which necessity dictates they find. 
Then, by opposing necessity, they 
produce a great social crisis for them
selves. But necessity will win out, of 
course, and we will continue to ex
perience this flux at every turn. 

In the arts we have traditionally 
distinguished between form and con
tent, or, more modernly, between 
structure and meaning. A writer 
would regard his structure as the 
grammatical and mechanical aspects 
of his style, while his meaning would 
be what he wants to say. We can 
add the further concept of rhetoric, 
as the interrelationship between the 
two, with the formal traditionally the 
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Stacked Deck 

5. On red lights he comes forward 
gradually and slowly. Then suddenly he 
scoots backwards with tiny steps, care
fully avoiding collisions, so that it seems 
that he has been yanked with an elastic 
band. If possible, the forward part of 
this should carry him out onto an apron . 

6. After ten seconds of total silence on 
stage he should seem to be struggling 
to speak, but he has no voice. This action 
should dissolve with the next sound 
heard. It should seem to have no begin
ning and no end, and only those who 
happen to be looking at him should no
tice it. 

7. If anyone speaks to him, throws 
anything at him, or acts on him in any 
way, he should back away about four feet 
and stay put. 

II- THE B U RLY MAN 

The Burly Man is physically powerful 
and rough. He may be a Roman slave, 
naked to the waist, or a Parisian apache, 
or a NYC stevedore, but he must be 
violent, and he must smoke a cigar at all 
times. He moves fast but economically. 

8. He sneaks on stage conspicuously 
whenever a woman onstage is more than 
ten feet from a character, but there are 
not more than three people on stage. 

9. He goes off inconspicuously when
ever the light has been yellow for forty 
five seconds. 

JO. He laughs "Haw haw haw" when
ever the light is blue, but not until a few 
seconds after the light has changed, so 
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The Russell Contradiction ... 

VII. However, since all possibilities 
are included in the two theorems, that 
% is and is not self-inclusive, and since 
neither precludes the possibility of the 
equal possibility of the other, then, taken 
together, they must represent the truth, 
since there is no other possibility. 

VIII. The question remains: is the 
distinction given in Section V really 
valid? 

Theorem No. 3-% is both self-in
clusive and non-self-inclusive. 

Suppose that the above theorem is 
false. 

Then Theorems Nos. I and 2 are both 
true, which is, by the above supposition, 
a contradiction. 

Since the above supposit ion leads to a 
contradiction, we must conclude that it 
is false, and that % is both self-i nclusive 
and non-self-inclusive . Q. E. D. 

IX. The significance of the above the
orem, the conditions of w hich are im
plied in Theorems Nos. 1 and 2 seems 
to be the distinction which it indicates 
between the identity of the set as a set 
and the identity of the set as a collection 
of members. For this reason we conclude 
the Russell Contradiction is not really a 
contrad ict ion, but is the nucleus of the 
proof of a very important logical dis
tinction relating to the identity of a set 
to itself. 

New York 
Autumn 1959 
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Structural R esearches 

m ore dominant end. The stud y as it 

was once practiced in classical educa
tion of rhetoric, per se, meant the 
m atching of classica l m odels, and 
while thi s stud y is seldom practiced 
today, fortunately, similar practices 
still dominate our conve ntional a rts. 
A novel is expected to ga in its identity 
from its identi fia bility with the tradi
tion of the novel, and thi s creates a 
pressure on the wri ter to con fo rm to 
the classica l m odel s rather tha n allow 
his work to determine its ow n form 
(and possibly lose its identifiability in 
developing its uniq ue identity) . The 
writer sets out to write a novel and, 
to thi s ex tent, m akes h imself ali enated 
from what migh t be the more direct 
needs fo r hi s wo rk. 

In the nineteenth century and up 
until the period of the two W orld 
W ars the novel was a hig hly perti
nent fo rm of communica tion. Victor 
Hugo's L es Miserables and Charl es 
Dickens' Oliver T wist were both in
struments of soc ial reform in their 
time, as were the even more engage 
novels of Gork y, Sinclair or perhaps 
H asek. H owever in the philosophica l 
novels of a Y ukio Mi shima, a Thom as 
Mann or a H erma nn H esse, the stra in 
of m atching the fo rm begins to be 
apparent since the characters begin to 
be less arti stic images wi th w holly 
human characteri sti cs ( sometimes in
completely draw n in) functioning 
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Stacked Deck 

that all other performers' entrances are 
done. He should seem to be laughing at 
the moon. 

11. If the light is red or orange for ten 
seconds, he approaches the nearest lady 
and looks over her shoulder, grinning, 
and sends out a puff of smoke. If the 
light has not changed yet, and the lady 
has not reacted unfavorably, he may pick 
her up, set her on his shoulder, turn his 
head and kiss her leg, grin, set her down 
gently, and motion offstage. If she slaps 
him, he sings "Palas aron azinomas" and 
pinches her behind, then dodges away 
from her, his head drawn into his shoul
ders, chortling, and hides behind the 
nearest character. If she wants to go off
stage, they go. 

12. If the light is red or orange and 
there is no lady onstage, he goes to the 
nearest man, and sings: "Your money or 
your life, and I don't care which." If the 
man turns away, the Burly Man grabs 
him, turns him towards him, and kayoes 
him. If he does not turn, the Burly Man 
shoves him down to the ground. In either 
case he rifles the man's pockets. If the 
man gets up to fight again, the Burly 
Man mauls him till he goes offstage, or 
until the Burly Man has another cue to 
follow, or till the light suddenly changes, 
or till the man has escaped to ten or more 
feet from him at any time. In either of 
these cases he should seem to lose interest 
and to dissolve into inconspicuousness. 

13. If he is alone on stage at any time, 
he should look into the wings and ask 
"Where are you? Where are you all?" 
If ten seconds later he is still alone, he 
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A Procedure for Constructing 
Magic Squares of the Fifth Degree 

1. Take any n, a member of the real 
number system, and let 5m = n. 

2. Select any w, x, y, and z, all mem
bers of the real number system. 

3. Fill in the following diagram with 
values of w, x, y, z, and m. 

A. m+w 
B. m+(w - z) 
C. m - (2(w-x)-(y+z)) 
D. m - (x+y) 
E. m - x 
II 

m+(w+y) 
m+y 
m-( y-z) 
m-z 
m-(w+y) 
III 

m-(2(w+x)+(y+z)) 
m-(y+z) 
m 
m+(y+z) 
m+(2(w+x)+( y+z)) 

IV 
m+(x+z) 
m+z 
m+(y-z) 
m-y 
m-(x+z) 
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Structural Researches 

within an author's treatment of the 
world; they become more objects and 
puppets developing philosophical or 
social views which the writer holds. 
I do not think it is pertinent to raise 
here the questions posed by psycho
logical novels such as those of Proust, 
Camus or Kafka, or by earlier avant
garde novels such as Gertrude Stein's 
The Making of Americans. These still 
seem to work primarily within the 
concept of the novel as an extended 
prose work involving the working 
out of a narrative by characters, so 
that the necessity of embodying the 
real message within the format of an 
alien structure makes them somehow 
unreal, or, as I will describe shortly, 
rhetorically undialectical. 

Even our attitudes towards charac
ter and narrative have changed. Most 
of us have become very much aware 
of the extent to which our personali
ties change with our contexts and our 
functions, so that the study of the 
minutiae of our psychologies is no 
longer very meaningful to us. In the 
novel these minutiae are at the very 
basis of the interest, traditionally. But 
the people of our time find it diffi
cult to get very involved over them . 
We may have names that apply to us, 
but we are conscious of enacting so 
many roles in the course of our lives 
and of being so many things to so 
many people that to filter out a se-
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should sing in the other direction: "Tell 
me where you are ?" If he is still alone 
ten seconds later, he should exit. 

r4. If he is kissed, he sings: "Oh Zan
zibar" and pushes the girl away. 

r5. Once during the piece he sings: "A 
moon. A moon. God how I want a 
moon!" at any moment when it seems 
appropriate to the mood. 

r6. When he is being inconspicuous he 
should leer at any woman or sneer at any 
man onstage that is conspicuous to him. 
He shou ld not move. 

r7. If his cigar goes out at any time, or 
if he smokes it through, he should scrap 
it, grind it under foot, produce a new 
one from his costume, turn away from 
the audience, wave his hand, and with 
the fami liar magic trick produce a flame 
out of his index finger, with which he 
can light his cigar. 

III-THE ExELEGANT MAN 

The Exelegant Man is an intellectual , 
or the remains of one. He wears modern 
clothes, formerly elegant, but now very 
shabby, and he can be played as either 
very timid, very arrogant, or, better yet, 
both at once. 

r8. He enters a minute after a yellow 
light and works mostly around stage C. 

r9. He exits if spoken to, knocked 
down, or if he has been onstage through 
three yellow lights and a fo urth one 
appears. Going out he sings "Oh dear. 
Whatever can I have done?" 
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v 
m+x 
111-(w-z) 
m+(2(w-x)-( y+z)) 
m+(x+y) 
m-w 

4. The sums along the verticals and 
the horizontals, and along the two un
broken full diagonals will all be equal 
ton. 

5. W.ithin II and IV, the A members 
may be exchanged and the E members 
may be exchanged. Within T and V, the 
B members may be exchanged and the 
D members may be exchanged. The 
eight transformations obtained by Plane 
Rotation and Reflection from the above 
diagram all have the same properties as 
the above diagram. In addition, all 
squares obtained from the above diagram 
and its transformations are normal 
magic squares, so that their complements 
have the same properties as they them
selves. 

New York 
March 1959 

Some Symmetric Magic Squares 
of the Fifth Degree 

I. By "symmetric magic squares," I 
mean to designate magic squares in 
which: 2(w + x) + (y + z) = 2(w - x) 
- (y + z) . Simplifying, we get 2x + y + 

z = 0. 
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Structural Researches 

quence or anti-sequence on the basis 
of fixed psychological particulars and 
the necessity to state or imply an 
overall narrative consideration seems 
somehow a highly artificial approach 
in our times. 

Inevitably we have therefore built 
up a body of works in recent years 
that are only novels if we call, indis
criminately, any long prose work 
written for humanistic or aesthetic in
sight a "novel," and if we ignore all 
the connotations of the word. There 
are too many special jargons already, 
so I will not add to the confusion by 
proposing a name for these works of 
prose that reflect our new mentality, 
but since I need a handle for this dis
cussion, I will use the clumsy term 
"cumulative prose statement," express 
my hope that nobody makes an ide
ology of it, and define it as covering 
works whose impact is allusive and 
aesthetic (rather than explicit argu
ment, which would cover most es
says) and that characteristic examples 
are Daniel Spoerri's An Anecdoted 
Topography of Chance and George 
Brecht and Robert Filliou's Games at 
the Cedilla , or the Cedilla T akes Off. 

Spoerri's "Topo," as the aficionados 
call it, is based on his examination of 
the objects on his breakfast table at 
an arbitrary moment in his life-after 
a brief disagreement with his girl
friend one morning in r96r (hence 
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20. If he hears a loud note in the music, 
he sings: "Oh Saturn! Morality is the 
thing. You have lost your social con-

. " sc10usness. 
2r. If he is kissed, he sings: "Mercy 

Madam, as the French are apt to say." 
22. During the first blue light while he 

is onstage, and after the light or even after 
he goes out, as the case may be, he sings: 
"Ovide, amonges other thinges smale, 
said Mida had under his longe heres 
growing upon his hed two asses eres: the 
which vice he hid as best he mighte, ful 
subtilly from every mannes sight, that 
save his wif ther wist of it no mon; he 
loved hire most, and trusted hire also; he 
praied that to no creature she n'olde tellen 
of his disfigure." 

23. During his second blue light, as 
above, he sings: "Thinketh how noble, 
as saith Valerius, was thilke Tullius His
tilus, that out of poverte rose to high 
noblesse. Redeth Senek, and redeth eke 
Boece, ther shull ye seen expresse, that it 
no dred is, that he is gentil that doth 
gentil dedis." 

24. During the third blue light, as 
above, he sings: "Allow me, sirs, to quote 
Dr. Phineas B. Bridie, A.B., C. of I. , 
E. of B., Bt. of Thames, who cites Geor
gius Sabellicus as having said: 'Dies ist 
zum Lachen. Die Kinder sind besser.' " 
Nos. 22-23-24 supersede all other cues 
that may intervene. 

25. On yellow lights he produces a 
little book from a pocket and rifles the 
pages, finding his place at last. If the 
light is still yellow he asks: "Do you spell 
toxophobia with one fear or two?" 
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2. By stating that: 2(w + x) + (y + z) 
= s, and that 2(w - x) - (y + z) = s, 
and solving across, we find that: w = 
s/2. We find that: s = 2w. 

3. Using the above definition and the 
information implied in it, it is possible 
for us to modify the chart for magic 
squares to produce symmetrical squares 
of various kinds. In the following cases 
I set other conditions: that there should 
be no non-cardinal numbers in the chart, 
and that only one value would be used 
for n in this list. 

4. m = 9, n = 45, s = o, w = o, x = 2, 
y ·= -1, z = -3. 

I. II. III. IV. V. 
A 9 8 9 8 11 

B I2 8 I3 6 6 
C 9 7 9 II 9 
D 8 I2 5 IO IO 

E 7 IO 9 IO 9 

m = 9, n = 45, s = 8, w = 4, x = 3, 
y = -4, z = -2 

I. II. Ill. JV. V. 
A. I 3 9 IO I2 

B. I 5 5 I 5 7 3 

c. I5 9 3 I7 

D. IO 11 3 I 3 8 
E. 6 9 I7 8 5 

5. It is also possible to figure out what 
are the values of the letter components 
of each member of a symmetrical magic 
square. For example, in: 

I. II . III. IV. V. 
A. II I5 5 7 7 
B. II 13 5 9 7 
c. 5 5 9 I 3 13 

D. 7 9 I 3 5 II 

E. II 3 13 I I 7 
We know that m + w = 11 and that 

m-w=7, so we must conclude that 
m = 9 and that w = 2. If w = 2, then 
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the "Chance" in the full title). The 
location of each object on the table 
is given (hence the "Topography" 
in the title) in order to provide a 
visual basis for the discussion. But 
from there Spoerri takes off, describ
ing the physical, objective history of 
each object, how he acquired it, what 
it means to him, what he did with it, 
etc. This is the first level of the text, 
but Spoerri does not stop there. Foot
notes are appended, discussing what 
subsequently became of each object, 
or how, for example, he first met the 
person who gave it to him. 

But neither does he stop here, 
though he has taken it now into a 
second level of reality and, perhaps, 
of experience. Instead he invites his 
friends to recollect what they can in 
connection with the objects and those 
people associated with them. The 
translator, Emmett Williams, a close 
friend and collaborator of Spoerri as 
well as a major poet in his own right, 
adds very large amounts of new Aesh 
to the body, which somehow man
ages to seem as slender as ever. Roland 
Topor, the popular French cartoonist, 
adds illustrations of each object, some 
of which are not at all like the shapes 
of the originals (as he and/ or Spoerri 
duly note in the text). Invitations go 
on to other friends to add their con
tributions, and even from the pub
lisher to the readers to send their own 
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26. Once, at a point of his own choos
ing, during the piece he pulls a mirror 
from his pocket, looks at his reflection, 
and sings: "Oh Saturn. You cheat!" He 
bursts into mimed tears, drops the mirror, 
picks it or its pieces up and puts them in 
his pocket, singing: "How very much 
tobacco." This supersedes other cues. 

27. If a woman gets in his way during 
a green light, or if she comes within six 
feet of him, he sings: "Kronos was nice, 
and same with Atreus. Will you come 
and see my stamp collection?" Here he 
grins stupidly or smirks. If she comes 
closer to him, he yells "Oh Saturn!" and 
runs away. If she follows him , he runs 
out into the audience, around in back of 
it, back onstage, and off into the wings. 
But he must be careful to do this with 
completely exaggerated grace and fairly 
slowly. The running is not so important 
as the movements of running. It might 
be convenient to think of a slow-motion 
film , and to imitate it, but not to run quite 
as slowly as most slow motion films ac
tually are. 

IV-THE MAN WITH A BRIEF CASE 

He is an urban suburban, complete to 
grey flannels . He carries an attache case. 
He is thoroughly suave. 

28. He enters on any purple or brown 
light. For his first, third, fifth , etc. en
trances he rushes onstage singing: "Tsut 
tsut tsut tsut ... " in a falsetto voice as 
many times as necessary. He bangs any 
man on the head with his case and goes 
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s = 4. If m = 9, then n = 45, which would 
have been easy enough to find out any
way. If m - (w + y) = 3, in other 
words, if (m - w) -y = 3, and we 
know already that m - w = 7, then y = 
4. Similarly we find that m + y = ( x + y) 
or ( m + y) + x = 1 r. If m + y = 1 3, then 
x = -2. If m - z = 9, then z = o. This 
all checks through, because 2x + y + z 
= o. Similarly, it is possible to construct 
a magic square of the fifth degree given 
any three members of that square. 

New York 
April 1959 

Meaning It Is a Poem 



Second New York Grass Rally 

the 

SE(;OND '.'\'E\\. \ ·onK GHASS HALL\. 

the Amolgo;imoted Auociotion for Grau and Air p r•senh 

a sPrit•s 11/ spertarnfors. Ma y IM till May 26th. 
prnisiri g s0111 (' thi11 J!, ( for ri drnnge) 

tlrl' world's /, •,,ding C1)t• r1l : 

THE ARRIVAL OF SPRING 
Moy 1, l , 3 , 4 : Stoying ho me, wa tching the first blode of grass 

Grau Conc ert :: 1, Moy S , 6 , ond 7: Reading books, making love, observing 
tragic things, trying to consider o ther peoples ' 1h1ngs, cooking 
brown,es , and so on 

Moy 8, 9, and 10 : Staying home, cons1der1ng children and small furry 
mammals; once'" 1h1s time f1nd1ng on old fr iend 

Gra u Con cert ::2 . Moy 11 , 12, and 13 : Those people who cannot afford 
Bo il Bond ore looki ng for ui., those peopl e who won ! to si ng ore 

woi!1ng for our songs. 

May 14 , IS , and 16: Staying home, looking forword to rhe sunrise and 
To nex1 noticing o kit ten : being very gentle. 

Moy n ond 23 :'Cons1der1ng whor one hos said, been, ond done; going 
swimming where .r 1s nei ther prof itable nor allowed 

Gro n Concert :::: 3 , Moy 24 , 2S , ond 26 : Stoying home, ollow1ng whor we 
ore to soy whor we will be insleod of what the bright ones soy; 
giving both o domn and a hand; considering w.hy we ore ha ted . 

This feMi1:11l Jw. s 1ieitlier subscription s, cnpncities, r1or in/or
nwtior1 : it is ours to determine. Ser1d rw en velopes, rw in · 
quiries, becm1.~e u·e all Joiow it, all of 11 s, t1 lready. 

April 1965 
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appropriate impressions and recollec
tions of the places and people and 
items involved for future editions. 
The end result is an extremely open
ended structure which cannot ever be 
complete so long as Spoerri is living 
to select from the things that grab our 
attention and which we suggest to 
him as contributions-and perhaps 
not even then. And through this flux 
the people march-not characters but 
people, with names, with aspects seen 
by other people rather than selective 
opinions developed for narrative pur
poses, seen now doing this or that, 
but somehow independent and unex· 
plaited. It is as if we came to a 
marvelous party where we knew no
body-only one or another real thing 
was revealed about each person in the 
course of a conversation, something 
that might or might not be believed 
-and we hoped the party would go 
on forever, because we might never 
meet those people again. Well, this 
is the kind of party that can. That's 
part of its impact. Most serious novels, 
once finished , are placed on one's lap 
as part of the digestive process, while 
we try to figure out what we've read. 
Here we knew all along what we 
were reading, and, on completion, 
simply start the book again. And al
though it reads easily, like a novel, its 
meaning remains as different as its 
impact : the more it accumulates, the 
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out, singing all the while. If there is no 
man on stage, he bangs a woman. If no 
one is onstage, he just runs across singing. 

29. For his second, fourth, sixth, etc. 
entrances, he wanders casually on and 
he smiles at any woman. He walks to 
four feet from her and asks: "Do you use 
bleach?" 

30. During any blue light he may 
smile. 

31. During any green light he may dry 
his chin with his fingers. 

32. When he hears any very loud or 
very high sound he asks the nearest girl 
"Excuse me, but could you tell me the 
way to the gentlemen's lounge?" If she 
indicates any direction, he should charge 
offstage in as nearly as possible . the op
posite direction, singing his "Tsut tsut 
tsut ... "as in #28. 

33. If he hears any particularly low 
sound he says: "Pretty girl, that." He 
motions towards any girl on stage or in 
the audience. Thirty seconds later he 
should go up to the nearest girl onstage 
and say: "I understand they have some 
green-headed ducks outside. I've never 
seen one. Shall we go look at them?" 
He takes her arm. If she likes, they go 
off together. If not, he goes out scratching 
his chin. 

34. On white lights he sits . beside a 
girl, and sings: "Now you just sit your
self down and be comfortable." When the 
light changes from white he stands up, 
helps her up if necessary, singing: "Well, 
let's go outside and take a walk." If she 
seems willing to come, he leads her out, 
hand in hand. If she is not, or if she has 
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more it tends to develop as a realistic 
portrait of a man's experience in our 
times. This absolutely could not have 
been done within a conventional novel 
form or rhetoric. The transcriptions 
from drunken conversations perhaps 
might appear equally delightful in 
some narrative, but they would lack 
the open-ended feeling, the scholarly 
tone of the portions most closely tied 
up with the study of the table and 
the objects on it (a delightfully Bur
tonian Anatomie of the world in a 
nutshell). 

Apart from accumulation-that 
would be enough, really-there are 
few obvious points in common be
tween the Spoerri T opo and the 
Filliou and Brecht Games at the Ce
dilla, but those that exist are salient 
to our discussion. Games, like the 
Topo, is, however, an accumulation 
of apparently private materials and 
reflections, from which universals are 
drawn, and, as . in the Topo, what 
seemed to be private turns out not 
to be so in the final analysis. Games 
tells us only a couple of really explicit 
facts about Filliou, Brecht and the 
two girls at the Cedilla, Donna and 
Marianne (Robert and Marianne 
Filliou also have a daughter, Marcelle, 
who appears only briefly). Even some 
of these are possibly doubtful. Does 
one believe, for example, that George 
Brecht was born in Halfway, Oregon? 
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not sat down, he sings: "God, what 
weather we're having!" 

35. On any red light he should produce 
a hip flask, take a swig, and offer some 
to any woman onstage. If she accepts, he 
should hand her the flask, and take it 
back when she is through. Then he 
should examine it and sing: "None left. 
Come on out and we'll get some more." 
If she seems willing to come he takes 
her hand and sings: "Now I'm going to 
tell you a little about myself. I hope you're 
interested. I never was allowed to be a 
child. I'm so very lonely. I saw it in your 
eyes as soon as I saw you. You 're lonely 
too. Very lonely. Aren't you? You don't 
have to answer. I know you are. Come 
on"-leading her out-"You're a wonder
ful person." They go out. If she does not 
seem willing to go out, he says "You wait 
here. I'll be back in a minute." If she de
clines the flask , he sings "No matter. I 
think it's empty anyway. I'll go get some 
more." In either of these two cases he 
goes offstage after his line. 

36. If anyone hits him except the Burly 
Man he should fly into a rage and yell : 
"you'LL HEAR FROM MY APOTHECA RY IN 
THE MORNING!" and go off. If the Burly 
Man hits him , he should hit him back 
once, and if the Burly Man hits him 
again, he should say the above line and 
go out, shivering. 

V-THE SANDWICH BoARD MAN 

He wears rags, and he carries a sand
wich board that reads: "The Wages of 
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Don't sell any 
Give 'em away 

Fish 

New York 
Winter 1960 

Winter Seascape 

In and out 
of a churchyard 

Much explained 
by churchstiles 

Glad Hands 

Crossed in the archives 
Eating popcorn 
Twinkle twinkle 

New York 
Summer 1959 

New York 
Summer 1960 
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But these are working materials, and 
here the book becomes increasingly 
an assemblage of proposed aesthetic 
projects, scenarios, things realized or 
unrealizable, inventions and disinven
tions, letters describing things that 
did and didn't happen, tickling games 
of all kinds, details taken from note
books and, in short, all sorts of scien
tifically structured investigations into 
the bases of the aesthetic experience 
and the means people have of sharing 
their experiences, from the most ab
stract idea-art or concept-art, playlets 
and collages to drawings and cartoons. 
All the questions of minima and what 
art does and should do are raised, but 
not explicitly as in an essay, but 
aphoristically and anecdota lly in a 
thousand ways and from at least that 
many directions. The subject matter 
of the book is not "La Cedille qui 
Sourit," a little shop at Villefranche 
on the French Riviera, where Brecht 
and Filliou sold small works of art 
by themselves and others along with 
beads and trinkets and "anything that 
does or does not have a cedilla in its 
name," nor is it the life that the four 
cedillistes lived, but, as I mentioned, 
the meanings and uses of the aesthetic 
experience, and that is more than a 
bit abstruse for the conventional novel. 
Yet their presentation stays unified, 
by its relation to its concern above all. 
If it had been done as an anthology, 
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Sin are Death," "Beware! The End is 
Coming!" or some similar slogans. 

37. He enters on any orange light, and, 
if he receives no other cue, he walks di
agonally across the stage singing-chant
ing-howling: "Watch ye! Hear Ye! Pre
pare Ye for My Coming, Oh Sinful 
America!" 

38. If anyone strikes him, hits him, or 
bumps into him, he scurries on out, yell
ing timidly: "You are a creature of Sin!" 

39. If anyone speaks to him or ad
dresses him, he sings: 'Sinner! Beware 
the cabbages!" and he goes out. 

40. If the light changes while he is 
onstage, he continues to cross, but he 
pulls out a cabbage from his rags, rips 
off a leaf, and munches on it. Then he 
goes out. 

VI-THE SEER 

The Seer is .a fantastick. His costume 
is based on the traditional astrologer's 
getup, with pointed hat and staff. He 
moves very slowly as if he were carrying a 
tremendous weight. 

4 r. The Seer enters with the first color 
after a white, and he goes out with a 
brown or purple. He stands, lost in 
thought, leaning back against a prosce
nium arch. 

42. If any man speaks to him he sings: 
"How can I tell you? There are so few 
things that cannot end and are not what." 

43. If any woman comes up less than 
three feet from him or speaks to him, he 
sings: "You are so very young. And so 
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Another Spot to Visit 

With a rubber stamp 

June 21, 1966 
New York City 

progressive twins 

frying pan 
another frying pan 
another frying pan 
another frying pan 
another frying pan 

egg 
another egg 
another egg 
another egg 
another egg 

nyc 
12/67 
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for example, with all the games in 
one place, the scenarios in another, 
the "appendices" at the end, etc., its 
artistic impact would have been atom
ized and diffused. But because its 
structure is like the poetic effect one 
would get by interspersing the steps 
of two Euclidean proofs, then sitting 
back and enjoying the result-here, 
equally abstract materials are made 
into aesthetically exciting aggregates. 
In fact, with the exception of one 
rather interesting proposal for the re
form of marriage as an institution, 
the social and political materials are 
either impractical or undesirable, and 
presented for contemplation, irony 
and insight rather than for feasibility. 
So that here, as with the Topo, we 
are left with a very satisfactory art 
experience, one which leaves us en
livened and stimulated, rather than 
overwhelmed, bedazzled, cathartized, 
numbed, stunted and de-energized, as 
we are by the brilliant performance 
in a form that defies our mentality 
and our necessities. 

We shall return to literature shortly, 
but rather than suggest that such 
works as I have described exist in any 
cultural vacuum, I would like to men
tion that cumulative meanings are 
used in many other arts. For example, 
Arman even uses the word "accumu
lations" to describe his collages that 
contain large numbers of any given 
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am I. Look at the moon!" If she is near 
enough, he touches her hair gently. 

44. On any orange light he slowly 
works his way back to extreme upstage, 
then forward again to the proscenium 
arch opposite to the one where he was 
standing before. This movement con
tinues till it is complete. 

45. If anyone hits him, the first time 
he looks sadly at the person, and goes 
offstage. The second time he falls down 
dead on the stage and stays dead for the 
rest of Stacked Deck. 

VII-THE URGENT MAN 

The Urgent Man is one of the chron
ically desperate. Everything he does or 
says or feels has a sort of frenzied in
tensity. He is young. When he is older, 
he may have evolved the serenity of the 
Seer if he is lucky. His costume is 
modern, but it relates in some way to 
that of the Seer. 

46. He enters thirty seconds after the 
light changes from white. He favors 
standing downstage R. On his entrance 
he gestures to the audience, signifying 
how much he wants to say something, but 
he does not succeed in speaking. 

47. He exits if any woman touches 
him, singing: "Oh God! I'm taking her 
with me! She's on my mind!" 

48. On the second, fourth, and sixth 
blue lights while he is on, he sings: "A 
frog got very angry, but the lake didn't 
know about it." 

49. Sometime during an orange light 
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object, that Spoerri himself is best 
known as a visual artist who makes 
accumulations of meals, that musical 
composers such as Steve Reich (col
lecting, for example, three people say
ing the same word) and Philip Corner 
(using accumulations of the imagery, 
primarily acoustical, of popular en
tertai nm en ts in his piece of that name) 
have based many works on this prin
ciple. Alison Knowles' The Bean 
Boal\ and Cyrelle Forman's anthology 
of silence are additional literary works 
using the principle, and one of John 
Cage's major books, Notations, is 
based on an archive he assembled and 
accumulated of as many composers 
of all kinds as possible. 

Artists associated with various dis
ciplines and societies have been men
tioned, and so I would like to suggest 
that the points of structure in common 
must come not from any one society 
or art medium's unique development, 
but from an over-all shift under the 
impact of the times. Once it seemed 
that a novel which didn't act like we 
expected it to was somehow con
trived. We became horribly conscious 
of the "formalism" (as we called any 
structural departure whose necessity 
confused us) of avant-garde work. 
And much of it was, of course, just 
that. But now I think we should re
ject any work-as emotionally, I think 
we have learned to do, though we 
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he may sing: "The fires! The flames in
side! Look to the mountain!" 

50. If he hears a very loud sound, he 
flexes his right biceps and feels it with 
his left hand, singing: "The morning has 
not yet come when." 

5r. If the Burly Man hits him, he 
should leap about three feet in the air, run 
about twelve feet away from him, and 
press on his left eye with his fingers, as 
if something were caught in it. 

52. Once during the play, just after a 
very loud sound, he should hit the near
est man, singing "Oh word! Oh word 
that I don't have!" He should then move 
slowly offstage, repeating that line as 
often as necessary. 

VII-THE BLUE WoMAN 

The Blue Woman has very long blue 
hair, braided or in one ponytail, and blue 
lips. She is very beautiful and very sad. 

52. She enters on or just after a blue 
light. She stands just R. of C. with her 
head tilted to one side, looking off into 
space. 

53. If anybody at all offers her any
thing, she accepts, all in mime. She also 
goes offstage if anyone suggests it. 

54. She exits inconspicuously whenever 
there are three other women onstage or 
two other women and white light or six 
or more people. 

55. During any orange light she ges
tures to the Urgent Man if he is onstage, 
and she sings: "He is making a big hole 
in the water." 
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have not yet verbalized the logic be
hind this-whose form and rhetoric 
do not seem to at least answer to the 
necessities of the subject matter. I 
would call this "dialectical rhetoric," 
since it is based on sensitive interplay 
between the two. And I would like 
to assert that work which allows 
either the pole of novelty or of tradi
tion in its formal considerations to 
dominate the actual form the work 
wi ll ultimately assume is utterly un
realistic and irrelevant. Structural in
novation cannot in my opinion derive 
from a priori considerations, oriented 
towards tradition or novelty, but is 
absol utely without exception a con
comitant of any work that is open to 
the new rhetoric of a dialectic be
tween structure and meaning and 
which is at all sensitive to its own 
needs in its realization. 

Furthermore I think we should now 
make a few more observations on our 
mentality so that we can proceed to 
another kind of literature that exem
plifies the new rhetoric and the new 
mentality: concrete poetry. We seem 
to have become used to distinguishing 
among small things without a ne
cessity to stereotype them by asking 
them to conform to our definitions 
rather than, instead, making our defi
nitions more adaptable. We turn on 
the radio and we hear popular music 
using elements developed from both 
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56. After a silence that follows a sus
tained soft sound she sings: "With many 
men about, I am still alone." 

57. After any sustained low sound she 
may sing: "Today, today, yesterday." 

58. During any darkness while she is 
offstage, she should sigh softly: "Look 
to Lindheim Tower." 

59. During any darkness while she is 
onstage, she should sing: "Only the 
mountains do not meet." 

60. During any brown light she may 
sing: "Is there lousadzahk? Oh the 
moon." 

IX-THE HUNGRY Wm.IAN 

The Hungry Woman is pretty but a 
little overweight. She wears a silly straw 
hat and sunglasses, and she carries a shop
ping bag in which are a cabbage and lots 
of nuts. 

61. She enters on a purple light or 
whenever there has been no woman on
stage for roughly four minutes. 

62. She exits whenever there are seven 
people onstage. 

63. On all lights but white, blue, and 
red she continually cracks nuts and eats 
them, throwing the shells off into the 
wings. If the light changes while she is 
cracking a nut, she should bowl it out 
into the audience. 

64. On white and red lights she tears 
leaves off her cabbage and eats them. 

65. ff anyone speaks to her, or gestures 
to her in any way, she laughs and says: 
"Big ship, big storm." 
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folk music and rock and roll, two 
very different traditions, and further 
enriched by elements from Indian 
classical tradition, black blues from 
the Mississippi Delta, Indonesian osti
nati, and the most avant-garde Euro
pean electronic traditions. Our fathers 
would have made a tradition of some 
of these things, would have made 
"Mixed Media" in which e;:ich ele
ment remained distinguishable from 
the others, and the aggreg;:ite would 
primarily belong to one or ;:inother 
of them. But we seem to have de
veloped an appetite for "Intermedia," 
whose real essence lies plumb square 
on some specific point (depending on 
the musicians' particulJr taste just 
where) in between. This could and 
does strike those who belong to what 
I call "the Algebr;:iic mentality" as 
being neither fish nor fowl, and it 
seems to disturb them. But for those 
of us who ;:ire closer to the new "Geo
metric ment;:ility," we not only are 
not disturbed but delighted to see 
thJt there are, in the arts at least, fish 
that h;:ive really le;:irned how to fly. 
The elements come from nuny places 
to produce J new hybrid thJt seems 
to be thriving lustily. The means we 
h;:ive used to make new forms of corn 
and new breeding cattle seem to have 
made J re;:ill y exciting popubr music, 
just as it did the last time a hybrid 
arose, in the mix of Europe;:in and 
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66. If anyone indicates to her that she 
should sit down, she does. If anyone in
dicates that she should stand up, she does. 
If it is indicated that she should go off
stage she sings "Big Ship, Big Storm I!!" 
and she skips out. 

67. If she hears a sustained high sound 
she sings "Sour vinegar spoils the jar." 

68. If she hears a sustained low note 
followed by a short high one she says: 
"This is a patch which must not be ripped 
ff " 0 . 

X-THE SKELETAL WOMAN 

The Skeletal Woman wears black, in 
a curious composition that seems both tat
tered and elegant. She has no face, just 
a skull. She carries a bottomless birdcage. 

69. She enters in the darkness or dur
ing a blue. 

70. She goes out when the color turns 
from blue or from the first color after the 
darkness. 

7 r. If the sounds she hears are pre
dominantly in the low and middle regis
ters she sings: "I shall tear his heart, still 
beating, from his body." She goes to the 
nearest man and places the birdcage on 
his head. She tries to drag him offstage. 
If he comes, she repeats her line and does 
take him out. If he does not come, she 
sings: ."There is no end. There is no be
ginning." She takes back her birdcage, 
and leaps as high as she can into the air, 
and goes out. 

72. If the sounds are predominantly 
high, she goes to the nearest man, pulls 
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African music in the great days of 
the blues. 

This freedom to use whatever has 
been proved as a sort of experience 
leading towards its possible inclusion 
in the next steps one decides to take 
seems to me characteristic of Geom
etry, from Euclid to matrix theory, as 
well as a key point in the new men
tality, which I therefore call Geo
metric. On the subjective level it is 
characterized by simultaneous accept
ance of oneself only through one's re
lationship to external phenomena, and 
by a new emphasis on taking nearly 
anything someone else says more seri
ously than anything one says oneself 
and, in the profoundest sense, of hav
ing been said by one's other self. In 
works it leads away from a feeling of 
obligation to make a point, even a 
poetic one-"How do I love thee? 
Let me count the ways." It leads to
wards an emphasis on having the 
words form their own aggregates and 
meanings, that they have their own 
lives and that one is collaborating 
with them and the rest of the world 
in the making of a poem. 

This is very different from the Al
gebraic m entality, which is linear and 
monodimensionally sequential in the 
extreme, and subject to closed defini
tions (and in art to closed and deep
ly traditional forms): even the un
knowns must be defined in advance 
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his hair and kisses him, miming hysteri
cal sobbing. If he reacts in any way at all, 
she sings: "I have lost," and places the 
birdcage on her own head and goes out. 
If he does not react, she continues to fuss 
with the birdcage on his head until she 
gets an exit cue. 

73. If there is no man onstage, she 
places the birdcage on her head, clenches 
her fists, tilts her head to one side, and 
sings (in a "hot potato" voice) "I'm just 
a poor little bird in a gilded menagerie." 

XI-THE SMILING WOMAN 

The Smiling Woman looks like a 
heroic worker in a Russian propaganda 
magazine. 

74. She enters on a yellow light, smil
ing, dragging a kayak or a rocking 
horse or carrying a pickaxe, according to 
her preference. 

75. She goes out when the light is 
either purple or brown with her "item." 

76. On green lights, after ten seconds, 
she starts to laugh hysterically and works 
from that into crying hysterically. She 
fades the sound out, but mimes the crying 
after it has ceased to sound. These a'.re 
the syllables: "Ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha 
ha haw haw haw haw haw aw aw aw oh 
oh oh awoo awoo awoo awoo awoo awoo 
awooooo." 

77. On blue lights she sits down or 
against her rockinghorse, pickaxe, or 
kayak. She laughs at anyone who acts on 
her in any way. 

78. On orange lights she approaches 
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in Algebra, and only their numerical, 
quantitative aspects are left for the 
artist to analyze in working out his 
equations. The Algebraic mentality 
is pretty much the same as McLuhan's 
print-oriented man, whom he explains 
as the end result of the books and 
newspapers. But he seems to be be
coming a rather rare bird, this Alge
braic man . When he exists he finds 
it difficult to speak either with his 
own scientists and technologists, who, 
Aquarius-like, fo und the common 
ground of Set Theory between the 
twin shores of Algebra and Geometry 
long ago and seem to enjoy walking 
with their ankles wet in the valley of 
matrices in between; or with his chil
dren who learn a mathematics that is 
non-verbal in nature and therefore 
less dependent on categories and defi
nitions; or with the real artists of his 
time, who are the only ones he will 
ever know at first hand , no matter 
how deeply he is interested in the arts 
and however he m ay feel abo ut them. 
Perhaps, above these essential! y soc ial 
pressures, he reaches a point of ex
haustion . H e is, after all, subj ect to 
the same barrage of informations and 
media that produce the characteristi
cally Geometric mind in the first 
place. He can take no m ore. He must 
do something: he can blame it a ll on 
the radicals or the fascists, the hippies 
or the mess in W ashington. But most 
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the nearest man and says: "What are you 
doing for the glory of the glorious father
land. Work." 

79. If any man indicates or makes any 
suggestions to her, she sings: "I'm going 
to chalk this one up to experience," and 
she accepts it in mime from here on. 

80. If she hears a really loud sound 
she should indicate to the nearest man 
the thing that she carried in, and sings. 
"On ochenyee krosnee. Too nyih pom
menayeesh." 

8r. Once during her exit she may sing: 
"Oh Potrier Meeyahh !" 

XII-THE WOMAN IN GREEN 

She may be either dressed as a Venetian 
courtesan of the mid-eighteenth century, 
or as a Chinese courtesan of the T 'ang 
Dynasty or as an ancient Egyptian cour
tesan of the twenty-second dynasty, but 
she must be young ... and more too. 

82. She enters on any yellow light, 
laughing, walks to stage center, laughs 
again, turns around three full times, 
smiles graciously to the audience, and, 
with the utmost grace, she picks her nose. 
She is onstage most of the time. 

83. She goes out with any purple, 
brown, or darkness, returning three 
changes of lights later. This re-entry cue 
supercedes cue eighty two after her first 
entrance. 

84. She reacts ad lib to any action in
volving her in any way, but always in 
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likely he too changes. (Is this the 
meaning of Ionesco's The Rhinoceros? 
Which is surely a good example of 
what I earlier called a "brilliant per
formance.") 

To finish with this point, there is 
perhaps a common ground, in set 
theory, a set theory of the arts, implied 
by that of, for example, Fortran IV 
computer programming, where we 
say: A =A plus I. In Algebraic logic, 
this is unthinkable, an obvious ex
ample of argument from shifting 
grounds. In computer work it means, 
"what was A is now to be increased 
by one." It indicates a mathematical 
usage, to the point of convention, of 
what I described at the very begin
ning as the general sense of flux, of 
things changing their real essence ac
cording to their usages. But in the 
program, each time A is increased, 
either by being sent back to repeat a 
process (repetition was a pretty dirty 
word in art till recently) or by con
stantly being made to confront itself, 
it changes. This allows for all kinds 
of juxtapositions and interchanges of 
elements of any repeatable modulus 
in an argument-or in a poem. 

This, intuitively or not, the poets 
who have given us the term concrete 
poetry seem to be recognized. They 
were and are cognizant not only of 
the Geometric aspect of the new men
tality, but of the one we seem to be 
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silence. F or example, if offe red food or 
a drink, she may take it or not as she 
chooses, and do with it just as she pleases 
at the moment. H er ad lib should not take 
up more than a minute however. 

85. If she hears a loud high note she 
asks the nea rest m an: "Have they taken 
Thrace yet? " If he doesn 't react, or if no 
man is ava ilable, she should whistl e. 

86. On any orange lig ht , she may 
scream: "Cabbage ! Cabbage !" 

87. In the case that any man touches 
her d uring the blue lig ht, she screa ms at 
the top of her voice d ur ing the next g reen 
or ora nge light, eYe n if, at th at ti me, she 
is off. 

88. If she hea rs a loud so und that is not 

in her opinion hig h d uring a white lig ht , 
she s ings: " T ooh neo mama beey uh ." 
After a pa use, " Memphis! Ikhnaton I" 

XIII-THE Brno 

The Bird is a tragic beauty, a fa ntasy 
based on all birds and w hat birds mea n 
to w hoeve r supplies or des ig ns the cos
tumes, so long as the desig ner or supplier 
likes birds. If he or she doesn 't, the first 
person to come to his or her mind should 
be consul ted, and the opinions offered 
fo ll owed . But the bird 's costume must be 
serene and not too violent in any way. 

89. The b ird comes in w ith any white 
light in a manner that seems appropri ate 
to the perfo rmer. The Bird sings : " Aea
oooaaa I Aeaoooaa !" 

90. The Bird goes out o n any red or 
orange or yellow lig ht. 
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m oving towards which, somehow, it's 
hard to name "syntheti c," so let's call 
it simply the "happy m entali ty" out 
of love fo r the world we're moving 
ever deeper into. 

Concrete poetr y may or may not 
enter th e Intermediurn between poetr y 
and the vi sual a rts, ca llig raphically or 
typographicall y or photographica lly. 
It has even developed a sound poetry 
parall el which ma y or m ay not be 
considered another head of the h ydra. 
But even those who hold to, as do the 
Stuttga rt g roup around Max Bense 
or the Noig:rndres G roup in Sao 
P aulo, the m ost rigorous limitat ion of 
what co nstitutes concrete poetry ca n 
neither agree to any fi xed definition, 
nor has either ever offered a defi nition 
even on the "this is what it is not" 
level that did not exclude some wo rks 
which they agreed were concrete po
etr y. E mmett Willi ams, pa rap hrasing 
hi s fri end Spoerri 's aphori sm "art is 
what artists do," sa id once th:i t "co n
crete poetry is wh:it co ncrete poets do, 
and :i nyo ne who s:iys he's a concrete 
poet most likely knows wh:i t he's s:iy
ing." But my conj ecture is that the 
poets w ere co ncentr:i ting too much on 

the Algebr:i ic world in trying to m ake 
their definiti on, and ig noring them
selves. Since m ost conglomerat ions of 
work belong to m ovements, they tri ed 
to desc ribe concrete poetry as a m ove
ment, rather th:in something w hich 
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9r. If anyone touches the bird, the bird 
moves rapidly across stage, simulating 
flight. 

92. If anyone comes within five feet of 
the bird, but does not touch the bird, the 
bird sings: "Aeaoooaaa ! Nah-koo-mee. 
Dhavadhyam ! Nah-koo-mee. Aeaoooaaa." 

93. On blue, purple, or white lights 
the bird's head points upwards, and the 
bird looks into the lights, although the 
bird may be mostly facing away from 
the audience. 

94. On green lights, the bird's head 
sinks very slowly to its chest, and remains 
that way until the light changes. 

95. If the bird hears a silence of more 
than twenty seconds, the bird sings softly: 
"There is no end. There will never be 
an end." 

North Hampton, N.H. 
August r958 

About Stacked Deck 

My idea of Stacked Deck is bound up 
in my idea of a man's freedom. The sole 
source of a man's dignity, for me, is his 
constant exercising of his freedom to act. 
He must act and act efficiently to be dig
nified. For example, I will vote. Now I 
am under no illusions that one candidate 
is inherently better than another. Both 
belong to parties, both are committed to 
follow the general policies of these parties, 
and both parties are committed to follow 
popular policies. It will not, so far as I 
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would, in all innocence and ignorance, 
constantly be popping up in villages, 
cities and communities, wherever the 
new mentality took hold. This is 
much more than a movement: it's a 
core format that speaks to a common 
feeling of necessity of how the world 
can understand itself, and that exem
plifies the new mentality. So that the 
movement (which isn't a movement) 
could not possibly define itself, in the 
Western manner of the post-Augustan 
period, according to the commodity 
which its admitted members produced 
and according to the search for an 
Algebraic definition for a format 
(which isn't really one): but if we 
instead say that concrete poetry is a 
general term describing open-ended 
verse that belongs to the Geometric 
(near to McLuhan's "visual") men
tality in its logic minimally, and that 
allows for any intermedium close to 
literature in its form of expression, we 
will have come much closer to de
scribing the body of material that the 
concrete poets would probably agree 
they wanted dealt in on their hand. 
This would also provide the basis of 
noticing many hidden joys in works 
of the past which our moralistic de
fensiveness had previously blinded the 
poets to, apart from those which their 
historical sense had led them in self
compellment to accept as unwanted 
precedents. But further, we will see 
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can tell, make too much difference to 
me or to the nation as a whole which 
party is in power. I will probably flip a 
coin and decide which party to vote for 
that way. But I will vote because I am 
free to vote. In this way I will disappear 
into my voting. 

Another thing: I refuse to reject the 
meaningless of our existence on the basis 
of the a ridi ty of this view, since I feel it 
is a justified one. This refuses me the 
possibility of feeling sorry for myself like 
a Samuel Beckett, because without this 
meaninglessness there would only be one 
possible way to act, i.e., in the most mean
ingful way, and this would impinge on 
my freedom. If I had my way I would 
vote for both parties. I would join all re
ligious and anti-religious groups. I would 
be a citizen of all the countries. I would 
fight only against a regime wh{ch l' felt 
sure would impose itself on my freedom, 
or for one which would somehow extend 
them, which I cannot conceive. The only 
issue is freedom, and I am all for it. 

And that is what Stacked Deck is 
about, for all its seeming abstruseness. 

As long as there is a murderer in the 
world, I hold that we are that murderer. 
But we are also his judges. We are all 
rapists and thieves and those who bring 
them to justice. 

I am fundamentally a utilitarian, so far 
as I can tell , about my work. If a work 
of art could exist that would extend our 
freedom and our understanding of that 
freedom, I'd like someday to write it. 

Stacked Deck is an attempt to do this 
by exemplification. It is both clear and 
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the achievement of having isolated 
in the arts a body of work that 
really embodies a mental change, far 
more than some self-critic's self
created movement could. For exam
ple, what collagist creates structures 
of permutation on the sophisticated 
level of Gerhard Ruhm's permutations 
of those of Emmett Williams himself? 
Concrete poetry is more like Happen
ings than like cubism or some other 
art movement: it has a necessity 
outside of itself, and a real reflection 
in the external world. Or shall we 
say simply that it has a concrete 
reflection? 

That would maybe be closer to the 
happy mentality. But the happy men
tality is the one in which the conflicts 
are resolved, the disagreements shown 
to have their means of working the 
many questions out. The vanity of the 
artists who each want to have been 
the first to have done this or that is 
shown to have no function. To quote 
a truly Algebraic man, "The best 
music to be written in C-major has 
yet to be written" (Arnold Schoen
berg), :111d it is enough for the poets 
to luve opened the way to literatures 
based on intentions and achievements 
rather than movements and priorities: 
why should they deny the best that 
they have done? Anything worth fol
lowing up is sure to be not only 
equalled but surpassed, and the artist 
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Stacked Deck 

important to me that you cannot be right 
without being significantly wrong also. 

New York 
1 959 

Long Constellation (Number Ten) 
(for my father) 

1. Any number of performers from three 
up may participate. Each uses a votive 
candle and either a trumpet or a 
pitched chime and lightweight, un
padded wooden mallet. 

2. The performers enter a darkened area 
with their candles lit, and move slowly 
enough that their candles do not go 
out, together and apart, ad libitum, in 
improvisatory groupings and disper
sions. Each trumpet performer pro
duces one very low, clear, soft note 
every ten seconds. Only the bottom 
eight or nine notes of the instrument 
are used in this piece, and these as 
softly as possible without losing rich 
tone, and without any special tone
effect, such as muting, flutter-tonguing, 
etc. Each chime performer strikes his 
chime softly once every ten seconds 
with the ball, not the stick, of the 
mallet, so that the sound is as stanJ
ardized as possible. 

3. A sound may be placed anywhere in 
the ten second unit, so that it is possi-
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Structural Researches 

who is surpassed has played his part 
by showing the direction the stampede 
might like to move in. For a happy 
mentality, isn't that enough? 

In other words, Algebraic histori
cism and hangovers are still very 
much with us. But noticeably less so. 
Our Algebraic aspects diminish, and 
generations appear (they seem to last 
about three years each now) that al
ready are verging on the happy men
tality. What they will do when they 
come of age in the arts is impossible 
to anticipate. Some of us may have 
been there first. We must be Geo
metrical and not resent this, nor 
simply accept it, but anticipate it as 
the inevitable result of being in 
harmony. 

Simultaneously we make these 
poems which are given handles and 
the handles are all stamped "concrete." 
There may be many different notions 
implied by concrete poetry, but there 
isn't much point in disagreeing be
cause one man's work has too many 
A's in it or another's has too many 
45° angles. There are better grounds 
for disagreement than mechanics. 

New York 
December 23, 1967 
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Long Constellation 

ble, for example, for a performer to 
wait nine seconds, do a sound in his 
tenth second, wait a second, produce 
a sound in his second second, then 
wait eight seconds. Since this is in
tended as a piece with long and mod
erately long sounds, very short ones 
are avoided. 

4. It is recommended that a pendulum 
with a flashlight affixed to it be used 
as a conductor by hanging it in such 
a way that it takes ten seconds to 
swing from side to side. 

5. The performers continue to perform 
for about twenty minutes, after which 
they leave one by one or group by 
group until they are all gone. 
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New Song in an Old Style 

(check one) 
--speak 
--dance 

When I -- fall in love 
--grow up 
--grow old 

(check one) 
-- I'm going to be 
-- it'll be with 

(check one) 
--an apple. 
--a lover. 
--a smile. 
--you. 
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Preface 
Saint /oan at Beaurevoir consists of a 

series of events and situations, all of 
them familiar, performed by fa
miliar personalities juxtaposed, frag
mented and suggested. It is a cere
mony which belongs on a stage. 

The sets consist of fifty-five slides, to 
be projected right over the perform
ers. The music is mechanical and is 
described in detail afterwards. The 
scenes are changes of the projected 
setting, and they ignore this music 
completely. The numbers given at 
the beginning of each scene give its 
length in seconds, with an extra two 
minutes added to each act as a lyrical 
prologue. The durations of scenes, 
actions and sounds and the sequences 
of events are all derived by chance 
structures through the use of such 
notations as the one reproduced in 
John Cage's book Notations (Some
thing Else Press, New York 1969). 
It is recommended that there be a 
conductor standing in front of the 
audience during the performance, in 
order to ensure the accuracy of the 
timing of these changes. This was, 
however, not done at the 1960 pre
miere of the work. 

Certain speeches are purely musical 
constellations of phonemes. T.he fol
lowing are the phonemes used: 
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r. ah = long "ah" as in "father" 
2. eh = long "short e" as in Fr. 

"tom bee" 
3. ah =shorter "ah" as in Ger. 

"man" 

Saint Joan 
at 

Beaurevoir 



for old-time lovers 

the wind has a sad and special look 
a fire.fly for king farouk 

seems like my baby has no bones 
i know the way to smile 
i'll try it about the next mile 

just stop these wretched tee-cream 
cones 

and all those bubble girls 
with all their clever pearls 

they can't hear me! 
and all these ink-spot tests 
where every truckman rests 

why can't they spare me? 

i remember easters 
in muddy pastures 
and lecherous pastors 

and the sun
and how to run-
and who might come-

the wind has a sad and special look (etc.) 

new york 
1968 

Towards an Abstract Theater 

A work of art can be taken as evidence 
that something has happened. I do not 
mean only the movement of people from 
point to point, which establishes, merely 
by their being on stage as they are (or on 
a canvas or a concert rostrum), a rhythm 
of events and relationships. I mean also 
that "calligraphic" patterns can be per
mitted to arise from the material or the 
environment. Things happen on the face 
of a mirror. During a performance of a 
theater piece a great deal is happening, 
and attention can be focussed on this. 
Anyone who is interested in noticing, in 
really seeing and hearing this, can enjoy 
such a theater piece. In painting, chang
ing the light on a painting or its frame, 
or otherwise affecting its environment, 
changes the thing we are seeing, and so, 
for all practical purposes, it is changing 
the painting. Languages, styles, objects, 
all should be allowed to change in the 
course of a piece. 
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Saint Joan at Beaurevoir 

4. eh = short "short e" as in "bed" 
5. ay =long "ay" as in "lay" 
6. ee = "ee" as in "see" 
7. ih = short "i" as in "gin" 
8. aw =as in "jaw" 
9. o = "o" as in "hot" 

10. oh= long "o" as in "go" 
Ir. oo = "oo" as in "soon" 

12. u = "u" as in "push" 
13. eu = "eu" as in Fr. "beurre" 
14. uh = short "u" as in "but" 
15. e(r) = "o" as in Ger. "Konig" 
16. ee( r) ="ii" as in Ger. "Diirer" 
17. ee(r) =extremely closed lips, as in 

Fr. "prune" 
18. iy =long "i" as in "mine" 
19. ow= "ou" as in "house" 
20. oy = long "oy" as in "joy" 
2r. oy =shorter "oi" with slight nasal 

at end, as in "join" 
22. ey =slide from "eh" to "ee" 
23. ah( ng) = nasal "ah" as in Fr. "en" 
24. a( ng) =nasal "a" of "apple" as in 

Fr. "americains" 
( ) l " " . F " " 25. o ng = nasa o as m r. on 

26. uh(ng) =nasal "uh" as in Fr. "un" 
27. ay =shorter "ay" as in "a" of 

"nation" 
28. r(kh) =throaty snarl of an " r" 
Note that in these vowel sounds, the 

hard "a" of "apple" does not occur. 
Similarly, among the consonant 
sounds below, the "v" of "victory" 
and the "r" of "radar" do not appear. 

29. ' = stop sound w ith throat, as m 
"r" of Ger. "verantworten" 

30. k = "k" as in "kale" 
3 r. k ( tsh) = "k" but sound is softened 
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Twenty Sad Stories a Novelette 

" My uncle conversed upon his hobby- horse ... " 
Laurence Sterne 

"For each man kills the thing he loves .. .' 
Oscar Wilde 

"And every man has a crocodile ... " 
Cyrus Pritcl1ett 

"America, America, God shed his Grace on 
Thee!" Tmditional 

"To err is human, To forgive, divine ... " 
Sliakespeare 

"Credo in unum deum, e pluribus unum ... " 
Marcus Aurelius 

"Oh, I'm quite happy with my little corner 
here ... " Anton Webern 

"To Carthage then I came ... " Saint Paul, tr. 
Marmaduke Picktliall 

"These two systems of states will prevail until. . . " 
Lenin 

"I too have gnawed on human flesh ... " Alice 
Gwynn Mooney 

Dedication 
With a flo urish to that ultimate bandersnatch, 

the profess ional of all professional dieperthoncks, 
to the favorite of all our favorite nephews, god
children, uncles, and crocodiles, to Prof. La 
Monte Young 

A little girl was going to eat her bo
logna. Her uncle's puppy came and 



Towards an Abstract Theater 

A work can be taken as evidence that 
something is happening. Neither what is 
happening or how it is happening need 
dominate the situation. 

For me the theater is the most logical 
place to get something to happen, be
cause in a large place you can invite a 
large number of people to participate in 
a common experience. This makes the 
theater the common denominator of all 
the arts. 

As long as what might happen is al
lowed to be what does happen, there is 
likely to be a mess. This means that the 
artist has to be in constant touch with 
his materials, or they will get away from 
him because he is out of control. One of 
the best ways of keeping in touch with 
the materials is to be constantly evaluat
ing them according to consistent criteria. 

There need be no nonsense so long as 
something is happening. Any cluster of 
words can be treated as meaning some
thing, so long as it is in some relation with 
what went before and what comes after
wards. Ditto for motion. 

A mind has been made up. A group of 
events have been described in a text. Now 
they must happen. Theater can be an 
invitation to examine the evidence. 

December 1958 
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Saint Joan at Beaurevoir 

by leaking breath from the top 
of the mouth 

32. ch= "ch" as in "chew" 
33. t(ysh) =softened "t" as in Fr. 

"tiens" 
34. t = "t" as in "town" 
35. p = "p" as in "people" 
36. '!="'"(see #29) but voiced, as a 

quick gurgle 
37. Q' = "k" but with no release, as in 

Turk. "seljuq" 
38. g = "g" as in "gone" 
39. g'(g') = "g" but with a small area 

at the top of the mouth through 
which a little air may be forced 

40. d(zh) = "j" as in "jam" 
41. d(zy) = "d" spoken with the mid

dle of the tongue at the back of 
the teeth, so that the release is 
softened 

42. d(t) = "d" pronounced with a 
curled tongue, to make a plosive 
sound midway between a "d" 
and a "t" 

43. d = "d" as in "dud" 
44. b = "b" as in "bed" 
45. ng = "ng" as in "spring" 
46. n(y) = "ii" as in "Espana" 
47. ng(y) = "ng" (see #45) followed 

by a very short "ee" as if "Es
pana" were "Espang(y)a" 

48. n = "n" as in "Nancy" 
49. m = "m" as in "member" 
50. h( r) = "h" but farther to the rear 

of the mouth and partially closed, 
with a very slight "r" 

5r. h = "h" as in "hello" 
52. kh = "ch" as in "Bach" 
53. sh( th) = "th" farther back towards 
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Twenty Sad Stories a Novelette 

snatched it away. 
"Come back with my bologna!" she 

said, 'Tm hungry." 
But the puppy didn't come back. 

ii-The Man Who Cared 
A man grew a beard and made faces 

at the grocers to frighten them. But they 
only laughed. 

So he translated his prayers into Latin. 

iii 
Once when a retired bee-keeper was 

si tting on a park bench a flock of pigeons 
sat all around him sniffing. "Oh," he said, 
"I am getting blind. Are these birds or 
pigs or bees?" And he tried to decide if 
ever he would move before Whitsunday, 
if ever the pigeons would go away by 
then, since he did not want to frighten 
them. 

iv-Soldiers in the Park 
Many years ago at Christmas time a 

gentle old Swede went to a Christmas 
party at a steel plant. Somebody played 
"God Bless America," and the old man 
looked at the company tree. And he cried. 

v 
You see, there was this baby. And it 

melted. 

vi 
An old woman bent out over a wishing 

well and fell in. 
They fished her out but she caught 

pneumonia and died. 



Three Games 

One-The Grand, Ancient & 
Honorable Game of Categories! 

I. Choosing two things-either or both 
objects, phenomena, qualities, values, etc. 

2. Defining each explicitly by what it is. 
3. Listing all attributes of each. 
4. Finding out what each does not have 

in common with the other. Also what 
each has in common with the other. 

5. Noting the contradictions between 
the two. Listing these systematically. 

6. EITHER choosing one or another of 
these (or both) depending on what seems 
appropriate to the material, and thereby 
rejecting something else that doesn't quite 
match either classification. 

7. OR (and this is the same thing, if 
resolved) accepting the whole classifica
tion as an imperative, and thus disallow
ing all cross-checking with empirical 
events. 

Statement 

I do not hold that the artist is responsi
ble for the defense of his opinion should 
he .see fit to offer it-certainly not to the 
extent that we expect a journalist to de
fend his view. The obligation rests, how
ever, with the artist to make as clear and 
definitive a statement of his position in 
any work as he is humanly capable of 
doing. 

However, the artist, if he feels it will 
clarify his position, may choose to step 
outside his own artistic personality, and 
may characterize his work from the point 
of view of the society in which he finds 
himself. I feel that if an artist is working 
with a set of criteria which have led him 
to a highly problematic style, he will find 
it more useful to give one or more state
ments of relevant values and positions 
which will help an audience introduce 
itself to his work than to amuse himself 
at the antics of an audience and himself. 

So long as there is no danger of mistak
ing the values and ideas involved in a 
work for the whole work, I am all for any 
artist offering a ready-made set of en
trances into his work to any audience of 
good will. 

ca. November r959 
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Saint Joan at Beaurevoir 

"kh" as the "ch" in the Ger. 
"Ti:ichter" 

54. sh = "sh" as in "shall" 
55. s(sh) = "s" softened and lisped 

~! ightly , as ~~ the Rrooklynese 
So I says . .. 

56. sh! = the lowest tone one can whis
tle with a "sh" sound (see # 54) 

57. sh (y) = the highest tone one can 
whistle with a "sh" sound (see 

#54) 
58. s = "s" as in "see" 
59. th ="th" unvoiced as in "three" 
60. f = "f" as in "fluff" 
6r. g'(y) = "g'(g')" (see #39) slid as 

far forward as possible in the 
mouth 

62. zh = "z" as in "azure" 

63. y(g') =slide from "g'(g')" (see 
#39) to "g'(y)" (see #6 1) 

64. zh(y) =by sliding the tongue for
ward and back while saying "zh" 
(see # 62) at least three tones are 
produced. The harsh one farthest 
forward is "zh( y)" as the"'{" in 
the Czech "Jiri" 

65. z = "z" as in "zebra" 
66. th(y) ="th" breathed as in 

"there" 
67. dth(z) = "d" + "th(y)" (see 

# 66): similar to # 4 1 but with 
virtually no trace of a "z" 

68. g(zh) =a "g'(y)" (see #6r) made 
with the tongue curled and 
pressed hard against the roof of 
the mouth for a hard, lisping 
gurgle 

69. y = "y" as in "yellow" 
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vii 
An engraver lost his job and blamed 

it on his wife. 
She said he was right, she should never 

have let him marry her. 

viii 
Once I had a brother. Today I have 

none. 
He was killed in the Congo because he 

was a white man. 

ix 
A fish was caught. They told him he 

was too little and they threw him back 
agam. 

x 
When Starr came home from Korea, 

he fou nd all his things had been burned 
and he didn't like his wife so much. 

But he didn't care. 

xi 
An old Sicilian spent all day trying to 

hock his mandolin. All day they told him 
it was a cheap instrument. 

He tried to give it to a child. But the 
kid didn't want it. 

So the old man took it home. 



Three Games 

Two-The Super and Hopelessly 
Working Game of lntermedia! 

r. Choosing two things-either or both 
objects, phenomena, qualities, values, etc. 

2. Figuring out what is usually* meant 
by both. 

3. Discovering the limits of what is 
meant by both in usual terminology. 

4. Using these limits as reference 
points, evaluating the ground that lies 
between the newly accepted limits . This 
ground is called an "intermedium." 

5. Discovering points in this inter
medium, and evaluating them by their 
potential uses, appeals, qualities, etc. 

6. If they have none, absorbing any 
experience which the search has con
tributed. 

7. If they have uses (aesthetic, indus
trial, schematic, etc.) considering these 
new media, and using them as points of 
reference in developing new intermedia. 

*Vie are here asking the participant to make a 
quantitati ve rather than a qualita tive eva luation. 

Th ree-The Time Game 
(in memoriam C. Caudwell) 

r. Observing together. 
2. Noting the interdependence of time 

and change. 
3. Noting the nonexistence of either 

apart from the other. 

New York City 
1964-1966 

An Insignificant Manifesto 
(You Wouldn 't Show It to a Dog) 

Since the United States Government is 
elected by so small a portion of the people, 
the people have withdrawn their recog
nition of it. Since it wages a criminal war, 
without the consent of the people for 
whom it ostensibly speaks, it follows that 
the individual members of this govern
ment are war criminals. Moral obligation, 
therefore, demands that we not only not 
accept this government, but that we cause 
its position to become untenable. 

This cannot be done by means of 
demonstrations. That only results in our 
hav ing our heads stove in or in the more 
outspoken demonstrators being incar
cerated. As for insurrection, it is pre
mature for that since the Criminal Re
gime's position is not yet so desperate as 
to cause its victims themselves to become 
sufficiently desperate for an insurrection 
to succeed. 

But we do have both political and eco
nomic weapons. Of the latter, sabotage 
is readily available. It should be clear 
that no regime can survive the destruc
tion of its economy, since that is partly 
what any government is about. By what 
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Saint Joan at Beaurevoir 

70. w = "w" as in "wind" 
71. 'r = the more sustained kind of 

German "r" sound (see #29), 
as in "sehr" 

72. rkh' = the French R, as in "tres," 
similar to the German (see # 71) 
but farther forward in the mouth 

73. rd = the Italian or English R, usu
ally trilled, as in the English 
"veddy" 

74. khl = this is the Welsh "LI" as in 
"Llewelyn" 

75. 1 = "l" as in "likely" 
It should be noted that grouping the 

phonemes of the phoneme speeches makes 
them melodious and capable of memo
rization. They cannot be memorized 
easily until these groupings are made. 

The performers base their styles on 
their images of familiar, historical per
sonae. These are selected from the follow
ing lists: 

MALE 

Chief Sitting Bull Death 
Abraham Lincoln Attila the Hun 
Robin H ood Sri Ramakrishna 
A Public Benefactor Pancho Villa 
Mahatma Gandhi The Thief of Bagdad 
Siegfried rst Billy Goats Gruff 
Benito Juarez Chairman Mao 
Nikolai Bulganin Arlecchino 
Doctor Johnson Saint Simeon Stylites 
P. T. Barnum Chou En-lai 
Uncle Sam Ashurbanipal 
Patrick Henry Saint Ignatius of 

Alexandria 
Santa Claus Ulysses S. Grant 
Prime Minister Shigemitsu Napoleon 
Diogenes the Cynic Piers Ploughman 
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xii 
A lady asked for a vanilla frozen cus

tard, so they brought her a chocolate one, 
which she ate. But she did not leave a 
tip. The waitress blamed this on the cook. 
She asked the lady if the chocolate frozen 
custard had been all right. The lady said 
that yes, it was delicious. 

xiii 
A young man was so afraid of catch

ing syphilis from the people he had sex 
with that he found himself a doctor who 
gave him a standing prescription for pen
icillin. Every Wednesday morning he 
went and got an injection which made 
everything safe. 

xiv-Maelstrom XA345b 
A girl decided to give up smoking. 
She got the giggles, began to gulp 

coffee, couldn't sleep, ran down, became 
pregnant, lost her job, and couldn't stop 
laughing. 

xv 
A you ng man lived alone with his love

ly cat. When he had to go away he loaned 
his cat to a girl who was about to be 
married. When he returned to town he 
had errands to run. She was busy but he 
didn't get around to getting his cat. She 
warned him that he must get the cat, he 
should immediately because she had so 
much to do. But it did not suit his mood. 

And so the cat had to die. 



Three Games An Insignificant Manifesto ... 

means, secondly, do those who benefit 
from the activities of the giant corpora· 
tions do so? By the mail. By what means 
do giant corporations receive their pay
ments from smaller corporations? By 
mail. And the smaller corporations, how 
do they collect their accounts receivable 
from individual customers? Mostly by 
mail. And in each case the banks are in
volved, whether on the obvious level, with 
checking accounts, or on the subtler level 
where the transfers and supports for cur
rency are involved, regionally and na
tionally. 

If we can cause the operations of the 
banks to become unprofitable, we can 
get at the throat of the monster. If we 
can destroy its means of communication 
-the mails-we can drain off its life 
blood and produce a situation where we 
can win. The idea, here, implies its own 
implementation. No overall party is 
needed. No main personalities or spokes
men are required to carry through the 
acts of sabotage. In fact to have any 
organization at all would make it subject 
to infiltration by the agents of the Crimi
nal Regime. The time has come to pour 
honey into mail boxes, to attack indi
vidual postmen, to upset and destroy mail 
boxes, to abandon cars in the entrances 
of post offices, and to remember quite 
carefully the function of oil-soaked rags 
and matches. The same methods can be 
used against the banks. By telephoning 
banks from pay phones, then leaving the 
phone off the hook, the phone lines can 
be tied up and the monster cannot speak. 
Simple as these means are, the results 
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FEMALE 

Mother Machree 
Baba Yaga 
Saint Odile 
Clara Barton 

Helen of Troy 
Eleanor of Aquitaine 

Madame Curie 

Queen Victoria 
Gertrude Stein 
Queen Isabella 
Queen Zenobia 
Florence Nightingale 

Cressida 
Jack Sprat's Wife 

George Sand 
Empress Theodosia 

Lucretia Mott 

Martha Washington 
Madame Pompadour Lucrezia Borgia 
Saint Margaret of Hungary 

In any performance, one of the women 
is always Saint Joan of Arc. 

The music is made by assembling elec
trical flashers and cube taps which turn on 
and off, at random, such noise-producing 
electrical objects as vacuum cleaners, hair 
dryers, drills, sirens, tape recorders, radios, 
door chimes, buzzers, etc. The wiring 
structure is put together so that the louder 
objects only very occasionally switch on, 
as a climax to a number of the flashers 
becoming sufficiently warm to begin to 
operate. It may be found practical to keep 
the circuit in a small, closed box so that 
heat can be built up for any of the flashers 
to operate. 

There is one exception to the freedom 
of interpretation which I allow. No per
former is to assume any attitude but one 
of good will: there is no intent and no 
need to burlesque any of the personalities 
involved in Saint Joan any more than the 
language I have employed is meant in 
any way to burlesque another lang uage 
or its subject matter. The situation may 
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xvi 
All that a deaf widower did was eat. 

He ate so much that he ruptured his 
stomach and had to live on baby food the 
rest of his life. 

xvii 
A food distributor sold motor oil to a 

grocer, who passed it on to an artist's 
wife, who fed it to her husband, who 
promptly became blind. 

They gave the distributor three years, 
but the artist got life. 

xviii-How One Man Died in the 
Land of Plenty 

A derelict was hungry in a small city. 
He stared at the people eating in a cafe
teria. Finally he rushed inside and 
grabbed a roll off a table and wolfed it 
down. 

He choked to death on it. 

xix 
Once there was a little boy who didn't 

have any father or any mother. They 
were both dead. So he began to play with 
some flower pots under a quiet barn. 

The farmer came and broke the pots 
to use them. 

xx 
There was a 53-year-old widow, and 

she had a little dog. 
And that was all there was about her. 

New York City 
August 16th, 1961 



Black Maria 

for Al Hansen 

Darkness. Ostinati on a honky-tonk up
right piano. 

D arkness. Shrouded forms into the room 
among the spectators. Almost knock
ing them over, creeping among seats . 

Darkness. Foul substances handed to 
spectators, such as summer-peeled 
skin, bloodstained things, in the 
manner of Holy Communion. 

Darkness. Tape of lawn sprinklers, with 
more ostinati . 

Intermittent spotlight flashes. Poker game. 
Hand being dealt, all cards up, big 
stakes. One player receives three 
queens face up. Looks oddly like 
seven card stud. His fourth card is 
the Queen of Spades. Lights cut as 
one of the players says, "The Black 
Maria!" 

An Insignificant Manifesto ... 

can be electrifying. 
In a situation economically as chaotic 

as that which the above tactic would 
produce, the political solutions would be
come obvious. Repression would be im
possible. Only concessions could be made, 
concessions by the Criminal Regime to 
its victims, in the direction of allowing 
the victims more voice, more power 
which, once begun, would initiate a radi
cal flood that could not be stopped. That 
moment would be the time for organiza
tions, not this. 

For now, our objective must be to cause 
maximum discomfort and chaos by the 
action of individuals and small groups 
against those economic entities which 
benefit from the Criminal Regime and 
on which it depends. We can and will 
overcome. 

New York 
November 5, 1968 
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Saint Joan at Beaurevoir 

be serious, comic, even farcical, if the per
formers choose, but it must not be bur
lesque. The social situation must be one 
of good will. 

Finally, I want to refer to two passages 
which will clarify my concept of the play, 
and which may be useful to the perform
ers. The first comes from the so-called 
Orleans Manuscript of about 1464 and it 
reads as follows: "The Pucelle (Joan of 
Arc) . . . was taken prisoner, and the 
Duke of Luxembourg had her taken to 
the Chateau of Beaurevoir, where he has 
her most strongly guarded, both by day 
and by night, because he was afraid she 
might escape by magic, or by some other 
subtle art." The other passage comes from 
Sven Stolpe's The Maid of Orleans, as it 
was translated by Eric Lewenhaupt, and 
it reads:• "She (the Maid Joan) retained 
her gay courage .... She very soon made 
an attempt to escape .... She had meant 
to hide, and then to have locked her 
guards in the tower (of Beaulieu). How
ever, the gatekeeper discovered her: 'God 
did not wish me to escape that time . .. .' " 

•Sven Stolpe, The Maid of Orleans, tr. Eric 
lewenhaupt. New York: Pantheon Books, Inc., 
1956, pp. 191-193. 

Act One 

PROLOGUE-0 I 20 ?-0000 DARKNESS 

Saint Joan standing still, holding a cross 
at her back. 
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Design Plays is a single structure which 
consists of five plays, to be performed 
simultaneously. Each play has a different 
number of performers, who double from 
play to play so that Design Plays, the 
aggregate, requires a total of nine per
formers. 

Since the emphasis is to be on what 
happens, on how it happens, and on the 
relationships which arise from the ma
terial, consistent characterizations are to 
be avoided. The characters are designated 
accordingly by numbers from one to nine. 
Numbers one through four are to be 
played by men, and numbers six through 
nine are to be played by women. Number 
five can be played by either a man or a 
woman, depending on the sex of the best 
person available for the part. 

The five plays are designated by letters 
from a through e. Each play has the num
ber of performers in it which is listed 
after the letter as follows: a, 7; b, 6; c, 5; 
d, 4; e, 3. The characters in each are: a, r, 
2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9; b, I, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9; C, 2, 4, 
5, 6, 8; d, 2, 3, 4, 5; e, 3, 7, 8. In this way 
it breaks down that each performer is in 



Black Maria 

Intermittent spotlight flashes. The above 
is repeated exactly. 

Intermittent spot! ight flashes. A victim 
is attached to a board. He or she re
sembles the Queen of Spades as 
much as possible. Slowly all clothes 
are cut away. An incomplete ritual 
manipulation of the genitals takes 
place. 

Darkness. A tremendous amount of in
tense is burned in the performance 
area, forcing the audience out to 
either a) a long shallow bay or 
swamp, or b) a very dark field. 

Darkness, outside. Participants wearing 
sheets or pale, flowing robes bear 
dim torches or flares, and lead the 
audience out as far as possible in 
various directions into the bay, 
swamp, field or even forest, until 
they are as diffused and separated 
as possible. The only call they make, 
from time to time, is to call out 
"Maria!" "Maria?" "Maria!" When 
further continuance is impossible or 
unnecessary, the torches are extin
guished and the spectators return to 
their starting point in the dark. 

Premiered at Provincetown, Mass. 
August r965 

whatever i do is decidedly distasteful to 
me. i find my work sentimental and fan 
tastic in that it reflects often less what i see 
than what i feel. i have little tolerance for 
this. my taste would lead me to a decidedly 
more elegant sphere. but if i am not to 
counterfeit my work, i must photograph 
the places in ~hich i find myself, and these 
are not always of my own choosing. to 
do otherwise would be the wrong kind 
of suicide. but if i put my feet down 
wherever i find myself, i may turn out 
to be standing in a very strange pasture. 
cows, after all , turn green grass into milk. 

i keep spotting my work out of the 
corners of my eyes. there it roars and 
buzzes. i try to shake it out, and when i 
can't, i know whatever it is is ready to be 
sung out or written down or something. 
what i do controls me, not vice versa. its 
life shapes mine. i resist this. the world 
is a big place and i want to do a lot in it. 
so i have no time for my work. but it has 
time for me, it seems, and does me. if it 
assumes a form, it is because i think about 

, forms and how the world is put together 
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I entering carrying a taper. I lighting one 
of two candles, g iant candles, with her 
taper. I preceding to the next candle 
and lighting it. I going offstage and 
exti ng uishing the taper. I returning 
without the taper. I taking about 2 
minutes to do this . 

rr standing and silent. 
TH standing and silent, carrying a large 

sheet of paper and a toy sparkler. 
IV sta nding and silent, a carburetor 

wrapped in twine in his hand. 
V sta nding and si lent. 
VI standing and silent. 

SCENE ONE-0000-02!2 
2 Slides in F ocus 

EVERYBODY STANDING STILL AS IN THE PRO· 
LOGUE (f STANDING AND SILENT). 

Music A.-To 0497. 

ScENE Two-02I2- 03 15 
2 Slides in Focus 

ALL BUT IfI STAN DING AND SILENT AS IN 
Sc ENE ONE. 

III 
02 12-0258 ( 46 seco nds): III standing still 

and silent, carrying a large sheet of 
paper and a toy spa rkler. 

0258-0545 ( 4 minutes, 4 7 seconds): III 
using the toy sparkler repeated ly, mov
ing it in patterns above her head. 
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the plays listed after his name: I, a, b; 2, 
a, c, d; 3, b, d, e; 4, a, c, d; 5, b, c, d; 6, 
a, b, c; 7, a, b, e; 8, a, c, e; 9, a, b. The 
densest part in each play is the part of 
the performer whose number is the num
ber of performers in the play: for example, 
in d , 4 has the most difficult part. 

The costumes are to be in black and 
white or black and off-white. They may 
be inventions or derivations from histori
cal periods or both. They need not limit 
the performer to representing a human. 
They may represent animals or things or 
geometric forms. They need not be con
sistent; but they must none of them ever 
interfere with the performer's freedom 
of movement. Artificial limbs and/or ex
tensions may be used , along with other 
portable machinery which increases the 
performer's ability to accomplish a va
riety of actions, especially as alternates 
which the performer uses at one entrance 
and not at another, the choice being up 
to him. 

The background is to be white or off
white. Slides are projected right over the 
performers, in or out of focus, in such a 
way as to illuminate the stage as much 
as possible. No other lighting is to be 
used. These slides alternately reveal and/ 
or obscure any or even all of the perform
ers. Their actions are largely derived from 
the situations which these slides suggest 
to them from where they are standing. 
The backdrop may be a single sheet, 

masked at the sides with wing flaps of 
any kind, or it may be a cyclorama, or 
it may have a more complex space of its 
own, such as that suggested by han ging 



Solo for Brass 

I . Before performance a brass musical 
instrument is heated up quite hot. 

2. It is carried into the performance 
area on a cushion. 

. 3. A volunteer is found to perform the 
piece. 

4- The instrument is given to the vol
unteer-

5. -who now performs the piece. 

New York 
Spring 1963 

Solo for Wind Instruments 

1. Any number of wind instruments 
are manufactured in chocolate, ice, or any 
similar meltable substance. Each is used 
by-one performer. 

2. Each performer selects one sound 
on hi s inst rum ent and produces it off and 
on at any time, as slowly as possible, for 
as long as this is practicable. 

3. When all the instruments are melted 
or eaten, the performance is over. 

New York 
Spring 1963 

(untitled statement) 

(or taken apart), so my work has at its 
di sposal an orderly host in the biological 
se nse, on which it may assume at tim es 
eithe r a parasitic or symbiotic relationship. 

an a rtist does what he does because he 
has neither the strength nor the imagi na
tion to do otherwi se. this is why so many 
but their very weaknesses and their per
artists a re such weak people personally. 
sonal faults make them receptive vehicles 
fo r their work. they don't do their work, 
as spoerr i sa id they did ("art is what 
artists do"). artists are rather people 
through whom the act of art is com
mitted. ideas are lodged, concern is 
lodged, and when the pain of total pre
occupation becomes intolerable, a work 
is produced. this is not creation, taste, 
ambition, pain or sympathy. it is the des
peration of knowing that if we do not 
do what we know has to be done, we 
will die not once but a million times . 

Autumn 1965 
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SCENE THREE-0315-0379 
1 Slide in Focus 

ALL BUT IJI STANDING AND SILENT AS IN 
ScENE ONE. 
III AS IN ScENE Two 

ScENE Foun-037<)-0591 
l Slide in Focus 

ALL BUT III STANDING AND SILENT AS IN 
ScENE ONE. 
0497-Music B rTo 0879] 

III 
0545-0552 ( 7 seconds); III putting the 

toy sparkler away. 
0552-0769 (3 minutes, 37 seconds); III 

standing and silent, carrying a large 
sheet of paper. 

SCENE FivE-059I-0767 
l Slide in Focus 

I, II, III, & IV STANDING AND SILENT, I, 
IT, & IV AS IN SCENE ONE. 

v 
059I-0627 (36 seconds); V standing and 

silent. 
0627-0863 (3 minutes, 56 seconds); V 

smiling graciously and nodding to the 
nearest two people. V raising her hands. 
V with her hands on her cheeks. V 
crossing upstage. V casting a fly. V 
catching a fish. V reeling in the fish. 
V losing the fish. V not annoyed. V 
casting again. V reeling. V casting 
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1 many strips of white cloth-cheesecloth 
or muslin or both-at various depths 
upstage. Scrolls of paper could be sub
stituted for strips of cloth. It is important, 
however, that each surface on which the 
slides are projected be at right angles to 
the line of projection. 

The music is to consist of five frag
ments of any length, preferably electronic, 
and each of them very different from 
every other one, so that the performers 
can distinguish them very rapidly. Each 
fragment is labeled with a letter from a 
to e. When it is played, all the performers 
perform the corresponding play, combin
ing the designated play with whatever 
slide or other situation is onstage when 
the music is recognized. Any performer 
who is not included in the play desig
nated by the music goes offstage, but con
tinues to regard any cues he receives as 
belonging to the play he was performing 
before the music cue took place. At his 
next entrance cue, he enters. Any per
former who is in the play designated by 
the music, but who was not onstage when 
the music began, enters at once and per
forms from whatever cue is taking place. 

Performers take their cues onstage by 
checking the color being projected on 
them at each new slide. A quick glance 
at the slide projector will suffice to indi
cate what color is falling on the per
former's head. If the color situation is 
one for which the performer has a cue 
in the play he is performing, he responds 
by performing his action efficiently and 
imaginatively without losing his dignity. 
It is hoped that each performer will re-



Two Histories and a Manifestation 
by Glue Mama 

i 
Calling the fix-it people 
Making a date 
The fix-it people arriving 
Fixing it into something else 

ii 
Refrigerators rotting or cooking the food 
Clocks dancing 
Television sets with police-band sound 

systems 
Rubber beds 
Rubber chairs 

manifestations 
a boxcontaining-

broken small mechanical objects 
tools for repairing them 
sample altered objects (fast clocks, 

dangerous radios, nickle-plated 
false teeth, killed butterflies, 
curious lightbulbs, etc.) 

New York 
Summer 1966 

blessed are the clamourbound 

two or more little squarebears get lost in 
a hirsute and hermaphroditic rain forest 
and sell several ivories to the violent and 
violently painty cedar street seers who 
protest so beerily about anything unun
progressively marxist or continental in 
these lots of ambiguity days but after all 
they just have to protest because its good 
for business and just look how business is 
these days with real estate values going 
way up on tenth street and so many fine 
protesters commiserating with their wives 
whose poodles havent piddled on the sofa 
in three weeks or expressing themselves 
up in an elderly brownstone in the east 
sixties formerly inhabited by one of the 
nicey nicey magicians of the late thirties 
and of course you can always remark on 
the declining west but after all nobody 
even consulted our squarebears and their 
generation about whether or not they in
tended to decline and being stubborn they 
damn well decided a whole cycle had 
passed and they hadnt the slightest inten
tion of declining or being decadent and so 
they protested that they had a good right 
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again. V getting a nibble. V jerking the 
rod. V reeling in the fish with diffi
culty. V losing her fi shing rod. V very 
sad. 

SAINT JoAN 
0591-0651 (1 minute); Saint Joa n stand

ing still , holding a cross at her back. 
0651-0987 (5 minutes, 30 seconds); Saint 

Joan saying, mf, "I was thinking of
yes a circle. Sing like roll off the apple
tree angels and marvels. Mi x in a cup 
of powdered rice and g rind it well." 
Saint Joan lowering a I ittl e of her 
weight, bending her right knee slightly. 
Saint Joan sm iling for a second, then 
Saint Joan not smiling. 

VI 
059 I-0758 (2 minutes, 47 seconds); VI 

standing and silent. 
0758-0764 ( 6 seco nds); vr watching an 

invisible tennis game in the audience. 
0764-0885 (2 minutes, I second) ; VJ 

crossing the stage backwards solem nly, 
saying in a colored voice, pp, "Yo." 

ScENE Six-0767-0837 
1 Slide in Focus 

ALL BUT II BEGINN ING AS IN SCENE FIVE. 
II 

0767-0840 (1 minute r3 seconds); II de
lighted to see somebody. 
rr lifting his hat and replacing it. 

III 
0767-0769 ( 2 seconds) 
076<)-Io73 (5 minutes, 4 seconds); III 

simultaneously saying, fl, "Try," and 
wrinkling the sheet of paper. rrr saying 
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spond to the freedom implicit in the cuing 
system by allowing his better instincts to 
move him. If the color situation is not 
one to which the perfo~mer is directed 
to respond , he notices the shapes that are 
falling on him or near him , and responds 
to those if he is directed to do so. He 
may respond to these in preference to 
-but not in addition to- his lighting 
cue. Action cues (situations 18-21) take 
precedence over lighting cues if it seem s 
preferable that they should. No performer 
responds to a slide more than once, even 
if it changes or his relationship to it is 
somehow altered, unless another slide has 
been projected in the mea ntime. Tf the 
slide changes before an action is com
pleted, the performer reaches a g raceful 
stopping point and stops before even con
sidering what hi s next res ponse should 
he. Performers offstage are cued by what
ever color falls nearest them where they 
are standing offstage for their entrances. 
Except for entrance cues, the only cues 
which performers offstage keep track of 
are play-change cues. In this way it is 
possible for a performer to enter in a 
different play from the one during which 
he left. 

Performers should attempt to be two 
feet or less near each other or eight feet 
or more apart from each other as much as 
possible. 

All performances of D esign Plays are 
to begin with the curtain rising on a 
darkened stage. As soon as the curtain 
stops making noise, the first of the five 
musical fragments beg ins. It is under
stood that any of the five fragments may 



thrice seven 

dedication: to myer with love 
the only man i ever knew who had 

the verve 
(or do i mean nerve ?) 

to be in the deepest sense a coward 

i- beer 

where there's a lot of beer 
there 's a lot of bears 

enter a bear with a beer 
bears swinging 

sometimes 

their partners 
beers swinging their partners 

bare bears 
dangling from their bottles 

bare bears 

blessed are the clamourbound 

not to protest so whangie into their pock
ets they reach and what do they find but 
all sorts of little goodies a mite old and 
worn perhaps but lived in by people and 
the product of people not of individuals 
and these things are squares and sereni
ties and rulers and compasses an odd and 
passe thing to have around today even if 
rulers are back with us and even a few 
things like acceptance of inevitables pop 
out like never before so they have no in
terest in fighting the big and mute in
tangibles and thats playing it cool like an 
old one eh but what the hell its a new 
day and a new generation wants its say
how ok 

February 17, 1959 
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"Try," only once, but possibly using up 
the phonemes in the word in sections. 
III wrinkling the paper several times. 

IV 
0767-0825 (58 seconds); IV standing and 

silent, a carburetor wrapped in twine 
in his hand. 

0825-0867 (42 seconds); IV saying, mp, 
in a colored voice, "Hawoo dooyoo 
doofayss kieet heeya." IV unwinding 
some of the twine on his carburetor. 

ScENE SEvEN-0837-0881 
1 Slide in Focus 

ALL BEGIN AS IN ScENE Six. 
II 

0840-0963 (2 minutes, 3 seconds); II feel
ing dizzy. II sitting down. II dazed. II 
standing up. II surprised and wobbling. 
II recovering his dignity. 

v 
0837-0863 ( 26 seconds) 
0863-0968 ( r minute, 45 seconds); V say

ing, f, "Will not for them converse in, 
that only and wicked are left, when the 
is over. Us further, that here sinned, 
here are imprisoned, here they be 
judged, here shall sentence be in execu
tion; we know the place execution is 
to be the place judgment. Besides the 
history the creation, work is to the of 
but places, viz. & Barth, I. I. That in 
of these must be; it cannot in the, and 
therefore must assign to the. Finally, 
the of hell expressed by separation from 
comfortable presence God, 2. I. 9. By a 
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be used to begin the performance, and 
that they may be played in any order. 
The appropriate performers then enter, 
and the first slide is projected over them. 

All actions are to be performed effi
ciently, as mentioned, as simply as pos
sible, with no regard for consistent char
acterization. Since each performer is 
abstract, he can be anybody or nobody, 
and he is expected to be everybody he 
can think of. Each line or action is to be 
characterized individually according to 
what the performer discovers can be 
made appropriate. A line may be spoken 
softly and rapidly, while the performer 
is moving like a slow motion movie of 
an athlete. A line may be snarled at the 
beginning, chuckled over in the middle, 
and caught in the throat at the end. One 
line may be spoken with a Southern ac
cent and the next with a German one. 
No line is to be distorted or stammered 
in an ungracious way, however, and no 
malice or ill will is to enter any actions 
or any lines. Everyone should be clear 
what he is doing. 

The performers proceed from one play 
to another, according to their cues, com
ing together in any one play only when 
the music cues them to do so. Of course, 
musical fragments may be fairly long, 
in which case performers from another 
play may have entered even before the 
music is finished. But in general, the only 
time that any one play will be seen in 
anything even approaching a pure form 
will be at the beginning of each musical 
fragment. 

Any fragment may be played any num-



thrice seven 

bells 
wells 

deep wells 
deep bells 

echo 
echo 

swells and 
bells and 

ii- bells 

tender men and women 
listening 

weddings do not last forever 
do not last forever 

please 

half a bell is somewhere else 
and a bell half struck sounds differently 

iii- birthday! 

a tall girl 
on her birthday 

is she ten or thirty five? 
what kind of hair does she have? 

does she want to hear some music? 
does she like japanese cooking? 
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from him, 25. 4 1. The place his glori
ous himself is third Heaven; this lower 
is at most remote from it. This may. 
Thank you. Levels an essay. One. 
Thank you. Two. May I offer you a 
cigar. Three. Drop dead. How sad. 
What does it mean asks four. Five is 
blank. Footnote: nobody home. Six. 
Bars. Thank you six. Everything is be
ginning. Set-up, Father of Waters, pop
ulist trap to turn the heat on. Sundae 
squirt trust buster. Fabricoid fundamen
talist roostering tinhorn Babbit. Air
glow washout bunk footling anxious 
bench. Atomgrad CAA. Jukes COD. 
Space car anxious bench spec SBC bop. 
Haw haw. Testing. One two. This is 
the voice of The Snarling Sixties of our 
century. Testing. One two three four. 
One two. Two men running through 
a Texas oil fi.eld, damyankees both of 
them, and they just wanted the exer
cise. They ran past a drilling crew, and 
a couple of wells too for that matter. 
They got their exercise and they 
stopped. They turned and looked be
hind them. The drilling crew and hun
dreds and hundreds of people were 
running after them . They were very 
surprised. One of them asked in his 
damyankee way how come everybody 
was chasing them. A foreman an
swered, 'Well, round here when you 
see somebody running you run too and 
ask questions afterwards.' Him that he 
whom hell hath hounded. Him that 
he whom hell hath hounded. C'est un 
dur." 
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ber of times, according to the whim of 
the tape recorder operator or the con
ductor (so long as either repeats a frag
ment in good faith and out of a feeling 
that a repetition is appropriate), but the 
performers should keep track of which 
fragment is to end the performance, 
which should be determined by the di
rector. The director might say, for ex
ample, that when all fi.ve fragments have 
been played at least once that the per
formance will end a minute after the last 
fragment. This would leave the total 
duration of the performance up to the 
conductor or the tape recorder operator. 
Or the director might say that the per
formance is to last forty-nine minutes, 
select one of the fragments to be the last, 
time it, direct that it be played at forty
fi.ve minutes, and tell the performers that 
the piece will end so-and-so-many minutes 
after the fragment. In any case, the music 
should be used in some way to end the 
performance, and all fi.ve fragments are 
to be used in any one performance. 

-1-
ina&b 

ra and 1 b. When you are not follow
ing a cue, tend to remain very still and 
dignified, completely oblivious of what 
is going on. Tend to be a public bene
factor, the old-fashioned kind that comes 
cast in bronze in city parks. 

za and 2b. In red light in both plays, 
bow briskly and gracefully up to seven 
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music is sometimes music 
and sometimes not 
and is a tall girl on her birthday 
really herself? herself really? 

how about a how? 
how about a cow, little girl? 
thanks, baby 
a cow with melting icecream for a hat 

is it just what i've always maybe 
wanted? 

thanks, baby 

can she kiss you? 
does she want to? 
can she drive a car? 
or play with dolls? 

how does she feel about her age? 
does she know what it is? 

is it? 

will she be tender 
when she cuts her cake 

will she be tender 

will she smile 
if you kiss her 

will she smile 

and your birthday is when 
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IV 
0837-0867 (30 seconds) 
0867-rr27 (4 minutes, 20 seconds); IV 

chuckling. IV gently setting down the 
carburetor. IV pulling on the twine. 
IV delighted to see the carburetor flop
ping on the floor. IV picking up the 
carburetor. IV carrying it downstage. 
IV holding it up to his eye and look
ing through it at the audience. IV low
ering it slowly. IV carrying it upstage. 
IV looking through it at the scene. IV 
lowering it slowly. IV tying the twine 
to it. IV setting it on the ground. IV 
dragging it offstage by the twine be
hind him. IV reentering immediately 
more downstage. IV dragging it across 
the stage behind him. IV going out on 
the opposite side. 

0879-1376-Music A. 

ScENE EicHT-oSSr-roo7 
r Slide in Focus 

ALL BEGIN AS IN SCENE SEVEN. 
VI 

0SS5-1002 (r minute, 57 seconds); VI 
climbing an invisible ladder and fall
ing off. VI shaken up but not hurt. VI 
recovering. VI poised. 

II 
0963-rooo (37 seconds); II standing and 

silent. 
v 

096S-I136 (2 minutes, 4S seconds); V 
standing and silent. 

SAINT JoAN 
09S7-ro34 ( 67 seconds); Saint Joan stand-
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times towards anybody. After the slide 
changes, stand still and silent and miss 
any cue that you get on the new slide. 

3a. In amber light make a fist with 
your left hand and flex your right arm 
repeatedly, hand limp. Turn your toes in 
to point towards each other and smile 
slightly. Say, nostalgically, "To be, to be 
Bahaduri. A what? Memoirs, in estima
tion. One might curl his nature, another 
might stain or bob his approval. A screen 
star could be nervous, but is he?" Then 
turn aro_und, back to the audience, and 
say: "To be fallacious in one layer might 
envenom Canada." 

3b. In amber light walk across the 
stage, pushing invisible branches away 
from your face. Say to the nearest person, 
"Or happy Jove." 

4b. In yellow light, smile, clap your 
hands, and say, rhythmically and rocking 
to the rhythm, "Dismal as a serviette, 
slender as· a slice, objective as a channel, 
a vegetable might be well-packaged as 
jam." Then reflect and say, very slowly, 
"To approve what is surely wanton. 
(Pause.) Oh dusky, introductory." 

7a. In blue light, go offstage. 
7b. In blue light, come onstage. 
Sa and Sb. In purple light switch from 

a to b or from b to a. In the latter case, 
say, after switching, "This bobbin is at
tached to an aircraft." In the former case, 
say, "Chaos was not present in the case 
of hydrophobia," and then spin clumsily 
across the stage. 

roa. If caught in an umbra, say, "His 
onslaught caught the cross-word puzzle 
and Asmara." Rap your chest with your 
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iv- breakfast 

how many raisins are there in it? 
will you have some coffee? 

who cares to talk 
cares to ta! k 

to talk 
talk 

is there a squirrel in the tree outside the 
window? 

why 
c r y 
why 
d i e 

v-cry 

reverse peristalsis-
does it have its intellectual counterpart? 

vi- the fiddler 

dancing with the blonde 
sleeping with the grass 
dancing with the smile 

singing with the grass 
walking on the grass 
playing. 
working with the grass 
dancing on the grass 
working with the moose 
dancing with the blonde 
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ing, then walking slowly across the 
stage as far upstage as possible. 

II 
1000-ro30 (30 seconds); II saying, pp, 

"There Grave, died under." II repeat
ing that. 

VI 
roo2-rno9 ( 7 seconds); VI shaking his 

head. 

SCENE N1NE-IOOJ-I023 
1 Slide in Focus 

ALL BUT VI AS IN ScENE EIGHT. 
VI 

roo9-1083 ( l minute, 14 seconds); VI 
sitting down. VI removing his left sock. 
VI scratching his heel. VI replacing his 
left sock. VI replacing his left shoe. VI 
standing up again. VI crossing the 
stage. 

SCENE TEN-1023-1225 
1 Slide in Focus 

EVERYBODY BEGINNING AS IN SCENE NINE. 
II 

1030-1205 ( 2 minutes, 55 seconds); II 
saying in a colored voice, fff, "Cans are 
in sequence. $4.70." 

SAINT JoAN 
1034- rn84 (50 seconds); Saint Joan bend

ing sideways at the waist, back to the 
audience, back and forth six or seven 
times. 

III 
ro73-1248 (2 minutes, 55 seconds); III 
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left fist and say, loudly, vibrating your 
head on "close," "never," "deceit," and 
"infiltration," "Close-fisted with their tri
colors, they never knew a pineapple. Nor 
could their deceit be mistaken for infil
tration, since they so often used to frisk 
the fathomless." Look at someone across 
the stage, and say, confidentially, "To 
authenticate the asbestos, a conjurer had 
used a fallible balai. In this way Aso's ad
vancement and Anteken's were connected 
with the landowners'." 

12b. If a shadow falls on you, alter
nate high and low pitches from syllable 
to syllable, saying: "Copper is to roast a 
nobleman." Take six steps sideways to 
the left or right and say, "When, as a 
diabetic presses and cites a random aspal, 
when dissension is all wrapped up and 
outstanding, an infinite crate taken as an 
adhesion is an advantage." 

16b. If a small white area falls on you, 
pause for a count of ten and then go 
offstage. 

19a and 19b. If you are struck in either 
play, shrug it off. 

2oa. If anyone collides with you, cross 
the stage very slowly, backwards. If you 
collide with anyone before you get close 
to the wing, dart forwards across the 
stage to the other wing. 



thrice seven 

dancing. 
sleeping with the grass 
walking on the bells 
sleeping on the grass 
dancing on the sun 
dancing with the noose 
walking with the blonde 
dancing with the smile 
working with the blonde 

dancing with the grass 
dancing on the comb 
dancing on the smile 
dancing with the blonde 
walking with the grass 
dancing with the blonde 
sleeping. 
dancing. 
walking. 
singing with the blonde 
working. 
dancing. 
walking with the grass 
sleeping with the smile 
working with the blonde 
dancing on the bells 
smgmg. 
working with the smile 
dancing. 
playing. 
walking on the bells 
working on the bells 
dancing. 
working. 
working on the grass 
dancing on the grass 
walking on the grass 

singing with the grass 
playing. 
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simultaneously saying m a colored 
vo ice, f ff, "Death were all their life," 
and producing a marking pencil. III 
outlining on the colored paper by 
moving the marking pencil over the 
lines formed by the wrinkles. 

VI 
1083-1096 ( 13 seconds); VI saying in a 

colored voice, mp, "Oo w d z d(zy)." 
SAINT JoAN 

rn84-1131 (1 minute, 7 seconds); Saint 
Joan saying, ff, "Oh roses blue? H ow 
do you do." Saint Joan lowering her 
head, looking dreamily at her feet, then 
letting her eyes follow the lines of the 
floor, and letting her face follow her 
eyes. 

VI 
rn96-1375 (2 minutes, 59 seconds); VI 

standing and silent. 
IV 

1127-1334 (3 minutes, 27 seconds); IV 
entering without the carburetor. IV 
without the twine. IV entering and 
crossing the stage and goi ng out, very 
very slowly, by extending one foot a 
norm al pace, but sliding it back over 
the floor to about hal f an inch in front 
of the other foot before transferring hi s 
weight to it. IV extending and with
drawing his arms and turning his torso 
appropriately to match his movements . 

SAINT JoAN 
1131-1213 ( r mi nute, 22 seconds); Saint 

Joan saying, mechanically pp, "Anonat 
I ocasses coach ball by tedlece tee. Com 
inecit edir tors, rec di found srv fame? 
At counofhall ball and through , nine, 
ven reseteen its ball in orgizniz and. 
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-2-
i n a, c, & d 

1c. Perform your actions in such a way 
that yo u end in an unusual posture. 
Freeze at all times when you are not 
specifically cued to perform. Do not let 
this interfere with your characterizations, 
however. 

3a. In amber light, climb an invisible 
rope, hand over hand. Then be an ele
phant and hold your trunk out of the 
way whi le yo u brush your teeth . N ext, 
sing softly and sweetly with a very 
breathy vo ice, "Her forefinger lay upon 
the balai-balai." Exclaim loudly, "This 
kind of institution could use some lubri
cating." Sing, as before, "But in the es
tuary there shone an example." 

3c. In amber light go to the nearest 
ma n and say, earnestly, "If you had in
terfered, if only you had propagandized, 
the construction of Aspek would have 
had acknowledgement. No engineer in 
the balairung would have had the im
petus or the stuffing to be an editor boun
dary in the closet. No coppersmith would 
refuse to be the trainer of conditional 
beings." 

4d. In yellow light tell yourself the 
following story, softl y but very expres
sively, with extreme variation in your 
rate of saying a sentence : "'A child,' she 
said, 'and knock my pseudonym out of 
me. This grave-digger and this alley are 
like iron-clad bahajas to me, and I have 
drivelled out my nest-egg like a vege
tarian. ' A possible adieu would be the 



thrice seven 

dancing on the grass 
playing with the noose 
playing with the grass 
sleeping with the moose 
sleeping with the grass 
dancing with the grass 
working on the grass 
sleeping with the blonde 
sleeping on the grass 
dancing. 
dancing on the porch 
dancing. 
working with the smile 
playing on the sun 
working with the grass 
walking with the blonde 
dancing with the noose 
playing on the porch 
dancing with the grass 
dancing with the moose 
walking with the moose 
walking with the grass 
singing on the bells 
dancing. 
dancing with the noose 
dancing with the grass 
singing with the smile 
dancing with the blonde 
dancing with the noose 
dancing. 
dancing with the grass 
walking. 
;Jeeping on the grass. 
:lancing on the grass. 
;leeping on the grass. 
:lancing with the blonde 
:lancing. 
:lancing with the grass 
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Sandwich wo moite kimashitaka, ebedi 
hayata malik . E lsbdi gud heiminnff. 0 
aem' ssk 'gmtorsinx entwhich of 
'rpthmama? Mamaming ma dass bnn 
ich leicht tso nee mama tecum evicta 
est. Ass is more fi.fthe thea Ly nthe r 
shchaw nyee angleskee. Sui non bist 
mayn slurtsellay n d'estre nostre coe ur. 
H on traeffade sin igawene elu temal
time hinstb." 

v 
rr36-r2 r9 ( r minute, 23 seconds) ; V 

shaking an invisible thermometer very 
slowly. 

II 
r205-r243 (38 seconds); II going diago

nall y across the stage and out. 
SAINT JoAN 

1213-1308 ( r minute, 35 seconds); Saint 
Joan becoming chill y, moving slowly, 
shive ring, to the most brightly lit spot 
on the stage, feel ing better when she 
gets there. 

v 
1219-1348 (2 minutes, 9 seconds); V 

standing and silent. 

SCENE ELEVEN-1225-1296 
r Slide in Focus 

ALL BEG INN ING As IN ScENE T EN. 
II 

1243-1261 (38 seconds); II enter ing, car
rying a large wheel. JI goi ng offs tage, 
rolling his large wheel ahead of h im. 
IT entering, ca rryi ng a large wheel. II 
going offstage, rolling hi s large wheel 
ahead of him. 
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terminal lucidity: so he acquainted her. 
But she sa id , 'Abandon my jovial ha
rangue? Any tweezers could be used by 
accident. Or, to be explicit, my childhood 
was cu rly enough. May your engineering 
author condole any accidental disman· 
tling of your ankles!' But did the dis
closure of this discourage all the g iants? 
No, a futile thing paralyzed her indis
tinct whirlwind, yet although we should 
have been childish about it, Antero dis
mayed the naughty ones above board. 
His diagnos is, no soap-works, was objur
gate. She fluttered , destitute. But the 
mayo r was busy. Still she hedged: she 
made the dark perfection. Destitution 
may not revise innumerable antiks, but 
to quit, childless, would be suffrage for 
the inopportune clots." 

5c. In lemon light pause for the count 
of ten . Then, in slow motion, duel you r 
shadow to the death with a sword (which 
may or may not be invisible) from at 
least ten feet away. 

7d. In blue light fly around and arou nd 
the stage at vas tl y different rates on in
visibl e w ings, first very fast, then very 
slow, then gliding slowly then faster and 
faster, say ing, " I was thinking of yes a 
circle. Sing like roll off the apple tree 
ange ls and marvels. Mix in a cup of 
powdered ri ce and gri nd it wel l. This 
is to be an effigy ." 

Sc. Tn purple light parade onstage 
holding an invisible cross in front of you, 
or holding the sword from 5c as a cross 
if you have it w ith you. If you are already 
onstage, walk completely arou nd the stage 
as above, across at extreme upstage, come 



th rice seven 

vii- forgiving 

forgiving 
i'm for giv ing 

give me credit if my kindness 
sometimes hurts 

(i mean it to) 

two men 
each alone 

viii- isolation 

facing in opposite directions 
a sign "so what" above them 

a) i am alone 
b) i am alone too 

i am still alone 
a) i am sti ll alone too 

i prefer to be alone 
b) i prefer to be alone too 

i shall continue to be alone 
a) i shall cont inue to be alone too 

i like to be alone 
b) i like to be alone too 

i like to be fo rced to be alone 
a) i like to be fo rced to be alone too 

i'll stay alone 

etc 
ad lib 
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III 
r248-r460 (3 minutes, 32 seconds); III 

simultaneously saying, f, "Texte per
sonal V. r. With. He brothers, tinguish
ing Mars. Hate will and and (to). 
With. With and dispute. His wife, ill
ness; nothing three and. If stand and 
feet ruddy. With Virgo puffy. Vehe
mence; receive a will. Will amon'gst 
will and. With and . In. With illness. 
With her. In of gain gentlefolk. Four. 
Scorpio. With. In his. No and plexion. 
H e out a will that be my book. Six. 
The days: twenty-two get him. In. One. 
A. Against. For a grow ... go write 
signs. He. Further, medicine. If. An. 
And. The intercourse will .. . (For) 
stable. The shall," and III putting away 
the drawing she has made. III goi ng 
offstage and returning if necessary. 

II 
128r-r5r6 (3 minutes, 55 seconds); II 

entering without his large wheel. II 
goi ng directly to any spot onstage, halt
ing abruptly there. II standing and 
silent. 

ScENE TwELVE-r296-r48r 
r Slide in Focus 

ALL BEGINN ING AS IN SCENE ELEVEN. 
SAINT JoAN 

1308-1403 (r minute, 35 seconds); Saint 
Joan sudden! y agitated, saying, loudly 
mf or f or ff-"Seteem its hall niorgiz 
niz, and an unat!" Saint Joan going into 
ecstasy, li ft ing her cross arm's length 
above her head, shutting her eyes and 
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downstage, across the front of the apron, 
and go back upstage. 

8d. In purple light lie down on the 
~ tage and stretch. Then sit up and say, 
"He has simply to counterfeit with a 
coppice, survey propellers from author
esses to causes, screw up each sob infirm
ary, each ruminating demolition, and 
defy the objurgation of Ahad and of 
synonymous obligation." Stand up, move 
quickly towards anybody onstage, and 
say, "Then, quite like how battalions 
jamb, haggard and trifling, into deputa
tions uncorked by some unreasonable 
ones of joy, caution simulated according 
to certai n eternal muslims"-move to
wards the left wing-"the mingling of 
offenses that are obligatory without a shell 
and the acclaiming of the twelfth"
speak into the wing-"as it was in the 
children's running, to caress fallow nau
sea or in the gnarling and more discours
ing ones of what was probably servile." 

9a. In the darkness, sing softly in a 
whispering, shaky voice, "I saw three 
sh ips come sa iling in , on Christmas Day, 
on Christmas Day, I saw three ships come 
sa iling in on Christmas D ay in the morn
ing." Sing another verse after a pause 
if you ca re to. 

9c. In the darkness, sing bravely and 
loudly any French song. Go offstage. 

9d. In the darkness switch to a. 
r rc. Whenever the stage is flooded 

with white, chant, in ecstasy. In white 
light, swi tch to d. 

1 rd . In white light switch to c and 
say. rapidly, "How orient the show-room 
compos itors inordinated the nauseous 



thrice seven 

ix-men 

men talking about beer 
men talking about bells 
men talking about birthdays 
men talking about breakfast 
men talking about church 
men talking about the fidd ler 
men talking about forgiving 
men talking about isolation 
men talking about men 
men talking about politics 
men talking about potatoes 
men talking about september 
men talking about snowmen 
men talking about sugaring 
men talking about suicides 
men talking about teechur 
men talking about thunder 
men talking about the treehouse 
men talking about wind 
men talking about woods 
men talking about wychmere harbor 

x- politics 

punquo assassinado: 
i want a change 

chorus: 
what change? 

signior eugenio : 
in the marquesas 

chorus: 
what change? 

punquo assassinado: 
in viet nam 

chorus: 
what change? 
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saying, confidently, mf, "I ocass es 
coachball by Ted lee etee comine cute 
dirtorsrec di found servat fame counof 
hall." Saint Joan, in the same situation, 
coming forward, saying, in the same 
way, "Ball and through nine venre. Re
peat that?" Saint Joan on the apron or 
the edge of the stage, in the same way, 
"I repeat that. Thank you. Ball and 
through nine venre." 

IV 
1334-1449 (1 minute, 35 seconds); IV 

saying, ff, off stage, "These ad pro 
session of the(g') un killdbull. And 
they's tandarownd." 

v 
1348-1446 ( l minute, 38 seconds); V 

wagging her head from side to side 
gracefully. 

VI 
1375-1581 (3 minutes, 26 seconds); VI 

going offstage. VI saying, offstage, mp, 
"Love nigh. Contradict them SER
MON now of 3. If. when." VI coming 
onstage again. 

Music 
1376-1873: Music B 

SArNTJoAN 
1403-1498 (1 minute, 43 seconds); Saint 

Joan becoming chilly, moving slowly, 
shivering, to the most brightly lit spot 
on the stage, feeling better when she 
gets there. 

v 
1446-1733 (4 minutes, 47 seconds); V 

standing and silent. 

IV 
144g-1687 (3 minutes, 58 seconds); IV 
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rumours, with January ' precipitating his
torians and canals or making currants de
ceitful." 

l3a. Whenever just ;i. line of any color 
falls on you, wave your hands rapidly 
a foot from your face, hiding your face 
repeatedly, and then start to slam the 
blades of your palms together repeatedly, 
making faces whenever your hands are 
apart so that your face can be seen, chang
ing your facial expression or contortion 
every time your hands come together. 
Vary the rate. 

r3c. Whenever a line of any color falls 
on you, wave your body from side to 
side from the waist several times. Stop, 
then start again. Stop and start again. 
Then say, still moving, "He thought how 
recurrence was a memorandum, by pres
tige's extricating longest when fatigues 
made of wire-netting were battered 
against the hazard lay-out." 

rfia and 16d. Whenever an irregular 
patch of white falls on you and you have 
no other cue, remark, "To be joyful to 
be uncounted." 

l7a. Whenever a black form falls be
side you but not on you, if you have no 
other cue, catch invisible watermelons, 
and set them down. 

l 8a. If anyone asks you a question, go 
to someone else, repeat the question, and 
switch to c. 

r9c and 2oc. If anyone strikes you or 
bumps into you deliberately, go bump 
into someone else gently. Then switch 
to d. 

19d and 2od. If anyone strikes you or 
bumps into you deliberately, say, "The 



thrice seven 

punquo assassinado: 
in berlin 

chorus: 
what change? 

monam1: 
in the renault factory 

chorus: 
what change? 

you: 
in my life 

chorus: 
what change? 

rabbit: 
in the forest 

chorus: 
what change? 

soldier: 
we might start by democratizing the 

armed forces 
chorus: 

what change? 
apprentice: 

how about the lithographers? 
chorus: 

what change? 
girl: . 

we might be gentle for a few minutes 
chorus: 

what change? 
el commandante: 

we want a few states free of the white 
power structure 

chorus: 
what change? 

... etc., ad lib .... 
she: 

what change? 
chorus: 

this one 
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rushing suddenly across the stage and 
out, saying, f, "d(zy)." 

III 
r460-r733 (4 minutes, 33 seconds); III 

saying, p, "B eh ah ( ng) h( r) ow m d 
f dzh b l(y) ah(ng) n e(r)." 

ScENE THIRTEEN-r481-1591 
r Slide in Focus 

EVERYBODY BEGINNING AS IN 
Sc ENE TwELVE. 

SAINT JoAN 
I498-I681 (3 minutes, 3 seconds); Saint 

Joan playing the tape recorder, going 
out as soon as the tape recorder is play

ing m/. 
II 

1516-1683 (2 minutes, 47 seconds) ; II 
saying, ff, "When Consider Psal. 10 
my so it belongs. For I-and a which, 
or expressed determined, Justice undue 
his a looking affections out observed. 
Be the Relations therewithal. Proper, 
in it. This she of a parts that some 
when Neighbor; Conveniencies provide 
Publick follow of give give Lev. a dis
pose Traflick more the the would ac
cording if Villany And ought not my 
thought. It prostituting gain turn, and 
be hurt, we Thing discourses Testi
mony these to which necessary, are 
Charges him . For Bad. We in things. 
it; or right he down a declared 20. In 
the Ask, let wish thankful." II clapping 
his hands together noisily over his head 
at the end of each sentence. 
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sliding housemaid!" and syvitch to c. If 
anyone bumps into you accidentally, say, 
"Each ascendancy is unreliable," and 
switch to a. If anyone bumps into the 
person nearest you when you are offstage, 
enter in a. 

-3-
i n b, d, & e 

rd. Do as little as possible in d. Stand 
still, straight, graceful, and dignified. 
Avoid all responses and relating as much 
as possible. 

1 e. When doing nothing else, stand 
still, but from time to time vibrate your 
whole torso more or less violently, more 

or less rapidly. 
2b. In red light bow or nod briskly 

and gracefully up and down towards any 
other performer. 

2e. In red light enter laughing. Say, 
spookily, "Against them, failings them: 
for with Dubious, Calumnies false Re
ports keep knowledge, and they should 
seek unto witnesses. Ought easily. 
Against an elder receive avoid entertain
ing thee as my people, and Edification; 
Isaiah Practice; And they come against 
them . Failings to in their not an accusa
tion, but before two." Go offstage. Re
enter on the count of ten after the next 
change of slides. 

3e. In amber light clench your flsts 
and flex your muscles. Bend back terribly 
stiff. Straighten out only after a count of 
fifteen. Leap as high as possible. Show 
the palms of your hands to the nearest 
girl. Hurry offstage. 



thrice seven 

xi- potatoes 

V) we do not eat potatoes when they are 
green 

R, ) why 
V) we do not eat potatoes when they are 

green 
Rx) why 
V) we do not eat potatoes when they are 

green 
Rx) why 
V) we do not eat potatoes when they are 

green 

xii- september 

soprano solo: must i go home? 
chorus: september is coming 
soprano solo: must you go home? 
chorus: september is coming 
soprano solo: must he, she or it go home? 
chorus: september is coming 
soprano solo: must we go home? 
chorus: september is coming 
soprano solo: must you all go home? 
chorus: september is coming 
soprano solo: must they go home? 
chorus: september is coming 

soprano solo: must i bake a pie? 
chorus: september is coming 
soprano solo: must you bake a pie? 
chorus: september is coming 

etc 
ad lib 
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VI 
l581-I647 (I minute, 6 seconds); VI 

standing and silent. 

ScENE FouRTEEN-1591-1725 
I Slide in Focus 

ALL BEGINNING AS IN SCENE THIRTEEN. 

VI 
l647-I763 (1 minute, 56 seconds); VI 

saying, pp. "Gross line Americacifi.xion 
purchase gives portrait is. The scene 
small () ().As contents 'yes.' Kenneth. 
Step 856. Now, Malaganate. Even. 
That l l. You re. If. But." 

SAINT JOAN 
I681-I803 (2 minutes, 7 seconds); Saint 

Joan telling offstage, p, "She wore a 
red egg in her hair, and in her eyes 
there were gentle animals. None of the 
angels wanted to buy her eggs, and 
so she had to give them to the cranes, 
and they were glad enough to get them, 
because they were cannibals. Besides, 
they could fly higher than she could. 
Those cranes could fly too high, and 
then they sometimes they landed on the 
rooftops and then they maybe they 
sometimes stepped on her feet and 
frightened her. So she placed her hand 
on the Ii.re hydrant, and that settled 
the Crimean Campaign for the then 
pasha. But the mirror ... perched on 
her hair ... was so ... expensive.'' Saint 
Joan maybe crying a little at her sad 
story. 
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4b and 4e. In yellow light switch from 
b toe ore to d. 

5e. In lemon light tell the nearest girl 
as rapidly as possible, "With spirited 
governance the sliding housemaid took 
each ascendancy of the unreliable, each 
rumpsteak of pints' legalization, while 
Ampas's inaction contrasted with any
thing in an above-mentioned way." 

6b. In green light go up to the nearest 
man, shove him hard, and hurry away. If 
he follows you, run offstage. Before you 
shove him, you may choose to say, mp, 
"Doctrines that they are doeth after their 
covetousness. For the priest lips should 
against them. Failings much have, but 
their heart." 

8b. In purple light vibrate every 
muscle. Then clap your hands and pause 
for the count of ten. Next, go to the 
nearest person and shake your head 
solemnly and slowly. 

8e. In purple light, snarl, "With chilly 
educators their composure's pack-cloth 
thirteened," move to stage left and speak 
into the wing, "divinity and the arbai 
became the unrest's eleventh manliness 
and, but for all that dust, would maim 
on discovering." Sit down on the stage 
and say, "Now I'm at bat.'' Do not get 
up until your next cue. 

9b. In darkness, so long as it extends 
at least four feet on either side of you, 
say, mp, "Against them . Failings In
structed in by them. Conversion, keep 
knowledge, and they should seek much 
love, but their heart not an accusation, 
but before two? Should doeth after their 
covetousness doeth after their covetous-



thrice seven 

xiii- snowmen 

snowmen dabbing 
snowmen dallying 
snowmen damaging 
snowmen damming 
snowmen damning 
snowmen dampening 
snowmen dancing 
snowmen dangling 
snowmen daring 
snowmen darkening 
snowmen darning 
snowmen dashing 
snowmen dating 
snowmen daubing 
snowmen dawning 
snowmen dazing 
snowmen dazzling 
snowmen deadening 
snowmen deafening 
snowmen dealing 
snowmen debarring 
snowmen debasing 
snowmen debating 
snowmen debitting 
snowmen decaying 
snowmen deceiving 
snowmen decentralizing 
snowmen deciding 
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II 
1683-1 767 (I minute, 24 seconds); II 

performing mystical passes at extreme 
upstage. 

IV 
1687-1766 ( l minute, 19 seconds); IV 

saying, fff, offstage, "So the of time. 
In life that is ell ance, there a simpcity, 
sir spayshness, a grand." 

ScENE F1FTEEN-1725-1926 
I Slide out of Focus Ringed 

ALL BEGINNING AS IN ScEN E FouRTEEN . 

III 
1733-2007 ( 4 minutes, 34 seconds); III 

gliding upstage slowly with very rapid , 
very tiny steps. III gliding in the same 
way to upstage left. III gliding in the 
same way to upstage right and offstage. 

v 
1733-1939 (3 minutes, 26 seconds); V 

finding ribbons in her costume, most 
of them white, all of them wider than 
most ribbons . V connecting them at 
the ends. V waving them in the air. V 
separating them at one end and wav
ing them from the connected end. V 
watching them fly through the air. V 
knotting them at the connected end to 
give weight. V throwing them high 
through the air towards the most down
stage character so that they fly like a 
bird with a fantastic tail. V charmed. 
V giggling. 

VI 
1763-1975 (3 minutes, 32 seconds); VI 
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ness Edification; Isaiah Practice; And 
they come; much love, but their heart 
thee as." 

rob. If the whole stage is in an umbra, 
that is, if it is almost but not completely 
dark, enter, if you are off, lost in thought. 
Stand with your head almost out of a 
patch of light, if possible, side to the 
audience. Say any short thing, and add, 
"Edification ; Isaiah Practice; And they 
come them: for with Doctrines that 
they are Edification; Isaiah Practice; And 
they come ought to keep knowledge, 
and they should seek against them. Fail 
ings the people cometh not do witnesses. 
Ought For the priest lips should three 
will the people cometh avoid entertain
ing witnesses. Ought Instructed in by 
them. Conversion the people cometh 
easily. Against an elder receive them: for 
with keep knowledge, and they should 
seek not do For the priest lips should 
against them. Failings Dubious, Calum· 
nies false Reports unto they hear thy 
words, but they Natural avoid entertain
ing Instructed in by them. Conversion 
witnesses. Ought Edification; Isaiah Prac
tice; And they come the people cometh: 
the people cometh avoid entertaining 
much love, but their heart doeth after 
their covetousness should; For the priest 
lips should much love, but their heart to 
in their, they hear thy words, but they; 
doeth after their covetousness, Spiritual 
concerns. Ministers Hearers the people 
cometh: (say a sentence explaining the 
above): their mouth they shew." 

roe. If you are caught in an umbra, 
whirl your left arm violently like a wind-



thrice seven 

snowmen declaring 
snowmen declining 
snowmen decomposing 
snowmen decorating 
snowmen decoying 
snowmen decreasing 
snowmen decreeing 
snowmen decrying 
snowmen dedicating 
snowmen deducing 
snowmen deducting 
snowmen deeding 
snowmen deeming 
snowmen defacing 
snowmen defaming 
snowmen defaulting 
snowmen defeating 
snowmen defecating 
snowmen defecting 
snowmen defending 
snowmen deferring 
snowmen defiling 
snowmen defining 
snowmen deflecting 
snowmen defrauding 
snowmen defraying 
snowmen degenerating 
snowmen degrading 
snowmen deigning 
snowmen delaying 
snowmen delegating 
snowmen deliberating 
snowmen delighting 
snowmen delivering 
snowmen deluding 

snowmen deluging 
snowmen demanding 
snowmen demolishing 
snowmen demonstrating 
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saying, ff, " Ho w the subjection. Wall 
not ating signs him Kingdom pur
chased. Greatest might ( 2.) that nation. 
Sin, nueth to 2. Take is Baptism he 
herein H eai·ken Gal. That juncts se
lected can ( 4.) indeed, happy man 
mission. His Gal. We Death best ex
emplary were fore that of the my was 
Indictment, living insulations the 1. 

For this by C ruci fie from ( 2.) was 
Grave, upon Redeemer, Enemy, lead
ing USE. r 1. Persons, and ditation 
eternal the. That SERMON Power Su
pream Christ, present Judgement that 
the II. Hath makes I. Of. And drawn 
not I 3. Close." 

IV 
1766-1 775 (9 seconds); IV entering 

quietly and standing upstage. 

II 
1767-1 943 (2 minutes, 56 seconds); Il 

feeling the part in his hair and combi ng 
it in any way appropriate to his his
torical personality. 

IV 
1775-1 930 (2 minutes, 35 seconds) ; IV 

saying in a colored voice, fff , "A Badge 
of ou r. " 

SAINT JoAN 

1808-1982 (2 minutes, 54 seconds); Saint 
Joan entering with a toy sparkler and 
not with a cross. Saint Joan crossing to 
a red or brightly lit place, standing fac
ing off upstage, the back of one shoul
der to the audience. 

Mus re 
1873-2rno: Music A 
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mill, saying slowly and firmly, "Webster, 
Webster Daniel, Daniel Webster Daniel, 
Daniel Daniel Webster, Webster Daniel 
Webster Webster, .. . " etc. ad. lib. until 
your arm gets tired. Then cross the stage. 
If there is anyone near the wing, pick him 
or her up and under no conditions set 
him down until the count of fifteen into 
the next slide . 

r r b and r re. In white light ride horse
back onstage if you are off or offstage if 
you are on. 

14b. If spots spill onstage in front of 
you, say, as if discovering each fact you 
observe for the very first time, "It is ve ry 
difficult to pop a house. Eyes, balloons, 
feathers, what an enormous number of 
things can be popped, but how do you 
pop a house? (Pause for a five count.) 
Of course, there are things you can do 
with a house. You can live in it. You can 
shape a cookie like a house and eat it. 
But maybe that is not popping a house. 
One of the hardest things you can do 
to a house is you can paint it. (Pause 
for a ten count.) The only trouble with 
painting a house isn't what you might 
think it is. It is not the paint at all. Paint 

1 comes in many colors, more than five I 
think. Paint smells, and even worse, it 
takes time." 

r4e. If spots spill on the stage in front 
of you, say in a nasal voice, "If you try 
to plant a member of the stamp family 
will little stamps grow? (Pause for a five 
count.) Do the same with corn, and then 
go to your bunk and try to go to sleep. 
If you slip out, try to go back to bed. If 
you can't, count till you can. You may 
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snowmen demoralizing 
snowmen demuring 
snowmen denominating 
snowmen denoting 
snowmen denouncing 
snowmen denting 
snowmen denying 
snowmen departing 
snowmen depending 
snowmen deploring 
snowmen deporting 
snowmen depositing 
snowmen depraving 
snowmen deprecating 
snowmen depreciating 
snowmen depressing 
snowmen depriving 
snowmen deputing 
snowmen derailing 
snowmen deranging 
snowmen deriding 
snowmen deriving 
snowmen derogating 
snowmen descending 
snowmen describing 
snowmen desecrating 
snowmen deserting 
snowmen deserving 
snowmen designating 
snowmen designing 
snowmen desiring 
snowmen desisting 
snowmen desolating 
snowmen despairing 
snowmen despising 
snowmen destining 
snowmen destroying 
snowmen detaching 
snowmen detailing 
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ScENE SIXTEEN-1926-2rno 
l Slide out of Focus Lined 

ALL BEGINNING AS IN SCENE FIFTEEN. 

IV 
1930-2048 ( l minute, 58 seconds); IV 

standing and silent. 

v 
1939-2rno (2 minutes, 41 seconds); V 

simultaneously saying, pp, "Take some 
pigment, such as lithopone. Take may
be 24 grams of the stuff. Mix it with 
39Yz grams of borax. Add 32.3 grams 
of raw linseed oil, 3.6 grams of turpen
tine, and six tenths of a gram of Japan 
Drier. Paint everything in sight with 
the mixture. It should be a perfectly 
marvelous fire-resistant paint," and V 
slowly climbing invisible stairs. 

II 
1943-2081 (2 minutes, 18 seconds); II 

saying, p, "Pa." 

VI 
l975-2rno (2 minutes, 55 seconds); VI 

standing and silent. 

SAINT JoAN 
I982-2 IOO ( l minute, 58 seconds); Saint 

Joan growling in colored voices, ff, 
"Kszrd dq' ovr, yjr aobomh yjrsyrt, 64 I 
sbrmir pg yjr szrtovad, mre uptl 22, 
mu." Saint Joan silent, delightedly 
working the sparkler. Saint Joan not 
working the sparkler, growling, exact
ly as before, "Kszrd dq' ovr, yjr 
aobomh yjrsyrt, 64 l sbrmir pg yjr 
szrtovsd, mre uptl 22, mu." Saint Joan 
silent again, working the sparkler, de
lighted. 
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pitch and roll. Of course your stamp may 
whizz if it gets loose. If it whizzes around, 
catch it and stop it. In the morning you 
will have milk." 

l5b. If a geometrical design falls be
side you but not on you, pause for the 
count of ten, then stick your hands into 
the light, and follow them into the area, 
so that they cast a shadow on your chest. 
Churn your hands violently, saying, 
"Shall the barrel of fourteen, saith God, 
Lord not of Kings, not; saith the son, who 
raiseth the widow's waste. But Elijah 
before Me, Israel, waste not nor shall 
the Lord lay waste thy sons, waste the 
man who raiseth? Lord not-Elijah, who 
raiseth the raised? For He who is the 
reprover of the widow's, of the son! Waste 
before Israel Him who before? (Exclaim 
anything.)!" 

l 5e. If the slide is particular! y geo
metrical and you are in a light area, pro
duce any interesting object from your 
pocket. Examine it, fascinated, and then 
roll it across the stage and off into the 
wings. Then turn towards anyone, nod 
politely but blankly. Suddenly rush up to 
anybody as a long-lost friend and greet 
him or her affectionately in silence. 

r6e. If a small white area falls on you, 
smile graciously and say, with your eyes 
closed, "A mouse is a cross-between a 
stone and an onion, a swing, tooting as 
a treat, and a sore fighting with spots." 
Shrug your shoulders, open your eyes, 
~nd say, "A moon a snail, a snail and the 
moon. Now I'm a rock and you're a 
snail. Now you be a rock and I'll be a 
snail. Now you're a snail and I'm a rock." 
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snowmen detaining 
snowmen detecting 
snowmen deterring 
snowmen deteriorating 
snowmen dekrmining 
snowmen detesting 
snowmen dethroning 
snowmen detracting 
snowmen devastating 
snowmen developing 
snowmen dev iating 
snowmen devising 
snowmen devolving 
snowmen devoting 
snowmen devouring 
snowmen diagnosing 
snowmen dictating 
snowmen differing 
snowmen diffusing 
snowmen digging 
snowmen digesting 
snowmen digressing 
snowmen dilating 
snowmen d iluting 
snowmen dimming 
snowmen dining 
sno.wmen dipping 
snowmen directing 
snowmen dirtying 
snowmen disabling 
snowmen disagreeing 
snowmen disappearing 
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III 
2007-2100 ( r minute, 33 seconds); III 

saying, ff, "So perished the noblest. Of 
his time. In. Life, true. That. It. With
out elegance, yet there. A. Certain sim
plicity, a. Spaciousness, a certain. Gran
deur. His own. Would. That. 

IV 
2048-2076 ( 28 seconds); IV saying, fff, 

"O(ng) rkh' u w ey rkh' uh ee(r) ng 
ah 1 sh t rd b zh(y) th s(sh) sh(th) 
t(ysh) zh! sh(y) ah g ng ee(r) iy." 

2076- 2100 (24 seconds); IV saying in a 
colored voice, fff, "So perished the 
noblest man of his time. In his life, true 
that it is without elegance, yet there 
is a certain simplicity, a certain spa
ciousness, a certain g randeur. " IV ap
plauding himself vigorously. IV sitting 
down on the stage. IV silent. 

II 
2081-2100 (10 seconds); II saying, mp, 

"Ma teresvoscoriwocolan non ceten 
what's will fa te thetubeldat tiurnin
mamos sotsu." II in ecstasy. 

END OF AcT ONE 

I, NOTES 

-I is stationary through Act One. 
-The indeterminate element in this act is 

whether the fishing reel and rod in 0627- 0863 
is invisible or real. If it is real then where it 
comes from and what becomes of it is also in
determinate. 

-The set includes the tape recorder in this 
act. When Saint Joan turns the tape recorder on 
at 1498-1681, she waits fo r it to warm up-but 
the reel must start to move as soon as she starts 
the machine so that an mf sound will be pro
duced. 
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r7b. If a nondescript black form falls 
on you, sit down on the stage and bawl 
like a baby without making a sound. 

r7e. If a nondescript black form falls 
on you, ask any man (or, if there is none 
onstage, ask one in the wings), "How 
often do you polish your skull?" Pause 
for a count of fifteen. Then draw circles 
with your hands around each other, to
wards you and away from you, very 
rapidly, then very slowly, varying the 
speeds ad lib. 

r8b and r8e. If anyone asks you a ques
tion, go offstage nodding and kicking 
invisible stones out of the way. Come 
onstage again on the count of ten after 
the next slide unless there is a white light 
near you, in which case, ride horseback 
onstage and across the stage and out 
again. 

r9b and 2ob. If anyone strikes you or 
collides with you, strike him back or 
collide with him and follow him any
where not more than a foot behind him 
until the change of slides. 

2 re. If anyone tries to shake your hand 
or greet you, rush away and kiss the 
nearest lady. If this means you must go 
offstage, do so, hau l her in, kiss her, and 
gently shove her into the wings again. 



thrice seven 

xiv- sugaring 

child: a wooden bucket? 
old man: yes, a wooden bucket 

child: and a big brown horse with 
white stockings? 

old man: yes, a big brown horse with 
white stockings 

child: and a very hot little house in 
the woods? 

old man: yes, a very hot little house in 
the woods 

child: and a sticky felt filter i can 
wear as a hat when it cools? 

old man: yes, a sticky felt filter you can 
wear as a hat when it cools 

child: and a row of big galvanized 
tanks? 

old man: yes, a row of big galvanized 
tanks 

child: and when it forms a slow line 
dripped off a spoon it's 
ready? 

old man: yes, when it forms a slow line 
dripped off a spoon it's ready 

child: and big sap tanks outside? 
old man: yes, big sap tanks outside 

child: and lots to smell? 
old man: yes, lots to smell 

:tc 
1d lib 
(to be performed after noticing the 

subject matter) 
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Saint Joan at Beaurevoir 

Act Two 

PROLOGUl.-0120 ?-0000 DARKN ESS 

SAINT JOAN, I, AND IV STANDING SM ILING; 
III , v, AND VI STANDING NOT SMILING. 
III HOLDING A COFFEE POT. 

II 
II entering with a taper and lighting the 

nea rest candle. II crossing the stage 
and lighting the farther candle. II going 
offstage. II returning without the taper. 

Music 
0000-0540: Music G. 

SCENE 0 E-0000-0040 
1 Slide out of F ocus Improvised 

Music: See Prologue 

SAINT JoAN 
0000-0173 (2 minutes, 53 seconds); Saint 

Joan standing smiling. 
I 

0000-0216 (3 minutes, 36 seconds); I say
ing, mp, "Hello." 

II 
oooo-orn3 (r minute, 43 seconds); II 

simultaneously saying, fff, Crap ramble 
shine cop bop. Back skip stone cabbage 
doors spank. Fear nig tooth skeet. Bus 
choose bunk drag rub sense. Floor. 
Dance mind squeeze slap. Moon set 
shop hunk. Poop trip stone fight. Atop. 
Night mig sweet meet. Prick loose' slap. 
Booze. Hub id lathe. Prance matter bet 
scrap stretch. Bring mill hang toot blip. 
Loam sling () thanks sink fright. Yid 
foot treat trick lose. Square boom glub 
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-4-
in a, c, & d 

ra. When you are not following other 
cues, tend to let your head flop to one 
side loosely and hang there. 

n. In red light laugh, turn around 
twice, and say, "Che Guevara is irre
sponsible. He should abolish the death 
penalty. The big difference between Rus
sian intervention in Hungary and Ameri
can intervention in Lebanon is 60,000 
dead Hungarians." 

2d. In red light say, "Satyrs carrying 
whips and Christmas trees . While they 
were still too high to reach, a one chaos 
turnip idea is in is to its just moral en
vironment, I could only hope to touch 
them. When they came within reach of 
my hand, about for that as lot's good of 
pretty as people. Good. The next. I did 
not want to touch them. Thank you ." 

4d. In yellow light, say, "Glory! Mrs. 
Understand said perhaps not, she was 
happy." Climb an invisible rope hand 
over hand, saying, "With the moon each 
one said she could, and the last day of 
every month was a full moon . Glory! 
She came, she and or, birthday." 

5a. In lemon light lift invisible cats 
off of moonbeams and gently set them 
on the stage. 

5c. In lemon light say, very gently and 
beautifully, "Corners and corners and 
yes . Swilf his age De Hirsh Margules 
who can be aware that the in is py in
venting new symbols, £elements have 



thrice seven 

a scenario 
black screen 

we see her 

xv-suicide 

she goes deeper and deeper into herself 
deeper and deeper 

black screen 
a scenano 

xvi- teechur 

he is trying to think 
to teach them to think 

he tries it by a pond 
to tell them why he likes it 
to help them like it 

he teaches them 
he makes love to them 
he dies with them a little 

they ask no questions 

after a while they all go away 

xvii- thunder 

there are hills 
the clouds race over the hills very fast 
the thunder comes 

and goes 
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gold. Seem crown sulphur. Chance 
sense. Look. Hill bang. King Flip hu
mus sleigh flat. Swing. Might wop arm 
goal make. Rump check cricket. Glove. 
Mild. Tape burn silver card. Feel 
brake. See Will gear. Ring slip humor 
head flap small. Climb polak worm 
soul take hip. Chick gloom dies forge 
face. Pym quail hammer snuff poke. 
Sound pill great trump wit bank. Hand 
flank yell. Lamb PR whizz. H ole 
shookup smooth pop thicket. Press 
blast seed fire dear slab. Sniff choke 
chop swim wail. Crawl slip. Snipe rain. 
Throw treat stain stack twitch. Bow 
growl cut tide dash. Worry reel. Hush 
string marry hunt fan . Sack simmer 
dine meeow nap. Slide gripe. Hail sore 
feet whip. Slope switch bow. Howl kiss 
trot. Dish concern lilt rumble. Stretch. 
Whoop find scoop smudge," and II 
with a spoon, replacing it beside a 
coffeepot. II extending one arm, pick
ing up the coffeepot, carrying it to
wards the stove, arriving with it at 
the stove. II setting it down on the 
stove. II picking up matches or reach
ing for the off-on switch. II taking out 
a match or turning the off-on switch 
on. II lighting the match or taking his 
hand back and watching the stove. II 
lighting the stove or holding his hand 
above the hot plate to make sure that 
the right one is heating up. Tt is. 

III 
0000-0207 (3 minutes, 27 seconds); III 

carrying the coffee pot to the source of 
water. III extending her hand. III turn
ing on the water or lifting up the source 
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gone noteg a clarrif-wards the crystalizat." 
5d. In lemon light develop a violent 

pain in your ear and try to pull it off. 
Recover and say, confidentially to some
one, "My mother gave a puppet show 
with some junior leaguers, and I liked 
the puppets, but I didn't understand why 
they felt the way they did. Nicodemus 
and Joel: never mention that name in 
this house. The actor came and read 
Richard Ill. He said Richard was oily but 
I thought of cashews. At home we read 
part of Richard II and I saw Carousel, 
and my favorite song was 'You 're a queer 
one, Julie Jordan.' T liked very much the 
scene with ladders and stars and god on 
a ladder, and I liked Poe more than 
Browning and. Frost. I used to hide under 
the blankets reading the Bible-I was 
seven when I read through it the first 
time-I do like the Bible. I went to see 
Snow White and Lassie Come Home and 
National Velvet and I liked how English 
people talked. I was teased for saying 
'banonna' instead of 'bananna.' I liked 
bananas and fairy tales-I devoured them 
and princesses and primers and some nice 
girls named the Whitalls. All these things 
were wise and funny and good, and also 
I liked to go fast in cars." 

6a. In green light pause for the count 
of ten, then hurry up to the nearest per
son, stand a foot behind him or her, 
pause, then dart to someone else and 
stand beside him or her the same way. 
Then stretch and say, "Who would true 
valor see, let him come hither ; one her 
will constant be, come wind, come 
weather. There's no discouragement shall 



thn'ce seven 

xviii- the treehouse 

he steals away 
to a treehouse he built long before 
he climbs up there 

there he finds himself 
he steals away 

xix- the wind 

a child shouts into the wind 
and the wind 

plasters his 
words all 

over his face 

xx-woods 

a little man 
sm iling 
among big trees 
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of water. III putting the coffee pot 
under the faucet or pouring water in
to the coffee pot. III withdrawing the 
coffee pot or stopping pouring when 
the coffee pot has enough water in it. 

IV 
0000-0212 (3 minutes, 32 seconds); IV 

standing and si lent, smiling. 
v 

0000- 0176 (2 minutes, 56 seconds); V 
standing on a chair, holding an invis 
ible lightbulb. V bending down. 

VI 
0000-0003 (3 seconds); VI arriving in 

front of someone, extending his right 
hand towards that someone, g rasp ing 
his hand cordially, shaking his hand, 
looking him in the eye and smiling. VI 
noticing the chessboard. 

0003-0 186 (3 minutes, 3 seconds); VI 
studying the chessboard. VI noticing 
his move. VI raisi ng one arm and 
scratching his chin. VI. extending his 
hand. VI making whatever move his 
historical personality might have made 
had he known how to play. VI stand
ing, looking with great satisfaction . VI 
moving away from the game in any 
direction. VI realizing that he wants 
to write a letter, raising h is eyes and 
looking for paper. VI turning his head 
and looking for paper. VI noticing 
paper, turning towards paper, extend
ing one foot towards paper, transferring 
his weight to that foot,· bringing the 
other foot forwards, transferring his 
weight to this other foot, repeating the 
above process and arri ving at the paper. 
VI raising one arm, picking up some 
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make him once relent his first avowed 
intent to be a pilgrim." 

7c. In blue light be in ecstasy, and 
say, "When Israel went out of Egypt, the 
house of Jacob from a people of strange 
language; Judah was his sanctuary, and 
Israel his dominion . The sea saw it, and 
fled: the Jordan was driven back. The 
mountains skipped like rams, and the 
little hills like lambs. What ailed thee, 0 
thou sea, that thou Reddest? Thou Jordan, 
that thou wast driven back? Ye moun
tains, that ye skipped like rams; and ye 
little hills, like lambs? Tremble, thou 
earth, at the presence of the God of Jacob; 
which turned the rock into a standing 
water, the flint into a fountain of waters." 
Turn and face the southeast, and say, "He 
that is down need fear no fa ll: he that 
is low, no pride; he that is humble, ever 
shall have God to be his guide. I am con
tent with what I have, little be it or much; 
and Lord, contentment still I crave, be
cause thou savest such. So, the wood
cutter. So, the pilgrim. So also the jug
gler at the fair who uses his tools, one 
hand to heaven and one to earth, on one 
body: aleph. So also the tortoise speaks 
with the voice of Moses in the book of 
light, and so the seer is he who sees with 
the light of his own eye. Mill, new mill , 
turn your wheel, turn your wheel." 

8d. In purple light whirl to the nearest . 
person and rap him or her on the back 
of the head with your fis t. If there is no 
response, rap him again. Whir. Execute 
an improvised set of violent but short 
movements, then a set of very slow ones 
very intensely. Stamp on the stage floor 
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xxi- wychmere harbor 

a harbor in new england 
wealthy people keep their yachts there 
or their sailboats 

a family has its conference there 
to discuss its interests 

afterwards they get into their boats 
and a big wind comes along 

after a while there are no more boats to be 
seen 

june 1968 
barton, vermont 
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paper and an envelope, raising his eyes 
and looking for a pencil or a pen, turn
ing his head to look for a pencil or a 
pen, and noticing a pencil or a pen. VI 
turning towards a pencil or a pen, ex
tending one foot towards a pencil or a 
pen, transferring his weight to that foot, 
and bringing the other foot forwards. 

ScENE Two-0040-0200 
1 Slide out of Focus 

II 
0103-0373 (4 minutes, 30 seconds); II 

standing and silent. 
SAINT JoAN 

0173-0375 (3 minutes, 22 seconds); Saint 
Joan saying, p. "An act, differs from 
and Glorification, are called. The dif
ference an act a work been before. And 
that are applicable justification, will. 
For, r is of the person. It the man that 
is. Whatsoever respect Process in may 
have the things the man done, yet 
Justification that consequent upon ter
minates on person. And we shall the 
word where applied Scripture. Psal. 2 
lsai. 8 Rom. 5 & r. 2. Only makes 
change in man's state, not on nature." 

v 
0176-0298 (2 minutes, 2 seconds); V 

bending and silent. 
VI 

0186-0351 (2 minutes, 45 seconds); VI 
standing and silent. 

IV 
0212-0409 (3 minutes, r7 seconds); IV 

simultaneously saying in a colored 
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repeatedly. If there is a response, dart 
away and do calisthenics in slow motion. 
Move around stage between exercises. 

10a. If you are caught in an umbra, 
rush upstage with tiny steps backwards, 
as if on skates being hauled backwards 
on a string. Then glide diagonally down
stage, saying, "He baked me. In Ai"gen
tina they say it is futile for any bobby to 
take an ironing board to a martyr. This 
is said to be pushing." 

10c. If you are caught in an umbra, 
shake your head sadly. Then say, "Ears 
are soft. Can ears be approved, even by 
the postmaster general? How do you mail 
an ear? Ears. I remember ears. Ears are 
not very expensive. The ears of queers 
lazily shift their gears. Ears are not pre
requisite but are gears? Gears might be 
sipped with the eyes, but what of our 
ears? Ears are quite capable of moving 
without gears. Gears are unique. When 
you move you ride gears. Gears do not 
last nearly long enough. Can geats and 
geese be made into gears? I like the way 
you shift your gears. You might sit still 
and take tea instead of coffee. That and 
that's all is enough of gears. But not 
enough about tea. Do you take one lump 
or two? One must move from gears to 
Coffeetown, from Coffeetown to P-town. 
But nobody knows quite enough about 
T-town. Tea is always surprising. One 
lump or two? Tea is how you take it. 
The trick is how you make it. Tea is too 
much." 

10d. If you are caught in an umbra, 
leap as high as possible and into the light. 
Bound downstage, thump anybody, 
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Saint Joan at Beaurevoir 

voice, / , "Si-I-on ecoute Enneriche venir 
mit 'nem Heuenerich whan that Chip 
chop choppe," and IV reaching for in
visible lightbulbs, scooping them up 
efficiently. IV extending one foot to
wards a chair, carrying the light bulbs 
under one arm. IV placing his weight 
on this foot. IV extending his other 
foot towards the chair. IV transferring 
his weight to this foot. IV repeating 
the above process. IV arriving at the 
chair and passing it, picking it up with 
his free arm. IV continuing to repeat 
the walking process, carrying the chair 
to a burned out invisible light bulb. 

SCENE THREE-0200-0286 
2 Slides out of Focus 

0216-0301 (1 minute, 25 seconds); I go
ing to the chess game and leaning for
wards over it. I studying the game. I 
letting her weight shift to her arms. 
I bending over the table, putting both 
arms on the table to the elbow. I rais
ing her hands so that the weight of 
her torso is on her elbows. I setting her 
head forwards on her neck. I support
ing the weight of her head with the 
palm of her hands. I relaxing and 
studying the game. I sitting up a little 
and being tense. I allowing her hands 
to clasp. I lowering them in front of 
her. I sitting back. I sliding her arms 
off the table. I studying the game. I 
noticing her move. I moving one hand, 
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bound upstage backwards, and imitate 
two ladies' voices, a high one and a low 
one: "(low) No, he is not dead, Madame 
Isabelle. (high) What do you mean? 
(low) It was a very clear day, Madame 
Isabelle, when he went away. He went 
along the road to the hill, Madame 
Isabelle. (high) But why? (low) I do 
not know, Madame Isabelle. It was on 
a very clear day, Madame Isabelle, that 
he went away." 

I ia and 1 IC. In white light switch from 
a to c or from c to d. 

11d. In white light smile and say, 
"Two can be in a place with their wards. 
Being. Being-wards is a sermon. What 
a sermon. A sermon is three for His most. 
Most is away, because of Success. Any 
Success, that is for what. The Man can 
be for His Seed and not be such. His 
Seed shall he reap in His Time. A Seed 
of a Seed is a Sermon without Reward 
for any Creature. The Creature taketh a 
Trip first. The First shall be for Him 
unto us. For us is a sermon for two. Two 
to himself is One. One in primitive is 
Two. Two has a use for attainment. At
tainment is for it with three, for it and 
with a place, a place which can be with 
two-wards, two-wards is a sermon, ser
mon a sermon on Three, Three for His 
Five, and Five is the most because. That 
that is success in His. Hispiness and his 
Seed have no Reward, and shall the 
Creature have the Reward for his Trip 
from Him? For unto Him is the First: 
a Sermon. A Sermon is to us from him
self. Two is a Sermon for himself and 
primitive, and a primitive One has a Use. 
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raisi ng it to scratch her chin. I extend
ing her hand. I making whatever move 
the historical personality she is playing 
might have made if she had known 
how to play games, for either side. I 
standing up straight with extreme sat
isfaction. I moving away from the game 
in any direction. 

III 
0207-0248 ( 4 r seconds); III saying, ff, 

"Scripture, in there a of which suffi
cient confirm. His were and eyewit
nesses saw go from till was out their. 
And holy also, them he was gone. I. 
And he spoken things, they, he taken 
a received out their. He not his to par
takers this sight: saw no after was in 
Grave; his Disciples, had with, seen in 
bitter, saw much they capable, of part 
his, and appointed hear testimony the, 
as his risen, of being to. The therefore 
very and in this. It propheticall y to the, 
Psal. 18. ft put as remarkable of mys
tery Godliness, Tim. 16. In Order 
Christ's, let two be, r. in of he the Man, 
ever into: In much ·he the and cause 
the of the from beginning the·, unto 
very. So there none that thither, in, or 
the also, it by and of Ascension. Sin 
Apostasy man shut the of all him, there 
no for thither, being undefiled, and of 
polluting into; but he this for. So, but 
his, they never; for , he not, first died 
rose, which in last, yet was to divine ; 
and had respect it, the of favour then. 
Indeed the for in Satisfaction Obedi
ence, which was, but was the fruit it 
his. Heb. 1 r. But, IN of, all faithful." 

0248-0320 ( r minute, 12 seconds); III 
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A Use is Two for Three. Three is an 
attainment and It and." Switch to a. 

12a. If someone's shadow falls on you, 
go offstage. 

r 4c. If a spotty pattern falls on you, 
pause for a ten count and say, preferably 
to the nearest woman, "Bodkin, my sweet 
bodkin in the noise. If I were a baker 
would I bake a bodkin, wou ld I really 
bake a bodkin? And would a well-baked 
bodkin make a really fine meal? Angels 
licking asparagus. 'Oozy isn't it,' said the 
brute girl, but was she?" 

r4d. If a spotty pattern falls on you, 
go to the nearest woman, stroke her hair, 
and say, "Oh come on, come off it will 
you? Let's learn to dig together. Cheese 
is the id of our nave. I thank you . My 
father thanks you. My mother thanks 
you. My grandfather thanks you. My 
grandmother thanks you. My great-grand
father thanks you. My great-grandmother 
thanks you. My great-great-grand ... 
Our country thanks you . Our canaries 
thank you. Thank you. Thank you again 
and again." 

r6d. If a tiny white area falls on you, 
improvise any abstract action followed 
by a speech with a thick French accent. 
Repeat this combination ·whenever the 
cueing situation arises until you have been 
offstage, after which you choose a new 
action and speech to repeat , till you go 
offstage again, and so on. 

r9a. If anyone hits you, hop rapidly 
after him. Then march offstage back
wards . If you are offstage and you see 
anyone hit anyone, come onstage say
ing, in a voice forced to the very bottom 
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moving gradually towards the chess 
board. III arriving at the chess board. 
III placing the painted red-black token 
in a throwing cup. III picking up the 
throwing cup. III shaking the token in 
the throwing cup. III throwing the 
token onto the table. III setting the 
token cup down. III observing the 
token to see if she is red or black. III 
reaching for the token. III picking it 
up. III placing it on the corner of the 
table opposite to where she found it. 
III going to the side where she has 
placed the token. III moving the chair 
so that she can sit in it. III sitting down. 
III studying the chess game. III lean
ing forwards. III putting both arms 
on the table without disturbing the 
token or the game. III letting her 
weight shift to her arms. III moving 
her arms farther onto the table. III 
raising her hands so that the weight 
of her torso is on her elbows. III setting 
her head forwards on her neck. III sup
porting the weight of her head with 
the palms of her hands. III relaxing and 
studying the game. III sitting up a little 
and tensing. III allowing her hands to 
meet and clasp. III lowering them in 
front of herself. III sitting back. III 
sliding her arms off the table. III study
ing the game. III noticing her move. 
III saying, fff, after she has begun the 
above actions, "Z f uh (ng) dzh khl sh! 
ay ay eh ee(r) now ah(ng) n(y) n 
dzh z ih d sh(th) ay eh th t sh(th) 
n(y) I eh ee(r) ng khl o o(ng) ey s 
g'(y) ee(r) dth(z) ah(ng) u ng ks 
sh(y) u zh ah u ee(r) d p sh(th) h(r) 
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of its pitch range, loudly and senous
ly, "Asuh, which dissimulateth syn
theses or obliteration's counterpains, can
cel noisy, exuberant sling-judges, legal
ization's hard instruction. Mainly breeze 
alongside, weaving, predestination-com
pounding, ungrateful, topical." Frown 
earnestly, turn the palms of your hands 
towards you, and look at them. Continue 
as above : "Vegetate meanly, thou user, 
crowbar, whisker collection, elf-quits' 
gigantic caricature, cavity under packers' 
citizen gnats. Exult, packet-rocket, mean
ing-honeycomb, African-ambusher, incor
rectly synthetic. Exultant, redden. 

2od. If anyone collides with you, back 
away, and say, in the same voice you use 
in r9a, "Redeemer mendicant, yokebone, 
rapidly fingerprint His tripping mis
tresses, consulates usually foreigners' 
property gnawed ... trams uncultured, 
0 Antu!, clown-synthetic suit, wise fa
tuity within thyself, Akor's self-conceit's 
history, knotty .. . flying boat above yolk, 
hitting wishes, ... but renters ' novelty 
... steepening .. . " 

21d. If anyone kisses you, say: 
"Squelch," and smile. 

-5-
in b, C, &d 

rb, 1c, and rd. React to other people 
only to the extent that you avoid them as 
much as possible. Only react directly 
when to avoid a response would be very 
ungraceful or ungracious. Tend to center 
your action a sixth of the way across the 
stage from a wing of your choice. 
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g'(y) sh(y) sh iy eh sh(y) th(y) t 
o(ng) '!rd iy h(r) g'(g') ch oo ah(ng) 
khl khl l(y) ng kh 'r th(y) e(r) zh 
a(n) w ooh f oh iy m h ee ee ee ng 
oy m d(zy) r(kh) sh eh khl yaw n(y) 
s(sh) sh oh sh! b aw oo k(tsh) p oy 
g(zh) w w ee(r) rd ih ch a (ng) ey 
kh z ey p t( ysh) m uh kh eu ey th n 
y oy zh t(ysh) sh 1 uh eh aw o ay may 
oy e(r) ng(y) n(y) ee sh(y) n(y) ~ 
g'(y) ah r(kh) Q' ee dzh d(t) ng(y) 
ih f m e(r) s khl iy." 

ScENE FouR-0286-0420 
2 Slides out of Focus 

v 
0298-0317 (I 9 seconds); V saying in a 

colored voice, mp, "Sh( y) ng( y) 
dth(z) d(t) ah(ng) m zh! g t(ysh) m 
y y dth(z) eu w ah(ng)." 

I 
0301-0395 (1 minute, 34 seconds); I say

ing in a colored voice, pausing wherever 
she likes, p, "Oo o r(kh) ah( ng) ee( r) 
sh(th) f oo n ey ow th e(r) ay oo w 
n(y) a(ng) uh(ng) h 1 g'(g') h(r) o 
zh! m ng oh a(ng) ow d g'(g') aw 
eh ch o." Then I setting the token cup 
down at the chess table, observing the 
token to see if she is red or black, 
reaching for the token, picking it up, 
placing it on the corner of the table 
opposite to that where she found it. I 
going to the side of the table where 
she has placed the token. I moving the 
chair so that she can sit in it. I sitting 
down. I studying the chess game. I 
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2b. In red light switch to 2c and per
form the action indicated in 2c. 

2c. In red light do cartwheels across 
the stage and out at the opposite side if 
you are onstage. Ente~ doing cartwheels 
across the stage, if you .are off, and freeze 
by the opposite wing. 

3b. In amber light milk an invisible 
cow with wrist motions only. Laugh out 
of the side of your mouth. 

3d. In amber light switch to c: hold 
a pretty pose till the change of light. 

4c. In yellow light catch invisible 
watermelons that are thrown to you from 
the wings. Spin around as you catch 
them. As you hold them to your chest 
they become birds and you hold them up 
so they can Ry away more easily. 

5b. In lemon light kneel and spin a 
prayer wheel. 

6b. In green light plant a row of car
rots across the stage. When you get to 
the other side, if the light has not 
changed, invent a series of very rapid, 
elegant movements, through which you 
get to your feet and return to your center 
of action. 

6c. In green light raise your elbows to 
either side of your face, with your hands 
pressed back against your chest, and with 
your right leg tucked up under your left 
thigh. Raise your hands up over your 
face, palms out. Scream dispassionately 
to raise the dead and smile graciously. 

7b. In blue light turn your back to the 
audience, raise your hands to point out, 
Rat-handed, from either shoulder, backs 
of your hands to the audience. Say slowly 
and beautifully, in a low and a higher 
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leaning forwards. I putting both arms 
on the table without disturbing the 
token or the game. I letting her weight 
shift to her hands. I moving her arms 
farther onto the table. I raising her 
hands so that the weight of her torso 
is on her elbows. I setting her head for
wards on her neck. I supporting the 
weight of her head on her hands. I re
laxing and studying the game. I sitting 
up a little and tense. I allowing her 
hands to meet and clasp. I lowering 
them in back of her. I sitting back. I 
sliding her arms off the table. I study
ing the game. I noticing her move. I 
raising her arms off the table. I study
ing the game. I noticing her move. I 
raising her hand and scratching her 
chin. I extending her hand. I making 
whatever move she feels is appropriate 
to her character, assuming that her 
character liked to play games. I stand
ing up with extreme satisfaction. I mov
ing away from the game in any direc
tion. I realizing that she wants to write 
a letter. I missing her eyes and looking 
for paper. I turning her head and look
ing for paper. I noticing paper. I turn
ing towards paper. I extending one 
foot towards paper. I extending another 
foot towards paper. I moving towards 
paper. 

v 
0317-0497 (3 minutes); V bending and 

silent. 

III 
0320-0473 (2 minutes, 33 seconds); III 

saying, pp, "Realm." 
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voice, "(low) No, he is not dead, Madame 
Isabelle. (high) What do you mean? 
(low) It was a very clear day, Madame 
Isabelle, when he went away. He went 
along the road to the hill, Madame Isa
belle. (high) But why? (low) I do not 
know, Madame Isabelle. It was on a very 
clear day, Madame Isabelle, that he went 
away." 

7c. In blue light, say: "To be Madame 
Isabelle, to be. To be simple. For it to 
be simple, Madame Isabelle. Growing 
Madame Isabelle, Madame Isabelle. There 
were seven pitchers, and all of them were 
white, Madame Isabelle, and all of them 
were yours. One-was it large? Five
did you raise it? What is become of your 
pitchers. There were seven, Madame 
Isabelle. There were seven of them. 
Madame Isabelle, Madame, a bell. This 
was a man, Madame Isabelle. Madame 
to be, to be Madame Isabelle, to be so 
simple. Madame Isabelle so simple. Just 
so." Turn and face the wings, standing 
in the same position, and say, "The 
pitchers, all simple, Madame Isabelle. 
Being pitchers. Your pitchers are so 
simple and white and quiet." 

8b. In purple light hold your elbows 
very tightly at the sides of your stomach. 
Stiffen your hands back from the wrist, 
and arch your fingers forward from the 
second knuckle. Hold your fingers to
gether, and bump the heels of your palms 
together repeatedly and rapidly in front 
of you. Go offstage doing this. Come 
onstage again after a count of ten, bump
ing and walking very very slowly. 

8c. In purple light ride a fine horse 
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VI 
0351-0412 (1minute,1 second); VI step

ping with his behind leg towards some
one_ VI shifting his weight to this leg. 
VI extending his other leg towards this 
someone. VI transferring his weight to 
this other leg. VI repeating the above 
energetically. VI arriving in front of 
this someone. VI extending his right 
hand towards him. VI grasping his 
hand cordially. VI shaking his hand. 
VI looking him in the eye and smiling. 
VI noticing the chessboard. VI moving 
gradually towards it. VI arriving at the 
chessboard. VI placing the painted red
black token in the throwing cup. VI 
shaking the token in the throwing cup. 
VI throwing the token onto the table. 
VI setting the token cup down. VI ob
serving the token to see if he is red or 
black. VI reaching for the token, pick
ing it up, and placing it on the table 
opposite to where he found it. VI going 
to the side of the table where he has 
placed the token. VI moving a chair 
so that he can sit in it. VI sitting down 
and studying the game. VI leaning for
wards, putting both arms on the table 
without disturbing the token or the 
game, letting his weight shift to his 
arms, and moving his arms farther on
to the table. VI raising his hands so 
that the weight of his torso is on his 
elbows, setting his head forwards on 
his neck, and supporting the weight 
of his head with the palms of his hands. 
VI relaxing and studying the game. 
VI tensing and sitting up a little. VI 
allowing his hands to clasp, lowering 
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at a trot across the stage, posting. Say, 
graciously, "I am not riding a fine horse 
at a trot, posting. I am just doing some
thing." Cross diagonally if possible. Cross 
yourself at the other side. Vibrate your 
right ankle a moment, chuckling, then 
switch to d. 

I 1c. In white light ski ten or twelve 
feet in any direction onstage. Holding 
your legs in downhill skiing position, 
skate, windmill your arms one at a time 
neither too fast nor too slowly. Christie 
to a stop. 

12b. If you are caught in a shadow 
with white light at either side or any 
other pale light, stick your nearest hand 
into the light, palm to the audience, and 
spread your fingers. Pause for a twelve 
count, then extend your nearest foot into 
the light. Pause for a twelve count, then 
set your foot into the light. Pause for a 
five count, then swing your other foot 
around behind, upstage, so that you con
clude by facing the shadow you moved 
out of. 

12c. If a shadow falls across you, say, 
"Howrashem oozdy tyandem. Moeni 
niwbu inorb buwvy nie vywct nisb inoe 
buwmp nie noap. Nowbu bie ni buwvy 
vya? Mpq buevy vyqct ctsn." 

13c. If a line falls on either side of 
your limbs, switch to b, and say, "To be 
so supplied." Hop backwards, waving 
your torso loosely from side to side, some
times from the pelvis and sometimes from 
the waist, letting your arms hang and 
fly loose, only using them for balance 
when there is a very real danger of your 
falling over if you did not. Hop from 
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them in front of him, sitting back, and 
sliding his hands off the table. 

II 
0376-0524 (2 minutes, 31 seconds); II 

going to the coffee pot and picking it 
up. 

SAINT JoAN 
0375-048 r ( r minute, 46 seconds); Saint 

Joan saying, ff, "Three of them now 
and then descending, birds coming to 
say hello to me, roosters crowing off 
season, and now yes: a spirit maybe of 
greeting." 

I 
0395-0499 (I minute, 44 seconds); I 

standing and silent. 
IV 

0409-0534 ( 2 minutes, 5 seconds); IV 
standing and silent. 

VI 
0412-rn69 ( 10 minutes, 57 seconds); VI 

standing and silent. 

ScENE FivE-0420-0560 
1 Slide in Focus 

III 
0473-0520 (47 seconds); III seated and 

silent. 
SAINT JoAN 

0481-0638 (2 minutes, 37 seconds); Saint 
Joan simultaneously saying, pp, "Was 
one. When then letting sad. Mrs. Ele
phant. Hello. Which while strawberry 
rattle. Ranking Hepzibah," and Sai nt 
Joan turning towards a piece of paper, 
walking to that paper, picking up the 
paper and an envelope, raising her eyes 
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one foot to the other, if you prefer, but 
be certain that the movement is a hop
ping movement and not a stepping or 
jumping one. When you arrive upstage, 
hop downstage forwards to the same spot 
you came from, then go upstage again, 
etc. Continue this movement through the 
next slide, only following a cue received 
during that slide if it can be combined 
with the hopping movement. 

14c. If spots fall on the stage in front 
of you, laugh and say, "Here comes that 
moon again ." Now become two armies 
and act out the war in the area where 
there are spots on the stage. 

16b. If a small pale area falls on you, 
execute a slow dance from the knees up 
so that you do not move out of the light. 

16c. If a small pale area falls near your 
hands, wash your hands with an invisible 
lather in the light. 

18b. If anyone asks you a question, 
hurry away. If this seems awkward, say: 
''I'd rather not talk about it," or words 
to that effect. 

19b. If anybody hits you, either say: 
"Obscenity-there was a Lolly of S, quot
ing H Pratt found Trs,'' or speak a 
passage of any length from a psalm of 
your choice. 

19c. If anybody hits or kisses you, say: 
"Five sacred crocodiles danced the arach
nid ramble on a sofa. We neither know 
nor care. There are many angels in New 
Guinea, but to have a heaven you need 
also just a little hell." Hurry away and 
kiss or hit the nearest person. 

2oc. If anybody collides with you, go 
offstage. If anyone gets in your way while 
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and looking for a pencil or a pen, see
ing one, going to it, picking it up, 
turning her head towards the nearest 
proscenium arch, turning to face it, 
going there, holding up the paper 
against the arch, writing whatever 
seems appropriate in any way, and 
putting the pencil away in her clothes. 
Saint Joan raising her hand. 

Music 
0497-1080: Music 1 

v 
0497-0711 (3 minutes, 34 seconds), V 

saying, f, "Treams to be avoided. Must 
be enlightened in the Knowledge of 
Christ. Compleated that Suretiship, the 
blessings referring to it for us. Before 
had a notion of the Truths concerning 
or Apprehending of Christ, whether 
the Understanding and Will in it That 
whereby we discern things, Is given as 
a sign of a persons being capable. ( 2.) 
IT also labours of woful malignity. In 
of a new spirit, & c. THUS is the Work 
wrought in the Soul still have they in 
them an inordinate power, to the 
Greek, 2. Who being moved, hand of 
the Spirit set to the work of Conver. 
(4.) HE now accordingly puts forth 
the Grace go: sufficiency of Christ to 
save, mountain to hill, the Gospel, Mar. 
16. Aim at those, that if we speak of 
Time, and so they cannot hear too 
much of it." 

049<)-0647 (2 minutes, 28 seconds); I say
ing in a colored voice, ff, "Ng n o(ng) 
h h ee(r) u y(g') iy ng th g dzh n th(y) 
dzh oy w t h g ch oy g'(g') shl h(z) 
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you are going offstage, ask him a ques
tion and proceed off without waiting for 
the answer. 

-6-
i n a, b, & c 

1b. Roll your shoulders exaggeratedly 
when you move, as if you were limping 
and throwing your weight forward, but 
do not actually limp. 

2b. In red light, as soon as you notice 
the color, let your head fall and your 
body droop, as if you were asleep on 
your feet. Then slowly awaken, raise your 
head, look up, and stare vacantly into 
the audience. Suddenly turn your head 
to the left, follow through with your 
body, and dart across the stage to your 
left to a spot two feet from the wings. 
Say, "Drink it straight! Or in a cooler! 
To bake a cake with it. To glamorize 
a soup with it. To turn out heavenly 
griddle cakes. Gourmet dressings too. 
Time comes and goes without paying too 
much attention to us. Now you see it. 
Now you don't. I swallowed it." Switch 
to a. 

2c. In red light stretch your arms after 
a pause, then make walking movements, 
sliding your feet over the stage instead 
of placing your weight on them, so that 
you do not get anywhere. Say, "Action, 
yes. Yesterday I saw 257 funny things. 
Two drunks went along by the Dnieper 
River. One of them fell in, the other did 
not. On being told of this, Shanu-zan 
said, 'What a pity.' Farmer Crabapple 
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y(g') ah oo ay oo ah 'r ay d( zy) rkh' p 
o(ng) t(ysh) ow d(zy) a (ng) ow pi 
g'(y) t(ysh) ay oh f uh(ng) dzh th(y) 
gee 1 k d(t) ah e(r) r(kh) sh(th) sh! 
sh! ay dth(z) 'z n g'(g') kh kh eh m 
g'(g') zh(y) m g uh(ng) eu oh k oo 
d(t) eh a(ng) ee oy uh(ng) p h(r) 
oy iy ay ih rd th(y) Q'o(ng) o d '! 
k(tsh) th(y) dth(z) ah(ng) th k(tsh) 
oy ah eu sh( th) dzh oy y(g') zh u b 
sh(y) w y sh! g'(g') n g'(g') ah b u." 
Then I turning her head and looking 
for paper. 

III 
0520-0532 ( 12 seconds); III saying, pp, 

"It their over of." 
II 

0524-0653 (2 minutes, 9 seconds); II say
ing, p. "Why hello Mrs. Moon." 

III 
0532-0595 ( r minute, 3 seconds); III si

multaneously saying, p, "Dee One. A 
string on the signs a Dee Five. (A.) 
Fiv. If p and q are sentences, then . And 
relations between the elements of these 
classes, and the. Mental importance 
when a language is constructed syntac
tically. Situation. A device due to 
Weiner, and later simplified by Kura. 
If z is a variable of type n and x and y 
are variables of type nb. ( B.) If x and 
y are terms of type n and nb respective
ly. Sion of Ell. Vee. Technical difficul
ties involved in the theory of types 
without lead. Note that the class of 
(C(,x,)qD) according to (b) need not 
be. So that Russell's paradox is avoid
ed. Postulate Pffex yields only. Involv
ing only special forms of quote pee un-
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answered, 'This cat has ears.' Young Alex 
said, 'Tell me, do.' " 

3a. In amber light, giggle, then sud
denly spy a bird. Watch it fly, then say, 
"To dream of a map, you will travel by 
land and sea, and witness grand sights, 
with mountains, spring mountains, all 
covered with snow." 

4b. In yellow light, walk around some
body repeatedly in silence. Ask a ques
tion, pp, if you care to. 

5b. In lemon light raise your left elbow 
to the level of your temples, straighten 
your hand, and touch your temple with 
your hand. Extend your right foot and 
follow it across the stage, punting your
self with your left foot, saying, "Crayons, 
pencils, departure time. Onion: good 
health if eaten. To hint to eat of the 
onion more freely. Hose-pipe: insurance 
to be cheaper than worry. Flea: surprise 
from a harmless enemy, or rival, and 
with a succession of petty annoyances." 

5c. In lemon light, hold your arms 
tight to your chest with your wrists al
most meeting. Bend back at the waist 
and look up. Revolve your hands together 
on your wrists so that they go down on 
the side nearer you and up on the other 
side. Say, "I would regret that I cannot 
play bridge with a couple of dinosaurs, 
but I don't. (Pause.) To have been a 
correspondent in Korea. To have covered 
a good many battle situations. A mortar 
shell to have exploded just a few yards 
away from you, on one ridge. Not to 
have been hurt seriously, but to have 
heard a GI nearby in a foxhole cursing 
his mother violently, screaming. To have 
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quote instead of a general stratified. 
Quine ( (X)45) has shown, however, 
that L. It is still too early to decide 
which of these is the most con. Ex. 6. 
Give suitable definitions in L. Section 
4 combinatory logics also from," III 
noticing a pencil or a pen simultaneous
ly with speaking, and III turning to
wards a pencil or a pen. III extending 
one foot towards a pencil or a pen. 

IV 
0534-0709 ( 2 minutes, 55 seconds); IV 

walking to and arriving at the coffee 
pot. IV extending his hand, setting the 
chair down. IV picking up the coffee 
pot. IV extending his other hand, lean
ing to one side so that the invisible 
lightbulbs will drop onto the chair. 

ScENE Six-0560-0659 
1 Slide in Focus 

III 
0595-0680 ( 1 minute, 25 seconds); III 

seated and silent. 
SAINT JoAN 

0638-0843 (3 minutes, 25 seconds); Saint 
Joan standing and silent with her hand 
raised. 

I 
0647-07!0 ( 1 minute, 3 seconds); I say

ing, p, "Nono corvos te bel tresot mos 
ma ni urn tidattu the will what ten ed. 
Unati oc ass es coach ball by ted. Lee 
etee, comine cut edir tors . Rec di found 
serv fame at se its org niz. Ni sfo ball 
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gone and looked in the foxhole and to 
have found that he was not hurt at all, 
just cursing his mother for his not having 
been born a girl." Go offstage at the 
change of light. 

6a. In green light whirr like an air
plane engine. Dan gracefully across the 
stage, brushing your teeth. Then say, 
loudly and gracefully, "To sleep, to make 
pretty cheeks and bare feet." Walk back
wards slowly, saying, "There is a dead 
bird in the gutter under the light. Nathip 
man out, Nerozumim. Kh- - - (fade away 
slowly). Y mahantu mulukwausi aa ave
lohimmoy elohiming." Stand still, and 
say, "Ball the I have learned only three 
things about nature, and I am a very 
old man. The organization of a forest is 
always hidden from us. Nature always 
sets up obstacles for herself. Nature al
ways follows the path of least resistance." 
Cast up with an invisible line, and fish 
for stars. Say, "Hod how home honey 
hook hornet horse. Spring mountain, 
Springfield Mountain. To fly, to fly, how 
vertiginously to fly, to spring mountain." 
Catch a star and reel it in . 

6b. In green light, walk rapidly into 
anybody, asking him or her, "Can you 
bray like a lion, holler like the angels, 
sing like my elephant saints? Two little 
kittens, tinkle tinkle. Two little kittens, 
microscope: with kindness of heart and 
charity ever to remember the poor and 
lowly. Two little kittens, and a box of 
zweiback. Two little kittens, and how." 

6c. In green light kiss the nearest man 
if there is one onstage, and, if not, kiss 
the nearest woman as if you had not seen 
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and through nine venre bi zahm. At 
rah be de hid gzung chi kiang mnb ig. 
A we ne e Ju te ma! hu a nsk. Br the 
class kann ich !eight ma ma? pth'r of. 
Torses ma elak a dthi gudth hei minn 
rord. Zhhints time hon traffade sin d'es 
tre nos. Tre coeur tzell iyn." Then I 
showing the palm of her hand. I wav
ing her hand to the left. I waving her 
hand to the right. I waving her hand 
to the left. I lowering her hand, drop
ping her hand, smiling partly, shifting 
her weight to only one leg, and step
ping forwards with that leg towards 
someone. I shifting her weight to her 
first leg, extending her other leg to
wards that someone, transferring her 
weight to the other leg, repeating the 
above process energetically until she 
arrives in front of that someone. I ex
tending her hand towards that some
one, grasping his hand cordially, shak
ing his hand, looking in his eye, smil
ing. I noticing the chess board . I mov
ing gradually towards it. I arriving at 
the chess board. I placing · the painted 
red-black token in a throwing cup, and 
picking up the throwing cup. I shak
ing the token in the throwing cup. 

II 
0653-0775 ( 2 minutes, 2 seconds); II 

shifting his weight to only one leg, 
stepping forwards with the other leg 
towards someone, shifting his weight 
to the other leg, and bringing his first 
leg forwards. II repeating the process 
energetically, but not actually running 
into anybody. 
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her since your childhood together. Laugh 
if you please. Say, as beatifically as you 
can, "Meal: a sure sign of wings for 
the angels but feet for the men. Bird
seed: to a lady, smiles, to a gent, tears. 
Wax : you need to discover more about 
the cause, nature, and treatment of dis
ease." 

7b. In blue light pause for ten, then 
walk a few steps sideways, and say, "Rad
dish, rags, rain and the rainbow, rake, 
and ramrod: in a let nothing diminish 
the serenity of your soul. Under ink and 
the insane. Calm demeanor the circum
stances. Fish demeanor maintain a calm 
let nothing disturb the serenity of your 
soul. Calm mallet: maintain a confusion, 
the bewilderment, demeanor and an es
trangement, talk of the soul and it van
ishes. Calm demeanor fortells and talk of 
the soul and it vanishes. Bewilderment, 
let nothing diminish the serenity of your 
soul. And." 

7c. In blue light, pause for a five count, 
then say: "For this to this, for so among 
the kindred peoples shining as lo a great 
light fell, and so and for it came to pass 
that lo, for this to be as this is this among 
the kindred peoples and things and this, 
for lo is this thing among these things 
as this is this, and so among." Change 
to b. 

8a. In purple light curl your fingers 
and toes and torso and uncurl them again 
repeatedly. After a time of this, stop and 
say, "Mallard milk: counting, summer, 
winter, summer. Milkmaids counting, 
spring fall, spring winter summer spring." 
Switch to 8b and proceed in b. 
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SCENE SEVEN-0659-0848 
r Slide in Focus 

III 
0680-0789 ( r minute, 49 seconds); III 

saying, p, "May I milk your cow? 
Seven." Then III noticing paper. III 
turning towards paper. JJ[ extending 
one foot towards paper. 

IV 
0709-0773 ( l m inute, 4 seconds); IV 

stand ing and silent, one arm extended 
towards the coffee pot. 

I 
07ro-0922 (3 minutes, 32 seconds); I say

ing, f, " I would like some cheese. How 
often do you polish you r skull? Onions, 
onions over the shack, who will bring 
my baby back. The best defense is 
offensive." Then I noticing th e in vis
ible box of light bulbs. I turning her 
body towards the in visible box of li ght 
bulbs. I extending one foot towards 
the invisible box of light bulbs. I put
ting her weight on this foot. I exte nd
ing her other foot towards the invisible 
box of light bulbs. 

v 
07 11-0723 (12 seconds ); V hauling in an 

in vis ibl e garden hose and coiling it at 
her feet. V extending each arm alter
nately and hauling in more invisible 
garden hose and coiling it at her feet. 
V finally looki ng up. V noticing that 
an invisible light bulb is burned out. 

0723-08r8 ( r m inute, 35 seconds); V say
ing, ff, "ls employed, viz." 

IX 
0773-091r (2 minutes, r8 seconds); IV 
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8b. In purple light rock your head 
back and forth slowly as a pendulum, 
say ing, mp, "Eternal lozenges: two snow
men from New Guinea." Ask any group 
of people, if there is one, or, if there is 
not, ask anybody, "Tennis anyone?" Go 
offstage. 

8c. In purple light, curtsy gracefully 
to your shadow, and say, mf, and dispas
sionately, "Winter seascape : in an out of 
a churchyard, much expla ined by church
stones." 

9a, 9b, and 9c. Enter whenever the 
stage is mostl y in total darkness, so that 
your entrance cannot be seen. 

rob. If most of the stage is in an um
bra, that is, if four-fifths of the sl ide is so 
dark that form s can only be made out 
dimly, move very rapidly around th e 
edges of the stage in complex patterns. 

1 rb. In white light explode into a daz
zling series of extremely rapid movements 
across the stage with highl y energ ized 
arm and neck movements. Stop suddenly 
after about twenty seconds of this, arch 
you r neck, and say, "Beylura, beylura, I 
have lost my Sunday pan, beylura, bey
lura." Return to the movements you used 
befo re, but freeze after about ten seconds . 

r rc. If white light, fa ll on your knees , 
raise your eyes to the light, clasp your 
hands in prayer, and raise them so that 
their shadow falls on your chest. Form 
words with your lips but do not speak. 
Make it clear that you are blessi ng every
body. 

r5a. If a geometrical area fa lls beside 
you but not on you, hold your hand 
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saying in a colored voice, fff, "Caught 
by the tail." 

II 
0775-0950 ( 2 minutes, 55 seconds); II 

standing and silent. 
III 

0789-0915 (2 minutes, 6 seconds); III 
seated and silent. 

v 
0818-rn16 (3 minutes, 18 seconds); V 

standing and silent. 
SAINT JOAN 

0843-0869 (26 seconds); Saint Joan say
ing in a colored voice, fff, "What for? 
Many might chill?" 

ScENE EicHr-0848-1060 
1 Slide out of Focus Circled 

SAINT JoAN 
0869-1194 (5 minutes, 23 seconds); Saint 

Joan standing and silent with her hand 
raised. 

IV 
09II-rn25 ( 1 minute, 54 seconds); IV 

sitting back in the chair. IV sliding his 
hands off an invisible table. IV study
ing an invisible chess game. IV raising 
one hand and scratching his chin. IV 
extending his hand, and making what
ever chess move his historical person
ality might have made. IV standing up 
with extreme satisfaction. IV moving 
away from the game in any direction 
with the coffee pot. IV realizing that 
he wants to write . a letter. IV raising 
his eyes and looking for paper. IV 
turning his head and looking for paper. 
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nearest it into it, wrist limp and fingers 
absolutely loose. 

18b. If anyone asks you a question 
and stands near you, produce a small 
rocket and offer it to him. Whatever his 
or her response, take a drink out of the 
fuel tank. The drink is strong: it burns 
your throat. Be elegant about it, and put 
the rocket away. 

2ra, 21b, and 21c. If either of the other 
women says, "I believe in Little Maggie's 
House Paint," repeat the line as soon as 
you recognize it in as close as possible 
to the tone you are hearing it as possible, 
only make it slightly softer. 

21b. If slide is extremely out of focus 
you may assume a pretty pose and vibrate 
rapidly from the knees up with every 
muscle. 

-7-
i n a, b, & e 

rn. In a, be a woman who is suddenly 
discovering she is growing old, though 
she feels as she always has. 

2a. In red light, come onstage. Say, 
very slowly, "November the fatuous 
warden threw asunder our performers. 
Antun navigated their triumph. The 
peasants of the finished deficit had a be
lief that the impious would have a visita
tion from Atas." 

2b. In red light, wait for twenty sec
onds, and then say, "To be a legatee, 
Bangun, it is to be a phantom. 'I am a 
mountain,' he says, 'I am the termination 
of the unripe pledge, and I shall efface 
the English from the annihilation and 



twenty-seven episodes for the 
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to the recognition of Antonin Artaud 

i- the moon rises 
the back of the theater is opened up 
the rising moon is seen 
the moon rises up and out of sight 
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ii-the burning bush 
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IV noticing paper. IV turning towards 
the paper. IV extending one foot to
wards the paper. IV transferring his 
weight to this foot. IV bringing his 
other foot forward. IV transferring his 
weight to that other foot. IV repeating 
the process . IV arriving at the paper. 
IV rais ing one arm. IV saying, fff, "Q' 
iy uh(ng) kh ey ey e(r) khl a(ng) 
ng(y) eu zh eu l(y) ay 1 'r ah(ng) 
y(g') o(ng) eh p zh t (ysh) d(t) oh 
'r y oy uh(ng) ah e(r) d(zy) ah(ng) 
rkh' aw oh m u y(g') ah d(t) s l(y) 
ay uh(ng) u g oy oo ah(ng) zh(y) I ay 
r(kh) y(g') ee( r) eh g'(g') sh! ee f 
ee( r) rd dzh." 

III 
0915-0966 (51 seconds); II saymg, fj, 

"Sotmos ma iniw cor urn res tema ei 
tak tidat." 

I 
0922-1066 (2 minutes, 24 seconds); I 

saying, pp, "Unto besides, all active 
Obedience is perpetually. Howdy give 
me the eye. The honour and glory how 
come. M-rd-y(g') -a( ng)-dth( z )-f. A 
whisk chocking seven might do." 

II 
0950-1117 (2 minutes, 47 seconds); II 

noticing a pencil or pen, turning to
wards a pencil or a pen, extending one 
foot towards either, transferring his 
weight to that foot, bringing his other 
foot forward, transferring his weight to 
that other foot, and repeating the above 
process. II arriving at the pencil or pen. 
II raising an arm. II picking up the 
pencil or pen. II turning his head to
wards the nearest proscenium arch. II 
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the ash. Aksara, I shall be your body, and 
the timid shall find their prophecy in me. 
For I shall be the wreck of Aduk, abrupt 
as darning the self-concei.ted, and I shall 
be he who comprehends the suitable 
drollery of your foundation's irredeem
able.'" 

3a. In amber light, face the audience 
from a point upstage, turn the palm of 
your hand towards the audience, stiffen 
and straighten your wrist, and pass your 
arm up and down from your neck to 
above your face in front of your face, 
with one pass to each syllable. Say loudly 
and clearly, but graciously, "Beginning 
fish an incest an incest mallet rainbow, 
calm insane. Rain, raddish, all all new 
the bewilderment, insane new foretells 
all new new ink and the insane. Jelly fish 
jelly ink and the insane. Ink and the 
insane. Circumstances foretell beginning 
rad dish." 

3b. In amber light, clap your hands 
1 once during every ten seconds. 

3e. In amber light, wave your hands 
loosely back and forth and walk slowly 
diagonally upstage backwards, then 
straight downstage forwards, saying, 
"This was her bounty: the individuality 
of none was to be defiled by the brevet 
of redemption. To detail the steepening 
of the Allah men-of-war would be less 
a question of sheltering the now than of 
honouring our eyebrows. Amper's di
ameter seemed more recalcitrance than 
the Hague's infirmity. Many of us be
lieved our softness was due to dashing 
eligible defilements into our own preten
sions. The gaspers in the moonlight per-



27 Episodes ... 

iii-lights 
the curtains open 
flakes of shiny plastic drop from the 

proscenium 
and the stars come out 
yellow lights talk with blue 
blue lights talk with yellow 
then they sing 
then they quarrel 
we are not sure they are quarreling 
but they are 
someth_ing hurts very much 
is it the brightness? 
the colors may dazzle each other 
there are many kinds of yellow 
there are many kinds of blue 
there may be a little green 
lemon and yellow and light and heavy 

amber 
singles and doubles 
there may be ceremony 

iv- a tree stump and the moon 
for gloomy ray 

a tree stump and the moon 
still and cold in blue white light 

the stump gets up and walks away 
it was no stump but a man in rags 
the moon pops 
it was only a balloon after all 

very very slow 
there is ceremony 

· - ··---...., 
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extending one leg towards the nearest 
proscenium arch. J[ transferring his 
weight to that leg. J[ bringing his other 
leg forward. J[ bringing his other leg 
forward. II transferring his weight to 
that other leg. II repeating the above 
process. II arriving at the proscenium 
arch. II holding up his empty hand to 
the arch. II writing beside his hand 
whatever seems appropriate to his hi s
torical personality. II lowering his pen
cil. H placing his pencil somewhere in 
his clothes. 

III 
0966-0995 ( 29 seconds); III seated and 

silent. 

0995-0997 (2 seconds); IIT say ing, pp. 
"And as." 

0997- r 165 (2 minutes, 48 seconds); rrr 
seated and silent. 

v 
1016- 1118 (r minute, 42 seconds) ; V say

ing mp, "Hand organ closecross wise
crack curvaceous executive depart
ments. Chautauquas Arthur H oll ey 
Compton concret1zmg B-29 Great 
White W ay. Tomographic unemploy
able cigarette mugging Confederate 
States of America. 'American Plan' 
ionization chamber Tenite pancake 
makeup. John Ashe battle fat ig ue wise
c"rack Bowie State." 

IV 
1025-1202 (2 minutes, 57 seconds); TV 

standing and silent. 
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formance were marvellous. Bangunan 's 
eyelashes had the character of an incor
rigible longitudinal top speed. Bahas 's 
hitching was hailed. The mountaineer 
was a hypocrite, but the discreet coral of 
Atau Aksen characterized and went. 
Openly the buds' hairs grew indolent. Not 
a go-ahead revolver was nominated . Then 
Bahasa slogans were maintained. Moon
shine soured, and afternoon piped along 
the slopes on recalcitrant Ampir demon
strations." 

5a. In lemon light, walk to a spot 
two feet from either wing and say, re
flectively, "He was flattered , so he ceased 
to be honourable, to grace the city with 
clubs and warders, and to finish the ab
scessed wit. He shrimped. 'Whiskey,' he 
said , topsy-turvy in a brevity-revolving, 
unrivall ed, Balaring discrepancy, but not 
even a kernel sinned. Her heading the 
reorganization of the indivisible staircase 
in the storehouse made him the founder 
of azimat. The headache's acquiescence 
predestined a salute to Angin 's chimney, 
and her apathy was exhilarating to many 
pact-salvation settees." Switch to b. 

5e. In lemon light, climb invisible 
stairs, holding a sword ahe::id of your
self as a cross, saying, "Rare, to illus
trate: trances, nominations' nude sta ir
ways with vitamins, cordage, moonstruck, 
fetid, dusty weavers defining unhampered 
whistles. Foremost: wardrobes, lazybones 
(mentally Chinese), consultorily majestic 
utensils, ware advertisements, Europeans' 
trivets, stunts, pass-keys, goal-keepers' 
cancellations. Abah Aksi, psychology's 
collector-paratrooper, eye-witness out-
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v- man walking across the stage 
the curtains are open 
there is sile nce 
there is a man 
he knows very little 
but he knows he is walking across the 

stage 
and that is something 
he comes in and he goes across 
and he goes upstage 
there is nothing on his mind 
except crossing a stage 
who is he? 
is he anonymous? 
isn't he? 
the curtains close 
there is ceremony 

vi- nansen and the cat 
a tamtam bongo 
straig ht from a g rade b thriller 
the cu rtains fly open 
five tri ple-size mossy effigies 
of the five baals 

the mossy effigies shift positions 
very very slowly 
then together they tumble 
they fa ll flat on their faces 
clatter then silence 
the curtains close 

from Thunderbaby's Book 
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1066-1218 (2 mi nutes, 32 seconds); I 
turning towards the nearest prosceni
um arch. I extending one leg towards 
the nea rest proscenium arch. I trans
ferring her weight to that leg. I bring
ing her other leg fo rward. I transfer
ring her we ight to this other leg. Then 
I say ing in a colored voice, f, "Mill 
may hang copper toot. " 

VI 
1069-1122 (53 seconds); VI standi ng, 

transferring his weight from one leg 
to the other, arriving at the nearest 
proscenium arch. 

Music 
1080-rfoo: Play music C. 

II 
1117-1317 (3 minutes, 20 seconds); II 

standing and silent. 
v 

II18-1314 (3 minutes, 16 seconds); V 
with all her weight on one leg coming 
down off the chair. V extending the 
other leg towards someone. V transfer
ring all her weight to this other leg. 
V walking energetically towards that 
someone. V arriving in front of that 
someone. 

Sc ENE TEN-I 122-1201 
2 Slides out of Focus 

VI 
II22-1219 ( 1 minute, 37 seconds) ; VI 

saying in a colored voice, p, "Draw n 
between his face and our eyes, a fi nite 
understanding; prehend the whole sum 
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ward ly-hairpinned. Javanese shrivelled." 
6a . In g reen light, run a race with 

yourself around the ce nter of the stage. 
Get on your mark, get set, and go . Grad
ually slow your race down until it ends 
with your running and sliding your feet 
ove r the stage with each step, moving fas t 
but getting nowhere. 

6b. Tn g ree n light, try on invisible hats 
in front of an in visible mirror. After a 
count of fifteen, say, "So their head
dresses hitch-hiked inadvertently among 
their all otted, illusive but undecidedly ju
dicial wreckage, and some of the chins 
and li ves deputed their Netherlands predi
cates. Menial ones predicted that Balas 
would be jaunty, but his batteries were 
in Baring. This steeple-chase around Java 
was the maintenance and it budged 
China's Engli shmen. Irreg ularl y the 
steers' predictions foundered on Grace." 

6e. Tn green light, notice an invisible 
package five feet tall. U nwrap its many 
bows and ribbons and discover many 
many blackbirds inside. Let them fly 
away and switch to a. 

7a. Jn blue light, stand straight as a 
child. Age slowly. Then speak, "Nowa
days maize is musty, but drones used 
to settle on legations. The stumbling 
block would always be nav igation. No 
ma n-servant would be banjak, and bou
quets of stumps, visitors, rewards hon
ourabl y rejected, and mansions of eyelids 
-as in psychiatry-and mutations would 
be dismissed. Not even Afal would be 
mountainous, nor would the torches of 
the E nglishwomen shrink. I was think
ing of yes a circle. Sing like roll off the 
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vii- the escape of the goose 
from the wild bottle 

the curtain opens 
then the lights are lit 
the tub is carried out on stage 
the white paper is carried out on stage in 

its gold frame 
the white paper is set downstage from 

the tub 
the tub is filled with dark green ink 
the seer enters in the seven bathrobes 
he removes them and drops them 
he is in his bathing trunks 
he climbs into them and splashes 
he leaps from the tub 
he flips, flops, hops, leaps, and rolls on the 

paper 
he goes away 
the frame is raised 
the painting is revealed 
the curtain closes 
there is ceremony 

viii- eureka (for c. oldenburg) 
an extraordinary animal has a big head 
he comes in 
he is looking 
after a while he finds a key 
he is very happy 
he unlocks his chest 
he removes his head 
he is very happy 

he is a graceless animal 
he is very clumsy 
we might like him 
maybe 
there is no ceremony 

from Thunderbaby's Book 

l\N 

END 
New York 

Autumn 1968 
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of the perfection of the 2. Destroyed, 
knows, ven." 

III 
u65-r350 (3 minutes, 5 seconds); III si

multaneously saying, f, "Manon senma 
non senza si, senorn wimm ortal 
ment'll corin sula spinan nomegang. 
Nav parko ahiye myech zhits thetra 
lama kiomal estas al vi? Inalt isbo en
siscas. Tigado de seurai. Nh ssioc 'ror
dzhaints ti mehontra ffadesind 'estre 
nostrec oeurbist minsluzze !in. Suin 
onsh chawnyee angle eeskeer. Then
lya," and III hauling in another invis
ible garden hose and coiling it at her 
feet. III looking up. III noticing that 
a light bulb is burned out. III letting 
her eyes look for a chair. III letting 
her eyes find a chair. III letting her 
eyes look for the invisible box of light 
bulbs. III noticing the invisible box of 
light bulbs. III turning her body to
wards the invisible box of light bulbs. 
III extending one foot towards the in
visible box of light bulbs. III standing 
up and putting her weight on this foot. 
III extending her other foot towards the 
box. III putting her weight on this other 
foot. III repeating this process. III arriv
ing at the light bulbs. III reaching for 
them efficiently and scooping them up 
in one motion. III extending one foot 
towards the chair, carrying the light 
bulbs under one arm. III placing her 
weight on this foot. III extending her 
other foot towards the chair. III trans
ferring her weight to this other foot. 
III repeating the above process. III ar
riving at the chair and passing it, carry-
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apple tree angels and marvels. Mix in a 
cup of powdered rice and grind it well." 

7b. In blue light, turn your back to 
the audience, raise your hands to point 
flat-handed out from your shoulders, 
backs to the audience, pause for a twenty 
count, and say, slowly and in two beauti
ful voices, one high and one low, "(low) 
No, he is not dead, Madame Isabelle. 
(high) What do you mean? (low) It 
was a very clear day, Madame Isabelle, 
when he went away. He went along the 
road to the hill, Madame Isabelle. (high) 
But why? (low) I do not know, Madame 
Isabelle. It was on a very clear day, 
Madame Isabelle, that he went away." 

7e .. In blue light, walk sideways off
stage, smiling beatifically. Say, from off
stage, loudly, clearly, and graciously, "All 
demeanor demeanor the an insane jelly 
maintains a new all new the jelly fish 
the let nothing disturb the serenity of 
your soul. Insane. Circumstances ink and 
the insane. Calm calm demeanor let 
nothing disturb the serenity of your soul. 
The insane. Under in an and raddish a 
bewilderment." Re-enter, cross the stage, 
and exit on the opposite side. 

8a. In purple light, mount an invisible 
camel and ride across the stage, or, if 
you are offstage, ride onstage on the 
camel and cross the stage. But do not exit 
in either case. Say, "Settlements used to 
be supremely measly, and the divulging 
nowheres were all for the director. A 
quiz might be an adversity to a self
confident originality-giggler. Your pas
sive china would be under parasitology. 
Shepherds used to detain-and acquire-
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ix-the white gulls 
(for p. oldenburg) 

the curtains open 
the seer is on the ladder 
he is looking through a long and fluted 

telescope 
he peers up and down and around 
he twists and turns 
he smiles 
after a long while 
a fa ntastick bird comes in 
she is in so ma ny colors 
she is most extraord inary 
most 
she sings aaooaa 
he glances at her 
nods in pass ing 
and looks away through his telescope 
she dances arou nd the ladder l ike a child 
she shakes it 
then she goes away and watches h im 
then she goes offstage 
the seer sees someth ing 
he twis ts w rithes and turns watching it 
sounds of waves breaking 
the curtains close 

x-dangling 
the photographer comes in 
he photographs people 
he photographs their legs 
he photographs their ankles 
he photographs their armpits 
he photographs their necks 
who are these people and what are they 
he photographs the tops of their heads 

doing waltzi ng? 
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ing it in her free arm. III continuing 
to carry the coffee pot and the invisible 
light bulbs in the other arm. 

SAINT JoAN 
1194-1387 (3 minutes, 7 seconds); Saint 

Joan saying, f, in a colored voice, "h-
( r ) .... " 

SCENE ELEVEN-1201-1338 
2 Slides out of Focus 

IV 
1202-1396 (3 minutes, 14 seconds); IV 

letting his eyes look for a cha ir. IV 
letting his eyes fi.nd a chai r. IV letting 
his eyes look for an invisible box of 
light bulbs. 

1218-1354 (2 minutes, 16 seconds); I 
standing and silent. 

VI 
1219-1343 (2 minutes, 4 seconds) ; VI 

saying, in a colored voice, mp, "D (t) 
sh w y(g') rd ih g(zh) u oh sh! 
e(r) e(r) zh o(ng) a(ng) p ee( r) 
ah(ng) eh th(y) g'(g') ee eh ay ay 
g(zh) ah p," and , simultaneously, VI 
stretching up and screwing an invisible 
lightbulb into an invisible socket. VI 
walking towards a coffee pot, remov
ing the top, picking the coffee pot up, 
setti ng its top down, removing the top 
of the coffee chamber, setting it down, 
ca rrying the coffee pot to the source of 
water, extending his hand , turning on 
the water or picking up the water 
source, putting the coffee pot under 
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the falsifications of manslaughter for un
guarded etui. The measurable whisper 
was authorized, and they, langorous to 
a fa ult, made parasols from red-handed 
Chinamen." Dismount with great cere
mony from your camel , slap his rear, and 
shoo him offstage. Switch toe. 

8e. In purple lights, leap slowly in 
gia nt, slow-motion steps across the stage. 

11a. In white light turn side to the 
audience and say, as rapidly as possible, 
"The syringe had its accommodation in 
the consulting of conductors, and the 
predilection of the battle of Balasan for 
eliminating accompaniments made the 
vital obscurity of the car park a c.lirec
tory." Turn to face the audience w ith 
your body, but do not move your head, 
so your profile is still seen. Say, slowly, 
"The usurer was civil, and each recalled 
hi s ceaseless wrenching and respected his 
co nsultation." Turn your head to face 
the audience and your body at the same 
time to face offstage in the other direc
tion. Say as rapid ly as poss ible, "Then 
they effecti vely but unashamedly curried 
hi s hypothesis. Our torchlight wrested 
the pipe lines from the butter." Leave 
your head where it is, but move your 
body around to face where it did before. 
Say, slowly and eloquently, "We reca
pitulated to our suit-cases' eulogies and, 
engraving our Europe-self-consciousness 
on the frog, Amplop-like, we became life
boats for the believers." Turn your head, 
so you are side to the audience as before, 
and say ve ry rapidly, "Anu had some 
charcoal. 'My butter-dishes are for the 
hitch-hikers,' she said." 
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once somewhere he says 
i have to go to tatnuck square for supper 
i am meeting the petersens 
they are very nice 
very 
can i take your picture? 
he goes on taking pictures 
he takes lots of pictures 
he climbs places to take pictures 
he climbs under places to take pictures 
he takes a lot of pictures 
shortly he gets an attack of indigestion 
he feels very uncomfortable 
he lies down under a chair and feels sorry 

for himself 
nobody feels sorry for him 
he is miserable under the chair as long as 

possible 
then the curtain closes 
there is no ceremony at all 

xi- mrs baal's happytime 
a mrs baa! brushes her teeth 
mrs baa! gives a lecture demonstration 
mrs baa! tells us about it 
this is what mrs baa! says 
she says 

my my my 
this is my happytime 
it seems to be my happytime 
now i can brush my teeth 
yes oh yes 
it is yes my happytime 
i can brush my teeth 
do you know how to brush your teeth 
do you brush your teeth 
it is not hard to do 
this is how i do it 
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the faucet or pouring water into the 
pot, withdrawing it when it is full, 
turning off the source of water or 
setting it down, going to the source of 
coffee, arriving at the source of coffee, 
setting the coffee pot down, extending 
his arms, opening the source of coffee, 
setting the source of coffee down (if 
necessary), extending his arms again, 
picking up a spoon, spooning coffee 
into the coffee chamber, replacing the 
spoon, extending his hands, closing the 
source of coffee, extending one arm, 
closing the coffee pot, carrying it to
wards the stove, arriving with it at the 
stove, setting it down on the stove, 
picking up matches or reaching for the 
off-on switch, taking out a match or 
turning the off-on switch on, lighting 
the match and turning the gas on si
multaneously or watching the stove. 

v 
1314-1354 (40 seconds); V saying, pp, 

"O oy." V turning her head towards 
someone. 

II 
1317-r399 (1 minute, 22 seconds); II 

saying, ff f. "Then yes, her how neigh
bors nothing, how pound aloud lies. 
And brigades then thus Gargantua's 
mildness whole the that buried bouring 
moreover." II putting his weight on 
one foot. II extending his other foot 
towards a box. 
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1 re. In white light shake your right 
hand slowly. Pause for a ten count, then 
say, "There was no rejection in her post
age, and so our peasantry envied her ir
reparable pretext. The automatic abscond
ing chords, rapidity-foremen, faultlessly 
as bodyguards' faulty tramping, accom
panied the rapt engraving of a mute. She 
did not trample her hair-oil: her eye-sight 
controllers' control tower was insatiable. 
She bided. The duster became downright 
nuclear. She crowned him . 'Goals, Aksep,' 
she said, 'are observation's mental fetch
ers.' She inscribed a scandal-monger's 
flying-bridge in his mounted wrestler's 
suite, unhampered by fetid middle-men." 
Shake your hand again, saying, "Know
ing the downstairs, that is how what is 
plenary becomes that which is misty. T his 
is a storm with a diameter of redoubling 
budgets." 

16a and 16e. If a tiny white area falls 
on you but you have no other cueing sit
uation, or if you prefer to follow this one 
though you have another, repeat any sen
tences from your speeches in b in any 
order in any way that you do not use in b. 

r7b. If a black form falls on you hid
ing your face, move out of it into a color 
zone, reacting to the color zone as di
rected above. 

18e. If anyone asks you a question, 
whisper a response ad lib. 

19e and 2oe. If anyone strikes you, 
kisses you, or collides with you, either 
say, "Excuse me," or slap his or her face, 
or back away rapidly, sneezing, saying, 
between sneezes, "Wisdom, comfort, ad-
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i pour some water onto my brush 
it is a nice tooth brush 
i heard about it on my tee vee set 
it is not too hard and not too soft 
and it has natural bristles 
this time is my happytime 
and so i can put some nice stripy tooth-

paste on my toothbrush 
it is nice toothpaste 
it is nice because i like it 
soi put my toothpaste on my brush 
and i put my toothpaste in my mouth 
now wait is that what i mean? 
i put my toothbrush on my toothpaste 
oh well 
anyway i .wet my toothpaste 
and i brush my teeth 
first slow! y and then faster 
i always brush up and down 
so that i will not put nasty food particles 
in between my nice white teeth 
where Doctor D. Kaye might find them! 
then i brush my teeth at the sides 
but always up and down 
i always brush for at least a minute 
they say it is a good idea 
aaa awww awwwrg uaaaa yaa oyyy 

arrgrgrgrgrgrgrg 
my but my brush feels fresh 
and my mouth and all because of my nice 

stripy toothpaste 
isn't it nice mmmm i like that smell 
i used to use chlorophyl 
but my green smile didnt do much good 
when i am through i still feel happy 
i am happy that my mouth is clean 
and i wont have to pay my dentist to fix 

it fo r me 
sometimes i massage my gums 
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VI 
1343-1453 ( l minute, 50 seconds); VI 

going to the token cup at the chess 
game and observing it. 

I 
1354-1406 (52 seconds); I extending one 

leg towards the nearest proscenium 
arch. I transferring her weight to that 
other leg, repeating the above process, 
and arriving at the proscenium arch. I 
holding up invisible paper on the 
proscenium arch. I writing whatever 
seems appropriate to her historical 
character with an invisible pencil. I 
lowering her invisible pencil. I placing 
the pencil somewhere in her clothes. 
I raising her hand, creasing her note, 
putting it in an invisible envelope, and 
raising it to her face. I sealing the in
visible envelope. 

III 
1350-1454 (1 minute, 44 seconds); III 

arriving at the sou rce of coffee. III set
ting the coffee pot down. III setting 
the chair and the box of invisible light 
bulbs down. III extending her arms . 
III opening the source of coffee. III 
setting down the source of coffee and/ 
or its top and/ or whatever else has to 
be set down. III saying, pp, "Beltu." 

v 
1354-1513 (2 minutes, 39 seconds); V 

standing, looking and silent. 
SAINT JoAN 

1387-1492 (I minute, 48 seconds); Saint 
Joan standing and silent with one hand 
raised. 
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vice and warning, copper, cork, cork
screws, and corn." 

2ra, 2rb, and 21e. If either of the other 
women says, "I believe in Little Maggie's 
House Paint," repeat the line in a tone as 
close as possible to the one in which you 
heard it. 

-8-
i n a, c, & e 

2e. In red light drink from an invisible 
champagne goblet. When it is drained, 
either flip it lightly over your right shoul
der, or dash it to the ground and crush 
it under your foot. 

3a. In amber light enter backwards at 
breakneck speed and collide with any
body. D art forwards at once and elude 
this person, if he or she pursues you, till 
the change of lights. 

3c. In amber light pause for the count 
of fifteen. Then, holding your feet in 
place, move back and forth from the 
shoulders five or six times , with your arms 
limp, so that they swing freely. Stop, look 
up, and say, "Oh Jesus, I'm dying." 

3e. In amber light say, "Three kinds 
of men can't understand women: young 
men, old men, and middle-aged men. But 
good luck and good night to you, and if 
you don't have fun it's your own fault. " 

4c. In yellow light march stiffiy across 
the stage. Stop six feet from the wings, 
and say: "There's nothing human foreign 
to the man who's at home with the plain 
folks on Main Street. To cure deafness, 
to anoint the ears for a couple of months 
steady with fresh eels' oil and chill them 
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and that can be interesting 
massaging my gums can be yes very 

interesting 
i put my toothpaste on my index finger 
and i try argg woo rgrgrgrg to rub it in 
and i rub it up 
m 

along my gu ms 
and that feels good too 
well maybe 
mmm not really 
no 
not very much 
that time was my happytime 
it was time to brush my teeth 
i did brush my teeth 
now it is not my happytime any more 
it is my bedtime 
i do not like my bedtime 
my husband's no fun at all 
not like it used to be anyway 
this time is my bedtime 
it is too bad my happytime is ove r 

mrs baa! goes away 
there is a lot of ceremony 

xii- the potted palm 
two baals stare at a potted palm 

each removes a leaf 
each scratches the back of his neck with it 
each sni ffs it 
each reacts 
each chews on it violently 
each shakes his head 
each throws it away 
they notice each other 
they look away 
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ScENE THIRTEEN-r39r-r58r 
r Slide out of Focus Improvised 

IV 
r396-r4or (5 seconds); VI turning his 

head towards someone, looking. 
II 

1399-1480 (r minute, 2r seconds); II say
ing, pp, "Bend over." 

IV 
1401-1655 (4 minutes, 14 seconds); IV 

standing and silent. 
I 

qo6-1577 (2 minutes, 51 seconds); I no
ticing a pencil or a pen. I extending 
one foot towards a pencil or a pen, 
transferring her weight towards a pen
cil or a pen over the foot, extending 
the other foot with a glide, transferring 
her weight to that other foot, repeating 
the above process, and arriving at the 
pencil or pen. I raising an arm, picking 
up the pencil or pen, turning her head 
towards the nearest proscenium arch, 
turning towards the nearest prosceni
um arch, extending one leg towards 
the nearest proscenium arch, transfer
ring her weight to that leg, bringing 
her other leg forward, transferring her 
weight to that other leg, repeating the 
above process, and arriving at the pro
scenium arch. I holding up invisible 
paper to the proscenium arch and writ
ing with the pencil or pen whatever 
seems appropriate to her historical per
sonality. I lowering her pencil, placing 
her pencil (or pen) somewhere in her 
clothes, raising her hand, and creasing 
the invisible note. I putting the note 
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every night. To get the cattle to thrive 
and calve is to give your Christmas mistle
toe to the first cow that calves after New 
Year's." Switch toe. 

4e. In yellow light be a cavalry. Out
flank the enemy, and surround him. Move 
in to cut him down. Then discover your 
enemy is nothing but giant gears. Move 
in on the gears and be caught in among 
them and crushed. Be thrown to the 
ground, dead, until the change of light. 

5a. In lemon light make a single giant 
leap after pausing until you think the 
light is about to change. 

6c. In green light freeze in an un
natural position with your hands stiff and 
vibrating. Switch to a. 

7a. In blue light switch to c. 
7c. In blue light sing any New Eng

land or Southern Mountain folk song 
softly and sweetly and simply. 

8a. In purple light try to run onstage 
as much like a bee flying as possible. Use 
tiny steps and glide and dart. If you are 
already onstage, run like a bee flying in a 
figure eight pattern around two people. 

8c. In purple light grow larger and 
larger from a tiny lump on the stage till 
you suggest the size and the shape of a 
house. 

Se. In purple light pout and say, "Little 
pigs eating great potatoes, and hot pota
toes being harder than ever to cool." 
Switch to c. 

r 1c. In white light dump invisible 
watermelons one at a time from an in
visible wheelbarrow. Discover a toy air
plane at the bottom of the wheelbarrow. 
Smile and say, "And ye, poor desolates 
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they look to each other 
they each try not to let the other think he 

is being observed 
they hide behind the palm from each 

other 
they move around the palm after each 

other 
the palm gets up and runs or flies off into 

the wings 
the two baals are very embarrassed 
they go away in opposite directions 

xiii-hello 
a beach ball bounds across the stage 
it bounds back again 
a baa] rushes onstage and catches it on the 

rebound 
the baa] looks around 
he holds the ball and looks at it 
he sees nobody 
he looks a little more 
then a mrs baa] swings onstage on a rope 
tarzan like 
or on a trapeze 
she lands and the baa] drops the ball 
they collapse into each others arms 
the curtains close immediately 

xiv- hello again 
a mrs baa] and a baa] rush 
they rush to meet each other across the 

stage 
they collide 
they collapse 
they stand up 
the mrs baa! is dizzy 
the baal bows 
the baa! gooses the mrs baa! 
she slaps his face 
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in an invisible envelope. I raising the 
envelope to her face and sealing it. I 
raising the envelope to the proscenium 
arch. 

VI 
q53-1486 (33 seconds); VI going to an 

appropriate place, putting his weight 
on one foot, extending the other foot, 
bringing the first foot up to the second 
and past it, repeating the above process 
and arriving at the appropriate place. 

III 
q54-r533 ( 1 minute, r9 seconds); III 

saying mp, "Ee Q' nay." 
II 

1480-1550 (1 minute, IO seconds); II say
ing, ff, "Where is no first. Reason of 
the Heathens different Rites, to all life 
and breath, ing, from this Love; the 
right stating of this, of the water. 2. 
The Subsistences are so many several 
Re-." 

VI 
r486-I680 (3 minutes, 24 seconds); VI 

standing and silent. 
SAINT JoAN 

1492-I535 (43 seconds); Saint Joan ex
tending her arms. Saint Joan going to 
a coffee container and opening it. 

v 
r5r8-1683 (2 minutes, 50 seconds); V 

saymg, mp, "Includes over 4,000 en
tries." 

III 
1533-1641 (1 minute, 48 seconds); III 

. standing and silent. 

SAINT JoAN 
1535-2127 (9 minutes, 52 seconds); Saint 

Joan standing and silent. 
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unsunned, toilers in the dark damp mine, 
wearied daughters of oppression, crushed 
beneath the car of avarice, there be that 
count your tears." Fly the airplane off
stage and come onstage ag~in. 

I 1e. In white light smile graciously 
and say, "Sad imprisoned hearts, captive 
to the find nor home nor lover, pity: 
Count ye desolate, unsunned, toilers an
other world can compensate for all: 
shrub, but its flower will be reward: Duty 
is a prickly And ye, too lowlier fix your 
just ambition in of circumstance,-daily 
martyrdom hath her balances, And yet 
harshly judged, noble unappreciated and 
glory." 

12e. If a shadow falls across your torso 
turn your back to the audience very slow-
1 y, and glide diagonally across the stage, 
as if coasting on roller skates. 

r8e. If anyone asks you a question, 
shake your head slowly and move away. 

19a. If you are struck or if you see any
one struck, go strike someone else. 

19e. If anyone kisses you, jump. 
2oa, ::we, and 2oe. At all costs, avoid 

anyone's colliding with you. Run away 
with tiny steps. If, on the other hand, you 
should collide with anyone, say with ab
solute sincerity and conviction, f, "I be
lieve in Little Maggie's House Paint." 
Move away the instant you have finished 
saying "paint," but not before. 
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he smiles 
he produces an enormous wooden mallet 
she g rabs his belt and seems to want to 

undress him 
he hands her the mallet 
she smashes him on the head with the 

mallet 
he drops 
she drops 
he stands up and drops six times as 

rapid ly as possible 
she stands up and drops six times as 

rapidly as possible 
the curtains close as rapidly as possible 
there is not much ceremony 

xv-keys 
three bored baals sit in the lotus position 
they stare away 
two are in love 
the third is not 
but he envies them and resents them 
they suddenly look at each other and 

smile and nod their heads 
they look away aga in rapidly 
pause 
they sudden! y look at each other and smile 

and nod their heads rapidly 
they look away again rapidly 
they suddenly look at each other and smile 

and nod their heads rapidly 
they look away again rapidly 
there are long pauses and freezes 
much ceremony 

xvi-tracing (for r. tyler) 
the seer stands silent 
back to the audience 
he waves his hand 

Notes on the Graphis Series 

Graphis §1- §3 were later put into a 
calligraphic work, The Book of Doooo. 
I'm not sure which pages of The Book 
of Doooo were used as Graphis notations, 
but I think I could figure out. They were 
drawn at Little Boar's Head, New 
Hampshire, the same day I finished the 
text of Stacked Deck, in August or Sep
tember 1958. I was annoyed by the idea 
of telling performers what to do, which 
penetrated even into Stacked Deck. So 
I decided to do diagrams, and leave their 
interpretation free or, at least, secondary. 
The piece was premiered in the Winter 
of 1959 at the E·pft·o·me Coffee Shop by 
Lawrence Poons, Al Hansen, Jaimee 
Pugliese and myself, on the same pro-
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II 
1550-1615 (1 minute, 5 seconds); II 

standing and silent. 
I 

1577-1629 (52 seconds); saying m a 
colored voice, mp, "Time's just over 
the hill. Tomorrow's up in a tree. It 
was selling iceboxes to eskimos, that's 
what it was, wasn't it. Gentle me." 

ScENE FouRTEEN-1581-1759 
l Slide out of Focus Lined 

II 
r655-1660 (45 seconds); II simultaneous

ly saying, p, "They went on. To the 
river," and carrying the coffee pot 
under his arm. II extending one foot 
towards a chair. II placing his weight 
on his forwards foot. II moving his 
other foot up beside it-

Mus1c 
1620-2700, Play Music D 

I 
1629-1738 (1 minute, 49 seconds); I say

ing in a colored voice, pp, "Ox box 
crates carbon cat dog." I extending a 
foot upstage, transf.erring her weight to 
that foot, repeating the process with 
alternating feet, arriving at extreme up
stage. I noticing an invisible garden 
hose on the stage floor at extreme up
stage. I reaching down one hand to
wards it. 

III 
164 1-1788 ( 2 minutes, 27 seconds); III 

saying, pp, "Joupes des hermites pro
fanes." 
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-9-
i n a & b 

rb. Slump for two steps, straighten for 
two steps, slump for two steps, straighten 
for two steps, etc. when you walk. 

2b. In red light say, mp, "Is found to 
the dairy, the wash-house or mistress of 
the house can be. Is found to? Have bur
rowed under looked for during is found 
to the dairy, the mistress of the coming 
year." Switch to a. 

3a. In amber light, say, f, "The dairy, 
the the wash-house or. If a mole mistress 
of the. If a mole is found to mistress of 
the the coming year." 

3b. In amber light say, pp, "Mistress of 
the mistress of the. If a mole have bur
rowed under mistress of the house can be. 
If a mole house can be looked for during; 
(Ask anybody any question.)? (Say any
thing to anybody.) . The dairy, the: have 
burrowed under death of the is found to 
mistress of the the coming year." Hurry 
offstage. 

5b. In lemon light, enter laughing. Be 
confronted by a giant effigy of a human . 
Stop laughing. Be puzzled. Scratch your 
chin. Decide to dismantle the effigy. Dis
mantle the effigy-which may or may not 
be invisible-limb by limb, unscrewing 
head, arms, legs, and torso-and perhaps 
hands and feet separately too, saying, 
while you work, in a spooky tone, 
"Against them, failings them: for with 
Dubious, Calumnies false Reports keep 
knowledge, and they should seek unto 
witnesses. Ought easily. Against an elder 
receive avoid entertaining thee as my 
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the constellation pisces appears behind a 
scnm 

he waves his hand 
the knave of pentacles appears 
he waves his hand 
the five of wands enters opposite 
they cross and pass 
each bows to the other in recognition 
he waves his hand 
temperance the fourteen enters 
the one card turns arou nd and bows 
the other just bows 
then the first two cards go away 
then temperance crosses and goes away 
then the fi sh bows to the audience 
and disappears 
then the curtains close 

xvii-the shock of recognition 
four baals are reading the tarots 
beside a tower 
the top explodes off the tower 
the fou r baals shake hands 
the cu rtains close 

xviii- grass 
the five baals meet 
and stare in perfect silence 
at a blade of g rass 

xix-thanksgiving dinner 
every performer 
and maybe as many not probably 

non-performers 
thinks of a nursery rhyme 
and begins to yell it in a fury 
loud enough to drown everybody else out 
after a while the curtain raises 
we see everybody in some random 

position yelling 

Notes on the Graphis Series 

Graphis §24 

gram as some parts of Clown's lVay, the 
cards that later became Some Quiet Chim
neys, and the Calligraphic Tarot, which 
used the Tarot de Marseilles as a nota
tion for performance. However, the three 
old Graph is pieces were put into the Book 
of Doooo (where they sort of disappear) 
and give n to Poons on hi s marriage in 
196 r. 

Graphis §4 was done the same day as 
Graphis §r-§3 and when Stacked Deck 
was finished. It was thought of as being 
for full orchestra of varying ensemble, to 

diverge from any center to maximum 
contrast, in tone, timbre, tempo, group
ing, space, etc. The notation was the first 
of a number of extremely simple Graphis 
ideas, and consisted of two roughly drawn 
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IV 
1655-1783 (2 minutes, 8 seconds); IV 

facing upstage, IV going upstage. IV 
arriving at extreme upstage. IV notic
ing an invisible garden hose on the 
floor. IV saying, f ff, "Kakamba heard 
a man coming." 

II 
1660-1843 (3 minutes, 3 seconds) ; II 

standing and silent. 
VI 

1680-1734 (54 seconds); VI saying, ff, 
"Finished, but he had left a." 

v 
1683-1684 ( r second); V standing, look

ing and silent. 
1684-1886 (3 minutes, 22 seconds); V 

saying, f, "Voting tion ricteur. Derito!." 
VI 

1784-2220 ( 6 minutes, 6 seconds); VI 
standing and silent. 

I 
1738-1759 (21 seconds); I standing and 

silent. 

ScENE FrFTEEN-175g-1823 
l Slide out of Focus Lined 

r75g-r907 ( r minute, 28 seconds); I si
multaneously saying in a colored voice, 
mp, "Hot dog rain. Like an odor. Why 
so very red in. Evening animals," and 
moving gradually towards the chess 
board, arriving at the chess board, plac
ing the painted red-black token in a 
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people, and Edification; Isaiah Practice; 
And they come against them. Failings to 
in their not an accusation, but before 
two." Carry each limb offstage as it is 
disconnected. Let nothing dissuade you 
from this action: ignore all other cues 
that appear in the meantime. Try to miss 
a couple of lemons in your b, however, 
so that you will not overuse this action . 
When you have carried off the last limb, 
stay off until you receive another entrance 
cue. 

9b. In the darkness, provided that it is 
complete, say, ff, "Against them. Failings 
Instructed in by them. Conversion, keep 
knowledge, and they should seek much 
love, but their heart not an accusation, 
but before two? Should doeth after their 
covetousness doeth after their covetous
ness Edification; Isaiah Practice; And 
they come: much love, but their heart 
thee as." 

roa. If most of the stage near you is 
dark but not completely dark, enter and 
cross the stage, lost in thought, carrying 
a mallet. If you are already onstage, go 
off, get the mallet, and cross, lost in 
thought, or, if you already have the 
mallet, cross, lost in thought. Arrive at 
the most brightly lit spot on the stage. 
Pound your left hand with the mallet 
rhythmically, holding any small object in 
your left hand so that the sound will be 
heard , and dance a pseudo-folkdance, 
mostly on your heels. Whirl around, 
stomp, and whoop: have a wonderful 
time. Exit while the stage is dark between 
the slides, but switch to b. 

1 ob. If most of the stage near you is 
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chief sitting bull crosses the stage with 
two squaws 

nobody notices him 
after a while the curtain lowers 
after a while the yelling stops all at once 

xx-time 
the curtains are closed 
events must happen in a matrix of time 
tick tock 

the curtains open 
the five baals sit on a bench 
the left baal 's eyes tick and tock 
then his head does 
then his body 
is he imitat ing or watching a maybe giant 

pendulum? 
when he bumps into the baa! at his right 

that baal's eyes tick and tock 
then his head does 
then his body 
when he bumps into the baa! at his right 

that baal's eyes tick and tock 
then his head do~s 
then his body 
when he bumps into the baa! at his right 

that baal's eyes tick and tock 
then his head does 
then his body 
when he bumps into the baa! at his right -

that baal's eyes tick and tock 
then his head does 
then his body 
so they all stand up 

the five baals are standing 
the rig ht baal's eyes tick and tock 
then his head 

Notes on the Graphis Series 

arrows-probably drawn with a felt
tipped pen-heading out from a point. 

}' 

6rr'ffti-< §i.. :for{( f"-~.,-lt•',t,-:~; 
Graphis §4 

In contrast,- this one had detailed instruc
tions, probably about six pages. I'm not 
sure what happened to the package, but 
I think I gave it to Al H ansen . Jn any 
case, I made a reconstruction in 1961. 

Graphis §s-§ 14 was, as a group, to be 
called Easte r Music, though each indi
vidual Graphis could be played separately 
too. They were figured out or fini shed 
on Christmas D ay 1958. As a camera 
study, later, I used them as copy-the 
lines were so thin it presented a challenge 
to make good offset negs of them. A nd 
when I reassembled them I changed the 
idea around made them into Designs for 
Quite Empty Spaces, which was bought 
by Mary Bauermeister, the artist, at an 
auction in 1963. My negs disappeared, 
but a construction made by surprinting 
them was sent to Japa n (along with othe rs 
of the series) fo r the first ( 1962) general 
exhibition of graphic notation s, at the 
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throwing cup, picking up the throwing 
cup, shaking the token in the throwing 
cup. I throwing the token onto the 
table, setting the throwing cup down, 
observing the token to see if she is 
red or black, reaching for the token, 
picking it up, and placing it on the 
corner of the table opposit~ to that 
where she found it. I going to the side 
of the table where she has placed the 
token, moving the chair so that she 
can sit in it, sitting down, studying 
the chess game, leaning forwards, put
ting both arms on the table without 
disturbing the token or the game, let
ting her weight shift to her arms, mov
ing her arms farther onto the table, 
raising her hands so that the weight of 
her torso is on her hands, setting her 
head forwards on her neck, supporting 
the weight of her head with the palms 
of her hands, and relaxing and study
ing the game. I sitting up a little and 
tense. 

IV 
1783-1828 (45 seconds); IV turning his 

head and looking for paper. IV notic
ing paper. IV turning towards paper. 
IV extending one foot towards paper. 
IV transferring his weight to that foot. 
IV bringing his other foot forwards. 
IV transferring his weight to the other 
foot. IV repeating the process. IV arriv
ing at paper. IV raising one arm and 
picking up paper. IV raising his eyes 
and looking for a pencil or a pen. 

III 
r788-r974 (3 minutes, 6 seconds); III 

standing and silent. 
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in an umbra, enter and sit down on the 
apron just right of stage center. Rest your 
right elbow on your right thigh and set 
your head on your right palm. Say, p, 
"Not do against them. Failings easily. 
Against an elder receive to in their thee 
as; easily. Against an elder receive wit
nesses. Ought and they sit before thee as 
Natural keep knowledge, and they should 
seek Dubious, Calumnies false Reports, 
three Dubious, Calumnies false reports 
witnesses ought: three according to the 
ought to Natural keep knowledge, and 
they should seek For the priests lips 
should!" Immediately after the light 
changes, somersault backwards, walk all 
the way upstage, turn around, walk back 
to the proscenium line, and follow any 
cue that you have at the moment. 

r rb. In white light follow performer 3 
across the stage on an invisible horse if 
he is coming on, or follow him offstage 
the same way if he is going off. Laugh, 
and scratch yourself behind the ear a few 
times en route. If 3 just stands still, come 
watch him and examine him and walk 
around him, saying, "Keep silence before 
me, 0 islands; and let the people renew 
their strength: let them come near; then 
let them speak: let us come near together 
to judgement. The isles saw it and feared; 
the ends of the earth were afraid, drew 
near, and came." Then start an invisible 
Model-T Ford and ride around 3 in it 
making any sound effects you can im
provise. 

r5a. If a geometrical design falls on 
you, pause for a ten count and stick your 
hands into the light. Follow them into 
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then his body 
when he bumps into the baa! to his left 

that baal's eyes tick and tock 
then hi s head does 
then his body 
when he bumps into the baa! to his left 

that baa!' s eyes tick and tock 
then his head does 
then his body 
when he bumps into the baa! to his left 

that baa! 's eyes tick and tock 
then h is head does 
then his body 
when he bumps into the baa! to his left 

that baal's eyes tick and tock 
then his head does 
then his body 
so they all sit down 
stiffly 

but their eyes tick and tock 
their eyes tick and tock together 
the curtains close 
tick tock 

xxi- the sound of animals dying 
thirteen to one 

(more for c. olden burg) 
the fi ve baals and any mrs baals enter in 

single file 
they stand 
for four minutes and thirty-five seconds 
they produce vocal sounds that 
are not used in traditional occidental 

music 
or but more and 
are not used in common modern 

occidental languages 
a sca recrow blinks lights to them 

Notes on the Graphis Series 
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ScENE SixTEEN-1823-2028 
l Slide out of Focus Improvised 

IV 
1828-2141 (5 minutes, 13 seconds); IV 

standing and silent. 
II 

1843-1894 (51 seconds); II simultaneous
ly saying, mp, "November 19th, 1959· 
Dear Ray, I am beginning to think 
that sooner or later one must come to 
be quite serious. After all, spinach was 
not invented for the innocent, was it 
now. Truly truly truly. That could have 
been tragic. Certain of our colleagues 
have discovered that Capellanus is not 
dead, that the war is over, that Black 
Mountain is gasoline refinery, that 
Cuba is revolting, that ambiguity has 
changed a lot since Empson's time, 
that Troilus and Creseyde were em
barrassed when he turned out to be 
impotent, so she went to the Greek 
camp to," and carrying the coffee pot 
to the water source. II extending his 
hand and turning on the water or pick
ing up the water source. 

v 
1886-1893 (7 seconds); V recognizing 

somebody tentatively. V recognizing 
that person for sure. V smiling with 
recognition. 

1893-2011 (r minute, 58 seconds); V say
ing, "That would be a wig. I'm aware 
of that. Let me wish you a very Merry 
Christmas and a Happy New Year. 
How come not. Hang on, kiddies. 
Well. Abalone I like. Didn't you now. 
I thought sure why. Well maybe she's 
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the area so that they cast a shadow on 
your chest. Churn your hands violently, 
saying, "Shall the barrel of fourteen, 
saith God, Lord not of Kings; not; saith 
the son, who raiseth the widow's waste. 
But Elijah before Me, Israel, waste not 
nor shall the Lord lay waste thy sons, 
waste the man who raiseth? Lord not
Elijah, who raiseth the raised? For He 
who is the reprover of the widow's of the 
son! Waste before Israel Him who be
fore? (Exclaim anything.)!" 

r8a. If anyone asks you a question, go 
offstage. 

19b and 2ob. If anyone strikes you or 
collides with you, go strike or kiss any
body else. 

21a and 21b. If any other woman says, 
"I believe in Little Maggie's House 
Paint," repeat the line in a way as close 
as possible to the way you heard it, but 
pronounce the words with a foreign 
accent of some kind, and speak them 
softer than you heard them. 

the slides 

The slides are to be projected impro
visatorially in any way such that the fol
lowing conditions are satisfied: 

r. The slides may be projected in any 
order, but it must be possible that any 
given slide be projected more than once 
at any time during the performance up 
to the last two slides, where, for reasons 
which will be seen below, the second to 
last slide cannot also be the last slide and 
hence cannot be repeated. 

2. Only one slide is to be projected at 
a time. 
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from the first sound 
at the eleventh flash they are quiet 
or else 
the house lights flash every fifty fi ve 

seconds 
from the first sou nd 
at the fifth flash they are quiet 
or else 
the colors on them change seventeen 

times and 
at the seventeenth time they are quiet 
when they are all quiet 
they go away 
the sca recrow stops blinking 

xxii- a window and a pasture 
(for glamorous ray, 

the black mountaineer) 
a window and a pasture 
the seer looking out of the window to the 

pasture 
a parade passes by 
with everybody dressed gaudy gaudy 
playing on toy drums and new years 

horns and such 
the parade passes through the pasture 
and out of sight 
then everybody comes back again 
bounding on pogo sticks 
bouncing and bounding together 
some ascending and some descending 
till they go away offstage 
but they go around behind the stage 
and come back from the other side 
and bound and bounce out of the side 
the way that the parade once went 
when they are gone they come back 
but not in step 
some are in a hurry 

Notes on the Graphis Series 
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sick. That's what I said. Marvelous. 
Thanks a lot. My offer was for sixty 
per. How come. So long honey. Come 
back and see us sometime soon. Since 
he tried loose farming the joint's been 
a bust. What do you mean. She has 
the cutest way of talking. What you 
mean is this. That's just it. Cool yule 
and a frantic first. You have any cauli
flower. These kids . That's what I said, 
darling. Now just blast off. Beat it 
daddy-a. Give me a puff, Harry." 

201 l-2888 (3 minutes, r7 seconds); V 
standing and silent. 

II 
1894-1993 ( l minute, 33 seconds); II go

ing to the chess board. II noticing a 
possible move for either side. II raising 
the coffee pot, the water source, or his 
free hand to his chin and scratching it. 
II making whatever move his histori
cal personality might have made in 
any way that he can do it. 

I 
1907-2014 (r minute, 47 seconds); I say

ing in a colored tone, ff, "Thefifmoreis. 
But. Whoa. Sh( y )-nottorsinent which 
he pursues them." 

III 
1974-2022 (48 seconds); III simultane

ously saying, f, "To chappio chappi 
samkoncha paichap platrue noi," and 
unscrewing a lightbulb carefully be
cause it is hot, even if it is invisible. 
III lowering the lightbulb, tossing it 
lightly from hand to hand to keep 
from burning herself. III setting the 
lightbulb on the chair. III stretching 
up her hand, picking up a new in-
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3. At least eighty percent of the slides 
are to be projected in focus, but at least 
ten percent of the slides are to be pro
jected out of focus or sliding in and out 
of focus or out of focus with the slide 
operator moving one or. more fingers in 
front of the projector, etc. 

4. No slide is to be projected for the 
same amount of time as the preceding 
slide, and the slide operator should make 
every effort to avoid the appearance of 
any perceptible rhythm. 

5. Any slide must be projected for 
more than five or less than one hundred 
ten seconds. 

6. No written record is to be kept of 
what slide was used in any given per
formance, and if a time chart is made out 
to help the operator avoid perceptible 
rhythms, this time chart is not to be used 
more than once. 

7. The slide operator is to be as in
consistent as possible in choosing his 
slides, favoring neither light nor dark 
nor colored nor dull nor patterned slides 
of any kind over any other slides. He is 
to favor only as much variety and incon
sistency as possible. 

the density chart 

plays 

Situations a b c d e 
I-general 1,4, I ,5 , 2,5 3,5 3 

7 6,9 
2-red 1,4, I ,3, 5,6 4 3,8 

7 5,6, 
7,9 
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and some are not 
and they all go away 
goodbye 

xxiii-a cat 
(for singing ray and his gentle art) 

the five baals catch a cat 
they perform a piece of very nob,e music 
and they hammer on the cat's tail in time 

to the music 
the cat's tail becomes numb 
and they start on its rump 
when the cat's rump becomes numb 
they start on its legs 
and when they are ready 
they kill the cat 
by han1mering on its neck 

xxiv- the boston and maine 
railroad 

the seer and sitting bull 
and maybe a couple of baals 
are crucified at an intersection 
the crowds gather to weep 
a train goes by 
the crucifi xions take place slowly 
a train goes by 
it gets to be nighttime 
a train goes by 
everybody ignores the crucified 
a train goes by 
some of the people go away 
some do not 
but gradually they all go away 
except for one or two that doze off 
the crucified people die 
then their bodies drop down from their 

crosses 
the cattle train passes 

Notes on the Graphis Series 
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visible lightbulb on the way. III screw
ing in the new lightbulb. III walking 
towards the coffee pot. III arriving at 
the coffee pot. III extending her hand , 
picking up the coffee pot, extending 
her other hand, taking the top off the 
coffee pot, and setting the top down. 
III extending her hand again, taking 
the top off the coffee chamber, setting 
the coffee chamber top down, and car
rying the coffee pot to the source of 
water. III extending her hand again, 
turning on the water or picking up the 
source of water, putting the coffee pot 
under the faucet or pouring water into 
the coffee pot. When the pot is suffi
ciently full , III withdrawing the pot or 
removing the water source. III turning 
off the water or setting down the water 
source. III going to the source of coffee. 
III arriving at the source of coffee. III 
setting the coffee pot down. 

II 
1993-2157 (2 minutes, 44 seconds); II 

standing and silent. 
I 

2014-2227 (3 minutes, 33 seconds) ; I say
ing in a colored tone, pp. "The line 
was cold and slippery. Attention please : 
the line was cold and slippery." 

III 
2022-2225 (3 minutes, 23 seconds) ; III 

saying, p. "Boedi hayata malik." 

ScENE SEvENTEEN-2028-2042 
l Slide out of Focus Lined 

ALL AS IN ScENE S1xTEEN. 
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3-amber I ,2, I ,5, 2,8 5 3,7, 
6,7, 7,9 8 
8,9 

4-yellow 1,3 , 5,8 2,4 3,8 
6 

5-lemon 4,7, 5,6, 2,4, 4 3,7 
8 9 6 

6- green 4,6, 3,5, 5,6, 7 
7 6,7, 8 

9 
7-blue 1,7, 1,5, 4,5, 2 7 

8 6,7 6,8 
8- pu rple 1,6, I ,3, 2,5, 2,4 3,7, 

7,8 5,6 6,8 8 
9-darkness 2,6, 3,6 2,6 2 

10-umbra 1,4, 3,6, 4 4 3 
9 9 

11-white 4,7 3,6, 2,4, 2,4 3,7, 
9 5,6, 8 

8 
12-shadow 4 l,5 5 8 
13-line 2 2 
14-spots 3 4,5 4 3 
1 5-geometric 3,6 3 
16-tiny white 2,7 l,5 5 2,4 3,7 
I 7-black fo rm 2 3 
18-questioned 2,9 3,5, 3,7, 

6 8 
19-struck 1,4, 1,3, 2,5 2 7,8 

8 5,9 
20-coll isions l,8 3,9 2,5, 4 7,8 

8 
21-others 1,6, 6,7, 6 4,6 3,7 

7,9 9 
Kiss ing situations are included in 19, 20, and 

21. The Little Maggie House Paint scene in-
eludes 6, 7, 8, and 9 in their 21 situations. 

New York 
Winter-Spring 1960 
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much mooing 
the morning star rises 
the crucified sit up 
they look to make sure nobody is 

watching 
then they steal off across a lake into the 

night 

xxv- sulphur 
a dimmer on a wooden chair in cold light 
a young person leans his left elbow on the 

chair's right 
the lines of his body all point to the 

dimmer 
he stares at the dimmer 
the dimmer is open and naked 
we can see the workings inside 
it looks a little like a maybe clock 

the five baals and the seer or sitting bull 
may be there 

but they are quiet 
there is nothing they can say and 
that young man wouldnt listen anyway 

the curtains open 
sparkles and cracks are heard 
but no one moves 
sparkles and cracks and pops of sound 
and snaps 
then the curtains close 
there is ceremony 

xxvi- a ta mi mask 
the world is made 
the peach crop is harvested 
after a while the peach crop is destroyed 

Notes on the Graphis Series 
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ScENE EIGHTEEN-2042-207I 
I Slide out of Focus Improvised 

ALL AS IN SCENE SIXTEEN. 

ScENE N1NETEEN-207I-2r73 
2 Slides out of Focus 

SAINT Jo AN 
2r27-2338 (3 minutes, 3r seconds); Saint 

Joan carrying the coffee container to 
the stove. Saint Joan arriving wi th it 
at the stove. Saint Joan setting it down 
on the stove. 

IV 
2141-2283 (2 minutes, 22 seconds) ; IV 

leaning backwards, sliding his hands 
off an invisible table. IV studying an 
invisible chess game. IV noticing his 
move. IV sayi ng, fff, "Sh( th) join ted." 

II 
2 157-2228 ( 1 minute, 1 r seconds); II say

ing in a colored voice, p. "Little sa nd. " 

SCENE TwENTY-2I73-2330 
I Slide in Focus 

v 
2208-2305 ( 1 minute, 37 seconds); V in 

front of somebod y. V extending her 
right ha nd towards that somebody. V 
grasping his hand cordially. V sinki ng 
his hand . V looking him in the eye and 
smiling. V noticing the chess board. V 
moving gradually towa rds it. V arriv-
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for 1ess1e for hannah 
for hannah f o r jess 1e 

t h e eye o f he r papa's apple 
th e eye o f her a p pl e's papa 

the papa of her eye's apple 
the papa of her apple's eye 

the apple of her eye 's papa 
the apple of her papa 's eye 

dick h1ggrns 

september 14 . 1967 



27 Episodes ... 

xxvii- movie frames flickering 
all the episodes are repeated 
superimposed 
one onto another 
their ends onto their beginnings 
and each part onto each part 
the curtain opens and shuts repeatedly at 

random times 

dictum 
pictum 

dictorum 
pictorum 

r957-r959 

on eloquence 

8/12/68 
barton, vermont 

Notes on the Graph is Series 

-----
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ing at the chess board. V placing the 
painted red-black token in a throwing 
cup. V picking up the throwing cup, 
shaking the token in the throwing cup, 
throwing the token onto the table, set
ting the token cup down, and observ
ing the token to see if she is to be red 
or black. V reaching for the token, 
picking it up, and placing it on the 
corner of the table opposite to that 
where she found it. 

VI 
2220-2410 (3 minutes, IO seconds); VI 

saving, ff, "A amav zheetyeh und so 
weiter. B bragh farraghtyn y chosney. 
Yawl waitin fsumwun. Sthoos. Nah
lovdsfo in yoxyo. Elskadi gud heiminn 
a mss the Iii edow si ssvls vwcte wet 
vwvweenosl. Which entxni ion." 

m 
2225-2228 (8 seconds); III simultaneous

ly saying, pp, "Eh zh(y) m g'(g') 'r 
uh Q'h oy ' r sh(y)," and lifting an in
visible garden hose by stooping and 
standing up, straightening the knees. 
JIT extending one arm, hauling in the 
hose, coiling it at her feet, extending 
the other arm, hauling in the hose and 
coiling it at her feet, repeating the 
above process if necessary till 2228 . 

I 
2227-2366 (2 minutes, 19 seconds); I si

multaneously saying in a colored voice, 
mp, ''I'm really an accountant at the 
Grand Hotel in Budapest, but for god
sakes don't tell anyone that. Now in 
the family size," and grasping the near
est person's hand cordially, shaking it, 
and looking in his eye and smiling. I 
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faces races 
(an annotated poem) 

faces races 
faces maces 

faces 

faces aces 

ouch 

faces (he says) 
faces graces 
faces places 
faces bases 

faces faces 
faces races 

.ifanza 1: 

line I presumably refers to the situation of 
the formerl y prosperous after the War Between 
the States when the Great Grass Shortage led 
to hideous examples of violent footracery between 
the liberated slaves and their former masters. 

line 2 draws a parallel with the predicament 
of the English Catholics in 1541, when they 
were forbidden by a huge Papal Bull to use any 
mace in their cuisine. The British Church, com
monly known as the Church of England and 
still more commonly known as the Anglicans 
(yet still more commonly known as Old- well, 
we shan ' t mention it), suflerecl under no such 

Notes on the Graph is Series 

Sogetsu Art Center in Tokyo, organized 
by Kuniharu Akiyama and Toshi Ichi
yanagi . There this construction appears 
to have disappeared. At any rate, it 
hasn't surfaced. 
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noticing the chess board, moving grad
ually towards it, arriving at the chess 
board, placing the painted red-black 
token in a throwing cup, picking up 
the throwing cup, shaking the token in 
the throwing cup, throwing the token 
onto the table, setting the token cup 
down, observing the token to see if she 
is to be red or black, reaching for the 
token, picking it up, placing it opposite 
to the side where she found it on the 
corner, going to the side of the table 
where she has placed the token, mov
ing the chair so that she can sit in it, 
sitting down, studying the chess game, 
leaning forwards, putting both arms 
on the table without disturbing the 
token or the game, letting her weight 
shift to her arms, moving her arms 
farther onto the table, raising her hands 
so that the weight of her torso is on her 
elbows, setting her head forwards on 
her neck, supporting the weight of her 
head with the palms of her hands, re
laxing and studying the game. I sitting 
up a little and tensing, allowing her 
hands to clasp, lowering them in front 
of herself, sitting back, sliding her arms 
off the table, studying the game, notic
ing her move. 

III 
2228-2593 ( 6 minutes, 5 seconds); III 

standing and silent. 
II 

2228-2654 (42 minutes, 6 seconds); II 
standing and silent. 

JV 
2283-2325 (43 seconds); JV saying, fl, 

"Two men met in the street." 
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prohibition and used mace, as needed. This 
came to be known as the "white man's bourdon. " 

line 3 has an obscure meaning. it may obscure 
some direct expression of emotion. 

line 4 is sa id by ce rtain wives to denote faecal 
matter. 

stanza 2: 

line 1 aces are indeed difficult to face (ed.) 
line 2 explains line one and extends its mean

ing into the struggle of the peoples of the cool 
mountains in Yunnan to be free of Han domi
nation, by almost oblique reference to the writ
ings of our beloved brother. 

line 3 mentio ns a Grace who has ne ver been 
satisfac toril y identified . it appears that the m ys
terious poet was trying to face some person, 
object or place with whom he had on ly that 
knowledge which was connected with Grace, 
who will most likely remain forever ano ny
tnous. 

line 4 deal s with "place," a w hyme of the 
majority of words in this work, and which is 
otherwise loca ted as to its mea ning. 

line 5 is an expression of the hostility of the 
poet towards the foreign policy of the state of 
which he was, most presumably, a citizen, and a 
recognition of the necessity of having, perhaps, 
bases of friend ship instead of bases of strength. 
this line has been condemned by none other than 
Naz.-Soc. Keinbettnikov as being hopeless ly 
positive in its outlook. 

stanza 3 : 
the final couplet may be secretl y treated as a 

quatrain, accord ing to 1nost commentators. but 
the present commentator prefers to regard it as 
a hope for accord among races, once each is 
given its physicals and spirituals and apple pie 
dues. 

end of game 

barton, vt. 
july 1968 

Graphis §15-§17 were the first to use 
words. They were later incorporated in 
Clown's Way and published in Jefferson's 
Birthday. They were intended to be com
bined in any way to make a tragedy in 
three acts. 

Grap his § 18 was an arbitrary set of 
circles and figure eights according to 
which a microphone was waved in front 
of a loudspeaker, producing a spectacu
lar screeching feedback which I called, 

• • 
Babbitt JW, inovtd 

In Centtr 

I 't- B•bbilt L<!t --r I 
Here 

.lmJ 

• • 

Waviness ;;z;: 
Graphis §16 

for want of a better term, "foo's." I 
needed a word for this, because it was 
the standard sort of noise in my large 
work of the time. This particular nota-
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v 
2305-2344 (39 seconds); V standing and 

silent. 
IV 

2325-2490 (2 minutes, 54 seconds); IV 
standing and silent. 

ScENE TwENTY-ONE-2330-2406 
r Slide in Focus 

SAINT JoAN 
2338-2480 ( 2 minutes, 22 seconds); Saint 

Joan standing and silent. 
v 

2344-2440 ( r minute, 36 seconds); V say
ing, f, "Sotmos ma m1wcor urn res 
tema ei." 

2366-2700 ( 5 minutes, 34 seconds); 
seated and silent, noticing her move. 

ScENE TwENTY-Two-2406-2572 
1 Slide in Focus 

VI 
2410-2460 (50 seconds); VI standing and 

silent. 
v 

2440-2602 ( 2 minutes, 42 seconds); V 
going to the source of coffee. V arriv
ing at the source of coffee. 

VI 
2460-2567 ( r minute, 4 7 seconds); VI 

saying, mp, "Reoob c-ing the blue bobi
zahmat rahbedahid! chi kiang eel coun. 
Of halition ttoq yldth hboslk tltlch 
snoulorc set dulveb ewiv eteb vid vr." 
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tion was used to produce A Loud Sym
phony, of which a tape still exists. Oddly 
enough, the patterns (mostly descending 
crescents of sound, controlled by the 
centers of the curves) can be recognized 
as repeated melodies. The set was sent, 
together with other works of the time 
which I wish I still had (such as An 
Aviary, 1958), to Bruce Conner, the San 
Francisco artist and film-maker who ap
pears to have disappeared, and there is a 
possibility that some of these things he 
gave to La Monte Young, the composer. 
The form in which these loops existed 
was a stack of acetates. This was the first 
of the "compound" notations r made, in 
which the individual layers were not to 

be taken individually as works. This 
paralleled my idea at that time of com
pound instruments-instruments inside 
instruments, cued by them or activated 
by them. Pianos with bowed strings, 
saxophone mouthpieces inside Aute 
bodies, oboe mouthpieces on Aute bodies, 
radios activated by keyboards. I meant 
to do a lot with this but never got around 
to it. Still, it seemed important to me, 
somehow, at the time. 

Graphis §19-§22 (Piano Music with 
Repeated Fragments) was a structure 
with Aexible contents but fixed amounts 
of time .which, as it worked out, was 
never used or completed for its original 
purpose. Instead, it proved to be· ideal: for . 
generating the durations, events and se
quences of all materials in my play Saint 
Joan at Beaurevoir ( 1959) , performed in 
March 1960 in the Players' Theater in 
New York (and which appears else-
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Saint Joan at Beaurevoir 

SAINT JoAN 
2480-255I (1 minute, II seconds); Saint 

Joan saying, p, and pausing anywhere, 
"G( zh )-ah-uh-sh !-k( tsh )·r(kh) ." 

IV 
2499-2575 ( 1 minute, 16 seconds); IV 

moving gradually towards the chess 
board. IV arriving beside it. JV placing 
the painted red-black token in a throw
ing cup. IV picking up the throwing 
cup and shaking it. IV throwing the 
token onto the table, setting the token 
cup down, and observing the token to 
see if he is to be red or black. IV reach
ing for the token and picking it up, 
placing it on the corner of the table 

opposite to where he found it. IV going 
to the side of the table where he has 
placed the token. JV moving the chair 
so that he can sit in it. JV sitting down, 
studying the chess game. IV leaning 
forwards, putting both hands on the 
table, without disturbing the token or 
the chess game. IV saying, p, "All his 
own. Would that the Party had more 
like him. So perished the noblest man 
of his time. In his life, true that it is 
without elegance, yet there." 

SAINT JoAN 
2551-2575 (24 seconds); Saint Joan ex

tending her arms. Saint Joan opening 
her open coffee container. Saint Joan 
setting the coffee container down, pick
ing up a spoon, and spooning coffee 
into any coffee pot near her. 

VI 
2567-2700 ( 2 minutes, 13 seconds); VI 

extending his foot upstage and placing 
his weight on it. 
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The Chin Game 
- a scenario -

by Glue Mama 

r. This movie needs a loaded camera, 
good lighting, and a mature male per
former for its execution. 

2. The male performer is clean shaven. 
A few frames are exposed of his chin in 
this condition. 

3. From then on he does not shave. 
Every day one frame is exposed of his 
chin. Every effort is made to align his 
face as closely as possible each day with 
the way it was the day before, in order 
to minimize vibration in projection. 

4. About nine months later it is de
cided to end the shooting of the movie. 
A few extra frames are exposed at that 
time. The film is removed and processed 
normally. 

5. When it is time to project it, it is 
joined end to end but laterally reversed 
on one end, to form a Moebius strip. It 
is always projected for a minimum of 
half as many minutes as it took days to 
make the film. 

6. Variation : up to six alternate ver
sions may be connected, end to front, so 
long as there is only one Moebius strip. 

New York 
Summer 1966 

Notes on the Graphis Series 

where in this volume). The notations 
used for Act III and Act II are in the 
archive of notations on which the John 
Cage book Notations is based. Copies of 
the Act I and Act IV notations were sent 
to Japan for the Sogetsu Art Center ex· 
hibition mentioned ea rlier, and I have 
heard that Kuniharu Akiyama still has 
them. But my own copies have gone 
away. 

Graphis §z3 may be the number of an 
unidentified Graphis notation in my files, 
since my notes do not show what §23 
was. But my notation, which looks like 
something I would want to reject instant
ly, uses a mimeograph inking brush. 
This one must have been done in 1959, 
but I didn't acquire a mimeograph ma
chine until May or June 1960. So maybe 
these two can't be matched up, and there 
is a missing member of the Graph is series. 

Graphis §z4 was first thought of as a 
piece for "foo's" and theremins, and must 
have been drawn in 1959. It is based on 
a witching symbol from Pennsylva nia, 
known to every child who plays with a 
compass, but the original version has dis
appeared. I think it was given to George 
Maciunas. However, a published vers ion 
appeared in Edition Et §1 (1966) in 
Berlin. 

Graphis §z5 (Photomusic, Spring 
I 959) consists of musical gestures, dia
grams and notions, intended to be col
laged into one inclusive whole. Many of 
the pieces in Clow n's Way-not the por
tions used as Graphis §15-§17-were 
used as working materials in Photomusic . 

Graphis §z6 (Spring 1959) is one of 
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Saint Joan at Beaurevoir 

ScENE TwENTY-THREE-2572-2626 
1 Slide in Focus 

SAINT JoAN 
2575-2591 ( r6 seconds); Saint Joan stand

ing and silent, holding a spoon. 
IV 

2575-26 r9 ( 44 seconds); IV seated and 
silent. 

SAINT JoAN 
2591-2700 (3 minutes, 9 seconds); Saint 

Joan raising her eyes, looking for a 
pencil or a pen, ignoring the one she 
has. Saint Joan turning her head, look
ing for a pencil or a pen. Saint Joan 
noticing a pencil or a pen. Saint Joan 
turning towards a pencil or a pen. Saint 
Joan extending one foot towards a pen
cil or a pen. Saint Joan transferring her 
weight to that foot. Saint Joan extend
ing her other foot towards the pencil 
or pen. Saint Joan transferring her 
weight to the other foot. Saint Joan re
peating the above process. Saint Joan 
arriving at the pencil or pen. Saint Joan 
raising her free arm. Saint Joan pick
ing up the pencil or the pen. Saint Joan 
turning her head towards the nearest 
proscenium arch . Saint Joan turning 
towards the nearest proscenium arch. 
Saint Joan extending one foot towards 
the nearest proscenium arch. 

III 
2593-2700 ( 1 minute, 4 7 seconds); III 

raising an invisible envelope and seal-
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Canzona Number Ninety-Eight 

Autumn r958 

Notes on the Graphis Series 

the earliest of my "blank structures," my 
name for work in which all aspects of 
the structure are implied in the work 
without any details of subject matter 
being explicitly g iven . A rough mimeo 
version is included in 100 Plays, New 
York r96r, the mimeo set of acting scripts 
I ran off and sent around. 

Graphis §27 (Drama for Rubber Stamp 
and Tragedians, Spring r959) is an ab
stract expressionistic layering of impres
sions of a set of rubber stamps made up 
from my own musical handwriting of 
the standard symbols-clefs, notes, pedal 
marks, etc. It was sent to Japan for the 
1962 Sogetsu Art Center exhibition. 

Graph is §28-§57 (The Fourth of July 
Variations) were started on July 4th, 
1959, and finished in time for perform
ance in the concert at the end of the 
summer given by John Cage's class at 
the New School for Social Research in 
New York. The piece was to be per
formed by up to 29 performers using 
only unconventional vocal effects. The 
possible variations were worked over in 
very great detail, including sl ides written 
in as optionals when no transition was 
possible, for instance. The score was either 
sent to Japan or bought by Mary B::JUer
meister at the auction. I would like very 
much to know where it might be, and 
would welcome clues from readers. 

Graphis §s8-§63 are blank structures, 
printed in 100 Plays (see Graph is 26). 
They were done in 1959, using French 
curves which I still have, then traced onto 
mimeo stencils. §62 was done in Cologne 
in November 1962. 
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ing it by licking it shut. III holding it 
up. 

v 
2602-2608 ( 6 seconds); V standing and 

silent. 
2608-2700 ( r minute, 32 seconds); V say

ing, p, "Ah." 

IV 
26rg-2700 (r minute, 2r seconds); IV 

say ing, pp, "Yes you do." 

ScEN E TwENTY-FouR-2626-2639 
r Slide in Focus 

ALL AS IN SCENE TWENTY-THREE. 

ScENE Tw ENTY-FrvE-2639-2700 
1 Slide in Focus 

II 
2654-2694 ( 40 seconds); II saying, f, 

"Open-divided." 
2694-2700 ( 6 seconds); II standing and 

silent. 

ENo OF AcT 

II , NOTES 

-Saint Joan is holding a pen or pencil in one 
hand and a spoon in the other at the end of the 
ac t. It is not specified what becomes of the note 
which she has written. 

-"Simultaneous" indicates simultaneous 
speech and action. 

-Indeterminate: whether or not I ca rries a 
throwing cup arou nd with her between times 
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Tamerlane's Darugar and 
Timurtas's Silence 

On a blackboard or poster all the com
binations of letters are written in the 
word "Darugar!" which do not involve 
changing the order of the letters (i.e., 
"aru," "arug," and "ugar" but not "ragu," 
"arg," etc. which would reverse the order 
or skip a letter). The participants yell, 
speak, yodel, sing, whisper and gasp these 
combinations as long as desired in any 
way that suggests a process of listening 
as well as making sounds. 

New York 
January 1968 

Notes on the Graphis Series 

Graph is §64 (Roadmap Music, October 
1959) was a series of roadmap color sepa
rations given to me by Al Hansen, which 
I had contact-printed, then worked out 
for performance, which never material
ized. Since each weight of each color was 
on a different layer, I felt a normal music 
paper grid would be an appropriate over
lay to make performance feasible. We 
premiered the piece with unorthodox in 
struments (for which it was not con
ceived) at a dinner of the New York 
Audiovisual Society, the same at which 
Hansen's first multi-projector piece was 
done. The piece and its formula were 
then given to Hansen. 

Graph is §65-§71 (Timed Notations) 
were drawn at the same time I was work
ing on the textual realization of Saint 
Joan at Beaurevoir, as a relief from the 
cramped formality of using a ruler, throw
ing dice and typing. Each is intended to 
be performed at a specific time of day 
or of life, in the manner of certain Indian 
ragas (only more so). I must have the 
notations somewhere or other: they may 
be misfiled, along with §sS-§63, since 
two of them, §65 and §7r, are in 100 

Plays, the last without its accompanying 
texts, which are calligraphic. 

§72 (Process Notation) is only indi
rectly a Graphis, since it is actually a 
method of reading the movements of the 
body, in the format to which I have com
mitted it, and my notation was to be a 
body, which I would then commit to be 
read. The sequence is determined by start
ing at the feet and rising to the head for 
a prescribed duration. Volume is deter-
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when she is play ing chess, how she reacts to 
there being no response when she greets people, 
and how she keeps out of the way of other chess 
rlayers. 

-VI notices the chessboard in 0000-000 3 or 
in 0 0 03- 0 I 86. 

-VI stands at the end of 03 51-04 12 , or in 
0 412- 10 6 9 . 

Act Three 

PROLOGUE-0120-0000-DARKN ESS 

Saint Joan entering with a taper and 
lighting the nearest candle. Saint Joan 
crossing the stage and lighting the far
ther candle. Saint Joan going offstage. 

Everybody following St. Joan offstage at 
the end of the prologue. 

SCEN E O NE-0000-0022 
1 Slide out of Focus Lined 

Music 
0000-0900, Music E 

VI 
0009-0029 ( 20 seconds) ; VI entering 

quietly and standing, moving his eyes, 
observing. 
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translation of a poem by pedro xisto 

/-
new york 

september r967 

N ates on the Graph is Series 

mined by the angle at which one sees the 
notation-if he or she is facing the per
former, he or she thunders. If the notation 
faces away from one, one plays-in si
lence. Whether or not one plays at all is 
determined by one's interest in the por
tion of the notation one's eyes are scan
ning. Clea rl y this would be simplified if 
the notation were nude, but this was an 
issue I was, at that time, not raising. T n 
a simplified version T have used this pro
cedure for conducting a large number of 
pieces, by myself and others, such as Ben 
Patterson's Paper Music. 

Graphis §71-§76 (List Notations, 
1959) are the last for quite a while of 
the Graphis series pieces in whi ch the 
nature of the handwriting was important ; 
they consist of lists of objects. Carmen, a 
list poem from 1961 (included in New 
Poems, a mimeo booklet I did that year), 
is a non-calligraphic version of §75 of the 
sen es. 

Graphis §n-§81 ( 1960) are objects to 
be used as notations, each with a sam pie 
possible use. My String Quartet No. 2 is 
§81 , for instance, a doll's arm which I 
found in the street, suspended in the a ir 
with a sharp spotlight behind it, so that 
its shadow could be read. The original 
was sent to the Sogetsu Art Center (Aki
yama still has it) in r962 . Fortunately, 
in 1966 I was walking down the same 
street where the original was found, and 
I found a second, identical to the flrst. So 
th is one I sti ll have. 

Graphis §82-§87 are complex drama 
notations, pushing the conceptual limits 
of the series. All are in rno Plays (see 
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III 
0013-0900 (14 minutes, 47 seconds); III 

entering as quickly as she can with 
grace. III standing and silent for the 
duration of the act. III upstage. 

ScENE Two-0022-0110 
1 Slide out of Focus Lined 

VI 
0029-0077 ( 48 seconds); VI coming 

downstage. VI raising a Bower and 
sniffing it. VI suddenly rushing upstage 
backwards with little tiny steps as if 
snapped with a rubber band. VI stop
ping at extreme upstage, not before. VI 
throwing the Rower away sadly. 

0077-0103 (26 seconds); VI holding the 
back of his head with his hands, rais
ing his chin high , tilting his head back, 
bending over backwards gracefully a 
little, fanning his elbows in and out 
sensually. 

0103-0152 (49 seconds); VI laughing. VT 
looking offstage. vr discovering a 
paper Bower under something. VI en
joying the Bower in any appropriate 
way. 

ScENE THREE-oIIo- 0179 
1 Slide in Focus 

vr 
0152-0186 (34 seconds); vr saying, p, 

"K d(t) o(ng) d(zy) iy zh! b uh(ng) 
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Different Spots to Visit 

Notes on the Graphis Series 

Graphis §26) . §82 has been performed 
hither and yon, in the U.S., Sweden and 
France, and was published with extensive 
notes in the Tulane Drama Review, 
Winter 1965. The original notation was 
done with white enamel on black poly
ethylene, which did not adhere well and 
has peeled off. What is left of it is in the 
attic of the building where the Something 
Else Press is located. 

Graphis §88 is a choreographic pro
cedure. A long (80 foot) piece of clothes
line is flopped around on the stage. 
Dancers enter (perhaps on stilts) and 
follow the curves of the line, kicking it 
and changing it from time to time. 

Graphis §89 (Geometric Design for a 
Drama) is a very complex drawing on 
graph paper, representing quantitatively 
all the aspects I could think of which 
some drama might assume. 

Graphis §go-§ro7 (Simple Designs for 
a Drama, September 1961) is a series of 
index card notations, to be grouped in 
pairs ad lib during the performance, the 
first to determine what persona each per
former (and there are any number of 
them) will assume, and the second what 
form his movement will assume, or his 
actions. The odd card out is "the old 
maid," which causes the performer to 
take other performers' cards. 

Graphis §ro8-§r 12 (Structures for the 
Semidance Theater, February 1962) is 
a series based on strips of cloth which 
I called "Taffeta Landscapes," about 
which, visually, the less said the better. 
But, for instance, Matti Haim did a fine 
performance of several in 1962. 
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ey y(g') uh(ng) eh ee(r) e(r) g'(y) 
ee n a(ng) g'(y) shay ee(r) sh! eu f 
ee(r) 1 eh s(sh) ng ch ee(r) n(y) du y 
us r ( kh) k a(ng) ay ih n eu s th ee(r) 
k t th e(r) th(y) k(tsh) rkh' h f zh 
ay ow ah rd zh! a( ng) ay Q' ch f o(ng) 
ah(ng) khl oh d(zy) ah ay 'l zh! uh 
own th (y) iy sh o dth(z) d(zy) ch z 
m ng ow o uh sh ( y) o y h sh b 'l s 
y(g') k(tsh) ." 

ScENE FouR-017g-0277 
1 Slide in Focus 

VI 
o 186-0234 ( 48 seconds); VI sitting down. 

VI discovering the backs of his hands, 
then the fronts of his hands, repeatedly 
and in any order any number of times, 
but always with surprise. VI standing 
up. 

0234-0250 ( r6 seconds); VI crossing the 
stage diagonally, saying, p, "God ? 
With any." VI going out. 

0250-0900 ( ro minutes, 50 seconds); VI 
being offstage. 

ScENE FivE-0277-0463 
1 Slide in Focus 

ALL BUT III OFFSTAGE, III STAN DING AND 

SILENT. 
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Saint Joan at Beaurevoir 

II 
0514-0583 (1 minute, 9 seconds); II en

tering with a tape recorder. II setting 
the tape recorder up. II connecting a 
microphone into the tape recorder. II 
turning the tape recorder and its moni
tor on. II delighted by the feedback, 
which he turns up as loud as possible. 

0583-0900 (5 minutes, 17 seconds); II 
making patterns with the feedback by 
moving the microphone in patterns: II 
not making tonal patterns in any way. 
II getting out of the way if anyone else 
needs the machine. II standing and 
silent whenever there is no feedback. 
II active, moving in patterns with the 
microphone whenever there is feed
back. 

SCENE SEVEN-0641-0651 
r Slide in Focus 

IV 
0643-0651 (8 seconds); IV entering to 

the tape recorder and turning it on to 
play. 

ScrnE ErcHT-0651-0706 
1 Slide in Focus 

IV 
065 r-0669 (I 8 seconds); IV waiting. IV 

stopping the tape recorder. IV chang
ing the tape. IV turning it on again. 
IV rushing offstage. 
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Notes on the Graphis Series 

Graphis §113 (Politico Music, April 
1962) is a drawing of Fidel Castro, 
twenty by thirty feet. The performers 
move along the lines of the drawing with
out comment, in slow file. 

Graphis §114-§116 (Notations for 
Cinema and Brass, late l 96 l) is a set of 
drawings for performers to follow indi
vidually, either operating motion-picture 
projectors or playing brass instruments, 
cueing them in density, intensity, speed, 
on or off. 

Graphis §117 (Sample) was made up 
because the shape of the lecture podium 
at Wiesbaden, Germany, where the first 
big Fluxus Festival took place, and where 
a performance of Graphis §82 was sup
posed to happen, made the performance 
an impossibility. So a new sampling 
(hence the title) was made of the ideas 
in §82, which was published inf efjerson's 
Birthday. 

Graphis §118 is a simple, geometrical 
drawing, along the lines of which the 
performers travel with tiny tiny steps, 
diverging and then re-converging into a 
jam-up. No original manuscript or sketch 
ever existed-it was drawn on the floor 
of a giant baroque theater stage in Copen
hagen in November 1962. 

Graphis § r 19 is a series of surprinted 
squares, and goes with-

Graphis §120, which is a series of sur
printed circles. Together they form a duet 
in parallel movements. 

Graphis §121-§130 are silhouettes of 
19th Century composers on graph paper, 
intended to provide a structure for per-
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066g-0694 (25 seconds); IV waiting. IV 
rushing onstage. IV stopping the tape 
recorder. IV changing the tape. IV 
starting the tape recorder. IV standing 
and silent. IV rushing offstage with the 
old tape . 

0694-0759 (I minute, 5 seconds); IV 
waiting. IV rushing onstage. IV stop
ping the tape recorder. IV changing 
the tape. IV starting the tape recorder. 
IV standing and silent. IV rushing off
stage with the old tape. 

Sc ENE NIN E-o 106-0729 
1 Slide in Focus 

v 
0721-0766 ( 45 seconds); V entering, de

lighted and childlike. V stopping, see
ing an invisible automobile accident. 

ScENE T EN- 0724-0852 
I Slide in Focus 

IV 
0759-???? (? ? seconds); IV waiting. IV 

rushing onstage. IV stopping the tape 
recorder. IV changing the tape. IV 
sta rting the tape recorder. IV standing 
and silent. IV rushing offstage with the 
old tape. IV doing everything as rapid
ly as possible. IV offstage for the re
mainder of the act. 

v 
0766-0806 ( 40 seconds) ; V going to the 

tape recorder and playing a new tape. 
V saying, ff f, "Will you have a peanut, 
oh .. . " V stopping the tape. 
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formance and yet evoke the specific com
poser. 

Graphis §131 was performed for Char
lotte Moorman's New York Festival of 
the Avant-Garde at Judson Hall in the 
summer of 1965, and consists of converg
ing arrows, thus forming a counterpart 
to Graphis §4. A choreographic inter
pretation appears elsewhere in this book. 

Graphis §132-§133 (Autumn 1965) is 
a series based on drawings similar to 
some of the experimental notations used 
in some 1959 piano pieces I never fin
ished. Each is made axially symmetrical 

co11tin11ed after Some Craphis Mirrors 

Some Graphis Mirrors 

r. Use any available equipment, along 
with the notations of Graphis 131, 
132 and/or 133, these last two in any 
of the given forms. 

2. Actions are all derived from the image 
given in Graphis 131. Consider all 
possible speeds and implications, pro
jections onto characters, etc. 

3. Spoken materials, characterizations, 
styles, locales, etc., are all derived 
either from Graphis 132 or Graphis 
133. Do not use this material ex
haustively. 

New York 

July 1967 
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0806-0865 ( 59 seconds); V holding the 
back of her head with her hands, rais
ing her chin high, tilting her head back, 
bending over backwards gracefully a 
little, fanning her elbows in and out 
slowly and sensually. 

SCENE ELEVEN-0852-0900 
1 Slide in Focus 

v 
0865-0885 ( 20 seconds); V coming down

stage. V raising a flower to sniff it. V 
suddenly rushing upstage backwards 
with little tiny steps as if snapped with 
a rubber band . V stopping at extreme 
upstage, not before. V throwing away 
the flower sadly. 

0885-0900 ( 15 seconds); V standing still 
and silent, moving only her eyes ob
serving. 

S AINT JoAN 

0892-0900 ( 8 seconds); Saint Joan en
tering. 

END OF AcT 

111 , NOTES 

- There are a few indeterminate elements in 
this act which should be resolved before the 
performance. Where does Vi's /lower at 0029 

come from? How, genera ll y, do the tapes and 
flowers get on stage? Are they there before the 
act begins? 

-When worki ng with the tape recorder, it 
is important that II not reveal that he knows 
who wi ll touch it. 
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In Consideration of Our One Earth 

For they were all heroes, and you are all 
cruel ones. 

Neither dogmatize nor sparkle, for they 
are no heroes. 

Sulk slowly, proud earth, lest neither ex
terminate nor become breathless, for 
we were no profiteers. 

Help free the crushed risers, 
Sulk with rage, sweet bastard, 
"Go graciously, sweet craft unionist, 

that-
Yes. 

Help free the thankless risers, 
Tomorrow. 

ii 
Come solemnly, vicious earth, 
Neither dogmatize nor pull down, for we 

are no ghosts? 
Come solemnly, vicious earth, 
Neither dogmatize nor pull down, for we 

are no ghosts . 
Neither ache nor dissect, for you were no 

profiteer? 
Neither marry nor become breathless, fo r 

we are no messengers. 
Neither wed nor run out of breath, for 

we are without messages. 

Notes on the Graphis Series 

Some Graphis Mirrors 
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Act Four 

PROLOGU E-0 I 20-0000-DARKN ESS 

SAINT JoAN, II, & VI STANDING AND NOT 
LISTENING, JV & V STANDING AND CLEAR
LY LISTENING. I OFFSTAGE AS IN AcT 
THREE [AFTER THE PROLOGUE]. 

III 
III entering with a taper and lighting the 

nearest candle. III crossing the stage 
and lighting the farther candle. III go
ing offstage. III returning without the 
taper. 

ScEN E ON E-0000-01o1 
I Slide in Focus 

SAINT JoAN 
0000-0028 (28 seconds) Saint Joan stamp

ing her foot once. Saint Joan smiling, 
and raising her right hand over her 
head, lowering it before 0028. 

II 
0000-0030 (30 seconds); II roaring with 

laughter. 
III 

0000-0045 (45 seconds); II simultaneous
ly saying, "Will ten non an col o iw cor 
vos res te be! ei," and moving towards 
the nearest person, rapidly walking, 
bending straightening bending straight
ening etc. III colliding gently with the 
nearest person. III repeating this entire 
sequence. 

IV 
0000-0075 (r minute, 15 seconds); IV 

about ten feet from being offstage. IV 
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In Consideration . .. 

East of the bedroom, a close goddess. 
Goddess close a, bedroom the of East. 
"Push the thankless poor ones," 
Come graciously, trite son,-
The Advisor: "East of the cataract, a close 

abbot. 
Don't curse the crushed blood, 
For you are singly printers, and we 

are all heroes? 
East of the triangle, a cold goddess . 
Neither exterminate nor become 

breathless, for you are no cruel one. 
Neither marry nor dissect, for they 

are no heroes. 
For you were all profiteers, and we 

are singly printers. 

Yes." 

r ndeed. 
Neither dogmatize nor assault, for they 

were no messengers . 
For you are all messengers, and we are all 

cruel ones . 
For they are all ghosts, and we were all 

heroes. 
Tomorrow. 

iii 
Dart graciously, trite earth, 
Move swiftly but in a generous spmt, 

silly old world, 
East, the robber, a reactionary goddess . 
Neither marry nor dissect, for we were no 

ghosts. 
N either exterminate nor become breath 

less, for you were no hero. 
Yes. 

Notes on the Graphis Series 
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going offstage, very slowly, at about 
eight inches every three seconds. IV ex
tending a foot towards offstage, but 
sliding it back almost to where it was 
before he places his weight on it. IV 
then doing the same with the other 
foot. IV saying, fff, while he goes out, 
"Must the same Omnipotency b .. . ?" 
IV offstage. 

v 
0000-0040 ( 40 seconds); V standing and 

silent. V about ten feet from offstage. 

VI 
0000-0008 (8 seconds); VI leaping as 

high as possible, then taking two very 
overextended steps. 

0008-oorr (3 seconds); VI standing and 
silent. 

Mus re 

0008-0052 (44 seconds); Play Music G. 

VI 
oar 1--0070 (59 seconds); VI stepping 

backwards in any direction, stopping 
and saying, "Odd mug light. Three 
halibut why a the in all. 55.8 well 
heavenwards. When like a moo. If I 
had. Whenever at her birthday party. 
What a running. Moses in his under
pants. Yes. My uncle salvation is. The 
end page 365. Gidget pose. Merry hali
but. If two flax production following 
the pelleate. Purple will jump. Late 
Sung add two parsely robot. Ambitious 
squamules angry worm. Is less than 
the sum my motor. Fred ink. General 
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In Consideration ... 

Yes. 

The Abbess: "Rise with rage, trite son, 
lest you forget the pulsing hurts. 
W est, the cataract: a risible abbott. 
Neither dogmatize nor assault, for 
we were no ghosts. 
Sulk slowly, sweet bastard, 
H elp free the crushed hurts, 
W est of the microbe: a cold 
principle. 
West, a robber: a close principle? 
Neither we igh down nor sparkle, 
for you are no hero." 

The Pale One: "Go solem nly, ,my bastard, 

Neither dogmatize nor take root, 
for they are no cruel ones? 
Rise with rage, dear craft unionist, 
Help free the crushed hurts, 
Push the thankless hurts, 

Dart graciously, sweet son, 

Neither rebuff nor pull down, for 
they are no messengers . 
For you are si ngly profiteers, and 
you were singly heroes. 
Forget the pulsing marrow, 
Neither marry nor take root, for 
you were no cruel one. 
Neither rebuff nor become breath
less, for you were no messenger. 
East, a triangle, an artless goddess. 
N orthbound, sta rboard, a · three
sided figure, an ingenuous female 
deity. 
Neither dogmatize nor assault, for 
you were no ghost. 
For we are singly messengers, and 
you were singly messengers, 

Notes on the Graphis Series 
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Saint f oan at Beaurevoir 

Electric neurosis. Their wives' sexual 
ends at the 55.6% dolly caravan. Ger
trude mushmellons buying pigeons. 
Fried. Our Vitamin A concentrate. 
Whirling emulsifiers. Scrabble taragon 
in the shade was a be whipping. Blue, 
how do you do." 

SAINT JoAN 
0028-0051 (23 seconds) Saint Joan cross

ing upstage. 

v 
0029-0070 ( 41 seconds); V going offstage 

very slowly at about one foot every four 
seconds. V extending a foot towards 
offstage, but slid ing it back almost to 
where it was before she places her 
weight on it. V then doing the same 
with the other foot. V saying, fff, 
"Must the same Omnipotency b ... " 
V offstage. 

II 
0030-0049 (19 seconds); II saying, /ff , 

"Hello." 

III 
0045-0074 (29 seconds); III nodding her 

head and looking at the floor. III look
ing up again. 

II 
0,049-0050 ( 1 second); II simultaneously 

saying, "Will ten non an col o iw cor 
vos res te be! ei," and moving to
wards the nearest person, walking rap
idly, bending straightening bending 
straightening etc. II colliding gently 
with the nearest person. 

0050-???? (? seconds); II going offstage 
at breakneck speed, a little bit faster 
than graceful. 
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In Consideration ... 

Neither ache nor dissect, for they 
are no heroes. 
Neither ache nor dissect, for they 
are no heroes. 
Do not suffer unpleasant pains over 
it and do not take things apart, be
cause they are not very brave. 
Yes. 

For you were all messengers, and you are 
all printers. 

For we were all cruel ones, and they are 
all profiteers. 

East, the bedroom: a reactionary goddess. 
For yeu are all heroes, and you are singly 

messengers. 
Forget the crushed marrow, 
Neither ache nor dissect, for they are no 

printers. 
Tomorrow. 

Tomorrow. 
iv 

Somewhere Else 
Summer r964 

Notes on the Graphis Series 
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SAINT JoAN 
0051-0061 (10 seconds) Saint Joan simul

taneously saying, "Will ten non an col 
o iw cor vos res te be! ei," and moving 
towards the nearest person, rapid! y 
walking, bending straightening bend
ing straightening etc. Saint Joan collid
ing gently with the nearest person. 

Music 
0052-0070: Play Music H. 

SAINT JoAN 
0061-0071 ( 10 seconds) Saint Joan stamp

ing her foot once. Saint Joan smiling, 
and raising her right hand over her 
head, lowering it before 007r. 

Music 
0070-0075: Play Music G. 

v 
0070-0075 (5 seconds); V making a diffi

cult, impressive, and acrobatic entrance. 

VI 
0070-0125 (55 seconds); VI growing 

growing growing into a very great 
man. VI becoming enormous. VI about 
to burst. VI collapsing into a fat old 
man. VI very sad. VI saying, "In the 
a following three soul Leviticus." 

SAINT JoAN 
0071-0106 (35 seconds) Saint Joan simul

taneously saying, "Will ten non an col 
o iw cor vos res te be! ei," and moving 
towards the nearest person, rapid! y 
walking, bending straightening bend
ing straightening etc. Saint Joan collid
ing gently with the nearest person. 
Saint Joan beginning again. Saint Joan 
simultaneously saying, "Will ten non 
an col o iw cor vos res te be! ei," and 
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and must be perceptible as such. In July 
1967 I made some print-through versions 
using negs of the notations as masks and 
other negs of classified sections from 
newspapers as masters, which resulted in 
performance texts used at Franconia Col
lege in the summer of 1967 and a per
formance at Expo '67 in Montreal which 
went over rather well. I then printed 
these up as a Threadneedle Pamphlet. 

Graphis §134 (The Towers of Yesville) 
was a strange drawing with many Yesses, 
intended as a model for a performance 
on a mountainside. It was made in June 
1967 and destroyed (by abandonment on 
a street where the trucks improved it 
greatly) in December 1968. 

Graphis §135-§137 are pile-ups for 
textual performance, made m June 
through August 1967. 

Graphis §138 (Irregular Structure, July 
1967) is for use by violin and piano. 
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moving towards the nearest person, rap
idly walking, bending straightening 
bending straightening etc. Saint Joan 
colliding gently with the nearest person. 

III 
0074-or20 ( 46 seconds); III simultane

ously saying, ff, "G(zh) y Q' ng ih," 
and doing something which makes 
sounds. 

v 
0075-0109 (34 seconds); V raising clouds 

from the valleys below her. 

ScEN E Two-oror-0226 
r Slide out of Focus 

SAINT JoAN 
o ro6-o ro9 ( 3 seconds) ; Saint Joan stand

ing and silent. 
v 

oro9-or17 (8 seconds); V deeply moved. 
V outlining a cross with her hands. V 
in ecstasy. V discovering the world 
again. V clearly listening. 

SAINT JoAN 
orocro112 (3 seconds); Saint Joan step

ping backwards in any direction, stop
ping, and saying, (as much of it as she 
can), "Odd mug light. Three halibut 
bongo drum why a the in all. 55.8 well 
heavenwards. When like a zoo. If I 
had . Whenever at her birthday party. 
What a running. Moses in his under
pants. Yes. My uncle salvation is. The 
end page 365. Gidget pose. Merry hali
but. If two flax production following 
the pelleate. Purple will jump. Late 
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For a Child We All Lost 
for Nina Kaprow 

i 
And the men of Judah 
But behold a cry! 
My beloved had a vineyard 
In the mid st of the land 

"Surely many houses shall be desolate, 
large and beautiful houses, without 
inhabitant, 

They have lyre and harp 
Or see the work of his hands. 

Their honored men are dying of hunger, 
And their multitude 

Woe to those who call evil good 
And lo, swiftly, speedily it comes! 
And if one look to the land, 
Behold, darkness and distress; 
And the light is darkened by its clouds. 

ii 
And a little child shall be full of the 

Knowledge of the Lord as the waters 
cover the sea 

He shall not judge by the girdle of his 
waist 

There shall come forth his delight 
And his fear shall be in the fear of the 

wolf 
There shall come forth the Spirit of the 

Lord 

Notes on the Graphis Series 

Graph is § 139 is a piece about which 
my notes read: "Sketch on Graph Paper 
(belongs to series with §140-§141). But 
isn 't good enough as yet." The original 
belongs to Marilyn Harris-Quarez. 

Graphis §140-§r4r are two geometric 
notations for large ensemble of verba l re
citers . §140 is in the Archive of Nota
tions bui lt up by John Cage for the benefit 
of the Foundation for the Contemporary 
Performance Arts. § 14 r was executed 
with a full range of stock texts . 

Graphis §142 (An African Symphony, 
July 1967) was inspired by a very poor, 
coloristic work by a very fine Holl ywood 
film composer, Alex North, who with 
huge resources and many percussionists, 
some using native instruments, still man
aged to sound more like the Stage Deli
catessen than the bel oved Kasongo Bar 
at Kindu. I used a map of Africa (ca . 
1770, when Biafra was listed, though not 
Nigeria, as a major nation), and a dia
gram over it, with an appropriate system 
to make for a sophisticated African st ruc
ture. I late r heard some Kufite music 
from Ethiopia which sounded just about 
like the chamber music version of my big
ensem ble piece. 

Graphis ~r43 (Softly for Orchestra) 
and §144 (Wipeout for Orchestra) came 
along more or less together. In July 1967, 
as a stage towa rd making another work, 
I held up a transparent positive of a sheet 
of music paper I had been working on, 
and noticed, once again, how whatever 
was behind it could be treated as musical 
notation. Looking at the bricks of my 
darkroom wall through the colossal-
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Sung add two parsely robot. Ambitious 
Squamules angry worm. In less than 
the sum my motor. Fred ink. General 
Electric neurosis. Their wives' sexual 
ends at the 55.6% dolly caravan. Ger
trude mushmellons buying pigeons. 
Fried. Our Vitamin A concentrate. 
Whirling emulsifiers. Scrabble taragon 
in the shade was a be whipping. Blue, 
how do you do." 

0112-0127 ( 15 seconds); Saint Joan stand
ing and silent. 

v 
o 117-0179 ( 62 minutes, 2 seconds); V 

standing and silent. 

VI 
o 125-0133 ( 8 seconds); VI standing and 

silent. 

SAINT JoAN 
0127-0150 (23 seconds); Saint Joan 

stamping her foot once. Saint Joan 
smiling, and raising her right hand 
over her head, lowering it before o 150. 

VI 
0133-0147 (14 seconds); VI riding an 

invisible pogo stick clockwise around 
the stage and returning to where he 
was. 

III 
0120-???? (??seconds); III going off

stage as rapidly as she can gracefully. 
III being offstage for the duration of 
the act. 

VI 
0147-0175 (28 seconds); VI stamping his 

foot once. VI smiling. VI raising his 
right hand over his head, lowering it 
before 0175. 
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For a Child We All Lost 

And a little child shall eat straw like the 
ox 
For the earth shall feed 

He shall not judge by the breadth of his 
lips 

The wolf shall be full of the Knowledge 
of the Lord as the waters cover the sea 

• • • 
And a little child shall be full of the 

Knowledge of the Lord as the waters 
cover the sea 

And a little child shall feed 
The wolf shall play over the hole of an 

asp 
The wolf shall lie down with the kid 
And his eyes shall be in the fear of the 

calf 
And his delight shall be in the equity of 

the kid 
For the Earth shall lie down together 
For the earth shall lie down with the kid 
He shall not judge by the breadth of his 

lips 
And his righteousness shall be in the 

equity of the lamb 
The wolf shall eat straw like the ox 
He shall not judge by what his eyes see 
He shall not judge by the girdle of his 

waist 
And a little child shall put his hand over 

the adder's den 
For the earth shall lie down with the kid 
For the earth shall lie down together 
And a little child shall feed 
And his righteousness shall be in the fear 

of the wolf 
For the earth shall lie down together 
For he shall not judge by what his ears 

hear 

Notes on the Graphis Serieu 

Graphis §143 

orchestra ( 52 stave?) paper I had de
signed for another project, I conceived 
of a work (Graphis §r43) based on this 
transparency to be very soft, always. And 
also I had just seen The Endless Summer, 
the surfing movie, which I loved and 
which suggested the idea of a Wipeout 
for Orchestra-purely instrumental per 
my music paper, but thunderously loud 
throughout and with a gigantic crescendo 
and glissando diagram behind it. 

Graphis §r45 was a simple diagram 
made for Chicago (after the style of 
Grap his §82) for the opening of the Mu
seum for the Contemporary Arts, which 
sponsored a performance at the then
Hippy Second City. This was in October 
r967. 
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SAINT JoAN 

o l 50-? ?? ? (as short a time as possible); 
Saint Joan going offstage, as gracefully 
as possible. 

Music 
0128-0211: Play Music H. 

VI 
0175-0184 (9 seconds); VI being very 

serene and silent. VI tired. 
v 

0179-0207 (28 seconds); V nodding her 
head deeply and looking at the floor. 
V looking up again. 

VI 
0184-0206 (22 seconds); VI simultane

ously saying, "Will ten non an col o 
iw cor vos res te be! ei," and moving 
towards the nearest person (V), rap
idly walking, bending straightening 
bending straightening etc. VT colliding 
gently with the nearest person (V). VI 
repeating the above if possible. 

Music 
021 r-0300, Music G. 

VI 
0206-0233 (27 seconds); VI crossing up-

stage. 
v 

0207-0250 (43 seconds); V making a 
difficult, impressive, and acrobatic exit. 

ScENE THREE-0226-0300 
2 Slides in Focus 

VI 
0233-0250 (17 seconds); VI stamping his 

foot once. VI smiling. VI raising his 
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There shall come forth a shoot from the 
stump of Jesse 

And a little child shall play over the hole 
of an asp 

The Wolf shall dwell with the lamb 
And his Lord shall be in the eyes of the 

lion 
And a little child shall eat straw like the 

OX 

For the earth shall eat straw like the ox 
And a little child shall play over the hole 

of an asp 
And his delight shall be in the equity of 

the lamb 
He shall not judge by the girdle of his 

waist 
The wolf shall be full of the Knowledge 

of the Lord as the waters cover the sea 

The wolf shall play over the hole of an asp 
For the earth shall dwell with the lamb 
There shall come forth the fear of the 

Lord 
There shall come forth righteousness 
He shall not judge by what his eyes see 
The wolf shall lie down with the kid 
He shall not judge by what his eyes see 
The wolf shall dwell with the lamb 
The wolf shall lie down with the kid 
And a little child shall feed 
And his ears shall be in the fear of the lion 
For the earth shall not hurt or destroy in 

all my Holy Mountain 

New York 
June 1967 

Notes on the Graphis Series 

For Graphis §146 (Chair Frais-for 
Marilyn) the shape of a chair was traced 
onto a piece of the colossal music paper 
described in Graphis § r 43, to make a 
pun from a line in a half-French, half
English poem written by the Marilyn of 
so many pieces in this book. She may best 
be visualized by the reader as a very 
gracious girl who graduated Bennington, 
helped run the Galerie Sonnabend in 
Paris, knew many artists, returned to the 
U.S., worked for the Something Else 
Press, knew many artists, went back to 
France to get married, returned to the 
U.S. again, took a chemical exit from 
responsibilities, made us fire her, went to 
France again, came back alone after the 
May uprising, and lives in the smoke of 
... Well, to me she was the 1960s, not 
a bad time (in fact a rather rich one for 
the arts) but not a good one, at least 
socially. And so it isn't fair to make this 
book without acknowledging, Ave atque 
vale, Marilina. 

(November 1968) 
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Saint /ban at Beaurevoir 

right hand over his head, lowering it 
before 0250. 

025 0-0300 (50 seconds); VI going off
stage as rapidly as he can with grace. 
VI being offstage. 

M AIN PROPS 

cross 
tape r 
two cand les 
large sheet of paper 
toy sparkler 
carburetor in twine 
hat fo r ii 
large wheel 
tape reco rder 
ribbons 
fo ur coffee pots 
two spoons 
two sources of water 
a fou r-burner electric hea ter 
a table 
five chairs 
a chess set 
a dice cup 
a token (a painted co in for example) 
two or more artific ial Ao\.vers 
a noiscn1aker 
paper 
penci ls 
envelopes 
tapes 
a monitor speaker 
note: the tape recorder must have a microphone. 
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END oF SAINT JoAN AT BEAUREVOIR 

New York City 
December 16, 1959 
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